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ABSTRACT 

The need for suppressing the illicit traffic in drags 

can hardly be over-emphasised* Yet, the licit uses of drugs, 

especially for medical and scientific needol cannot be suppressed. 

Apparently, it is a question of determining the world requirements 

of drugs for such legitimate usesq and of producing and manufac- 

turing them accordingly. 

Owing to their multifarious medical uses in various parts 

A 

of the world, it proves to be almost impossible to determine 

exactly the amount of drugs required for legitimate purposes. 

There is also the complicating factor that drugs are used for 

sociological and religious reasonsp which have a long history. 

Not only'are the licit uses and legitimate amounts of dro4a 

difficult to determine but also such difficulties give rise to 

illicit traffic in them. Yett it is believed that a concerted 

international policyg coupled with national co-operationg on 

various facets of the related problemag namely, limitation of 

production and/or manufacture of drugst restriction on cultiva- 

tion of plants that may contribute to addiction-producing subs- 

tancest training and rehabilitation of drug addictst and efficient 

national administrationt would help eradicate drug-abuse* 

In search of an appropriate remedyt this thesis has been 

devoted to a practical study of the problem and to exploring in this 

area of international law the relationship between the political and 

economic interests and the international economic order. It has four 



i(a) 
Parts: Part I deals with the social and cultural aspects of drug-use 

and also details the historical origins of opium, which has a long 

association with drug-abuse. This Part also deals with the nature of 

international action for the suppression of drug-abuse until the 

establishment of the League of Nations. In Part II an account is 

given of the League machinery employed for this purpose on the basis 

of the agreements and conventions concluded during this period. 

Part III is devoted to an evaluation of the U. N. machineryp which is 

now based on the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugst 1961 and the 

Protocol of 19729 amending this Convention. Part IV assesses the 

contributions of some of the inter-governmental and international 

non-governmental organisations concerned with the suppression of 

illicit trade and traffic in drugs* Finallyt an attempt has been 

made to examine the present state of legal order in this area of 

international law. 

A 
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PART I 

Introduction 

Drugs have many uses. Their use for social and cultural 

reasons gives rise to multifarious problems. These social and 

cultural causes are so deep-rooted in some societies that it 

appears to be difficult to change the attitudes of the users of 

drugs in those societies-by law. This Part explores the nature 

of the social and cultural aspects of drug-use in order to 

determine whether at any stage of history there was any 
ýsocial 

awareness" which might have contributed to forming a corpus of 

law for the suppression of drug-abuseq or any attempt to create 

such an awareness* 

Opium having a very long. association with drug-abuseq an 

attempt has also been made to trace its historical origins and 

the nature of early international action for the control of its 

uses and abuses. Indeedq the early anti-opium movement even 

before the Shanghai Conference of 1909 affords interesting possi- 

bilities for further research, and it is appropriate to discuss 

this movement with a view to determining the extent of its contri- 

bution to the later development of law in this area. 



CHAPTER I 

(A) SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ASPECTS OF 

DRUG -USE 

Drug-abuse is now a social evil but the early 

sociology of drag-use largely identified itself with religious 

and cultural beliefs* "Almost a. 11 communitiesp in every part 

of the world, had their medicine ment witch doctors ... selected 

mainly on account of their ability to communicate with the spirits. 

To visit the spirit world, the medicine men had to be able to enter 

a state of trance; and this was frequently attained uith the help 

of drugs. " 1 The indispensability of drugs and/or other addictive 

substances to religious ceremonies has also been confirmed by the 

Rig Veda in India 2 
and the Bible in Christendom. Indeedq in 

many parts of the worldt "plant drugs which had originally been 

used to facilitate access to the spirits came to be regardedg and 

lator worshipped as spirits, or deities, in their own right.,, 
3- 

Affaing archaeological evidence from Cyprust Crete and 

Greece shows that opiun was probably used ritually about 2000 B. C. 4 

Archaeological evidence of. tobaco smoking among South-Western 

American Indians yields dates of 200 A. D. and for Eastern Coastal 

5 Indians about 800 A. D. The mind-altering effects of drags appear 

to have attracted the hunting. and gathering tribes in Paleolithiep 



'6 

Mesolithic and Neolithic timesp although no concrete evidence 

of this has yet been found. 
' 6* 

The medicinal use 9f plantsp not always as a direct cure# 
7 but for producing mind-altering effects goes back to 2000 B. C. 

Not only are there biblical and Babylonian apothecary's guidest but 

also the Ebers Papyrus, ( circa 150O. B. C. ) contained remedies list- 

'8 ing winel beerg wormwood p cumin etc. In Indiat Rig-Veda medicinal 

use of plants is claimed before 1600 B. C. and in the Sushutra Samhita 
9 drug therapies " are referred to about 1000 B. C. 

10 11 According to McKinlay and Piggott drugs were also used 

for social purposes such as ceremonial occasions or for informal 

and non-institutionalised gatherings like parties. In their study 

of society and drugst Blum and Associates observed that 11 Long 

before the time of Christt descriptions were imitten of private or 

individual centred drag usep as for examplet in drinking without 

regard to social circumstances that resulted in stuport euphoria and 

comparable states. Opium and perhaps cannabis-are also implicated 

12 
. by that dateell According to Chopral hemp is perhaps the 

14 oldest plant which has been used and held in reverence by ancient 

Orientals. Its past is associated with religious, social and medical 

uses which indicates the depths in which the problem is rooted-" 
13 

It is believed that the cheiving of coca leaves was practised 

in Pern possibly before the Incas. In the opinion of chroniclers df 

the conquest of Peru by the Spaniardsl the cultivatioa and use of 

coca was very restricted at that timet so that chewing was a privilege 

of the Inca aristocracyt who consumed coca during official and reli- t2 

t 

gious ceremonies. According to. the Chronicler Santillan and also 
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the Viceroy Francisco de Toledo, after the Spanish conquest 

limitations on coca use and cultivation were removed and coca 

became a lucrative business. " 

In writing the history of the poppy and of opium and 

their expansion in antiquity in the Eastern Mediterranean areav 

Kritikos and Papadaki confirmed that the ancient Greeks portrayed 

the divinities Hypnos (sleep)j Nyý (night) and Thanatos (death) 

15 
wreathed with poppies in their handsp and that not only has 

mention of it been made by Aristotle (384-322 B. C. )q but also 

arachaeological evidence ( e. g. clay modelst ornaments etc. ) confirms 

that the poppy was well-accepted in social and cultural life in that 

part of the world. 

More recentlyt certain of the colonial areas have also been 

affected by opium, In his discussion of croses-cultural influences 

on ideas about drugg Leong observed that opium It as an article of 

commercet was a fact of. life at the time of the founding of 

Singapore in 1819. It was a prestige substance and, certainly a 
16 

very expensive commodity. " He also confirmed -that Chinese 

physicians 11 often recommended opium smoking against certain illsp 

particularly dysentery. Fresh scrapings from a warm opium pipe 

were often applied to boils and the coarse papers used as filters 

in the manufacture of prepared opium ( chandu or smokeable extract), 

from raw opium were used as an external application for piles. " 17 

On the other handt the problem of drug addiction in West 

Africa is a fairly recent phenomenon918 although it was quite common 

in-the southern part of Africaq especially among the Chinese coolies. 
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According to one study, 11 of the factors contributing to the 

spread of drug addiction in West Africaq that of population move- 

mentt especially of internal and inter-territorialp comes first. 

The spread. of drug addiction is facilitated in populous kýgions 

frequented by tourists and by seasonal workers, and districts where 

the inhabitants have easy access to large centres of population for 

business or pleasure'and areq therefore# within reach of temptations 
19 

which lay them open to the risk of illicit drag use and drug peddling. " 

Aadictionj whether to alcbhol or other addiction-producing 

agentsl viz. cannabis and ganja, is quite, widespread amongr the Ifest 

Indiana. 20 It is commonly believed that ganja which is generally 

taken as a substitute for opi= was introduced into Jamaica by 

Indian indentured labour brought in to work for the sugar plantations 

after the*abolit*ion of. slavory in 1834- 21 It is also bel'ieved that 

in Jamaica ganja was widely used by Indian labourers in the cane 

fileds to allay fatiguel and that subsequently its use spread through, 

22 
out the lower class Jamaican population. Interestinglyt according 

to one studyp neither ganja nor any other form of cannabis is exten- 

sively used in other Caribbean islands. It is used in Trinidad but 

23 
not to the extent that it is in Jamaica. 

Therefore, in most parts of the world some kind of addictive 

product ( generally a natural product) was in useq although the eul- 

tivation and/or production of such addictive plants and/or products 

was prevalent in certain countriest mainly those on the Asian# Middle 

Eastern and South American regions. In the parts in which its 

ctdtivatign and/or production was not-originally in existencep viz. 



primarily the European continent, addictive products ( opium, 

cannabis etc. ) were accepted much later for the same sociological 

reasons that they had been in use in the traditional'areas. 

Whereas the countries in the former category cultivated 

and/or produced addictive substances and plants primarily for 

fulfilling the demands emanating from superstitutiong which was 

graduhlly absorbed into their culture and religiong the countries 

in the latter category, besides their requirements for medical and 

scientific purposest imported them mainly for the use of addicts. 

The latter aspect of the use of drugs has threatened the whole world 

and it would bý interesting to determine the reasons for the demand 

for-themt which is generally prompted'by certain attitudes towards 

life and societyt and the impact which they produce upon societies. 

Causes 'of'Demancl for Drurts 

Apart from medical and scientific needs, drugs are 

not a necessity for himan. life. Yet, "necessity" being a 

relative terml in certain casest nothing'appears to be unnecessary. 

Therefordq it becomes. nedessary to identify those cases where 

relatively unnecessary objects become indispensable to human life* 

Like business in all other commoditiesq the forces of demand and 

supply also operate in respect of drugs. The demand for drugs is 

caused by -various factorst viz. psychological deficiencies in 
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24 
peoplep social conditionsp including broken family conditions, 

leading to disappointmentg non-fulfilment of ambitionsg 
25 

and hence 

a drift into addictiong social pressures giving rise to a feeling 

of inadequacy and inability to compete with peers, 
26 the alter- 

native life style very pronounced among young people# which is 

othemise knwwn as "youth culture'19 
27 

cross-cultural influences on 

ideas about drugsq 28 loss of faith in the existing values of life 

and consequently, protest against values by infringing the so-called 
29 taboos concerning drag-use , and auto-established addictiong which 

is noticeable aniong medical staff and their relativest3o and also 

the use of drugs in certain cultures and rites 031 

On the other hand, as in the case of various other con-noditiest 

the demand for drugs is also influenced by their supply, In other 

vords 
I, 

either they are made available in abundance or their supply is 

'restricted. From a psychological point of view the second situation 

makes the demand for drugs more compulsive# and despite all hazardst 

efforts are made to obtain such a not-so-easily available commodityt 

mainly for two reasons: (a) to enhance self-esteemg augmented by the 

admiration. of othersp and. (b) to satisfy the needs of an addict. An 

unders tanding of these psychological phenomena prompts the traffickers 

to ensure a high demand for drugs. 

Such multifarious --and primarily sociological- reasons for 

the use-of drugs inevitably lead to their abuse. Converselyt 

the remedy primarily lies in the elimination of the 

incidence of drug-use caused predominantly by sociological factors . 
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Any attempt to encourage drug users to switch to alcoholp for 

exampleg is not desirable since it produces the same social effectst 

although in view of its comparative availability, alcoholism may not 

give rise to the problem of illicit traffic in alcoholic substances 

to the extent to which narcotic substances have been subject. 

Drug-ism being a social phenomenong in almost all parts of the worldv 

it would be appropHate to determine the social and legal measures 
I 

to suppress this evil. It is believed that an international policyg 

operating through national governmentst may remedy this situation. 

With this view in minap an attempt has been made in the subsequent 

chapters to evaluate the international movements9 and national 

co-operation in this regard since the Shanghai Commission of 1909. 

Howevert it is appropriate at this stage to state a few 

hv-potheses concerning international action for the suppression of 

the illicit traffic in drugs and also the drug-habit at larget for 

further analysis of these problems. 

It appears that crude drugs and opium were mainly in use 

only in certain parts of the worldt namely, Egyptq Greecet certain 

parts of the Middle East, Asia and South America. Narcotic drugs 

and other allied substances are manufactured productst and the 

advancement of technology in the western pa rt of the world must 

have contributed to their being in use. Drugs being an integral 

part of religious rites and culture, especially in Asial Middle East 

and South America, the question of legalising their use did not arise 

prior to the Shanghai Coaunission of 1909. In other wordsp the cause 

of "social awareness" ag regards the prohibition of the use of drugs 
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was not in existencet and this situation was augmented in their 

being accepted for medical uses also. At this*point it is 

appropriate to discuss whether there was any relationship between 

law and social awareness during the early period of drug-abuses 

Generally speakingp people should be motivated to turn to law 

for protection of their interests; in other wordsv people will turn 

to law for "justice". This offer of justice' can effectively be made 

only in appropriate social and legal conditions. In the absence of 

such conditionsg howeverp there. remain two alternatives: (a) to 

create those conditions within a given society by certain local 

means; or (b) to create those conditions by mans of external dffortst 

and gradually to transfer the'process to indigenous means. But, in 

b oth casesp the beneficieries are not only a given society but also 

the vorld society at large. 

In so far as -the use of drugs is concerned, during the early 

period of its acceptance. by certain societies as a part of their 

social'and cultural lifeg the'question of rejection did not even 

arise* The conviction for their acceptance was so strong that 

even at a time when action against their abuse was overduep no 

effective attempt was made towards it, ftowevert it would be unjust 

to say that the absence of "social hwareness" was the only reason 

for making attempts towards. suppression of the drug-problem even 

more remote or improbable. The acceptance of drugs, socially and 

culturallys in certain parts of the world became the basis for a 

promising profiteering trade in them for certain othersq who 
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principally came. from the western part of the world. It should 

also be pointed out that even in those days the drug-affected areas 

were economically less developedt principally owing -to the absenco 

of technological advancementf andin consequence, no high priority 

could be given to the question of suppressing this social malaise. 

Bearing these points in mind, in the absence of any "social awareness" 

as regards the suppression of drug-abuse during the early poriodg ioeog 

prior to the Shanghai Commission. of 19099 the following observations 

may be mades 

(i) that in the absence of any identifiable social 

awareness the prospect of a basis for actiono whether 

on. a national or an international level, culminating 

in a legal forceq was remote; 

(ii) that in the course of time, in this area of international 

lawl like many other areas of international humanitarian 

lawq social awareness as regards the suppression of the 

drug malaise, was kindled by certain indiviaualsp mostly 

from outside the affected areas; 
33 

(Iii) that the predominantly external means of kindling, 

social awareness sometimes proved to be conflictingt 

i. e. 9 giving rise to culture-conflict, and henceg in 

retaliationt an attempt might have been made to 

consolidate the existing cultural pattern. 

These inferences give rise to certain further reflections, 

In general, the use Of conscious legislation in societies makes the 

process of adjustment of the law to social change rather easy. But 

F 
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34 this process has no application in a society which abhors any 

social change, and in such a situationg any attempt, intemal or 

external, to bring about "social awareness" makes a frontal attack 

on the existing social normt and consequently, during. this period M, 

of conflict't legislation is made for a social change and not the 

other -way around. Againg as evidenced in international legislation 

for. the suppression of drug-abuset legislations in this situation-, 

willq presumablyq be predominantly based on bL presumed idea of 

"social good" held by certain non-indigenous'people. Thereforet 

what would be more appropriate is to create a constructive public 

opinion by educationg among the indi'genous peoplet in conjunction 

with the available external effortsp and to endeavour to shift the 

social practice from one situation to another; otheivisep the 

longer the period of such changeq the stronger would be the 

likelihood of social contamination by'the problem inquestion, 

both nationally and internationally. Indeed, this situation was 

particularly evidenced during the period of the movement when 

sporadic attempts were being made to suppress drug-abuse. It was 

during this prolonged period of social malaise that the abusive 

aspect of drugs involved the western world also. All attempts at 

law-making for the suppression of the drug-evil were rendered 

futile by the moro-concerted action to keep alive the process of 

illicit traffic in drugs. 35 

Secondlyt in so far as the drug-problem is concerned, the 

behaviourial change demanded by law was very suddeng although in almost 

all societies there is an identifiable difference between the actual 
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behaviour of people and the desired behaviour required by law. Sol 

the "tension" which was created by the suaden demand for a desired 

legal normp vas very high. Such a "tension" operates as a "social 

and cultural shock". This shock can only be effectively allayed by 

a process of gradual enlightenment of people, and not by "sudden" 

legal means. In other wordsq the basis of work for law, in such a 

situationt will not be the existing socio-cultural normsq but only 

a functionally-orientated ideology. The funciion, of such an ideology 

will be twofold: 

(a) to implement a law, which besides its usual functions, 

vill shape social behavionrt in order that it may. 

respond more effectively to the actual needs of a society; 

in other words, law in this instance will have an educa- 

tive functiong uhich may also be described as a. curative 

function.; and 

(b) in performing its preventive function, it must not impose 

any foreign element oi norm; in other words, it must 

educate a given society by and through that society. Also, 

that the function of law in this situation will not be 

solely punitive. A sociological Imowledge about the 

functions of law is necessary. In discussing the rela- 

tionship between-law and sanetionsq Barkun rightly observed 

. 
that 11 legal procedures are senseless, ... and ultimatelyt 

non-existent if there is no way to'organise perceptions 

so that actions can be-separated into deviant and compliantý 
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This dichotomization is by no means simply the 

prerogative of the social scientist who is an ious 

to systematize his subject matter; law has to place the 

individual and tho group in situations in which choices 

are real and 4ecisions are possible.,, 
36 

Thirdlyr that although the term "drugs" and their use was 

originally associated with the non-western parts of the worldp 

the term "narcotic drugs" is associated with both the western and 

non-western parts of the world. Yett there are differences in the 

patterns of. their use, and the causes of their use. In the western 

part of the world, the inadequacies of the societies resulting in 

frustration in human livesq and other related psychological factorsl 

are responsible for drug-abuse, whereas in other parts of the world., 

socio-cultural reasons are the primary reasons for their use and 

abuseq although psychological factorsp e. g. disappointment caused by 

poverty, contribute to a certain extent to their abuse. 

Neverthelessp in consequence of constant international actiont 

changes in the general social attitude in both the western and 

non-western parts of the world are identifiablot although drug-abuse 

in both parts of the world persists in a large degree. There is no. 

doubt that drug-abuse is considered to be taboo in all countriesp 

whether nascent or otherwise, but i nterestingly enoughg the effect 

of such taboo has become unprecedented- psychologically speaking- 

the breach of taboo gives an individual certain pleasurev developes 

confidence in him for a further*breach in the event of his going 
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unpunished and also the inadequacies of societies prompt him to resort 

to drugs surreptitiously. 

Thereforev the net result is that both the western and non- 

western countries have accepted d7rug-abuse as a social malaisep and 

, that - is the basis on which international action and law in this 

area restt although the cure lies not in law alone but also in the 

treatment of the drag-users and the societies at large. Law represents 

the belief that there must be something belAnd and above government 

without which it cannot attain permanence or respect. Ultimatelyt 

this is a question of values, of the balancing between the interest 

in the safety and the strength of a given society, and the consi- 

deraiion of the individual as a person. In discussing the changing 

problems of punishmentp Friedmann rightly observed that 11 vhat is of 

far greater importance to the theory of punishment as applicable to 

all major offences is the progress of social science in a mannp-r 

paralle 
. 1-to. that of modern psychology and psychiatry. it 37 In other 

wordsq emphasis should be laid upon reformation rather thaii upon 

- 38 
punishment. 
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L (B) HISTORICAL ORIGLNS OF THE 

USE OF OPIU-1 

It is appropriate to devote a separate section to the 

discussion of opium for the following reasons: 

(i) opium has the longest association with abuse; 

(ii) the complicating factor of its indispensability 

to medicine and science; and 

(iii) its socio-cultural significance in certain societies. 

It seems that opium 'was destined for abuse. The origin of 
39 

opium poppies is enmeshed in historical controversy, Leavinty, 

such controversy asideq the majority of historians believe that 

the cultivation of opiu! n poppies originated in the eighth century 

B. C. 9 if not in the sixth century B. C. Historians areq however, 

unanimous that trade-. 
_ 

in opium across national boundaries started 
40 

as early as the eighth century, and it is believed that the Arabs 

were the fore-runners in this field of business. Opium was brought 

by them by vay of Persia to India and China. Although trade in 

opium was originally confined to the Orient, the discoveries in 

ancient tombs in South America testify to the existence of the 

coca plant before the Incas, i. e. 9 C. 1100. 

Whatever might be the historical origins of opiump that it 

was in Homeric description, 11 the drug of forgetfulness" was 

accepted universally. The other use of this drug, which is 

me*dicinall made the demand for it imperative. Historically againt 

the cultivation of opium and its use prior to the sixteenth century 
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. was mostly confined to the Middle Easternt Asian and South 

American countries. Until the sixteenth centuryp the abusive 

aspect of the opium poppy was not deemed a matter of concern 

by certain societiest viz. Asian and Middle Eastern, primarily 

because of its acceptance by these societies not only as a 

medicinet but also as a "drug of forgetfulness". 42 The use of 

drugs being inevitable, -the question of their control and/or 

production even on a national level did not arise. Although 

international society in the formal sense existed as early as 

the sixth century B. C. 9 present day international law can only 

be traced back to the twelfth centuryO43 and international action 

for the control of traffic iq opium dates only from the sixteenth 

century. Regular trade in opium with China was started by the 

Moghuls as early as the sixteenth century. According to Glattq 

cultivation of opiun and its use probably spread from Asia 

Minor to neighbouring regions long before reaching Chinat involving 

many other peoples such as tlýe Egyptiansq the Assyrians, the Greeks 

and the Romans. There are reports of the widespread abuse of opium 

among the Turks in the sixteenth century. 

One theory that may be isolated is that opium was originally 

in wide use in theAsiant Middle Eastern and South American 

countriesp although it was originally produced in Persia so that 

"The importation of opium into Europe from the East led to much 

abuse of the drug in countries such as Germany and Englandq'144 and 

that illicit, traffic-in opium did not jenerally start prior to the 
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sixteenth century. The beginning of-trade and traffic in opium 

coincides with the start of colonial and imperial expansion 

of the European powers throughout Asiap Africa and South America* 

Trade in this commodity flourishe-d sinceg opium being unreservedly 

acceptable in the aforesaid societies, the need for limitation 

of trade and traffic in it was not envisagedq 

Howevert no attempts to change the social attitude 

towards the unabated use of opium had been-made prior to the 

sixteenth centuryt and this became manifest in the movements 
45 

of individuals and various action groups. The starting 

point of international action for the control of. illicit 

traffic in opium cannot be dated earlier than the sixteenth 

century. 
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III EARLY INTEMATIONAL ACTIOMFOR THE 

CONTIfOL OF TM USE OF OPITZI 

Internatioml Action for Lhe Control of 
Illicit Trade nnd Traffic in Opium Between 

---the Sixteenth Century and the Shnnghai 
Conference of 1209 

This period was charaeLterised by an awareness of the 

desirability of controlling the illicit traffic in opiun. 

Howeverg in order to produce a working hypothesis in this regard 

._ --one should first assess the character of the international societyp 

since the. corpus of international law at a certain period gains 

life from the contemporary international society, In briefg until 

the eleventh centuryg it was the period of test for Jus Genti-am 

Yetq not only isolated evidence of the practice of arbitration 
46 in a rudimentary form may be found here and thereq but also 

efforts at alliance between the Christian and the non-Christian 

states were being made. 
47 As Oppenheim saidq "the conception 

of a Family of Nations did not arise in the mental horizon of the 

ancient world.., 
48 

, and he also observed that there was no room 
49 

for the Law of Nations during the Middle Ages. Starke shares 

the view that although the genesis of international law (treatiest 

immunities of ambassadorsq recourse to arbitration etc. ) are to bO 

found in Egypt, India and the Islamic world long before the dawn 

of Christianity, "it would be-sxong to regard these early instances 

as representing any serious contribution towards the evolution 
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of the modern system of international law.,, 50 Noverthelesst 

amidst the serenity of the medieval order grew the idea of. 
51 discovery, the idea of widening horizons, and also the zeal 

for invention. Indeedq the techniques of handling overseas 

trade originated in the medieval'age. 
52 Howevert. ' -the 

phase of discovery was fbllowed by the race of col6nisation 

among the powerful co=ercial nationst through trading activities. 

Schwarzenberger observed that "in the process of colonial 

and imperial expansion of the European Powerst European 

society gradually engulfed the New World, Asia and Africa,,,, 53 

The South American countries were also under the pressure o. L 

colonisation by the Po 
. 
rtuguese who themselves ultimately 

suffered a defeat commercially by the Dutch. 54 Despite 

the fact that the nations started widening their horizons in 

the twelfth centuryp it was not until the sixteenth century 

that world trade really did expand. It was'also during this 

period that the Law of Nations vas in the process of gradually 
55 developing into a self-contained legal discipline, although it 

passed through. various changes during different ages. 

Howevert widespread opium smoking and trade in opium did not 

start until the seventeenth century. 
56 Until the period of the 

British acquisition of Bengal and Bihar in India# the Dutch 

were the chief purchasers of opiump and instruction, to make 

opium as part of the investment -was first issued by the 

East India Company in 1683, In China# Riperor Yung Cheng, 
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issued the first anti-opium edict from Peking in 1729.57 

Interestingly enought although by the seventeenth century 

. opium-smoking and trade in it had become widespread in almost 

every part of the world, it*was in China that the traffic in 

opium thrivedp although originally there was no opium problem 

in China. 

In order to show the genesis of international action in 

this field, it will be necessary to describe the process of 

inter-action among the nationsv which ultimately led to the 

"Opium War". The Portuguese established themýelves on the 

West Coast of India in the sixteenth century and were gradually 

attracted to the opium trade in China. 'Opium trade in China 

vast in factt started by the Indians and the Arabsp but was 

ultimately taken over. by the Portuguese for a short period. 

Yetv it was during this period that the British managed to 

strengthen their base for opium trade in China. The Anglo-Dutch 

War of 1781 interrupted the tradet but the East India Company 

maintained their foothold in China even after the War. On 

the other handg the determination of the British to trade in 

opium in China led to international actione Two important 

points should be mentioned at this juncture: firstly, that 

opium was not an inhigenous product of China and that it was 

brought into China from India and thereforep secondly, that 

for Chinat the straggle was to uproot the evilt while for 

Britaint it-was to found -their trade. This aspect of the 

problem formed the background of*the Shanghai Conference 

of 1909. 
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Action had been taken by China through the issue of 
58 Luperial Edicts prohibiting the importation of opium, and 

Britain did recognise the gravity of the situationj The 

British Foreign Officep in'protest at the renewed efforts 

made by some British merchants and Governors to re-establish 

the opium trade in Chinag sent a hote to Lord Napier stating 

that "It is not by force'and violence that His Majesty intends 

to establish a commercial intercourse between his subjects 

and China; but by the other conciliatory measures so strongly 

inculcated in all the instructions which you have received.,, 
59 

Although conciliatory measures were advocated by the British 

authorities, they failed to take such measures. The Chinese 
d 60 

High Comm-issioner appealed to the Queen of England for 

co-operation in suppressing'the opium tradet but unfortunately 

met with no success. In his biography of Gladstone 
61 

Lord Morley riglitly mentionedýthat the "British subjects 

insisted on smuggling opium into China in the teeth of Chinese 

law. ft' The inevitable effect was of course the outbreak of 

the "Opiun War"-. Absence of stringent legislation-. and 

political power caused China to be powerless in this warg but 

she leamt the lesson that effective suppression of the 

illicit, traffic in 6pium could not be achieved without attaining 

intemational consensus. 

Despite their apparent victoryp the continuous pressure 

of the Chinese upon the British trade made the British authorities 

realise that legalisation of the opiual trade would be the only- 
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solution, even though it would mean a financial loss to 

the Treasury. In an attempt to continue the trade on an amicable 

basýsf the Treaty of Nanking was sigýed in 1842-"primarily to 

establish equality in consular activities between Britain 

and China. This Treaty introduced fair tariff rates at the 

Treaty ports9 but owing to the lack of provision for effective 
I 

measures in the Treatyp all attempts to control the trade 

in opiun by effective legislation proved to be abortive. 

Morcovert a veil of secrecy was maintained as to the working 

procedure for implementation of the treaty provisions, 

Lord Palmerston issued instruction; 
62 

to the British 

Representative in China in 1845 to make some arrangements 

with the Chinese government fcrtreating opium as an article of 

lawful commerce and thereby strengthening commercial relations 

between the two countriesq but this could not stop the Arrow liar 

of 1856-158, 

The Arrow War was not a war for the legalisation of trade 

in opium; it was aimed at rescuing China from her economic 

imbalance. The various protests lodged by China against U7 

British action ultimately led to the conclusion of the Treaty 
63 

of Tientsin in 1858. Under this Treaty, opiun was declared 

to be a dutiable article, and as a measure of control, the 

Treaty was designed to give the natives the right to cultivate 

opivm for the purpose only of local consumptiont i, eet 

for medical use and to a certain extent as a "drug of forgetful- 

ness"o Rule 5 of the Treaty stated, inter alia, "(Opiun) 

will be carried into the interior by Chinese onlyq only as 
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Chinese property; the foreign trader will not be allowed to 

accompany it. " This appeared to be a positive attempt to 

control the traffic in opium in Chinav but the remaining 

provision of the same Rulet "... nor, in future revision of 

the tarifft is the same rule of revision to be applied to 

opim as to other goods"t, undermined the stringency of the 

measure* The Treaty-of Tientsin, which contained such a 

provisiong insteaa of promoting the anti-opii= movement in. 

Chinat helped strengthen the British monopoly in that trade. 

--Howevert with Lord Elgin's regime in: ýChina 
64 

-the British 

authorities turned over a new leaf with regard to the opium 

trade in China. A British subject was made subject to punish- 

ment if found engaged in illicit traffic in opium in China. 

Lord Elgin declared that I'legalisation is preferable to the 

evils attending the farce now played. , 
64(a)- 

T-n. this connection mention should be made that the 

problem of trade and traffic in opium in China became a 

triangular one. Opium was brought into China, but in the course 

of time, China started producing opium andt in fact, the 

h; tbit of oPiwa-smOking. developed, which gave rise to illicit 

traffic within the territory. 
65 The loopholes in. Rule 5 of 

the Treaty Of Tientsin were strontm: Ply contested by-the Chinese 

authoritiesq and consequentlyg the Chefoo, Convention ims 

concluded in 1876. By this Conventiont the British 

goverment accepted in principle a proposal that inland taxation 

(likin) on opium should be collected simultaneously with the 

import dutyt i. e. p by the Imperial authorities and not by the 

Chinese Provincial authorities. This was made effective 
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by the Additional Article signed on the 18th Julyp 1885o 

The Chefoo Convention gave adequate routine power to the 

Chinese Customs Officersq but Rule 5 of the Treaty of Tientsin 

debarred these officers from exercising, -their power. in dealing 

with the trade in opium in the usual way. In fact, what 

the Chefoo Convention gave to the Chinese officerst the 

Tientsin Treaty took away. Moreover, the British governmont 

did not ratify the Chefoo Convention until 1885, primarily 

because the terms of the Convention were not favourable to 

the British interest. At this juncturet it may be advi sable 

to state the nature of the trade relationship between India 

and China# as far as this commodity was concerned. 

The opium trade in India came as-a direct legacy from 

the Mubamedan rulers of India and from the early Porturogmese 

traders who were finally superseded by the British after the 
66 

Battle of Plassey in . 1.757. The Britishp by virtue of 

economic and political powert established a strong foothold 

in India, and by dethroning the local merchýnts they ultimately 

monopolised the opium trade. "The Plan of sending opium 

from Bengal to China was first suggested by a Mr. Watsong 

in the year 1767# to a council of representatives of the 
67 

East India Company held at Calcutta. This suggestion 

was very cordially-accepted by the members of the Company a. % 

it indicated a secure revenue. Therefore, -the whole network of 

the trade was designed to supply opium to the Chinese market 
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by. establishing a monopoly in India. The graýdual monopolisation 

of this trade was simmarised by Owen when he stated that 

"the opium industry of Bengal was thus taken under the wing of 

the East India Company[whose] officials at Patna,... 'administered it 

as a personal monopoly. From this status to public monopoly i-ras 

but a short distance, and the 
, 
distance vas traversed at the sugges- 

tion of Warren Hastings. " 
68 

At the time Warren Hastings was 

appointed Governor of Bengalq Britain was seriously considering 

the laissez-faire principle, Hastings admitted the efficien6y 

of. - 
this principlet but inconsistently enought was concerned 

about the development of the opium trade in India* Ile urged that 

"opium was not a necessary of lifeg but a pernicious article of 

luxuryt which ought not to be permitted but for the purpose of 

foreign co=erce onlyq and which the wisdom of the Government should 

carefully restrain from internal consumption. , 
69 

Hasings's policy 

concerning opium trade was in effect re-vitalising rather than 

discouraging. 

The first constructive sýepj howeverg in legalising the opium 

trade in India and also in working out an acceptable basis of busi- 

ness was taken by Earl Cornmallis. 70 By the time Cornwallis was 

sent as Governorp Indian merchants were amassing, %, realth through 

production of opium with cheap labour. At this point, the main task 

for Cornwallis was to limit the production of opium, which would 

reduce the business for both the East India Company and the Indian 

businessmen. The cultivation of poppies was allowed only with the 

authorisation of the government and the sale of opium was also 

controlled by the government. The inadequacy of effecitve machinery, 
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for the vhole country couplea with the intensity of the 

problemp made Cornwallis limit his efforts to Bengal and Bihar onlyl, 

and also to licit trade. 

In the meantimep the British monopoly in opium trade 

in India faced competition from the Malwa opiumý971 most of whichi 

found its way in illicit traffic into China. The British autho- 

ritiest in order to put an end to the Portuguese supremacy in Malva 

opiumv lowered the price of the Bengal opium; this action vas aime& 

at attaining monopoly in the opium trade by eliminating the 

competition* 

The Chinese'authorities adoptea measures to combat the 

opiun evilp but their efforts proved to be feeble in the face of 

British measures* A committee of the House of Commons reportea 

in 1832 that in the "present state of the revenue in, India, it 

does not appear aavisable., to abandon so important a source of 

revenue,, a duty upon opium being a tax whickfalls principally upon 

the foreign consumerg and'which appears upon the vhole less liable 

n72 to objection than any other which could be substituted. 

The Tientsin tariffs were due to be revised in 1869'. The 

Treaty of Tientsin was an unhappy-instrument for the British becausw 

it c. ontainea provisions for the increase of the tariff. In 1869t 

Sir Rutherford Alcock tailored this Treaty in favour of the 

British by amending many provisionsq but it failed to attain Chinese 

ratification. The other major convention-designed to control 

traffic in opium in China was the Chefoo-Conventioxi. By the 

time this Convention was ratifiedl i. e., 1885t the volume 
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of indigenous production of opium for local consunptiom 

(i. e. 9. in China), posea another problem., Accoraing to one 
73 Report of the Royal Commission 9 China by 1885 was probably 

producing at least týice as much opium as she was importing. 

. 
-The trail of the opium trade in China and India seemed 

to be .a 
never-ending one. 

74 Yetp the termination of illicit 

trade came with a suddenness that must have startled even 

the anti-opium leaders. 75 Perhaps the increasing awareness 

of the nations of the menace of opium smoking contributed to 

the reformation, movement.. There was the example set by Japan-.. 

"whose consistently strict'domostic policy of prohibiting 

opiun smoking was being successfully extended to her acquisitiong 

Formosa-y,, 76- 
and "another was the experience of employers 

of Chinese labour in the British colonies of the undesirable 

effects of opiun smoking on efficiency and trustworthiness. 0,07 

The Imperial Decreetof September 20t 1906 declarea that "within 

a period of ten years , the evils arising f rom f oreign. and 

native opium (would) be equally and completely eradicated. "78ý 

Jn order to give a comprehensive account of international 

action in this regardq*mentio n should be made that other countriesp 

viz. Austria-Hungaryt Belgiump Demarkq Francep Germanyt, Italyt 

Mexicop Norwayp Perup Portugalt Russiat Spaiirt, Sweden and U. S*A* 

signed Treaties of Peacet Amity and Commerce or Treaties of 

Peaceq Prienashipq Commerce and Navigation, or in some casesp 

I 
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became Parties to the Tientsin Treatyl in order to legalise the 

trade in opium with China. 79 

In this attempt to unravel the history of international 

actions in this fieldt before the Shanghai Conference was 
' 

convenedp it is iforth mentioning that opium was not produced in 
F. P 

most of the countries which concluded treaties withiChina. 

Crude opiumwas imported into those countries from China, I; idia 

or Turkey$ mainly for medicinal a4d scientific purposes. 

In some casesp howevert e. g. Siam, it was re-sola, on manufacture-, 

to the highest bidderg and in some other cases illicit traffic 

thrived in it. In this connection it will be relevant to show 

the exact position of -the countries involved in the trade and 

traffic in opiunt and the initiative taken by them for the 

prevention of illicit traffic, or for the legalisatiom. of 

traffic in opium, as the case may. -be. 

Austria-Hungary The poppy was not grown in Austria- 
Hungary. Opiun was imported from 
Turkey exclusively for medical 
purposes* 

France According to one author, there was 
probably a large illicit use of 
morphine and considerable smoking 
of opium in Pariso Toulon and 
Bordeaux2.0 The manufacture of smoking 
opiiva in French Indo-China was a 
government monopoly-, and the small 
amount of opiun which was produced 
in French Indo-China might only be 
imported by the official Administration 
of Customs and Excise. 

22rmanv The poppy was not groim in Germany. 
Opium was imported into Germany from 
Turkey exclusively for medicinal 
purposes. Si 
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Great Britain The poppy did not grow in Great Britaino 
The chief supplier of opium-for Great 
Britain was Turkey. Opium was imported 
into Great Britain exclusively for 
medicinal purposes. It seems that opium. 
found illicit routes into Great-Britaing. 
and the-Act to Regulate the Sale of 
Poisons, 1868, is said to have effectively 
prevented the illicit traffic in opium 
in this country, 

Self-Governing Colonies 

Australia Because of the large Chinese 
population in: Australiag the situation 

, 
there was different. The Chinese popu- 
lation indulged in opium smoking ,,, and 
started spreading the habit to others. 
Opium was imported into Australia for 
medicinal purposesq but owing to its 
demandlbr other purposesq viz. smokingg 
it was not only manufactured in Austra- 
lia but also was smuggled from Macao. 
Although the Commonwealth Customs 
Act, 1901 used the phrase "all. goodap. 
the importation-of which may. be prohibited 
by proolamation. 1g. this could not stop 
the smuggling of opium in which an 
illicit traffic thrived. 

Canada Opium. -im Canadav was imported 
from India and Turkey. The Prohibitory 
Act of 1908 permitted the importation 
of opium only for medicinal purposes. 
In Canada toop- the Chinese population 
affected the situation. The habit of 
opiun smoking being very common amongst 
the Chinesep opium was manufactured 
locally. The surplus found its way 
illiý-itly into the United States of 
America. 

New Zealand and South Africa These 
two countries prohibited the importationt 
and use of opium except for medicinal 
purposes, and they had no opium problems* 
In South Africa however the opium problem 
started with the introduction of Chinese 
labour to the Rand,. It gradually spread 
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to the black community, and in the course 
of time an illicit traffic arose out of 
the surplus of production of opium. 

Japan Opium problem in Japan started with 
the annexation of Formosa, Formosap 
while under the Chinese regimeq became 
a place of opium smoking. For poli- 
tical reasons, i. e. t to avoid aliena- 
tion, Japan could not apply her strict 
home laws concerning the prohibition 
of opium smoking. Howeverg in 1897, 
the Formosa Opium Ordinanceý, was issued 
bringing the importation, sale and 
smoking of opium under government 
control. All opium in Formosa was 
imported from Indiat Persia and Turkey. 
However strict the Japanese home laws 
concerning the prohibition of opium abuse 
weret Japan did not sign any treaty with 
China prohibiting the Chinese population 
in Japan from trading in-opium. 

The Netherlands A regular trade in opium was in 
existence between China and the Nether- 
lands. 'In fact, the opium trade in the 
Nethorlands was controlled by the govern- 
ment. Opium was not produced in the 
Netherlands. Crude opium was imported 
into the Netherlands mainly from India 
and Turkey, and on manufactureg it vas 
sold in the local market. By the Treaty 
of Tientsin of 1863P opiura trade was 
legalised between the Netherlands and 
China. 

Persia Persia was a large opium producing 
country. No action. by the goverment 
was taken to monopolise the production 
and sale of opium. Persia exported 
opium to various countries. She had 
no treaty relations with China, 

Portural It was only in the colony of Macao that 
opium posed a problem, which related 
mainly to the Chinese population in that 
area. India exported most of her opium 
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to Macao, In 18879 a government mono- 
poly for -the importationLand exportation 
of opium was established. The sole right 
was however given to a Chinese Syndicate@ 
With the conclusion of the Anglo-Chinese 
Treaty of Tientsin,, of 1858P the trade ini 
opiura between Macao and China became 
subject to tariff. Subsequently# a treaty 
of Amity and Co=erco had to bo-conclu- 
ded to permit the operation of'the Portu- 
guese government in the prevention of 
traffic in; opim. 

Ilussia Russia had no opium problem except in! 
the Moslem populated area and'in parts 
of Siberia where the Chinese lived. By 
the Russian Treaty of Tientsin of 1858t 
trade in opium was prohibited. 

Siam The poppy was not grown. -in-, Siam. Opium, 
vas imported into Siam from India. Such 
importation vas controlled by govern- 
ment. The Siamese goverment however 
*had a trade relationship with U. S. A. 
for the export of opium. 

Turkey One of the largest poppy producing 
areas. Turkey exported opim to Europe 
And U. S. A. for medicinal purposes. There 
was no governmental control to prohibit 
production of the poppy im Turkey; on the 
contrary, the goverment encouraged pro- 
duction. No treaty was concluded witht 
'China for the prohibition of trade and 
traffic in opi=. 

If these countries are grouped geographically, it will 

be found that most European countriesp except Portugal and Russia, 

had no opium problem. Although opium posed a problem in North 

Americap it was under strict controlq except irr. Canada. As far as 

the South American countries were concerned, it was only in Mexiao 

that some kind of control was in existence. On the African continent., 
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South Africa faced this problem in the nineteenth century. Of the 

countries in the South Pacific, viz. Australia and Now Zealana, 

New Zealand had no problems concerning this commodityq whereas in 

Australia the opium evil persisted. Opium abuse was prevalent int 

_ 
the Middle East# East and Far East primarily because they were mostly 

opium-producing countries.. Thereforep it may-be observed 

that those countries which experienced an opiun problem did so 

either because of the absence of control-measures, or for some- 

external reasont viz. the immigration of an opium-smoking 

population despite the adoption of some measures of control by means 

of internal legislationp as in the case of Australiat Canadat Russia 

and South Africa* 

The failure of the opium-producing countries to adopt any 
82 

measure of control was ppimarily for economic reasons* 

Such failure was either intentional or inevitable-p but it provided the 

foundation on which was built the success of the anti-opiun 

movement, At Westminster (London) the anti-opium leaders found 

themselvex. - in a more favourable situation than ever beforep, 83 

and brought pressure once again upon the goverment to end this 

nefarious*trade. The Wavd of this-movement was felt in North 

America also and gradually it became an international one* 
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(b) The Anti-Opium yovement before the 
Shanghai Conference-of 1902: 

By coincidence, the anti-opium movement started at a time 

when the idea of internationalism itself was'gaining mome4turaig 

This movementt unlike other international movementso developed in 

Asia rather than in Europel although Europe initiated it. 

It appears that four important factors contributed to this 

movement: 

(i) the nature of this coýmodity,, that isp its capacity 

to cross national boundaries easily and to corrupt 

social and economic-life; 

(ii) the persistence of the opium trade both in the richer* 

and poorer nationst the ultimate motive iruboth 

cases being economic; 

(iii) all municipal legislations-and/or bi-lateral treaty 

obligations concerning the prohibition of illicit traffic 

in opium generally proved to be ineffective or abortive 

owing to the greater bargaining power of the trading 

countries; and 
(iv) the negative attitude of the trading muntries 

towards prohibition of the traffic in opiun 

indirectly gave more impetus to the movement. 

Neverthelesst -there were some social questions which 

posed problems for nearly every countryo in regard to which 

international consultation and co-operationi were of obvious 

values. 
84 The social-threat posed by drug-trafficking across 

boundaries led a few non-governmental organisations to launch 

an anti opium movement. The only strength these organisations- 
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had was their determination-inspirod by humanitarian idealog 

and to this must be added their concept of organising a movement 

on a worla-wide basisq in tho face of allopposition. 

On the govermental levelp -the Treaty of Tientsimmade the 

first attempt to weaken the Dritfsh monopoly in opium in China. 

In the American, Treaty of Tientsin, # no anti-opium clause appeared. 

The appeal mado by Mr. Reedt an American Hinisterg to Lora Elging 

the then British Plenipotentiary, to make some constructive 

efforts to prevent the illicit traffic in opiump brought effective 

pressure upon the British authorities. 

The anti-opium movement pioneered by the Wesioyans, Baptists 

I. 86 
and some London Ilissionary Societies and also by the Society 

for the Suppression of the Contraband Trade in Opiumq whose ideas 

were supported by people like William Fry and Samuel Gurney, is 

considered to be the.. first concerted effort to register a protest 

I against the governmental policy concerning opim iru China. 

On the other hand, the individual or independent movement raised 
87 

by the Earl of Shaftesbuý despite Robert Peelts defence of 

the opium policy i=,. Chinag found support from other references; 

' Meahurst. It was like Mr., Hobson and the Reverend Dr. W. H. 

Lora Shaftesbury (later knoim as'the Earl of Shaftesbury) whot 

as early as 1857, posed tifo legal questions in-Ahe House of 

Lords: whether it vere laidul (i) for the East India Company 

to derive a revenue from the monopoly of opiumg and (ii) to 
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manufacture it for export*to China. 88 Ile also did not fail to 

mention that trade in opium with China in an unrestricted way 

vas'in violation of the treaty. obligations ( Tientsin)t and that, 

according to him, this contention found support of the legal 

experts. 
89 

The anti-opium movement in Englandq despite all opposition 

from Ifestminstert-was further strengthened by the-support of the- 

Par Eastern Protest-ant missionariesq who associated the oPium 

problem with religion* But as Rowntree observedt " the linking of 

the religion of Jesus of Nazareth with the British opiwa trade4s 

as bitter an irony as professing Christians have ever brought 

on themselves, which is saying much, To the' Chinese they 

came togetherg spread togetherl have been fought for togetherl 

and finally legalised together. " 90 The missionaries in China also 

faced opposition and were accused of interference in the local 

administration. - What wav seen objectionable was "neither 

Christia nity nor commercet but the ikMerium in imperio vhich 

makes such difficulties for a State and the class exemption which 

has in it so much that humiliates and disintegrates. " 91 The 

protest-came from the Chinese very overtly. 
92 They held the - 

opinion-that the-"difficulty ... is the foreign influence attaching 

to the missionaryp and not-his theologyq which in truth matters as 

little to Chinese generally as it*did to Gallio. 11,93 They ex- 

pressed the bitterness, of their feelings in the farcuell 

message for Sir Robert Alcockv who left Poking in 1869: 
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"Take away your opiun. and your missionaries, and you will 

be welcome. "94 It m4y therefore be observed that the English 

anti-opiun movement in China achieved only a limited success. 

In f actq the anti-opium movement was a struggle against a 

deep-seated evil which was bunded on a colossal economic motive, 

This movement was motivated purely by philanthropic ideals* 

At this'stagag it was not institutionalised. 95 Howeverg it created a 

remarkable impact upon the opiun -trade. The voice of 6pposition 

was raised by Lora A-shleY96 in the British Parliamentt wh I en he 

pointed out that continuance of the opiuai trade in China would 

not only be destructive of all relations of amity-between England 

andChinav but also utterly inconsistent with the honour and 

duties of a Christian kingdom. 97 

In Indiag however, the cultivators realised that it, was the 

98 
order of the gover=ent that they should cultivate the poppy* 

Neverthelessp protest however unorganised, was made by the 

cultivators to-the British authorities. 
99 What was noticeable 

in the comparative strength of the Chinese and Indian protests 

was that while the Indians had no voice in the administrationg 

the Chinese had control of the administration. The problem for 

China was how to stop the illicit trade in: opium organised by 

the British. Whatp however, was needed for both situations 

was the shifting of production from opium to other commoditiesq 

but this was not effected by the investors, who wished to keep the 
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source of revenue alive* Neverthelesst protest continuedq and 
100 100 the names of Sir William Muir and Pir Charles Trevelyan Vill 

remain in the memory of the Indians for ever. The untiring efforts 

of Sir Joseph Pease influenced the government of Gladstone to appoint 

a Royal Commission in 18919 although the Commission reported that 

the Bengal monopoly seemed to be. the best system. 
102 To this was 

added the unexpected support of the local merchants for continuing 
103 

with the trade. Despite the defeat of resolutions in'the British 

104 
parliamentq concerning the prohibition of trade in opiumq it was 

clearly shown to them that native public opinion generally condemned 

the habit-of opiun smoking as disreputableg mainly because of its 

associationsp and that this opinion was shared by the great majority 

of European witnessesq both official and privatet including medical 

practitioners. 
105 The concern of nations across the world to combat 

the evil was increasingly evident; Japan gradually extended to 

Formosa her strict domestic policy of rohibiting opium smoking; p 1: 2 

and*across -the Atlantict the U. S. A. made efforts to control the manu- 

factureg saley distributiong exportation and ortation of opium. 

In Britaint the Legislative Council in its Annual Finacnial 

Statement for the year 1907-1908 expressed the view that 11 There is no 

doubtp throughout the civilized world a feeling of disgust at the 

demoralising effect of the opium habit in excess; it is a feeling which 

we cannot but share. Ile cannot with any self respect refuse to 

assist China on t]4e grounds of loss of revenue to Idia. - 106 In 

the U. S. A., the Philippine Opium Committee made another advance in 
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internationalising this movement* This Committee's 

recommendations had. a far-reaching effect upon the opiun trade, 

not only in respect of those countries on which it made studies, 

but also on the world at large. * The recommendations of the 

Committeet which are worth mentioningg were: 

(i) that an immediate government monopoly should be 

created; 

.. . (ii) 'that complete prohibition except for medical purposes 

should be enforced after three ye ars; 

(iii) that licences should be granted only to smokers over 

*entyý-oneq and then only until prohibition; 

(iv) that all' venders and dispensers of opium except 

for medical purposes should be government servants; and 

(V) that every effort should be made to deter the young 

from startingg to help those who wanted to give up 

the habitq and to punishp if necessary by deportation# 

? repeating offenders. 
107 

It appears from its recommendations that the Committee-, 

envisaged the remedy of the problem to lie in the restrictive 

use of opiumt also in its monopolisation by government. Howevert 

the Committee took cognizance of the social aspect of the problemt 

i. e. t the rehabilitation of the addicts,. The question as to 

whether or not a government monopoly would be an effective remedy 

has been. discussed in chapter IX of this thesis. It is true that 
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the United States could not devise any control measure concerning 

illicit traffic in opium until 1909,108 but it is undeniable that 

her efforts to study the problem in the Far Eastern countries 

spoke for her intention to arouse international fervour. - There 

was a marked difference between the American and the British 

policies in as far as the solution of this problem was cencerned. 

While the American policy aimed at prohibitiont the British 

policy aimed at regulation. 
"09 (It may be observed that perhaps 

the absence of any proprietary right of the U. S, A, in the opium 

trade iniAsia and the Far East helped -the Americans lend their 

unreservea support in the war against drag abuse. ) Thus 

Bishop Brent was prompted io write a personal letter to 

110 President Roosevelt asserting that his experience on the 

Philippine Opium Investigating Committee led him to believe 

that the problem was'of sufficient magnitude3to warrant an eadeavour, - 

to secure international action, As a prelude to concerted 

international actiont the V. S* government invited reports from 

various governmentsp and this effort culminated in the 

Shanghai Opium Conference of 1909. 
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(C) comments 

According to one. authort "the beginnings of international 

action against the drug traffic form no essential part of Anglo- 

Chinese opiun relations"* 
III On the other handt the present 

writer believes that the Anglo-Chinese opium-trade relationship 

indirectly contributed much to the promotion of an international 

movementp which ultimatelyg at the intervention of the United Statest 

led to an international opium Commission 112 (i. e. 9 the Shanghai 

Opium Commission). 

The nexi question that may be posed. is whether the genesis 

of the Shanghai Conference vas different from that of-any-other 

conference belonging to that period. Incidentallyq during the 

nineteenth century the-term "congress" was ordinarily used for 

gatherings of exceptional importance, and the term "conference" 

for less er occasions. 
113 Naturallyl the question of contiolling, 

traffic in drags was found to be of lesser importance. Nevertheless, 

even inithe old diplomatic system conferences were convened with a 

view to drawing up general rules for*dealing with some particular 

problems of an international characterg when such problems were 

considered to be ripe for international treatment. The criteria 

for determining the ripeness of a problem of international magnitude 

were two-: -public opiniont "resulting from an agitation conducted 

. 114 by public-spirited private citizens; and/or an initiative, taken 

by international bodies of an unofficial characterg to consider 

matters of international importance with a view to devising 
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international rules. Conferences of the latter type were Imown 

as rule-making or law-making conferences, The character of the 

Shanghai Conference has been examined. in, chapter II of this thesis. 

Finally, it is necessary to consider very briefly the nature 

. of the treaties concluded by various nations in their efforts to 

control illicit traffic in opium, as this would help determine the 

rules of international livp if any, in this matter. The treaties 

which had been concluded concerning control of the traffic in opium 
115 

were bi-lateral. They were of "particular type"'t i. e9t of limited 

application, and designed for the protection of the interests of 

the self-defence Pf the contracting parties. According to 

Schwarzenbergert "unorganisea international society lacks any 

central-law-making authority., The subjects of international Iav 

constitute'sectional and conflicting loyalty areas of high potency. 

They cannot easily be persuaded to transfer to the international 

society functions whipht however. inadequately, they consider 

they can discharge themselves. " JL16 

Thereforeg from the above synoptic account it may be 

d6duced that: 

there was no incidence of international law in the 

area of control of the traffic in opiumt prior to the 

Shanghai Conference; in other words, there was no desire 

of states to have the mutual relations which their 

social nature rendered indispensable regulated with the 

greatept possible rationality and uniformity; 
W 
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(ii. ) the evidence of international law in this area 

woula be the bi-lateral treatiesp unilateral 

declarationst instructions'to diplomatic officialst 

laws of ordinances and-the writings of jurists; 

(iii) the importance of such bi-lateral treaties in this 

area of international lawt as in all other areasq is 

to be recognised only if they are sufficient im 

number and contain similar subject-mattert and thus 

establish a general practice* The parties to the 

drug-treaties concluded during this period were 

unequalg 
118 i. e. 9 one of them was not only politically 

more powerfult but also exercised control over the 

local administrationt and the motives of the strong , er 

parties behind these treaties being suspect, the practice 

established by such'treaties should not be regarded as 

a progressive step in the development of international 

law in this area; 

(iv) the pioneers of the international movement to 

regulate the drug-tradevere faced with widely 

divergent national legislationg or in many countries 

no legislation at all, There was therefore no 

uniformity of general principles and comprehensive 
JU9 

rules in the national laws concerning this matter. 
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FOOTNOTES - 
SECTION-I 

-(A) 

B. Inglis, The For*j)jdden Gamp: A Social ms-tory of Drmi. ", v London, -1975, p. 16. 
"Drugs" in this con-text includes any substance capable of 
producing addiction or changing the psychophysiological 
condition of the person concerned. 

2. See also R. G. Wasson, 11 Some of the Aryans: An Ancient 
Hallucinogen", Bulletin orf Tka-rcotics, vol. XXII9 ITO. 3P 
JulY-Sept-9 1970P pp. 25-30- 
Wasson made a speculative study of Soma. Howevert he made 
attempts to establish that an hallucinogen called Soma which 
according to him was a plant as well wa god was in use among 
the Aryans somee 3,500 years ago in the middle of the second 
millenniin before Christ. 

B. Inglis, op. cit., p. 28. 
In Peras for examplep it was popularly believed that the 
benediction of coca leaves was a condtion precedent to 
prosperity in business. 

In Boliviat coca leaf wds so important in the personal 
lives of people that it became the practice of married men to 
throw a dollop of chowed coca loaf on to a rock before-going 
on a journey in the belief that if it did not drop during their 
absenceg their wives adhered to their marital vows. 
See further W. A. Waddell, Voyage dans le nord de la Bolivie, 
Parisq 1853- 

4. R. P. G. Kritikos and S. Papadaki, The History of the PorpZ 
and of Opium and their jq2Mansion in Antiquity in the Eastern 
Mediterranean Area# Athens, 1963. See also under the same title 
in the Bulletin on I-Tarcotics, 1967,19(3)t 17-38 (Part I), and 
190)? 5-10 Pa II). 

5. Blum and Associatest Society and Dru. Ts (Drugs 'I), San Francisco, 
19ý9p p. 16. 

6. See further E. O. James, Prehistoric Roliprion, New Yorkq 1957; 
E. Anati, 11 The Bagnolo Stele: A New Approach to Prehistoric 
Religion", Archaeolorp, 

. vq 1964v 17(3)v 154-161; and K. V. Plannery, 
"The Ecoloe, 7 of Early Food Production in Mosopotamiallp Sciercet 
1965t 147 (3663)t 1247-1256* 

7. See footnote 1. 

8. C. 11. la Wall, The Curious Lore of Drugs and Medicines, 
New York, 1927. 
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9. See further M. B. Kriez, Green Yiedicine, g Pew Yorkv 1964. 

10. A. P. McKinley, "Ancient Experience with Intoxicating Drinks: 
Non-Attic, Gkeek States" 9 PnarterLy Journal of Studies Dn 
Alcohol, 3-949, pp. 298-315- 

.: 
Eiculture + S. Pi6L-, ottt Ancient Europe from the Beginningsof AE:. .0 

Classical Antiquijý 
, _q )r Chicag-op 1965. 

12. Blum and Associatesq op. cit., p. 21. 

13. G. S. Chopra, 11 Men and Marijuana", International Joiirnal of 
the Addictions, 4(2). June, 1969, pp. 215-247, at p. 215. 

14. V. Zapata-Ortiz, II. Tbe Chewing of Coca Leaves in Peru", 
International Journal of the Addictions, 5(2). Juneq 1970, 
pp. 287-294, at p. 287. 

15- P. G. Kritikos 'and S. P. Papadaki, op. cit., Bullotin on 
Narcotics, vol. XIX9 No- 3, July-Sept., 1967, Pp. 17-339 
at p. 17. See also the page on Opium). 

16. J. Ii. K. Leon,, g, ", Cross-Cu 
, 
ltu 

, 
ral Influences on. Ideas about DrjAFs'1q 

Bulletin on Narcotics. vol. XXVIP No- 4, Oct-Dec., 1974P 
pp. 1-7, at p. 1. 

17. op. cit. p p. 2. 

18, T. A. Lwnbo, 11 Medical and Social Problems of Drug Addiction In 
West Africa'19 Bulletin on Narcoticsq vol. XVII9 No. 1. 
January- I-Tarchp 1965p PP. 3-13t at P- 3. 

19. op. cit., at P. 7- 

20., infra., ( see footnoes 22 and 23)- 

21. R. Princeg R. Greenfield and J. Marriott, 11 Cannabis and 
Alcohol: Observations on their Use in Jamaica", Bulletin on 
Narcoticat vol. XXIVI pp. 1-9, at p. 1. 

22. op. cit. 9 at pp. 1-2. 

23- Priýce, Greenfield and Marriott, . op. cit., at P- 3- 

24- J. C. Regrete and H. B. M. 11urphyv It Psychological Deficit in 
Chewers of Coca Leaffig Bulletin on Narcotics, vol. XIX, 110- 49 
October-December, 1967, Pp. 11-17. 
See also E. Preble, 11 Taking Care of Business: TheHeroin Users' 
Life on the Street'll International Journal of the Addictions, 
4(l), I-larch, 1969, pp. 1-24; and D. E. Smithq 11 The Characteris- 
tics of Dependence in High-Dose Methamphetamine Abuse'19 
International Journal of the Addictionsq September, 1969, 
Pp. 453-459. This aspect of Ithe problem led the United b4tions 
to conclude the recent. convention on Psychol-ropic Substancesj1971- 
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25. M Granier-Doyoux, "Some Sociological Aspects of the Problem of 
Cocaine'll Bulletin on Varcotics, vol- XIVq No. 4, October- 
December, 1962, pp. 1-16. See also J. Fort, 11 Social Problems 
of Drug Use and Dnig Politics", International jo, Urnal'of Vie 
'Addictions, 5(2)qJunej. l97Pq PP* 321-333-- 

26.11' Granier-Doyeuxg 11 Influence, of Certain Social Pactors on 4e Development of Drug Dependence", Th-illetin on Narcotics, 

, vol. XXVt No. 19 January-Marchq-1973P PP. 1-8t at P. 5- 

27. R. Hartnoll and M. Mitcheson, 11 Attitudes of Young ýeople 
towards Drug Use"q Bulletin on Narcotics, vol. XXV, No. 2, 
April-June, 1973, pp. 9-24; see also F. E. Cheekt M, Sarett and 
S. Newell, 11 The Illicit LSD Group and Life Changes"t 
International Journal of Vie Addictions, 40), Septemberv 19699 
pp. 407-426; and S. G. Shoham, N, Geva, D, Kliger and T, Chai, 
11 Drug Abuse among Israeli Youth: Epideniological Pilot Study'19 
Bulletin on Narcotics, vol, =I, No, 29 April-Juneq 1974P 
pp, 9-28, 

28. J. H. K. Ieong, op. cit..; see also S. Taqui, 11 Approbation of 
Drug Usage in Rook and Roll Music", Bulletin on 11prootic-. 3, 
vol. XXI, No. 49 October-December, 1969, pp. 29-35. 

29. M. Granier-Doyeux, 11 Influence of'Certain Social Pactors 
op. cit-t at P- 5; see also G. L. Klermant "DraggS and Social 
Values"t International Journal of the Addictions, 5(2). June, 
1970t PP- 313-319 and D, Waldorf, 11 Social Control in Therapeutic 
Communities for the Treatment of Drug Addicts", International 
Journal of the Addictions, 6(l), March, 1971, pp. 29-43- 

30- N. BeJerot, 11 Social Medical Classification of Addictions'll 
International Journal of the Addictions, 40), September, 1969, 
pp. 391-405. 

31- Supra at pp. iý'_4 

32. infra. -V 
(B) 

33- e. g. Dr. Hamilton Wrightt Bishop Brent ( both of American 
nationality)v infra. 9 

34- See further Y. Dror, 11 Law and Social Change", 33 Tqlane Law 
Review, 1959P PP. 749-801P 

35- infra., 

36.14. Barkunq Iaw; Without Sanctions: Order in Primitive Societies 
and the World Co-imunity, New Haven, 1968v P. 83. 

37. W. Rriedmannt Law in a Changing Society, (Penguin)p Londong 1972t 3 
at'p. 225. 

, 
38,, infra. , ý+. 42 ý- S-0 I 
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SECTIO14 I (B) 

39. "Opium" is the Latin of 11pplon" Montion of "opium" in 
found in the writings of Virgil 100 B. C. ) e. C. '? Sleep- 

- 'giving poppy". Hippocrates ý 
M. 460-379 B. C. ) called it lllop. 11. 

It is -the popular belief that "opium" was originally 
. cultivated in China. In fact, in the Memorandum submittcd 
by China at the Shanghai 

, 
Conference, 1909 it was stated, 

inter aliat that 11 The poppy has therofore been un1mown in 
China for at least twelve conturiesp its nedicinal use formine 
centuries, and that the medicinal properties lay in the capsule 
for six centuries. " 
Soo Report of-the Internoational Opium Conmission, Shanghait 
1909Y P.. 45. - 

Many critics however deny the authenticity of the above 
. statement. Dr. I. Macht stated that the poppy wan first found 
in Asia Minor and then transplanted in Greece and that t1he Arabs 
introduced opium to the natives of Persia and India. It is more 
probable that the Persians learned the use of opium from the 
Babylonians, and historical surveys even suggest that the oar- 
liest kn(nm mention of the poppy is in the language of tho 
Sumarianst who descended from the uplands of Central Asia into 
Southern Xlesopotamiag there tofound a kingdom some five or six 
thousand years before tho'birth of Christ. 
For a detailed discussion on the historical origin of the poppy, 
see A. R. Neligan, - The Opium. Lestion. with ý, ýecial rofer- 
ence-to Persia-, John Bale Sons and Dpaiielson, London, 1927. 

Historical evidence however shows that the poppy grew in 
Egypt, Central Europe and Western, Asia. Although the poppy is 
mentioned in Persian'literature of the later period, and despite 
the fact that very little evidence substantiating the exact 
period of the first use of the poppy in Persia is availablet 
historians still assert that opium in 

- 
Persia was introduced by 

Asia Mifior in any case not -later than the 10th Century. Allen 
however holds the view that the poppy was originally a native 
agricultural product of Persia. 
See further N. Allen, Thp Oj2ium Trade, includina a sketch of 
its histoM. 

-oxtent, --offects etc, as carried on in India and 
China, James P, Walkerp Mass, q. U. S. A., 

40* The Report-of the Royal Commission on Opiumt 1894, also 
suggested that it was coincident with the invasion of the 
Arabs of Sind in the eighth century that the mention of opium 

-is found in the ancient Indian hedical literature. 
!, owes also suggested that probably 11 it was the inhabi- 

tants of what are now 'Týzrkoy and Iran'who' were responsible for 
brj. n)Ti v +'HP -n", rmm"+jacv mf n-mirm +r% +'Ho n++a-n+4^ ()f t 

peoples of LidLa mid China. " 
See further P. Lowesp The Genesis of International Parcotics 
Control'19 UZliversity of Geneva, 1966. 
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40. Opium was apparently not knvwn to the Chinese provious to 
the Tang Dynasty ( 618-906). According to Sir Georgo Watt,, 
formerly Professor of Botany at the University of Calcuttaq 
India and also Superintendent of the Indian YLuseum. ( Industrial 
Section)q 11 opium poppy was extensively cultivated in China long 
anterior to-thb importation of Indian opium". and thcat it was 
in the sixteenth century that opium imports into China from 
India had been established. 
See George (Sir) Watt, The Conmercial Prod. not-p of India# 
beinrr an ab-ridM,, ent of the Dicticnary of the Economic Products 
of India",, John 1,11urray, London, 190ý, at p. 846. 

Accordin, g to the Encyclopaedia Britanriica, vol. 16 ( 1970 Edn-) 
some knowledge of the opium poppy first reachcd China about the 
seventh century A. D., at p. 994. 

41, The origin of the coca plant in South America has. not been 
establisbod. 

42* Supra., ý. lo - 

43. C, Schwarzonberger, The, Prontiers of International Law, Stevens, 
Londong 1902t P- 43 et. seq. 

44- M. M. Glatt.. " The Development of International Control of 
Drugs". World Health Organization Chronicle, vol. 24, No- 59 
May 1970, P. 189. 

45. infra., ý+. vz-2.3 ovi-A 

46. Particulary in the Greek City States. 

47- N. Bentwich, The Reliaious Poundation of Internationalism: 
A Study in International Relations through the Apes, George 
Allen & Unwin, London, 1933- 

I 
48. L. Oppenheim, International Law, A Treatise, vol. I Lauterpacht Ed, 

8th edition, Longmansp London, 1955p at P. 72,, 

49, Lý Oppenheimg op, cit,, p, 
.-P 

50- J. G. StariCatAn Introduction to International Lawp Butterworths, 
London, 1972, p. 6. 

51- Even before Columbus discovered the sea-route to America, 
Marco Polo, in the thirteenth centuryq discovered China. 
She Spaniards also made attempts to find a west-ward. -passage through South America. 
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52. In factq, Europe started bringing agricultural. and luxury 
products from the East as early as 1099. Such goods arrived 
in Cairo . and Constantinople and thereforet they 'grad-ýially 
found their way into Europe. On tho other hand, in the mid- 
thirteenth. century the Mongols or the Tartars marched towards 
the Danube, but-they failcd-in their mission. 

53. G. Schwarzenbereer, Power Politics: A Study of-VIorld Socictyq 
Stevens, p. 28. 

54. - The Potuguesc led by Prince Henry sailed not only to the 
Indian coast but to the African also, and on their way to 
India, a Potuguese fleet commanded by Pedro Cabral discovered 
Brazil in 1500. 
See further J. P. Calogerao, A History of Brazilt (Translated 

and edited by P. A. Martin)t Chapel Hill, 1939- 

55. C. H. Alexandrowich, op. cit., p* 10 

56.. F. T. Merrill, Japan and the Opium I-Tenace, (International 
Secretariat Institute. of Pacific Relations and the Foreign 
Policy Association)v New York, 1942t P. 5- 

57. - Bulletin on Narcotics, vol- VIP No- 3-41 p. 1. This edict 
was issued for the purpose of prohibiting the cultivation of 
opium beyond a certain limit. 

58- The first two edicts were issued in 1729-and 1796 respectively. 

59- Accounts and Papersy 18409 vol- 36, p. 26. 
After the East India Company's monopoly in the opium, trade 
was endedt a renewed effort to found this trade in China was 
made by Lord Napier. This act of Lord I'llapier made him very 
unpopular both in Britain and China. In 1833 he was appointed 
Chief Superintendent of the British mission to China. 

60. On 12th March, 1840. 

61. J. Morley, The Life of William E. Gladstoneq London, 1905- 

62. Parliamentary Papers, 1857. 
H. J. T. Palmerston (1784-1865)9 British Poreign Secretaryq 
1830-: 34 1835-'41 and 1846-'51. Prime Minister (1855-'589 
1859- 65ý- 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica (1971 Edition) also confirms 
that 11 Relations with China had deteriorated during the 1830's 
and in 1839# in an attempt to suppress the opium tradet the 
Chinese confiscated cargoes belonging to British 'merchants and 

harassed the British residents in Canton. Although his strong 
protests to the Chinese wall criticized in Parliament in April 
1840,. Palmorston won the debate and shortly afterward a punitive 
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62. expedition was sent to Canton. The Treaty of Ncv-lcing (1842), 
which ended the First Chinese War, was concluded after Palmerston 
hFA ceased to be Foreicn Secretary, but its terms - the 
cession of Ilona Kong and the opening of five. treaty ports to 
foreign traders- were the direct results of Palmerston's 
policy. " P. 188. 

63- November 89 1858; see also The Pritish Foreign-ard State 
Papers, vol- 48P PP- 58 and 60 

64*. Lord Elgin(1811-63)- Upon the outbreak of the Arrow 144r, 
Lord Elgin accompanied the expedition to China as a special 
envoy. In 18589 he negotiated the Treaty of Tientsin with 
the Chinese, successfully securing British demands. Inter- 
estingly enough, it was during his regime as Viceroy and 
Governor General of India that the rule of the East India 
Company was brought to an and. 
See furthcr Encyclonaedia Britannica, op. cit., p. 281. 

64(a) Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, vol. XLII,, p. 96. (Journal of S, Wells Williams 
Reed and Ward Ilissions). 

65. In 1860 ofticial information revealed that all opium consumed 
in Western China was of local origin; see further Calcutta 
Paners, 1670 and Supplement, 1872, p. 16. Imperial edicts 
and laws boro no fruit presumably because opium had by that 
time proved to be a promising profit-earning business. 

66. Historians are of the opinion that the opium monopoly of the 
Moghuls in India began a little later than Akbarla time. 
See further Geroge (Sir) Watt, The Co,. mercial Products of 
India; -op. cit., p. 847. 

67. N. Allen, Qpium Tradet op. cit., p. 12. 

6s. D. B. Owenp British-Opium P61icy in China and India, New Haven, 
1933t p. 28. 

69. Quoted in J. Rowntreets 7he-lMnerial-Dnig-Trade: A Re-State- 
ment of the Oripm qpe-stion in the l, i, -,, ht of Recent Evidence and' 
New Developments in the Eastv London, 19059 P. 17- 

70. Earl Oornwallis (1738-1805)9 British General and Statesman. 
Governor General of India (1786-93). Although generally 
criticised for his ill- thou ht out action for the permanent 
settlement for Bengal (India5q 'his 

government in India was 
notable for a series of administrative reforms cuiminating 
in the Coxnwallis' Code. 
See further Encyclqpaiýdia Britannica, op. cit., P. 515- 
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70* Cornwallis introduce a pricing, systemt i*eot a minimum price 
which the contractors were required to pay the ryots (i. e. p 
cultivatord) and adopted measurea for the welfare of peasants. 
A good account of his contribution to the Indian administration 
may be found in. the Dmoan Recordst Vol-II. (1788)', 

. 
71. Malwa opiumg commonly known as Camboy opiumg was produced in 

the central part of India and Rajputana. The trade in Malwa 
opium was conducted by the Porttguese without any restriction 
except transit duty. It found a good market in China mainly 
at the unauthorised ports. 

72* The East India Comparý)r Report,, 1831-32, vol. II, p. 10. 

73- Vol- VI-9 P- 52* 

74, The Treaty of Amity and Commerce of December 1,1882 with 
Portugal and the Agreement between Hong Kong and Kwantangt 
as measures to prevent the smuCgling of opium by junks, could 
not stop the evil totally although they diminished it to a 
considerable extent. , 

-75- D. E. Owenp OP- cit-9 P- 329, 

76. P. Lowes, OP- cit., P. 74- 

77. ibid. t 
78 China Papers, No. 1,1908 ( Inclosure in No- 3) 

4 

79- Austria, -HunL-arywwChina: Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and 
Navigation of September 20,1869. 

Belgium- China: Treaty of Priendship, 'Co=erce and 
Navigation of November 2v 1865- 

Denmark-China Treaty of Amity, Commerce and 
Navigation of July 13t 1863. 

France- China: Treaty of Tientsin of June 271 1858t 
modified by the Treaty of Peacev Friendship, 
and Commerce of June 9,1885, also regula- 
tions restricting trade in opium in the 
Annam Frontier area were determined jointly 
by Prance and China on April 259 1886. 

Germany= China: By Article 5 of the "Commercial Relations" 
of the 0 
W German Treaty of Tientsin (1861) trade 

in opium was legalised. 
(ii) Agreement of April 17Y 1699 concerning 

the establishment of a maritime customz 
office at Tsingtao. 

(iii) Agreement of April 17,1904, as amended 
on December 1,1905, concernins the 
establishment of a maritime customs 
office at Tsingtao. 
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79. Italvý-China: 

Mc-xJco-China: 

Peru- Cbina 
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Treaty of Priendchip, Commerce and 
Favig#ion of October 26,1866. 

Treaty of Commerce of December 14,1900. 

Treaty of, Co=orce of June 269 1875- 

Portilral-Chinal: . (i Troaty of"T, *,., ý, ntsin of Au&wst 13Y 1862. 
(iiý'Rrotocol, r" 

.;,, c,. tyt Convent ion'rxid 
kgwe6mcnt c. ' March 26,1807. 

(iii)'Trea-ty, reCw--eting Collection of Duty on 
Opium of Novomber 149 1904. 

Russia- China: (i) Treaty of Poace, Priendshipt Co=erce 
and Navigat4l)n of June 1-13 p 1853- 

(ii) Treaty of Petersburg for the 
Regulation cf' Commerce by Sea md Land 
of August 11., 1881. 

Spain-China: Trdaty betwoon Her Most Catholic Majesty 
Donna Isabel and Hin Majesty the 1hperor 
of China of `Xay 100 1867- 

Sweden mid N=Laz- 
China: Treaty of Peace, Amity and Commerce of 

March 20p 1847. 
U. S. A. (Lm=ical. 

- 
China: W Article 33 of the Treaty of Peace, Amity 

and' Commerce : 
conclu,. 1ed on July 31 1844. The 
provision concerning traffic in opiwn 
in thil-. Treaty was superseded by the 
Treaty of 1858. 

(ii) 
. 
Tkeaty a: ý 1, Commercial Interc6ursp and 
Judicial- Pz-oceaure. concluded on 
November 17,1880. 

(iii) Treaty as tz Commercial Relations 
concluded c-n October 8.1903- 

U. S. A. (Lmerica)- 
Japan: W Treaty of 1-, --ý, Ity and Commerce concluded 

on July 29,1858- 
(ii) Treaty of C-,:, merce and NaviGation 

concluded ca November 22,1894. 

U. S. A. (America)- Treaty of Pi-ace , Amityt - Coam-gree and 
Korea: Navigation -oncluded on May 22t 1882. 

'U. S. A. (keýýica)- 

Siam: Convention of Amity and Coi 
concluded (, -i I-larch 20,1833 ( amended 
in 1856). 

Soo further 3 American Journal of International 1!,, ty -202t Supplementf pp. 25 3-269. 
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80. See further H. Wright, The International Opiun 
Corhission, " Tart 1,3 Americ. an Joii-m. -Il of International 
jawt 1909, p. 658 et. seq., 

81, Seo the Imperial Ordinance of Octobor 22, '1901. 

82. infra. ,U4 

Yt' v 
83- 4 Parliament Debatesq Ma ' 1906'ý' CLVIIIq PP. 505-515. 

See alos 3 11pnsard CCCVq 278 and CCTXaV, 1143- 

84- See further P. -S. Lyonsp Internatio-paliAm in-Europe.. j8l 
1211t A. W. Sijthoff, Leyden, 19ý3. 

85.1 appeal to Your Excellency's 
" 
high 

' 
sense of duty, so 

often and so stronglT-exprbssed, I to; -this helpless and 
perverse people, whother we, the xP. Prosentatives of the 
Western and Christian nationsq ou&bt to consider our work 
done without some attempt to induce or compel an adjustment 
of the pernicious difficulty... "- 
Reed to Elgin, 13 September, 1858,, Chi. ra CorresRondence, 18 
Reprinted in American Jou-rnal of In4-ornational D.: Lwt, 19099 
op. cit., pp. 270-274. 

86. LXVIII9 362 ff. 

Earl of Shaftesbui-j (1801-1885) ( alno called Lord Ashley 
from 1811-1851). A social and induztrial reformer in 
19th century England and a leader ci' the evangelical MQve- 
ment within the Church of England, Arong othor contribu- 
tions to industrial reform, he picr, ýexed the factory reform 
legislation in Rngland. 
See ftýther-Rncyclopaedia Brit. -, wnicz,, (1973 edition)'. 

88* 3 Hansard CXLIV, 2027-2033. 

89. We thinkIp now that opium is made contraband by the lcaw of 
China, and that its importation into China is made by Chinese 
law a capital crime, the continuanc3 of the Company's practice 
of manufactuxing and selling -this opium in a form specially 
adopted to the Chinese contraband tradet though not actual 
and direct infringement of the tr-- , 4, yt is yet at variance 
with its spirit and intention, eald with the conduct due to the 
Chinese Government by that of Great Britain as a friendly 
powerg bound by'a treaty which inp7f. es that all smuggling with 
China will be discountenatneed by G: reat Britain. "_ 
Qýioted in J. Roimtreels it The lmrýýz. p op* cite, Dru,, P;, Tr d2t 
P. 112. 

90. J. Roi-mtreep op. cit., p. 242* 

91. Robert (Sir) Hart, These from the ! z4nd of Shinin: Essays 
on the Chinese Question# London, 191, U, p, 124- 
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92* A series of outrages against missionaries began in 1865, and 
incendiary placards, charge4. the,, Christians not, only with 
kidnapping and vile 6ffencest but also with claiming exc, -, np- 
tion from the laws bywhich, men,, ought, to be, goyerned. ,- After 
the massacre at the cathedral and orphanage at Tinetsin in 
1870t the Chinese Government issued a circular to its foreign 
representatives, proposing as a reniedy, that all foroirmers 
visiting or residing within the country for pu: rposes of propa- 
gandism, should dives-b'themdelvea. 'of extra-torritorial privi- 
leges, and become subject to territorial Jurisdiction. " 
Described by J. Rowntreeg op. cit., pp. 246-247* 

93- J, Rowntree, oN cit., p. 246. 

94, ' Robert (Sir) Hart, op. cit. p p. 68; cee also H. B, Morse, 
Me Interria-tional-Rolations of theýChinese It; jNiDi. rC-q(vol. II. T 
the Period of Submission,,, 1861-1893), ý' LoMlon ý E; ýgmans),, 1918o 

95. See 4irther F. S. 'Lyqnsv., op. _eit. t 

96. Lord Ashley was the Conmiýsioner of -the Indian Board of 
Control ( 

see footnote 87). 

97- Hansard, House of Lords, vol. LXVIII ( 4th Aprilp 1843)* 

980 -See Report of. the Royal Commiýzi6n,, Il, 353, 

99. A petition vras made by the cultivators to Lord Brassey, stating. 
the following: 11 '., Ie have heard that your honours come to Ilidia 
to ask us whether we like to cultivate opium or not ... Sugar-- 
cane and pol"to cultivation we find muell more . profitable. We 
cultivate -Lhe poppy wide;, pressure from Governmontt otherwise 
we would not do it, and our prayer is that we be released from 
this trbuble. 11 
See further J. Rountree, OP- cit-9 P- 193- 

100. A member of the Supreme Council who in 1858-60t in 1864 and 
again in 1868-69 advocated changes in the British opium policy 
on moral groundss, ITO was also a member of the 

' 
then Allahabad 

Board of Revenue (India). 

101* Sir Charles Trevelyant a financial member of the Supreme Councilp 
advocated abolition of the British opium monopoly on economic 
grounds. 

102. Re-port-of the Roval Cornissiong VI, 1895P p. 96. 

103- According to some of the local merchi?, nts, 11 any action on their 
par-e towards the stoppage of the importation of Indian opium 
into Chinavrould be unhampered by the Ireaty obligations entered 
into by them with the British Goverr. m. ent. 11 
See Report of the Royal Co-rinission, 0--! c,. Cit-t P- 135- 

104- Hansard, vol. 225P P- 571. 
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105* Rerort of the RoZal Commission, vol. VI9 p. 23- 

106 'Statement made by Lord Mnýof, see Frocaedinms of the 

,j _p. 
244. oce ' iso II. J, Wrichtj Lerdslative Council, 11,107-lc'03, 

op. cit. P. 649 =d Parliament=. -;,! ýbatcs 9 Houso of Coznons, 

vol. 1889 p. 236e 

107. Report of the Tliili nine Covimittep' 9 ̀ 59tý*Congrcss, first 
sessiong Senate Doc. llo. 265, D, at pp. 12-55- * 

108* (a) IT'he Opi= Exclusion Act was pasz-: 4-on'Febraary 9f 1909; 

(b) On JanuarY l7v 1914 the goven=eat of the U. S. passed 
another Act with a view to prohibiting the re-exportation 
of opium; and 

(c) The Harrison Act of December 17,. 1914 brought under 
goverr=ent. control - all. persons f; nln, ged in the mcnufacture- 
salet distribution, importation ýnd-exportation of'opiumt 
coca leavea or any other derivatives. 

log. The Philippine Cotamittee itself cOntra-sted the American and 
British attitudes concerning the prohibition of trade in 
opium. According to itd Report: 

., 
lish colonies visited, Burma exemptedg The laws of the Eng 

accomplish iýe purpose for which they were drafted. The 
draft of the report of the Royal Co=aission represeftis the 
official mind of Great Britain in the Orientt and it is to the 

effect that(Althe use of opium is not necessarily injurious to 
Orientals, in some circumstances posnibly being beneficial; 
(2) when it obtains as a fixed habit it is useless to try to 
extirpate it; and (3) as it affords a means of revenueg the 
governm, ent m- -y, as wroll as not seize the opportunity it gives 
of swelling its credit. As carefully draim laws protecting 
trade interests theyare* above criticism, barring their failurz., 
-to quench the practice of smuggling.. They do not pretend ýo be 
laws for the protection 6f a people against a vice, but rather 
commercial regulations guarding a branch of commerce. " 
See Report of the Committeet OP- cit-Y P- 49- 

110, The Right Reverend Charles H. Brents Protestant Episcopal 
Bishop of -the Failippine, Island. to-- the letter, see. House 
2ac. - 380t p* vii, 68th Congressg. fir-,, t session. 

D. E. Ovieng O. P. cit-9 P- 340- 
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113- A. Zi=ernl The Learge of Nations anzi the Rule of Saw, 1 18 
IM, Lond;; "'Criacaii-ilan-91936. 'The distiction has become 
obsolete since the Paris Gathering ol 19199 and the term 
"conference" is now in use. 
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INTERNATIONAL ACTION FOP. TM CONTROL 

OF TRADD AND TRAIT, IC IN DRUGS 

BETIACMM 1209 AM 1911 

Introduction. 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to show the 

progress maae by states in their first effort to control 

the trade and traffic in opium and other allied substances 

by convening an international conference which is known as 

the Shanghai Opium Conference. 1 An attempt will also be 

made to depict the conflict of interests, both economic and 

politicalp among states and also the state of the economic 

order until the First World War. Such a study will help 

assess the improvementsp if anyp. made in international eco- 

nomic relations during the period under consideration and 

establish working hypotheses for further research. An account 

will also be given of the activities of the non-Igoverrziental 

organisations which were engaged in this area of international- Cý 

law. The aim is to produce a purely factual narrative as neutral, 

as possible and to draw logical conclusions; speculation on 

motives will be kept to a minimums otherwiseq the whole study- 

would be rendered too hypothetical. 

Howeverp it-was the Right Reverend Brent,, who, in his 
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letter of July 249 19069 addressed to President Roosevcltv vas 

bold enough to suggest that the question of the illicit traffic 

in opium deserved consideration on an international level. The 

Shanghai Commission met at Shanghai on February 1,1909. The 

Commission extended its jurisdiction beyond the Far East as 

"during the passage of the diplomatic correspondence it deve- 

loped that the opim habit was no longer confined to the Far 

Eastern countriesp and that the United States especially hýd 

become contaminated throiigh the presence of a larger Chinese 

population. Furtherp that the morphine habit was rapidly spread- 

ing over the world. 11 2 The response to this alarming cituation, 

of course, helped to bring representatives from more countries, 

ether involved directly or indirectly in the opium business. 

The necessity for such an international action -u-as appreciated by 

the great and small nations alikei but how far they acted on that 

necessity is still a matter for consideration. 

(b) The 5hanghai Commission 

(i) Objectives 

The main object of the Co=ission, in the vordo of the 

Viceroy of the Mang Kiang was " to consider the question Of Puttillg 

a stop to the consumption of opium. for the whole world if 

by tho labours of the Conf erence a' 'way be. found to shorten the lilclit 

and bring about the abolition of opiua at an early date. " As a 
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preliminary to this avowed end, a study was to be made of all 

phases of the 5 
opiwu question in each country represented on the 

Commission. Reports were invited from the governments concernedq 

but no structure was indicated in accordance with which reports 

should have been prepared. The United States however submitted 

a draft which was accepted by other states as the beat model accord- 

ing to which the investigation progra=e should be conducted. This 

'6 
model is shown below: 

The importation of crude opiua, its derivatives and 

Chrandu ( opium*prepared for smoking); 
7 

112- Internat consx=ption of crude opiumt both licit and 

illicit; 

"3- Internal manufacture and use of Chandu; 

114- Manufacture of morphine and other derivatives; 

"5- Use of crude drugand preparations; 

116- Use of morphine and other derivativesp both licit and, 

illicit; 

117- Extent of poppy cultivation in America; 

"8- Possibilities of poppy cultivation; 

Pederal laws regarding, 
'the 

importation of opium; and 

1110-4-funicipal laws governingr the use of opium and its 

derivatives. " 

The Comission also aimed at reaching soue final conclusions C2 

of a practical character regarding the traffic in opium on the basis 

of ascertained fact without leaving any scope for emotion. 
8 Each,. 
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country concerned vas kept alert to its responsibilitywhen 

the Commission suggested that each country sbould obtain It such 

inform tion regarding the conditions at home as would enlighten 

the Commission, and enable it to carry the work before theia to a 

successful issue*119 In order to support the objectives of the 

Commissiong the then Presidnnt of the UAted States did not omit 

to convey his good wishes to the Commissiong by saying, 11 1 extend 

to the Commissioners today assembled my good wishes and conviction 

-that their labours will be of the greatest importance toi%rards the 

general suppression of the the opium evil throug out the world. " 10 
gh 

An Analysis of the Reports Submitted by the 

P 'icipant States. ar . 

It became apparent from the reports that each participant 
I 

state had regulatory measures available which offered at least the 

theoretical possibility of the control of the production and traffic 

in opium. Some of themq apart from the United States and Great 

Britaing had treaty relations with China restricting the traffic in 

opium to legitimate purposes only. 
11 In spite of such regulationsp 

private individoalsp in certain countriesp had started the industry 

of boiling crude opium into smoking opiua and'shipping it abroadp 

and this type of private venture received the support of private 

organisationse 
12 Turkey however presented a different kind of 

problem. She iras one of the largest opium producing countries in 

the vorl 
. dpl3 yet her government iras not represented on the Shanghai 
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Commissionp although invited, and indeed growth of the poppy 
14 has been encouraged in Turkey until recently. The Australian 

report asserted that the powers of the Co=onvealth Government 

were not sufficient to ensure the suppression of opium dons because 

-the more possession of the drug unas not an offence against the 

Commonwealth law* 15 Although the reports showed that a few 

countries were either-free from the vice or very little affected 

by i-Lp 16 it was largely a world-wide problem. This serves to 

prove that the. Shanghai Commission was a necessity not only for 

China and other Asian countries but also for the vorld at large. 17 

(iii) An Analysis of the Shangliai Resolutions 

The text of Resolution No. 2 was: 

It That in view of the action taken by the Government of 

China in suppressing, the practice of Opiuýi smokingt and 

by ot her Governments to the same end, the International 

Opium Commission recommends that each Delelgation concemed 

move its own Government to take measures for the gradual 

suppression of the practice of Opiwa smoking in its oim 

territories and possessions, with due regard to the varying 

circunstances of each country concerned. " 

The text of Rksolution No- 3 was: 

t' That the 'International opium Commission finds that the 

use of Opium in any form otherwise than for medical purposes 

is held by almost every participating country to be a matter 
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4. 

for prohibition or for careful regulation; and that 

each country in the alministration of its system of 

regulation purports to be aiming, as opportunity offers9 

at progressively increasing stringency. In recording 

these conclusions the International Opium Commission 

recognises the vide variations between the conditions 

prevailing in the different countries, but it would 

urge on the attention of the Governments concerned 

the desirability of a re-examination of their systems 

of regulation in the light of the experience of other 

countries dealing with the same problem. " 

Opium smoking was still considered to be legitimate by 
. 13 

many governments. Such resolutions can be effective only when 

opium smoking has been totally prohibited by all governments. 

the objective of the Shanghai Con=ission -wras -to abolish opium 

smoking totally# these resolutions should have been drafted 

differently* 

Resolution No4 dealt with the question of the smuggling 

of opinn and its derivatives, The text of this Resolution was: 

It That the International Opium Coi=ission finds that 

each Government represented has strict laws which 

are aimed directly or indirectly to prevent the 

smuggling of Opiump its alkaloids, derivatives and 

preparations into their respective territories; in 

the judgment of the Internat-ional Opium Commission 

it is also the duty of all countries to adopt 
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reasonable measures-to prevent at ports of depar- 

ture the Shipment of Opium, its alkaloids, dcri- 

vatives and preparations, to any country which 

prohibits the entry of any Opium, its alkaloids, 

derivatives and preparationso" 

The word "duty" in this resolution denotes "oblifation", 

although the word is used in a wider sense to designate cases 

of moral obligation which lie outside the juridical sphere. 

JUthough the Shanghai Commission urged states to adopt reason- 

able measures to prevent at ports of departure the shipment of 

opium, no definite legal obligation vi-a imposed upon states in 

this matter, Neverthelessq the Commission's idea of adopting 

preventive measures against the illicit traffic of opium was 

implemented by the International Opium Convention signed at 

Geneva in 1925, which made the import certificates and Mort 
19 

authorisations obligatory for the parties to the conventiOng a 0 

provision also embodied in the Single Convention on Narcotic 

Drugs of 1961 with some small modifications 
ýO 

In Resolution No. 5 the Conmission draw the attention of 

the participant countries to the danger of the 'unrestricted M 

manufacture'll. sale and distribution of morphine and also other 

derivatives of opi=. This resolution was basically confined 

to the production., distribution and sale of morphine in an 

unrestricted manner, Althougffi the C&Mmission described itself 

as an International Opium Commission, if, invariably extended 

its recomendations to cover the field of "narcotic drugs" also. 
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This resolution however pavea the way to the Convention for 

Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating the Distribution of 

Narcotic Drugs, 1931-21 It may also be stated that the idea 

contained in this resolution ( i. e. 9 the concept of drastic 

measures of governmental control of the manufactureq sale and 

distribution of drugs) culrainated in the adoption of the 11ulti- 

lingual List of Narcotic Drugs under international control. 

Resolutions 7 and 8 were solely directed towards those 

governments which posvessea Concessions and Settlements in 

China and which had been trading in opiun with China, to take 

effective and prompt measures for the prohibition-of the trade 

and manufacture of such substances as contain opium and its 

derivatives* 22 

Although the Commission in Resolution No. 9 recommended 

the governments concemed to apply their respective pharmaceu- 

tical laws to their respective subjects in the Consular districtst 

Concessions and Settlements in China, it nevertheless, indirectly 

indicated the importance of having stringent pharmaceutical laws 

in the matter of-e6ntrolling the traffic in opium and allied 

drugs. In fact, even today, had the'pharnaceutical lawslof the 

countries concerned been sufficiently stringent and had the scope 

of the uses of narcotics for medicinal purposes been determined 

with exactitude, 
23 the problem of illicit traffic in narcotics 

might have been solved to a great extent. 
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From & further study of the Report of the Proceedings of 

the Commission it will appear that all the resolutions were 

prepared by the delegates of three countries onlyp viz. China, 

Great Britain and the United States of America. 

Resolution Proposed by 
1 

Great Britain 

29 3 and 6A compromise between 
Great Britain and the United 
States of Ajacrica 

11 and 9 United States 

Great Dritain and the United 
States of Amarica (a joint 

-proposal) 

and 8 China 

In this connection it seems appropriate to explain the 

nature of the differences of opinion which found expression in 

the resolutions proposed by the delegates concerned. 

The c-conomic interests of the powerful states reigmed supreme, 

and consequentlyl it proved difficult for the states having such 

interests to lei loose the reins. Resolution No. 2 was the 

outcome of a compromise between the American and British reso- 

lutionsp but the original American resolution supported the total 
24 

prohibitiong and was subsequently re-phrased to 11 gradual suppres- 

sion of the practice of opium smoking" on the proposal of the 

British delegate. Since opium smoking was a social evil, it would 

perhaps have been better to make an attempt for its immediate rather 

than gradual suppression. 
25 To one participantgat least, in 

view of the existing, attitudes of*statest total nuppression of Vic 
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opium evil appeared to be an unattainable ideal, 26 
yet the argib- 

ment put formard by the Chinese delegate as a plea for total 

abolition of the evil merits quotation in full. 11 The nentiment 

of the people has been stirred as it has never been s irred before 

during two thousand odd years of historyl and as the Chairman 

has stated that sentiment rules the world so it rules China todayg 

and we firmly believe thatq, where a peOPle are convinced that a 

certain moral reform ought to be carried outt sentiment can over- 

come almost insurxountable difficulties. 11 27 In order to subs- 

tantiate his convictiong the Chinese delegate also cited as an 

example that the opi= dons that existed in Chengtu had all been 

28 
closed. The Dutch delegatep in contradiction to his own state- 

mentt emphasised the necessity for devising measures uhich would 

prevent any person concerned in the management of a monopoly or 
29 

farm from being interested to any degree in the sale of opium. 

The sixth resolution of the International OPiUiU Commission, as 

stated before. was arrived. at as a result of a compromise between 

the British and the U. S. delegates. The orig inal U. S. resolution 

was in favour of a concerted effort to be made by each government 

represented in the Commission to assist every other government in 

the solution of its internal opium problem. The British dele- 

gate objected on the grounds that the "principle which is aimed at 

iii this resolution is a direct interference with the internal 

administration of a country, which I do not think it within our 

0 
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power to deal with, and on that ground alone I think it would be, 

imprudent to accept the resolution which has been introduced by 

31 the American delegation. " Although the American delegation 

was willing to omit the word "each" before "government" if the 

32 British goverment would vote for that resolution, the British 

33 
government did not agree to thist and their firm conviction 

was that the matter was absolutely within the domestic juýrisdic- 

tion of each individual government. It is arguable that the 

British delegate showed. too great a concern for the concept of 

national sovereignty in the context of the prevention of the 

drug habit and the smuggling of drugs. The question as to 

whether or not international regulationz concerning suppression 

of the illicit traffic in drugs would amount to infringemant of 

national sovereignty is still discussed today, and is relevant 

even after sixty-five years. States may refuse to signj ratify 

or to accede to treaties on the grounds that they infringe 

naýional sovereignty. 
31A The Shanghai Commission did not adopt 

any Convention935 nor did it pass any binding resolution. 

T11is Commission was neither convened by a particular 

person. 
36 

as in the case of the Geneva Conference of 1864, nor 

by international bodies of an unofficial character, It vras 

therefore a hybrid betweeh the tvo traditional types of con- 

ference. Howeverp this Co=missilon, like many other nineteenth 

century international conferences iras an assemblage of sovereiga 

states of equal status, but differing in experience and outlook, 
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in economic development and power. Nevertheless, the states 

participants of the Comissiong offered-Vie world an opportunity 

to assess the existing'"Power metric. " A marked conflict of 

interests was also revealed, that ial while the weaker states 

were anxious to retain their ri&tsj the stronger sought to keep up 

their prestige and superiority. In other words, an attempt was made 

to achieve an equilibrium of interests between two unequ; il forces 

whien-! 2nd been movine, in opposite directions. For the weaker it was 

a challenge to legality and morality, for the stronger a challenge to 

power and for the neutralp a marriage between the two. Neverthelessp 

the fact remained that the weiaker needed the stronger as much as the 

stronger needed the weaker for their respective interestsq, which in 

the former case represented economic survival and in the latter, eco- 

nomic fulfilment. Howeverg the state of the. contemporary international 

legal order has been discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter. 

(iii) China re-visited 

The British authorities made a plea to extend 

the probationary period of the Tientsin Agreement of 1903 by a 

further period of three years. Chinese pressures however were 

too strongr and the non-govenimental pressure exerted by the 

missionary organisationst37 created a great impact ppon this. issue. 

The fact that China was making attempts to suppress the cultivation 
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of poppies was duly confirmed by Sir Alexancler. liosie of II. M. 's 

Consular Servicet who was commissioned to malre a tour of investi- 

gation through certain parts of China. 38 The opposition from 

China -iras so strong that it even s=Tassea the Indian underta- 

king to secure the complete cessation of her opium trade bY 19179 39 

and on May 8t 1911 a fresh Agreement in, s signed betwen Britain 

and China. Although the Shanghai Commission did not conclude an 
I international conventiong yet it created an indirect impact upon 

the international community. The legitimate trade for Indian 

opium was lost, and a staggering blow vas dealt to the English 

Exchequer. In 1913 the Under Secretary for India in his Indian 

Budget Speech declared that 11 the'remarkable feaiure of the year 

is that this is the first budget in which no receipts can be 

expected f rom the Indo-Chinese opium traffic. 1140 

The question that may be posed is whether Britain really 

did intend to stop the opium trade with China completely. Had 

Britain intended to do so, then there would hardly have seemed any 

necessity to pursue this matter up to the Hague Conference. The 

author ventures to say that the Hague Conference was 

necessary, and in order to justify this statement it is worthwhile 

to. examine the relevant provisions of the Tientsin Agreement of 

1911 between Britain and China. Article 2 of the Agreement 

stipulatedl inter alia, 11 His Majesty's Government agree that the 

export of opium from India to China shall cease in less than seven 

years if clear proof is given of the complete absence of production 

a 
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of native opium in China. The question arises as to what would 

have been the effect if no clear proof had been given of the 

complete absence of production of native opiun in China, and in 

that casep iihother China would have reverted to her original 

position. The wording of the article tends to show that Britain 

concluded this Agreement not intpired by any idealistic motival 

but as a result of the pressure brought upon her from outside. 

TherJoreq, there 'was a tendency to maintain a strong foothold in 

China as far as the opium trade was concerned. Article 3 of the 

Agreement showed the same tendency. In Article 5 His' Majesty's 

Government agreed to the despatch by China of an official to India 

to watch the opiun salest on condition that such an official would 

have no power of interference; howevert in accordance with article 4 

of the Agreement it w= permissible for His Kajesty's Government to 

obtain evidence continuously of the diminution of the cultivationg 

by local inquiries and investigation conducted by one or more 

British officials. Such evidence, it is submitted, was not likely 

to be fruitful# if the officials were not given adequate power to 

call evidence* 

The other question that may be posed is whether the 1911 

Agreement was designed to improve the existing conditions in 

China as far as the opium trade was concerned, and also whether 

China was in a position to free herself from the evil conpletely. 

On March 31t 1917 the Shanghai Municipal Council revoked all 

licences for the opiun shops and prohibited the sale of opiun 

1, rithin the International Settlement. Importation of opium from 
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India stopped officially on April 1.1917, but interestingly 

enoughl in accordance with the 1911 Agrreement, six provinces 

were left open to traffic in opium from India until April 1.1917- 

To this must be added the accumulated opium which China had 

already stored before the aforesaid. Act came into force. 

Much stricter prohibitory measures itere adopted in China to stop 

local production of opium, and in 1917 no less than 227 cýses of 
1 42 

opium offences -were. brought before the Shanghai Mixed Court. 

This iras however only one side of the story. Dehind the curtain 

illicit traffic in opium still thrived. At-Shanghai smuggled 

opium from the North and Hong Kong was being constantly detected 

and seized. Although many nationalities were engaged in the 

nefarious traffiep the Japanese figured conspicuously in carrying 
43 

on the trade surreptitiously* Smuggling was prevalent both 

in the North and South of China and the products used to be 

. gled from Formosa and even from Persia by fishing boats and smag 
44 

junks. Smuggling of opium from Japan iLlsol. took place, and 

this added another dimension to the problem. The 1911 Agreement 

'therefore failed to prevent illicit traffic in opium in China. 
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(iv) An 'Evaltiation of the--Sliaii, (, r)iai Commission 

The Fdght Mcoverend Bishop Brent reminded the 

delegates that It they were neither Envoys Extraordinary nor 

Ministers Plenipotentiary;. *00, that none of the Govern- 

ments represented would be bound to accept the conclusions ot 

to act upon the recommendations of the Co=ission; consequently, 

they would not in any sense co=it their Governments to any 

definite course of action by the views which they might express9 
46 

individually or collectivelyp during the course of the enquiry. " 

The importance of the Shan, -, hai Co=issionp howeverv lay not in 
Iq 

its structural ing-enuityp but in its very important role in 

creating a consensus* 
48 Although the tarms of reference of the 

Commission were neither extended to the scientific investigation 

of anti-opium remedies and of the propertics and effects of-opium 

and its products, nor to any resolution which involved existing 

international treaties and agreem ents, 
49 

the Commission strove 

It to take a great problem one stop forward in the cause-of develop- 

ment and progress.,, 
50 It It symbolized the awakening of a world- 

vride determination to rid the-world of the opium evil and the 

realization that addiction-to manufacture4drugs was also begin- 

ning 
. to menace the welfare of hunanity. " 51 It paved the jjay to 

tho Hague Opi=n Convention of 1912,52 
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B, INTMATIONAl ACTION POR TTIE 

CONMOL Or, TRADE AID TRAFFIC 

IN OPIT11 DEVVE , FM 1912 AND 1212- 

(a) Tntroduction 

Dr. Lowes pointed out that the 11 resolutions of 

Sban! -hai set the limits which succeeding reformers could 

achieve. 
03 

The three main participants of the Shanghai 

Commissiong viz. Chinag Great Britain and the United States 

conspicuously maintained their individual approach towards 

their respective problems and interests. China had a vital 

interest in the eradication of the habit of opium-smoking and 

also illicit traffic in opium; the United States showed herself 

sympathetic to Chinese ifinhes, and it was due to her efforts 

that the Shanghai Commission had been convened. As far as Great 

Britain'was concerned j the question of the eradication of 

opium-smoýking in China had a direct bearing 
: 3. , upon British revenue. 

The -resolutions of the Shanghai Commission were not implemented, 

and indeedp the participants were not bound to do so. It proved 

to be difficult to attain a compromise among the disparate ideas 

of the threc'main participants despite the fact that the'U. S. and 

Chinese proposals were rather similar in some respects. The 

British were still meditating over the Indo-Chinese Agreement 

which was due to be'renewed in 1910. 
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The Shanghai resolutions, were construed by many philan- 

thropists as a great stop toiards thp suppression of opium- 

smoking and the cuntrol of traffic in opium, butthe delay in 

their implementation by the participants made the 

philanthropists pursue their programme with a now vigour. In 

the -auxmer of 1910, Bishop Brent while in England to attend the 

11issionary Conference wrote to Dr. Hamilton Wright, 11 1 shall 

write again after I have talked urith the Archbishop, Lord Crewe 

and Sir Edward Grey, 000 1 am to be at rather a notable 

dinner to-night, Rooseveltj Morleyl Cromert Rober-tat Sir Edward 

Grey* Crevep Asquith and a distinguished et cetera. am 

expecting to talk to our old friend the enemy Sir Cecil*,, 54 

Bishop Brent unfortunately failed to porsuade the British friend 

on that occasion. The London and Edinburgh Committee for Sappres- 

sing the Indian-Chinese Opium Trade sent a joint memorandum to the 

Foreign Office registering their p rotest. 
55 Opposition 

from within the British parliament. Mr. Laidlow 55(a) 
made an 

unofficial verbal report of the Proceedings of the Shanghai 

Commission to the House of Commons. 

In the meantimep proposals for convening the Hague Conference 

liere in progressf and Bishop Brent, Dr. Hamilton Wright and ulti- 

mately the U. S. State Department were determined to keep up the 

pressure. 

The Hague Opium Convention of 1912 iras found necessary not for 
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the purpose of humiliating any particular country for inaction 

i. h the restraint of trade in opium, but as a means of adopting 

some effective measures on an international level to prevent the 

i-Ricit- traf f ic in opium. The Anglo-Chinese af f air -was only one 

example of the gravity of the problem. The task of the pioneers 

uras difficult; the lessons of the Shanghai Commission ifere still 

pertinentland therefore$ the iumediate problem wns how tolattain 

universality both in representation at the Conference and in 

application of the Convention. Considerable hesitation to parti- 

cipate in the Ila,,, Yue Opi= Conference prevailed amongst some 

countriesp56 but Dr. Hamilton Wright and Bishop Brent were des- 

tined to succeed. This Conference iras convened on Friday, 

December 19 1911 and the Right Honourable Sir Cecil Clementi Smith, 

at the end of the Proccedings, proposed a cordial vote of thanks 

to be offered to Bishop Brent 11 for the dignityt impartiality and 

ability" 
57 

with which he had discharged his duties as President. 

This Conferenc. e led to the conclusion of the Hague Opium 

Convention of 1912. 
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(b) The ITaMe Opium Convention of Ic)12 

The Hag 58 
., ue Opium Convention of 1912 vus the first 

international Convention in which an attempt was made to suppreso 

the abuse of opium and other related substances. The Preamble to 

the Convention read: 

11 Desirous of advancing a stop further on the road 

opened by the International Commission of 

Shanghai of 1909.11 
59 

This Convention consisted of six chapters which dealt, 

exclusively with opiira ( raw and prepared) and related substances 

(cocainev morphine etc, ), although a special chapter ( chapter VI) 

vas made applicable only to China'giving effect to some of the 
60 

Shanghai resolutions, The Convention did not come into force 
0ý 

until the date when the Treaty of Peace with Germany became 

effective* 
61 

(i) An Analysis of the Convention 

On the recommendation of the Programme Committee, 

-definitions-of "raw" and "prepared" opium. as drawn up by the -, 

technical del . egates were approled at the third plenary, session. 
62 

According to these definitions 11 raw opium'? is the spontaneously. 

coagulated juice obtained from the capsules of the Papaver Somni- 

ferw p and which has been submitted only to the necessary 

manipulations forepacking and transport. 
63 

"Prepared opium" is 
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the 11 product of raw opium obtained by a series' of special oper- 

ationst especially by dissolving, boili4i heating and fermen- 

tation, having for their object its transformation into an extract 

suitable for consumption. Prepared opium shall include dross and 

any other residues remaining when opium has been smoked. .,, 
64 

It 

is to be noted that there was not much controversy concerning the 

definition of 11opium"t vhether 11raw" or "prepared" at the First 

opium Conference. It is a matter for the medical profession to 

decide what constitutes "opium" whether"Irau" or "prepared'19 but 

it is true to say that the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 defined 

"opium" whether IIraVIq "prepared" or I'mediciral". and other 

necessarily related substances such as "morphine" and "cocaine". 

This Convention was however limited only to opium. 

The French government however asked for an extension of the 

provisions of the Hague Opium Convention to cover those substances 

which produce effecta similar to those produced by opium and its 

derivatives. The CoWicil of the League of Nations at its meeting 

on February 1,1923 adopted a resolution in order to refer the 

observations of the governments on the list of drugs submitted by 

the French government which were not included in the Hague Opium 

Conventiont to the Joint Sub-Committee for consideration and 

report. 
65 

Article 19 which is one of the most important articlos'p 
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needs discussion. This article provides that the Contracting 

Powers: 

11 shall enact effective laws or regulations for the 

control of the production and distribution of raw 

opium; unless laws or regulations on the subject are 

already ih existence. " 

It can be teen that the responsibility for enacting 
iaws 

and reZulations in this field lay with the Contracting Powers. 

As it was exclusively a matter within the respective domestic 

jurisdiction of t1le Contracting Powersý the efficacy of such 

provisions obviously very much depended upon the good intentions 

of the Pow ers congerned. The Conventionp howeverv did not make 

any provision in this respect with regard to non--contracting 

powers. Thereforet the door to illicit traffic in opi= was left 

open to the non-contracting powers. 

It is now necessary to consider the other major provisions 

of the articlev i. e., the control of the production and distri- 

bution of raw opium. This provision was the genesis of many 

subsequent conventions in this field. However, as far as the 

1912 Convention is concerned, it failed to define the extent to 

which the production of raw opium should be controlled. It was 

only a pious declaration by the Contracting Powers. Unless there 

wore some systematic rules for domestic control any such declara- 

tion would prove to be nugatory. 
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PLO: Control of export and import of opium. 

Articles 3,5,7,8 and 13 - 

The Contracting Powers undertook an obligation to prevent 

the export of raw opium to countries which had prohibited its 

entryl and also to control the export of raw opium to countries 

which had restricted its import. Such export and import ol raw 

opium was only permissible by duly authorised personsg and to 

persons furnished with licences qr permits provided for by the lamu 

or regulations of the imp; rting country. 'It may be notedthat the -' 

Convention did not provide for any method by which the obligations 

of the ContractJ-ng. Powerq should be fulfilled. As a measure to 

combat the opium trade, a government monopoly of trade in opium 

might have been a probable remedy. The Dutch delegate however 

suggested that the trade in opium'should be left exclusively to 

g6vernments. He said, 11 ... I have come to the conclusion that 

freedom of traffic in an article as d-anrerous as opiumg is not 

freýdom. but rather*licence ( ungebundenheit) and I makep in the 

name of my Delegationp in the name of my Governmentp a-warm appeal 

to youp Gentlemeng to withdraw this commerce from the hands of 

our greatest enemiesp the contraband dealers in opiumt and to place 

it in the'safe hands of our Governments,,, 
616- 

The appeal of the 
' 

Dutch delegate to plac6 the trade. exclusively in the hands of the 

govdrnments did not gain much support as the Convention finally 

provided that the Contracting Powers shall not allow the import 
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and export of. raw opiwa except by duly authoristd persons. it 
67 

Although therewas no provision for ally effective proven- 

tive action against unauthorised import and export trade in opiumt 

an attempt was made to impose more restrictions on import and 

export by givin. g greater-power to the customs officers. Thiszoveý 

was mde by the British goverment and it vas revealed at the ninth 

plenary session of the International Opim Conference. Thp British 

g6voni4ent was prepared to impose more restrictions upon opimn trade 

with foreign c6untries, provided of course the foreiga governments 

were ready to take reciprocal action, i. e., by adopting stringent 

regulations on the manufacture'-of and trade in morphine and cocaine. 
68 

The provisions contained in Axticle 7 of the Convention related to 

11prepared opium". only. This provision -was rather vague and indefi- 

nite. It did not specify how and. by what time the Contracting Powers 

should have prohibited the export of "prepared opium". It might also 

be assumed that even if the import and export had been stopped under 

the-provisions of-this articlep the export of raw opium might have 

been continued, Consequently, by the importation of raw opiumt tho 

way to the manufacture of prepared opium was kept open. 

'According to paraVaph (c) of Axticle 8 of the Convention 

the Contracting Powers which were not ready to prohibit immediately 

the export of prepared. opima It shall prohibit. the c*onsigrment of 

prepared opium to'a country which desires to restrict its entry, 

unless the exporter complies with the regulations of the importing 

country. 0-The phrase 11 which depires to restrict its entry" clearly 

signifies that entry of a consignment of prepared opium was still 
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left to the desire of the country concernedv and*no specific legal 

prohibition-was provided. for. Article 13 of the Convention stipu- 

lated that the Contracting Powers It shall use their best endeavours 

to adopt, or cause to be adoptedt measures to ensure that morphineq 

cocaine, and their respective salts. shall not be exported from their 

countiresl possessionsq colonies The expression It shall 

use their best endeavours" is vague and does not appear to 
, uzvu 

created any legal obligation. Despite the absence of any consistent 

state practivegArticle 6 
-of the Convention provided that the 

Contracting Powers 11 shall Wce measures for the gradual and effectiv. - 

suppres. sion of the manufacture ofp internal trade in, and use of 

prepared opium, with due regard to the varying circumstances of each 

country concerned, unless regulations on the subject are already in 
69 

existence*" With this provision may also be read the Preamble to 

the Convention. The Convention did not mention how measures leading C3, 

to effective suppression of the manufacture ofq internal trade in, 

and use of prepared OPiun could be adopted and made effective. As 

it appears from the provision of the Articlep it was for each 

Contracting Power to decide as to how gradual suppression of the 

manufacture of and internal trade in opium could be brought into 

effect. The Convention was equally silent as to. the consequences of 

the failure of a particular Contracting Pover to take action towards 

, the gradual and effeetive, suppression of the manufacture of, internal 

trade in, and use of prepared opium. 

Article 970 however made some positive efforts towards the 

limitation of the manufacturej sale and use of morphine, cocaine and 

their respective saltsv by the enactment of pharmacy laws or. regulations. 
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Again, it left it to the Contracting Powers to determine how much 

morphine and cocaine should be manufactured, used or sold. The 

initiative towards the introduction of pharmacy laws and regulations 

to limit the manufacture, sale etc. of morphine, cocaine and their 

respective salts to legitimate purposesp was taken by the British 

delegate at the Conference. As a clarification of the -word 11 legiti- 

mate" the British delegate ( Sir William Collins) iudicateý that the 

-W-ord had been introduced with a view to 11 covering the chemical and 
71 

scientific use of morphiiieo Apart from this the Convention failed 

to define the scope of 11 medical and legitimate" use of opiump morphine, 

cocaine and their respective salts. Alsbt the production and distri-- 

bution of raw opium iras to'be subjected to control, but 11 no limita- 

tion was placed on the quantiýy to be produced or distributed except 

by the indirect means of the obligation to prohibit or restrict 

export in accordance with the legal or administrative requirements of 

the importing, countries* Nor were any measures indicated as to how 

control over production and distribution was to be effected. "72 

The I mention of pe'nal measures can be found only in Article 2073 

of the Convention. This was only a pious hope. The reasons that the 

Contrýcting Powers did not take the initiative of incorporating, any 

penal measures may perhpas be traced. in the obening speech. of the 

Chairman of the Conference: 11 In approaching our task, wo have the 

consciousness that any legislative action uhich. may ultimately result t2 

from the work of the Conference vill have behind it a public opinion 

that is worldwide. Without this, an international agreement or legis- 
u 

lative effo3rt would bet if not futile, at any rate of minor value. 



Sentiment without f ormal expression lacks that precision and def i- 

nit. enass which 11i7man nature looks to as a support. On the other 

hand, more superimposed law is impot'ent. 11.71, The attitude of the 

governments who participated in the Hague Opium Conferenco may be 

gathered from the foregoing discoursel and this vill be. discussed. 

in the subsequent section. 

(ii) An Titvalliation of the Convention 

A perusal of the Summ ry of the Hinutes reveals the 

attitude of the participating states towards the conclusion-of an I 

international convention in this'field. 75 The humanitarian ideals 

of the Right Reverend Bishop Brent and Dr. Hamilton Wright prompted 0 

them to convene the Conference, but did all the participating-countries 

prove their worth in such a mission? Germanyq as a large manufacturer 

.. of drugs, made every effort to safeguard her interest in the drug 

manufacturing-industry. With regard'to codeine the German dele,, ate 

said, 'ilit"as to codeine I have not been able to find one 

scientific publication which pronounces itself unreservedly of tho 

opin ion that codeine is a stupefying drug or that it creates a mania 

It is for this reason that the, German Delegation does not consider, 

itself justified in approving of the insertiba of codeine, in the 

stipulations of the Conventiong either with respect to-the scientific 

world or with-respect to the-legislative authorities.,, 
76 
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On the other handq the Dutch delegate vus an ious to include 

Indian hemp within the ambit of the Convention; He said, "It is 

desirable that the participating governments should study tho question 

of Indian hemp from the statistical and scientific standpoint, with 

a view to regulating eventually its abusep either by internal legis- 

lation or by an international undo rs tanding. 11 77 In fact, controversy 

existed as to what substances should have been'included within the 

scope of the I Opium Convention. The indefatigable zeal aný efforts 

of the Right Reverend Bishop Brent and Dr. Hamilton Wright however 

led to the conclusion of, a long-awaited convention. 

'Me attitude of the Contractihm Powers had also been revealed 

in the matter of ratification of this Convention. A radical depar- 

ture from the usual method of ratification was made in the Hague 

Opium'Convention of 1912. Chapter VI of the Conventions and Lrticles 

22 and 33 in partic"I'ar relate tq the special method of ratification 

of this Convention. In order to attain a universal application of 

the Conventiong a provision was made to obtain the signatures of all 

tho powers in Burope and America not represented at the Conference. 

Ratification by the powers represented at the Conference would be 

obtained only after the adhesion of all the non-represented powers, 

The Conventiong ho'wever, made provision that in the event of the 

signature of all the powers invited not having been obtained by 

wpuld. immediately 31 Decemberp 1912, the government of the Netherlands"' 

call another'confo: 'rence of the powers which had signed the Convention 

to examine at the Hague the possibility of depositing their rati- 

fications notwi I ths I tanding.,, 
78 
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The apprehension that it miglit be difficult to attain a 
79 

universal application of the Convention iras voiced by 

1.1r. Delbrick, the German delegate. Ile also referred to the various 

methods of ratification prevalent in different countries. There are 

a number of countries where a convention-cannot be ratified without 

the intervention of the legislature ( cog* U*SoAo and Gorii=y), although 

in some other countriesl viz. U. K. Japan and the U. S. S. R. 9 an not of the 

legislature is not necessary for the ratification of a convention. The 

proposal for the adhesion of othcý powers before ratification was'not 

welcomed by Dr. Hamilton Wrightp and he vehemently protested against 

such a proposal by saying that it would seem most unusual to decide 

that what had been accomplished by the Conference must wait for the 

adhesion of Powers not represented.. If the participating Powers did 

not represent sufficient power t ompel other interested governments qc . to adhereq nothing they could do in the way of passing a formal clause 0 

on adhesion could have imuch effect. " 80 Although the opinion of the 

Germn delegate did not gain much support from the Contractin Powers 

it had a persuasive effect for the proposal had a considerable practi- 

cal value in that once the Convention had entered into fokce it could 

not be changed. except by another international convention. However, 

it was thought that any endeavour on the part o. f a few powers to 

regulate trade in such a product would not be justified because the 

same product could be produced or iýanufactured by- any other state which 

was not bound by the Convention and therefore was not subject to any 

restrictions on traffic in it. Although Dr. Wright made an endeavour 

to convince the German delegate, even by assuring, hiin of the position 
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in the United States, 81 the German proposal was finally accepted 

and incorporated into the'Convention. Despite the considerable efforts 

-which have been mentioned, not all the powers adhered to the Convention. 

T" nore conf drences had to be corLvenedv one in JulYt 1913 and the 

other in June, 1914. It may be observed that even if*the powers bad 

duly adhered to the Convention, the way to produce or manufacture 

opiun and its related substances in an unrestricted mmmer Uw left 

open to those countries which bad not adhered to the Conven ion. 
8- 

Consequently, states kept themselves aloof from the Convention. 83 

Apart from the question of ratificationt the Convention seems 

to have been drafted rather loosely. The parties were not legally 

bound to adhere to various important important provisions for the 

purpose of effective control of illicit traffic in Opium; on the 

contrary'p they pledged themselves to 11. use their best endeavours only" 

to this effect. 
I Howevert it may be mentioned in this connection that 

many international treaties which have been effective in their 

application contain similar provisions. According to Brierly, the 

11 rules of law binding upon states ... emanate from their own free 

-Ifill as expressed in Conventions or by usages generally accepted as 

expressing principles of law. 1184 He also opined that legal obliga- 

tion may emanate from consensus and consequently,. " a contract or 

a treaty is capable of having juridical effect only because there 

exists an imderlying general rule of lair to the effect p, -tctn, slmt 

1185 servand . Brierly, of coursep in a subsequent chapter shewed his 

understanding of the fact that nations do not alirays observe their 

obligations in, good faith. 86 Professor Schiiarzenýerger rightly 
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observed that a community not only requires sclfý-sacrifice and love 

but also presupposes mutual trust. 87 Needless to say that the 

absence of It mutual trust" and lack of a sense of international 

responsibility still underlie the un-international, conduct of states. 

Ilowever, the Contracting Powers kept themselves aloof from the First 

Hague Opium Convention primarily in order to jealously guara their 

own interestsp economic or othendse, 

The Secovd- Hamuc 
-OPilm 

Conference 

The Second Hague Opium Conference was convened primarily 

with a view to expediting adherence to or ratification of the Firsý 

89 
Opium Convention as the case might'be. Nevertheless, at this 

Conference, the benefit which the nations might have derived from 

such a Convention was also discussed at considerable length. As the 

Contýacting Powerswere doubtful whether the signatures required to 
U 

bring the Convention into force would be obtained by 31 Decemberp 19129 

an amendment to Axticle 23 was #ýqught to be necessary. A Protocol 

of Clotare p as' an amendment to Axticle 23 was therefore prepared by 

the Editing Committee. It provideaq inter aliap that 11 should the 

signatures of all the Powers invited in accordance with paragraph 1 of 

Article 23 not be obtained by Decerabdr 311 1913 the Government of the 
k 

Netherlanas i=ediately invite the Signatory Powers at that date to 

appoint delegates to proceed to the Hague to e? c . ne the possibility 
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, 
in force the Internati6nal Opium Convention of of putting 

Ja nuary 23P 1912.1190 It also embodied a clause 
91 

ruling out 

the necessity of convening any further conference for the purpose 

of depositing ratifications. 

The Second Opium Conference could not expedite rati- 

ficationsp and its failure to attain the long-awaited success evi- 

dently made it clear that the world was not prepared to enter into 

an agreement in order tb control the traffic in opium. For some, 

the question of self-iaterestp as expressed in trade, appeared to 

be the vital factor, and for others, a more technical pretext under 

the veil of morality waa the excuse. If, isp howoverg noteworthy 

that Turkey, one of the major opium-producing countries, refused to 

92 
sign the Convention for economic reasons. Serria pleaded that she 

had not been able to study the opium question sufficiently well. 
93 

(d) The Third ITAý, ue OPitm Conference ý A! ý ---, 1, , 

This Conference'was convened in a further attempt to 

bring the 1912 Convention into force. It was convened at the 

liague on June 159,19111,91L and was attended by representatives 

from thirty countries. The primary purpose of this Conference was 

to bring the 1912 Convention into force even without the signatures 

of all the invited powersp let alone the deposit of ratifications 
a 

by all the signatory powers. 
95ý Some of the signatory powers however 
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refrained from ratifying the Convention on the grounds that it was 

widely ahered too From the legal point of vievi the primary questions 

were: 

(a) vas it possible under those circumstances to bring the 

Convention into force despite the fact that soma of the 

powers abstained from signing and some others failed to 

ratify the Convention, and if the answer were in the 

affirmativey thent 

(b) how was the coming into force of the Convention to be 

regulated among the signatory powers. 

The above two questions were dia., - considered by the Comite de 

Redactiont and it was resolved that the date of coming into force of 

the Convention should be vither that fixed by paragraph 1 of Article 

24 or the lst Decembert 1914, whichever was the earlierl subject to 

the condition that all required ratificationg had been deposited. 

As regards the second point the Co=ittee resolved that the 

bringing into effect of the Convention among all. the signatory powers 

would take effect when the powers who had already signed and thosq 

,, iho had expressed their intention of adhering had ratified it; 

the date of taking effect of the Convention would be that fixed or 
96 - 

nettled by paragraph 1 of Article 24. Althou,, rh an amendment to the 

resolution concerning ratification was proposed by the Chinese 

dele-atel 
97 to bring the Convention into force more rapidlyt the 

V 

proposal vas vehemently opposedp especially by the delegations of 

France and Russia 
98 

on the grounds that the act of ratification 

was absolutely a matter of sovereignty and that an international 
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conference had no authority to give judgment upon it, Needless 

to say that the Contracting Powers were still careful to guard 

their sovereignt-y, jealouslyp althoughp of course, the French dole- ý 

gation appropriately maintained that the act of ratification was 

essentially a matter of sovereignty*99 The doctrine that gqvern- 

ments are bomd to ratify whatever their plenipotentiariesq acting 

-%, rithin the limits of their instructions, may sign, and that treati6s 

may therefore be regarded as legally operative and enforceable 

before they havo been ratified, is obsoletep and lingers only as 

an echo from -the past. 
100 It is also not customary to fix a time- 

limit for the ratification of treaties. 101 

The Third Hague Opium Conference was merely ruicillary to the 

First Opi= Conference. The proceedin"s. of this Conference tend to 0 

show why some states refrained from ratification. The Third Confer- 

once did not achieve a total success and its proceedings ended in 

the adoption of a clausel whichp-representing a compromise between 

different viewpointsv provided that the Convention might be brought 

into force by a group of powers without waiting for . automatic 

enforeementf as provided for in Article 24, isegg ratification 

by all the signatory powers. The possibilit7 of acceding to the 

102 
Convention -%as left 6pen to the powers who had not yet signed it. 

In order to bring the Convention into forco at the earliestq the 

Conference unanimously passed a resolution for making an urgent 

and respectful representation to the powers which had not yet rati- 

fied the Conventiont nor expressed their intextioa of doing so. 
103 ,. 

a 
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Comments 

The Third Hague Opium Conferende only emphasised -the impor- 

tance Qf the Opiun Convention of 191,20' A constructive beginning 
0 

was however made by China and the United States. The Harrison 

Act of 1914 in the United States brought the manufacturej sale, 

distributiong importation and exportation of opium or any other 

derivatives thereof under government. 61 control. In terms of this 

Act, all persons engaged in traffic in narcotic drugs including 

opium were required to register themselves with the'govornmento 

This Act imposed an internal revenue tax Of $ 300 per pound upon 

all U, S.. nanufacturers of opium for'smoking purposes and prescribed 

some regulations in respect of the manufacturers. ýhc provisions 

of this Act were however restricted only to. citizens of the 

United States. 1011 

The restrictive efforts of the Chinese authorities con- 

cerning control of the manufacture of and traffic in opium and 

other allied drugs deserve comiendation. 'Vile anti-opium campaic,, n 

achieved remarkable results despite the existing political chaos in 

China. 105 China did not only welcome an international convention 

in this regard, but was also one of the countries to ratify the 

Hagrue Opium Convention of 1912. - 

Britaing one of the deeply involved countries in this tradep 
I 

was still observing the attitude of the other powers towards the 

Convention. On October 24,19189 the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs announced in the House of Commons, " His Majesty's Govern- 

ment are still considering the question of putting into force some W, C> 

or all of the Articles of the Opium Convention without waiting for 
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'its ratification by all the Signatory Powers. "' 106 

Thisq thenj was the situation which persisted long after 

the conclusion of the Third Hague Opium Conference. The Hague 

Opium Convention of 1912 did not come into force until the date 

that the Treaty of Peace with Germany became offective. 
107 This 

evidently proved that the sectional interests of certain nations had 

an overriding consideration over the universal interest. The measures 

prescribed by the Convention were preventive rather than curative; 

they lacked legal force. Dven the preventive measures suggested by 

the Convention did not encompass all the possibilities of evasion; 

it also failed to bring all nationsp large or suallf within its 

scope. The ratification of the C onvention was delayed by the 

First World liar. Howeverl in view of the attitudes of the nations, 

it is difficult to say whether the ratification of all the sigiatory 

powers could have been readily obtained even if the liar had not 

intervehed. -Interestingly enough, by the time the required rati- CD 

fications had been obtainedp another' international conference for 

the purpose of adoýtingfurther measures for the c ontrol of p 

traffic in narcotic drugs vas found necessary, and the Geneva 

Convention of 1925 was concluded. 
108 

Neverthelessq the success of the Hague Opium Convention 

lay in the fact that it outlined the area of the problem -, md drew 

the attention of the powers to the necessity of making their best 

efforts to exterminate the menace. The Conventiong despite its 

defects which have already been mentionedv influenced world o pin I ion 
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againort the dangerous practice of opium smoking and against the 

illicit trade and traffic in opium. 

At this point it may be advisable to examine the structure 

of the existing international society, which in turn will help draw 

some conclusions aB to whether there cas any international legal 

order in that society. International systems may be analysed by 

means of 'types'- one type dominated by unitsj, i. e., by statest 

and the other by central institutions* The period between 1648 

and 19111 i-ras primarily dominated by Units. The Interplay. cuiong 

the units and between them and the international order is affected 

by the nature of each historical system. 
109 Since an economic 

order is shaped by the existing political fOrcesp which are a 

part of the hist6ridali system, the question arises as to-what the 

units aspire to dog and how far they will co-operate within the 

existing order or whether they will make any attempt to replace 

the existing order by a new one. The period between 1648 and 1914 %2 

saw the forceir of nationalism emerge* This vas the period durinor- 

iihich the baiance of power system came to be regarded as an aspect 

of international. relations. The greater powers joined hands in 

their venture for the world beyond Europe. Unfortunately, it was 

all like a pseudo- co=uunity feeling. EwAi state 'remained as 

competitive as ever" -aid retained its right to break the rules of 

the system. 
110 Dehind all this iferep of coursep genuine inteiests 

Vaich nations had in restraining certain forms of international 

conduct. Under such a situation any controlt direct or indireett 

by any central institution would be considered as a limitation upon 
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their powr. Selfishnoss prevailed over considerations of 

international order. 

Neverthelesst during the early*part of the nineteenth century, 

the powerful nations shared a common faith in laissez-faire economicat 

juid consequentlyl they showed their willingness to see the system 

worif on a world-wide basis whenever or wherevcr it touched upon 

their interests. Thuss the balance iras maintained by a few powerful' 

states who themaelves engaged in economic pursuits without having to, 

,, ý-., .. clash with one another seriously. Thus, challenge instead of produ- 

cing confrontationg melted into negotiation. In the case of any 

conflictp howeverp, preservation of the opponcAt, " as a poteutial 

future ally" instead of his eliminationt was thought to be a more 

practical approach. 
"' This economic game-played by the European' 

world in the non-Evuropean world inevitably necessitated intervention 

in the domestic affairs of the newly explored areast and establish- 

ment of the minimum. standards of Western justice* Between the 

. 
competing nations, trade was allowed on equal terms, and there was 

nothing to endankr,,,, er the national security ofthe major nations, and 

consequentlyg the political positions of these nations were safe and 

unaffected. Neverthelessi nothing did-pre. vent any of the competing 

nations from violating- the norms 9 but each had an interest in protect- CD 

ing those norms for self-enrichinent. The contemporary international 

society was not a Oprogressive society" yet not a "stationary" one. 
112 

The conditions did not. howev6r remain the same. Me Greater 

peting with each other f or e2qiaasionýoutside, Earopc, Powers started conr, 
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and in fact, the momentum lost its forc. e to a great extent in the 

latter part of the nineteeAth century, 
113 - 

The nature of international legnl order in the contemporary 

international society uas characterised by the type of order as it 

existed in different phases of the development of international 

relations* This development of international relations falls into 

thrqoý clear phases: 

(a) the period from the Renaissance to the Congress of Vienna. 

It was during this period that an attempt ir as made. to 

replace the philosophy and institutions of Christendom 

by a unifying theory of hunal, relations. 

(b) The period from 1815 to the First World Uar. Durifig 

this period the low of nations made it3 way through 

the tangles of natural law. In fact, it tended to 

replace natural law. At this point, the law of - 

-nations had overwhelmingly a European orientation.. 

(c) The period from the First World War to the present day, 

i. e. j the period of universalisation of the matters of 

intemational concem. 

Whatever might be the fun&%mental differences in the modes 

during the first two phases of development of international law, 

their, cormon deficiencies -were, that they fell short of any attempt 

to create an international legal order, and also that no definition 

of such an order was devised. In discussing the problems of econo- 

mic world order in unorganised international societyp Iýrofessor 

Schwarzenberger observed that the rudimentary state of international 
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order as existed in pro-19111 international nociety can only be 

described as pseudo-orderst whether-non-legal or normativee 
114 

Howeverl basicallyp a legal order seeks to maintain and further 

justice, the ideal relation among men, morals, the ideal aovolop- 

ment of individual characterp and security which is at the founda- 

tion of economic order, 
115 The same philosophy can be applied in 

the, -ýase of establishing an international order. In the absence of 

any legal order during the aforesaid period, the question of estab- 

lishing, maintaining and furthering justice for the ideal develop- 

ment of humanity did not arise. On the contrary, the moral-legal 

order of the Christendomq which was prevalent during the 17th centuryg 

lost its forcel and the juristic theory of international law lapsed 

in -the nineteenth century. It iras a period of chaos aggravated by 

the confusion between imperiirn and dominium, The law of nationa 

in this period was a body of laws for the sake of sovereigns. 

Professor Scliwarzonberger again observed that in an international 

socictyq composed of a plurality of independent and armed entitites 

which look upon themselves as ultimate values, the place of & law 

of this type is more humble, It is likely to be reduced to a more 

fagade of an international p6litical systemp verging on anarchy. 

It may also serve to strengthen whatever temporary equilibrium. is 

116 
attainable in any system of power politics. " 

Whatever may be the nature and mech=ism of any political , 

systemp in all political sYstemso formal authority must be legiti- 

mised in the same way. This relates to the question of relationship 

between law and order. It is perhaps necessary to mention that 

law iv more than a system of order, Sor any legal system will embody 
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yalues other than order. In international law, 11 legitimation" may 

be achieved by a sovereign's unilateral assertion or by recognition 

and acquiescence by a' third party. The first situation is Imown as 

the auto-interpretation of law, while the vecond as consensual 

interprotation. 117 

Like many other treatiess the treaties concerning prohibi- 

tion of traffic in opium and allied substances fell short of 

consensual legitimation in the pre-19111 days of thel(le fneto 

quasi-order. The belated recognition of the Hague Opium Conven- 

tion evidenced the unpreparedness of '. nations to embark upon an 

organised . 
international platform. Powid rightly observed that 

there will be need of adjusting. the relations and ordering the 

conduct of nations so long as ýhere are distinctq coliesivep 

organised societies* 11118 Naturallyp the need for adjusting the k: 7 

relations and ordering the conduct of nations was still not 

felt by the nations themselves c, ýen though it vas expected of them. 
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CHAPTER II 

FOOTNOTES 

In his inaugaral speech the President of the Shanghai Commission 
mentionedg inter alia, the following: 

It devolves upon me to pronounce with emphasis týat 
this is a Commission, and as those who. are informed- 
as all of you must be in matters that pertain to inter- 
national affairs of this kind- a Commission is not a 
Conference. The idea of a Conference was suggestedg 
but it seemed wise to choose this lbarticular form of 
action rather than a Coftferenceq because, for the, 
present at any rate, we are not sufficiently well 
informed, and not sufficiently unanimous in our atti- 
tude, to have a Conferepce with any great hope of 
immediate success. " 

Report of the International Opium Commission, Shanghai, 1909, 
February 1 to February 26,1909, vol. I- Report of the, 
Proceedings, p. 12. 

2. H. Wrightg"The International Opium Commission", A. J. I. L., 1909p 
pp. 648-673. 

Siam had no treaty relations with China, but was considered to 
be an important participant on account of her monopoly in the 
manufacture and distribution of smoking opium. 

For Russia, vicinity was considered to be the principal 
factor for participation. 

Report-of the Intern'ational Opium Commission, 1909, op, cit., 
P. 10. 

Re-port of the lntenýational Opium Commiýsion, 1909 . vol. I, 

op. cit-t P. 34. 
Apart from adopting a general policy for the suppression of the 
illicit traffic in opium, the Commission decided to formulate 
appropriate policies of an ii#ernational character which would 
assist China in fulfilling her goal of eradicating the opium 
evil from the country. I 

Report of the International Opium Commission, 1909, op. cit., p. 20. 

added. 

8. Report of'the International ODium COMMissiong 1909, vol, I. 
op cit.. P. 11. 

The President of the Commission observed that, 11 The emotional 
stage finds express. -Ion in agitation. We have had agitation. 
How I believe we are at least midway in the second-or scientific 
staget when men deal with ascertained fact, and on the basis of 
ascertained fact reach certain conclusions of a practical charac- 
ter that will enable those upon whom the responsibility rests to 
arrive at some final conclusion. " ibid. 
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9. Report of the International QPium Commission, 1909, vol, I, 
OP. Cit-9 P- 34- 

10. Telegram from the President of the United States of America 
(President Roosevelt). See Report of the International Opium 
Commissiont 1909t vol. It OP& citot P- 14* 

ill supra, q 
(chapter'Iv pp*53-q ) 

12. For exampleg the use of opium was widespread among the Chinese 
population in Macaop Portugal. The Treaty of Amity and Commerce 
between Portugal and China of 1887 also covered the trade rela- 
tionship in opium between the two countries and the Superinten- 
dencia da Fiscalicacao da Importacao e Exportacao de Opio Cru 
had control over the importation and exportation of opium, In 
spite of such regulationsq private individuals in Macao started 
the industry of boiling crude opium into smoking opium and ship- 
ping it abroadt which was ultimately taken over by a Chinese 
Syndicate. Macao had a-large-internal consumptiont and opium 
was sold in smoking dens " where the coolies would call for a 
chat and a smoke to pass the time of day"t apart from sale 
through licensed shops. 
See further P. Lowest The Genesis of International Narcotics 
Controlp University of Genevat Switzerland, 1966, p. 132; 
see also the Memorandum oxi the Opium Question presented to the 
International Opium Commission at Shanghai by'. the Portuguese 
delegatet Report of the International Opium Commission, 1909, 
vole It ope citeg pe 80 
(Trade in opium betwpen Macao and China was ' subject to the 
tariff annexed to the Anglo-Chinese Treaty of Tientsin of 18589 
which was'in force in 1687). 

13- In 1905 the value of the opium export amount to 730tOOO pounds 
Turkish. As the Turkish government published neither accounts 
nor estimates of revenue and expenditure, it was impossible to 
state the revenue tariff from opium. 
See further H. Wright, op. cit., p. 667. 

14. Turkey has recently adopted preventive measures -( in a rather. 
limited way)'wit4-regard. to the*growth'of poppies and production 
of opium'6 

15- Report of the International Opium Commission, vol. II, p. 167 
Australia herself imported a considerable amount of opium . ý' , prior to the proclamation of December 29,1905 imposing the prohi- 
bition of opium other than for medicinal and legitimate purposes. 
The following table gives an account of the import and export of 
opium into the Commonwealth prior to the date of prohibition, 

Year lbs. 
1901 including opium for medicinal purposes 569473 
1902 including opium for medicinal purposesý 599762 
1903 fof4imqkinLr. only 429429 
1904 for smoking only 
1905 for smoking only 479116 
See Report of the International Opium 

_C_ommission,, 
vol. Ht 

op. cit. 9 p. 168. 
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16. New Zealand was the ohly country having no problem with 
regard to traffic in opium, see above, -., "p. st (chapter I). 

17- In this connection see D, R. Owenq British 22ium Policy in 
China and India, op. cit. 9 
According to himf the "beginnings of international action 
against the drug traffic form no essential part of Anglo- 
Chinese opium relations, " P- 340- 

18. China, India and Portuga. 

19. infra. , 
ýf 

- 1ýý - 2.0 2. 

20. infra., ýP-441- 44r 

21. infra. , C4,., fft- 19, t> - 

22. See further Report of the International-Opium Commissiong 
vol. Io op. cit-v P- 84., 

23- See chapter IV-D, pp. 

24. Text'of Resolution No.. 2: 

. 11 Be it Resolved, thereforeq that in the judgment of the 
International Opium Commissiono the principle of the total 
prohibition of the manufacturef distribution and use of 
smoking opium is the right principle to be applied to all 
people, both nationals and dependents and protected; and that 
no system for the manufacturej distribution or use of opium 
smoking should continue to existq except for the express 
purpose and no other of stamping out. that evi" of opium smo- 
king in the shortest possible time. " 
See . Report of the International Oýoium Cormissiont vol. I. 
op. cit-t p- 47. - 

25. See ýesolution No. 2 of the Shanghai Opium Commission, 
26. The dissent expressed by the Chinese delegate from the opinion 

voiced by the Dutch delegate was that-" Whereas, the total era- dication of the use of opium within a few years is to be consi- 
dered a high but at present unattainable ideal. " 
See Report of the International Onium CoTmrnission, vo, 1.1.9 
op. cit., p. 62. 

27. op. cit., p. -63- 
28. ibid. 9 

29. ibid. 9 

30. Text of the U. S. Resolution: 
11 That whereas, the reports submitted to the International Opium 
Commission by the Delegates present indicate that though each 
Government represented is best able by its National Laws to 
control its own internal problem as regards the manufactureq 
importation or abuse of opium, its alkaloidsv derivatives and 
preparationsp yet that not Government, rep3ýesented may by its 
National Laws wholly solve its own opium problem without'the 
conjoint aid of all those. Governments concerned in the produc- 
tion and Manufacture of opiumt-its alkaloidst derivatives and 
preparations: 
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Be it Resolvedq therefore, that in the judgment of the 
International Opium Commissiont a concerted effort should be 
made by each Government represented in the Commission to assist 
every other Government in the solution of its internal opium 
problem. 

That, whereas, the reports submitted to the International 
Opium Commission by the Delegations presentt directly or 
immediately recognise that the foregoing resolutions cannot 
be made effective except by the conjoint action of the Govern- 
ment concerned: 

Be it Resolved, therefore, that the Commission as a wholet 
record its sense in favour of the principle of an International 
Conference for the solution of the problem. " 
See Report of the International Opium Commission, vol. I, 
ope Cit-P P. 48- 

31. Report of the International Opium Commission, vol. It OP. Cit-9 P. 53. 

32. ibid. v 

33- Certain other speakers werep however, of the opinion that this 
resolution was very similar to Resolution No- 4. The proposal 

. was advanced by the Japanese delegate, His Excellency T. Miyaoka. 
See Report of the International Opium Conunission,, vol. I, 
op. cit-9 P. 53. 

In this connection the suggestion of the British delegate in 
respect of ResoluLion No. 4( which was an American resolution) 
may also be referred to. The original American Resolution read 
as follows: 

" Thatv whereasq the reports submitted to the International 
Opium Commission by the Delegations presentp record that each 
Government has strict laws which are aimed directly or indirectly 
to prevent the smuggling of opiumv its alkaloidsl derivatives and 
preparations into their respective. territories. 

Be it Resolved thereforeq that/tHe judgment of the Interna- 
tibnal Opium Commissiong it is the duty of all countries which 
continue to produce opium, its alkaloidsp derivatives and pre- 
parati 

' 
ons, to prevent at ports of departure the shipment of 

opiumt and of its alkai61dsp derivatives and preparationsq to 
any country which prohibits the entry of opium or of its alka- 
loids, derivatives and preparations. " 
See Report of the International Opium Commission, vol. I. 
op. cit. 9 p. 47. 

The British delegate suggested that the phrase " which 
continue to produce opiumq its alkaloids, derivatives and 
preparations " in the second paragraph of the Resolution should 
be omitted on the grounds that this would put pressure not upon 
one country only but upon all countires. The phrase, 11 it is 
the duty of all countries to adopt reasonable measures to prevent 
ect. " was incorporated in the Resolution No. 4( in its final 
version) at the suggestion of the British dolegate. 
See lReport of the International Opium Commission, vol. I. 
op. cit.? P. 51- 
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34- infra, p)4 0-ý 4-3L4- 

35- In this connection the observation made by the British delegate 
is worth quoting: 

11 What validity by any action of this Commission should be 
given to the resolutions which we have now adopted ?I venture 
to'think that the proper course for us to adopt is to move that 
the PRESIDENTp on behalf of the Commission, do sign the resolu- 
tions as having been passed by the Commission. It seems to me 
that it would be more properly. done thus than by getting signa- 
tures from all the members of the Commission, and I beg to move 
accordingly in that sense. " 
See 

, 
Report of the International Opium Commission,, Vol. I, 

op. cite, pe 81. 

36. Undoubtedlyt the initiative was taken by the Right Reverend 
Bishop Brent, but certain unofficial bodies also coniributed 
to the anti-opium movementg. and their efforts should also be 
recognised. 

379 The Missionary Conference held at Edinburgh in 1910 had passed 
a- resolution on the subject, and a national day of humiliation 
and prayer had been decreed for October 24, the fiftieth anniver- 
sary of the ratification of the Treaty of Tientsin ( October 24, 
1860). 
See. The China Year Bookp 1916, p. 663- 

384o The China Year Book, 1916, p. -663 
His inquiries confirmed that no opium was grown in the provinces 

of Shansi and Szechuan. 'There had been a reduction in the culti- 
vation of poppies of 309/6 in Shansi, 25%_in Kansu, 70Yo in Sweichow 
and 75Yo in Yunane 

39. ibid. 

40- August 7P 19139 Parliamentary Debates, vol. 56, p. 1783. 

41. As a result of the unscrupulou6 purchases for speculative purposesp 
some 60,000 chests of Indian opium were accumulated at Shanghai 
towards the end of 1914- 
See W. T. Dunnq The Opium Traffic in its International Aspects, 
Columbia University Pressq 1920, p. 120. 

As the Indian stock had been continuously increasing at 
Shanghaig the Department of Foreign Affairs in June 1913 proposed 
to pay the charges for sending the accumulated opium back to 
India but the BritiEh Gove rnm ent declined to accept this offer. 
See The China Year Book, 1914, pp. 699-701. 

42. Returns of Trade2 1917P vol- 3, p. 806. 
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43. 

44. 

45o 

46. 

See generally W. T. Dunnt op. cit., 

Trade Reports. 1917P Vol. 4t P- 1112. 

shipped into China. " 
The New York Times, March 30, f9l9p p. 20 quoted in 
W. T. Dunng op. cit., p. 128. 

Japan not only manufactured opium but cultivated opium poppies also 
mainly in Formosa and Korea. The Korean Independence Committee 
wrote to the U. S. Minister at Peking :" The Japanese Govermment 
has'established a bureau for sale of opium and under the pretext 
that opium was used for medicinal purposes has caused Koreans and 
Formosans to engage in poppy cultivation. The opium secretly 

Report of the International Opium Commission, vol, I, op. cit., 
PP. 15-16. 

47- With reference to the structure of the Commission the British 
delegatet Sir Cecil Clementi Smithq commented that the Commission 
was not appointed with a scientific basis. He thought that apart- 
from Dr. Hamilton Wright and the Japanese delegatep who was a. 
scientist, there was none'among them competent to deal with such 
matters as anti-opium remedies or the medical and scientific 
aspects of opium. 

, Dr. -Hamilton Wrightq however, pointed out that 11 there was on 
the Chinese Delegation also a medical expertt trained in the West, 
who speaking from a scientific point of viewt was quite competent 
to judge on the subject under discussion. " Dr Wright emphasised 
that three experts would be enough for a Commission of this type. 
See further Report of the International Opium Commission, vol. I 
op. cit-9 pp. 37-38. - 

40. The Right Reverend Bishop Brent observed that, 11 As in the 
past, so in the future, and in the presentg sentiment is bound 
to be the final arbiter in all great questions, and no legislative 
or practical action can avail unless public opinion, rightly 
informedv acts spntaneously, strongly and naturally in the direc- 
tion of formal, enacted law. " 
Report of the International Opium Commiss ion, vol. I, op. cit., 

P. 42. 

49.. op. cit. t p. 82. 

50- Statement made by the President of the Commission when addressing 
the House ( see Report of the International Onium Commission, vol. I. 
P. 42). In evaluating the work of the Commission, Dr. Hamilton 
Wright observed the question had been 11 elevated from the narrow 
confines of dual agreements and treaties to a plane where every 
civilized nation may have a voice in its final settlement. " 
Dr. Hamilton Wrightp 11 International Opium Commission", Part 21 
3 A. J. I. L. p 19099 pp. 828-868, at p. 867. 
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51- L. E. Eisenlohrv ope cit. 9 p. 20. 

52, infra. 
53- P. D. Lowesq op. cit-9 P. 158. 

54- (ýuoted in Dr. Lowes' The Genesis of International Narcotics 
Control-, P. 159- 

55- On February 2, 19119 F. 0- 415 (Correspondence relating to 
Opiumv Public Records Office) 

55(a). Parlianentary- Debates ( House of Commons), vol. 8t P. 1104- 
Mr. Laidlow was also on the British Delegation at the Shanghai 
Commission. 

56. Britain did not show much * 
interest in attending the Conference. 

She made a plea for the Conference to be deferred until the 
Indo-Chinese Opium Agreement had been signed. Also, the cable 
from the'American Minister at the Hague will stand as evidence: 

the Minister of Foreign Affairs is in possession of - 
confidential information that G=eat Britain does not desire 
the Conference for an early date ... 11 . 

quoted in Dr. Lowes' The Genesis of International Narcotics 
Control, op. cit-P P. 174. 

- 576 Report of the International Opium Conference, v_1912, yol., Ig*p. 2. 

58. This Convention was signed at the Hague on January 23,1912. 
L. N. Doc. C. 82-M. 41ý 1925, XI. 

59e 11.. de"sirant marquer un pas de plus dans la voie ouverte par 
la Commission Internationale de Shanghai de 1909 ... 11 . 

6Q. China virtually became the smuggling ground of opium, although 
opium is indigenous to China. The Chinese government fought 
for many years to prevent the importation of drugs into the 
country. Although importation was prohibited by law, smuggling 
continued. In factq the natives of many Powers including her 
own were engaged in the traffic in drugs, and all her efforts 
to prevent smuggling failed due to calck of co-operation from 
those Powers, Consequentlyq it was widely held that in order 
to protect her own people against this humiliating situation, 
China in the First World War became engaged with European 
Powers and granted extra-territorial rights to the nationals of 
the Treaty Powers, This of course meant that China had to reduce 
her action against the importation of those goods in which the 
Treaty Powers were involved. As the product of foreign grown 
poppies was not to be excludedq the Chinese p*eople-began to 
cultivate the plant. It. was a vicious circle. 
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6o. It was due to the immense importance attached to this 
problem that the Chinese delegation insisted that the Articles 
with regard to China should be included in the main Convention. 
See Summarv of the Minutes ( unofficial) 
Opium Conference ( The Haguel December 1, 
1912)q p. 102. - 

61. Signed on June 289 1919. 

to January 23t 

62. December 79 1911- See further Summar_y of the Minutes 

. 
(unofficial) of the International Onium Conference, op. cit., 
P. 

. 
10. - 

63. ibid. t 
64. OP. cit-t P. 11. 

65. L. IT. Doc. C424. M-187-1923 IIlt pp. 84-85. 

66. SummarV of the Minutes 
--(unof 

f icial) of the International 
Opium Conference,. op. cit., Fifth Plenary Session, p, 19, 

67. Article 5 of the Opium Convention, 1912. 

68. The exact proposal of the British Gove rnm ent was the 
following: 

11 The Customs shall be empowered to detain imported 
consignmentsq except in transitq of the above drugs, 
until satisfied that the consignee is a licensed manu- 
facturer or dealert or a person duly authorised to 
receive the drugs., " 

11 Exportation to foreign countriesq. whether adhering 
to the Convention or not, and to other protions of the 
British Empirep to be permitted only upon production to 
the Customs authorities of a certificate from the country 
of destinationg that the consignee is authorised to import 
the drugs either in accordance with the stipulations of 
the Convention or with local laws and regulations which, 
in the opinion of the Customs authoritiesp are equally 
stringent. " 

Summarv of the Minutes (unofficial) of the International 
OpitunConferenceg OP- Cit-9 P- 49. 
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69.11... Determined to bring about the gradual suppression of 
the abuse of opium, morphine and cocaine as also of the 
dru, gs prepared or derived from these substances, which 
gave rise to or might give rise to similar abuses. " 

70. Article 9: 
"The Contracting Powers shall enact pharmacy laws or 
regulations to limit exclusively to medical and legi- 
timate purposes the manufacturet sale and use of mor, _ 
phine, cocaine and their respective salts unless laws 
or regulations on the subject are already-in existence. 
They shall co-operate with one another to prevent the 
use of these drugs for any other purpose. " 

71. Summary of the Minutes ( unofficial) of the International 
Opium Conference, op. cit., Eighth Plenary Sessiont N 46. 

72. See S. H. Baileyp op. cit., p. 26. 

73- Article ? 0: 
11 The Contracting Powers shall examine the possibility 
of. enacting laws or regulations making it a penal offence 
to be in illegal possession of raw opiumq prepared opium, 
morphine, cocaine and their respective salts, unless laws 
or regulations on the subject are already in existence. " 

= of the Minutes (unofficial) of'the international 
. 74- Summýi 

Opium Conferencet OP- Cit-9 P- 39 

75- 'A very good account of opium monopoly has boen given by 
E. N. La Motte. The author observedg inter aliag that 
11 The Opium Monopoly was not established for any humane or 
altruistic purpose. It was not established to provide the 
medical profession with a drug for the relief of pain, to 
ease the agony of the injured and wounded, or to calm the last 
days of those dying with an incurable disease. This, which may 
be called the legitimate use of opium, is not the object of 
the Opium Monopoly. Used only in this mannerg there would be 
no*money in it.. It is only when opium is produced in quanti- 
ties far in excess-of the legitimate needs of the world that 
it becomes worth while- to the Opium Monopoly. That MonODly 
was established not to relieve pain and suffering, but with 
the deliberate intention of creating pain and suffering, by 
creating drug victims by the thousand. " 
See E. N. La Motte, The Opium Mono-oolyq Yew York, 1920, p. 80. 
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76. Summary of the Minutes (Unofficial) of the International 
Opium Conferenceg op. cit., Twelfth Plenary Sessiong PP- 76-77- 

77. op. cit-t P. 83. 

78- Article 239 paragraph 2. 

79- Only -twelve Contracting Powers were concerned with the formu- 
lation of this Convention, nevertheless, their determination 
was expected to have an important influence upon the rest of 
the world. 

1 80. Summa-ry of the Minutes ( Unofficial) of the International 

fl, 
Opium Conferenceg op. Cit-9 P. 104. 

81. Dr. Hamilton Wright pointed ou-t that 11 If this Convention was 
signed by the United States plenipotentiaries and ratified 
according to the usual procedure, it would be carried out in 
good faithq and if they pledged themselves to enact or propose 
legislation in a certain time that legislation would be paased 
or proposed and would be made effective. " 
op. cit-t P. 105. 

82. Britain did not ratify the Convention on the grounds that 
clarification as to the advantageous position of the smaller 
Powers would be necessary before ratification. 

-83* 
The case of Switzerland was rather different. Tfie Swiss 
goverment abstained on the grounds that Switzerland was not 
an opium producing country, and that the use of opium was 
restricted to medicinal purposes onlyq under the strict control 
of the Cantonal laws and regulations of the National Pharmaco- 
paeia. It wasq howeverv'belieeved that the Swiss government's 
abstention would jeopardise the results of the Convention, 
presumably because other similar countries might follow suit 
on the same grounds, and thus make the problem of 'adhesion more 
difficult. 
See Summary of the Minutes (Unofficial) of the Second Internatio 
Opium Conference ( The Hague, 1-9 July), 19139 Resolution of the 
Third Plenary Session, pp. 18-19. 

84 The Lotus case, -P. C. I. J. 9 Series A, No. 10, p. 18. 

851 J. L. Brierly, The Basis of Obligation in International Law, 
Oxford, 1958, P. 10. 

86. J. L. Brierly, 11 The Shortcomings of International Law It in the 
Basis of Oblipation in International law, op. cit. 9 P. 79. 

871. G, Schwarzenbergerg Power Politics; A Study of Worl 
. 
Cl Sociptyt 

(2nd edition)q p. 12. 

88., infra. 9 pp. Xq - ý, 4g 
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89e. At the time the Second Opium Conference rose the number of 
States who had signed the Convention was 34*, of which 12 
were the original-participants. 
Argentina, Belgiumq Bolivia, Brazilq Chile, Colombia, Cuba, 
Costa Ricaq Denmark, Dominican Republicq Ecuador, Guatemala, 
Hayti, Hondurasv Luxemburgt Mexico, Montenegrog Nicaraguag 
Norwayq Panama, Perug Portugal, Roumania, Salvadorq Swedeng 
Switzerland and Venezuela. 

with reservation for the Belgian Congo. 
The Pafties that had not signed the Convention by 

December 319 1912 were: Austriag Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, 
Serviat Turkey and Uruguay. 

90. Summary of the Minutes ( Unofficial)- of the Second Interna- 
tional Opium Conference, oP* cit-t P- 32. 

91. Mr. Archer ( for the Siamese gove rnm ent) asked if it would be 
necess 

' 
aryq supposing they then deposited their ratifications, 

to meet again to consider whether they should be deposited or 
not. The President of the Conference replied in the negative, 
op. cit. 9 pp. 22-23. 

92, infra. jrkv--k 325 . Le-rýL P-44) -w( J, "61-0. k 471 P"ft: ") 

93. Report of the British delegate in Accounts and Papers, 1914-1916, 
Vol. 83, pp. 11-12. 

94- It was held for the period from June 15 to June 25. 
Tro-i-sleme-Conference International de L'Opium Actes et 
Documents, Proces-verbaux Officiels. 

95, The following powers ratified the Convention: 

Belgium, China, Denmark, Guatemalaq Honduras, Italyq Portugalt 
Siam, Swedeng United States of America and Venezuela. 
The following rowers were prepared to ratifv sublect to the 
approval of their respective 32arliaments: 

Argentinag Brazilp Chile, Costa Hicat Ecuadorg France, Haytiq 
Luxemburgg Mexicog Spain and Switzerland. 
(Francep howevert made it clear that her ratification would 
be subject to reservation as to Indo-China and India) 

The following powers were readyto ratify: 

Great Britain, Japang the Netherlands and Persia. 
(Their hesitancy was primarily due to some loopholes in the 
Convention ). 

The powers that had not still expressed their intuntion to ratify: 
33oliviaq Bulgariag Colombog Cubaq Dominican Republic, Germanyq 
Greece, Montenegrog Nicaraguag Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Perup 
Roumaniaq Russiaq Salvador. and Uruguay. 
ýhe following powers refused to-sio the Convention: 

Servia and Turkey. 



96. Translated from French: 11 Que la mise en vigueur de la 
Convention entre toutes Puissances signataires aura lieu 
lorsquo les Puissances qui, 1 ont d6j. 7i signee et celles qui, 
ont exprime leur intention d: y adh6rerg l1auront ratifi6e. 

La date dlentree en vigueur de la Convention sera 
celle fixee par le paragraphe 1 de l'article 24-" 
See Actes et Documents; Third International Opium Conferen 
(Proces-verbaux Officie2: s 79OP- Cit-P P- 49- 

97. The Chinese delegate proposed that the Convention should come 
into force on December lt 1914 except in respect of those powers 
who had to defer ratification on constitutional groundsq and for 
them the Convention would come into force at the date when they 
had deposited their ratificationsj'and for the other powers at 
the date of successive deposit of their ratifications. 
Translated from French: 

er 11 La Convention entrera en vigueur le 1 decembre 1914t 'a moins 
que la ratification g6nerale par les Puissances ci-dessus men- 
tionges no soit differee pour des ralsons d1ordre consttutionel; 
dans. ce cas la Convention entrera en vigueur A cette date pour 
les Puissances qui auront d6pose leur ratification, et pour les 
autres Puissances9a la data du d6pot successif de leur ratification. " 
OP- cit-9 P- 35- 

98, , In the name of the Russiki colleague and in mine I come to declare 
that we shall abstain on the vote of amendment made by the dele- 
gation of China. In factt we believe that an international confe, _ 
ence has not got, the right to judge the reasons which decides ax 
, state to accept or to deny the ratification of a diplomatic instru- 
ment. The act of ratification being an act of sovereignty that 
should not be submitted to the appraisal of a third party. " 
Translated from French: 
11 Au nom de mon coll'egue de Russie et au mient je viens declarer 
que nous nous abstiendrons sur le vote de l1amendement de la 
Del6gation de Chinee 

Nous estimons en effet quIune conference internationale 
n1a pas de droit de juger les raisons qui determinent un Etat 
a accorder ou a diff6rer la ratification d1un instrument 
diplomatique, cette ratification etant un acte de souverainte 
qui ne saurait etrp sbumis ýL l1appreciation des tiers. 
op. cit-t P- 41- 

99. Other powers such as Chileg Sweden and Switzerland accepted 
the views of the French delegate. 

100. See the Dissenting Opinion of Judge Moore in the Mavrommatis 
Palestine Concessions ( Jurisdiction) Casep P. C. I. J. 9 Series A, 
Ro. 2p P- 57- 
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loll The Swiss delegate said that with regard to the question of 
the relation between the ratification and the coming into 
force of the Convention according to the terms of Article 249 
to which the delegates of Great Britain have drawn the attention 
of this Conference remember that Switzerland has signed the 
Protocol of Adhesion with the expressed reservation that she 
cannot put into effect an her territory the disposition of the 
Convention within the delays required by the time-limit. This 
condition remains whole and entiret and is formally maintained. " 
Translated from French: 
it 0 .. en se referant a la question de la connexite qui existe 
entre la ratificatiori et l1entree en vigueur de la convention 
aux termes de l1article 24 et sur laquelle N. M. lea Delegues 
de la Grande-Bretagne ont attire llattention de la Conferoncep 
rappelle que la Suisse a signe le Protocole d'adesion aveo la 
reserve expresse quIelle ne pourra pas mettre en vigueur, sur 
son territoire, lea dispositions de la Convention dans lea 
delais prevas par celle-ci. Cette reserve demeure entiere et 
est formellement maintenue. " 
Actes et Doctinents; Third International-Opium Conference,, 1914 
ope-citet Po 180 

102. The powers which signed the Special Protocol at the Hague were: 
China, Hondurusp the Fetherlands9 Norway and the United States 
of America. 

1039, Such a request was made by the government of the Netherlands 
on. behalf of the Conference. 

104 Lee Mow Lin v U. S. (1917)9 240P Federal Reporter 408 

The. goverment of the United States certainly made a major attempt 
by means of the Harrison Act to control manufacture of and illicit 
traffic in opium and other allied substances. However, in view of 
the results it achievedl it may perhaps be said that the Act was 
inadequate. It failed to restrict the use of narcotic drugs for 
illicit purposes, No limitation was prescribed as to the amount 
of drugs an individual could buy. It also fell short of effective 
machinery for joint action by the Federal and local authorities. 

105- For a good account of trade and traffic in opoum in China 
see R. Y. Lof The Opium Problem in the Far East, Shanghaiq 19339 
and'also the China Year Books. 

106.. Ilanl3-RXdp 1918t vol- 110i P. 894. 
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107. Article 295 of the Treaty of Peace, 1919 reads as follows: 
11 Those of the High Contracting Parties who have not yet 
signedg or who have signed but not ratified, the Opium 
Convention signed at the Hague on January 23,1912 agree to 
bring the said Convention into force and for this purpose 
to enact the necessary legislation without delay in any case 
within a period of twelve months from the coming into force 
of the present Treaty. 

Furthermoreq they agree that ratification of the present 
ýreaty should in the case of Powers which have not yet ratified 
the Opium Convention be deemed in all respects equivalent to 
the ratification of that Convention and to the signature of the 
Special Protocol which was opened at the Hague in accordance 
with the resolutions adopted by the Third Opium Conference in 
1914 for bringing the said Convention into force. " 

Similar 1=ovision may alpo be found in: 
Article 230 of the Treaty of Peace with Flungaryq dated June 491920; 
Article 174 of the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria dated Hovember 279 

1919; and 
Article. 280 of the Treaty of Peace with Turkey dated August 10,1920. 

108. See chapter IV. 

logo The question of the identity of the units became imDortant in the 
transition from the Roman Empire to the Medieval system and from 
the nineteenth century system of multi-national and colonial 
empires to the present. 
See fur]ther J. Frankelq International Relations', Oxford, 1969 
pp. 118-119, 

110, See further J. Prankelf op.. cit. p 120. 

111. The restoration of France after the defeat of Napoleon partly 
reflected this need. 

112. See further H. Mainet Ancient I: jw, 1965- 

113. This was primarily owing to a halt in colonial expansion caused 
by the fact that most of the available areas had already been 
colonised. 

114- G. Schwarzenbergerp Economic World Order? A Basic Problem of 
International Economic Ikiwj 1970, P. 9. 

,,, 
ical 115- See further R. Poundq "Toward a New Jus Gentium" in Ideolop 

Differences and World Order, F. S. C. Northrop(ed. ), Haven, 
19489 pp. 1-17 at p. 6. 

116. G. Schwarzenbergerg Intcrnational Law and Order, 1971, P- 17. 

117- op. cit. t p. 18 et. seq. 9 

118. opo Citel PO So 
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PART Il 

"A people may be unprepared for good 
institutions; but to kindle a desire 
for them is a necessary part of the 
preparation*" 

J. S. Hills 
On Representative Government" in 

On LiberjX, Representative Governmentl 
The Subjection of Women: Three Essays 
Tia-th an Introduction by M. G. Fawcett), 
Oxford University Pressq 1971P P- 153- 

f2. (Low I 
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PART n 

WfFJMTTOK&L ACTION FOR ME CONMOL, 

OF TRADE AND TRAFFIC LN DRUGS 

BETWEUN 1220 AND 1244. 

Introduction 

This Part will be concerned with the contributions of 

the League of Nations to the control of the manii acture of 

and trade and traffic in narcotic. drugs. 1 As the League of 

Nations was the first institution of the universal type, 

attention will be paid to the lack of preparedness of the 

international society for practical internationalism by such 

an institutiont and such a study will obviously assist to 

assess the vork of the League as far as the control of the 

manufacture or and trade and traffic in narcotic drugs was 

concerned. An account will also be given of the anti-opilun 

movement during this period, emphasising of courser the reasons 

for the need for such a movement outside the League of Nations, 

The Leaguet at the time of its creation, had little or 

no experience behind it concerning control Of themanufacture 

of and trade and traffic in narcotic drugs. Interestingly 

enoughg at the time the League iiss createdt very stringent r2 

international control measures iýere found to be necessary, but 

unfortunatelyt the limited use of ýnternational co-operation 
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. 
(owingr to strong conflicts of interest among nations) posed 

another stumbling block to the proper functioning of the League. 

To this must be added the inadequate Imowleage of the medical, 

social and scientific aspects of narcotic drugs and also the 

lack of proper machinery for collection of accurate infonatition 

and data* 

In so far as the national control of manufacture of and 

trade and traffic in narcotic drugs was concerned, almost all 

governments had laws and regulations uell in hand with a view to 

limiting the trade in drugs, whether raw or rzomufactured, to 

medical and scientific purposes, and that also by authorised 

persons. Formal gover=ucntal controlq viz, maintenance of 

records and compulsory submission of reports -to the respective 

government departments# detailing stocksvýperiodie inspection 

etc., was in operation. Owing to lack of effective machinery 

at national lovell such methods were not found entirely-satis- 

factory, and the Learue Council found it necessary to adopt 

various methods with a view to-supervisinly- the licit trade in U, 

drugst both on the national and international levels. Howeverg 

the export and import of raw materialEr and manufactured dnigs 

Ivere generally unrestrictedp and this stimulated the illicit 

traffic in such substances across national boiuidaries. 

Thereforep when -the League involved itself in the rianage- 

mcnt of drugsp it had two distinct tasks before it: 

(a) to devise a more systematic method for national 
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control of the manufacture of and trade and traf f ic 

in drugs and to call upon thp national Governments 

to adopt such a method; and 

(b) to formulate effective preventive regulations and 

other control measures for the total suppression 

of the illicit traffic in drugs across national 

boundaries. 

The League derived its power to control both licit and 

illicit manufacture off and trade and traffic in, opium and other 

dangerous drugs from paragraph (c) of Article 2 of its Covenantt 
M3 

which read as follows: 

It Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of 

international conventions existing or hereafter to be 

agreed uponp the Members of the League: 

(c)'idll entrust the League with the general supervision 

over the execution of agreements with regard to.... 

the traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs.,, 2 
1=1 

The conventions -%dAch were drai-m up concerning this rqatter' 

and brought into force under the auspices of the League were: 

(a)! jhe International Opium Convention of 1925 

hýreinafter called the 1925 Con%rCntion); 

(b) the Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and 

Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, 1931 
( hereinafter called the Limitation Convention); and 

(c) the Convention for the Suppression of the Illicit 

Traffic in'bangerous Drugsl 1936 
( 1: icreinafter called the 1936 Convention)* 
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With thesep account should also be talren of the knTeements 

-which had been concluded under-tho auspices of the. League: 

(a) the Agreement conceraing the Suppression of the 

Manufacture oft Inteimal Trade inp and Use of 

Prepared Opium, 1925 
( hereinafter called the 1925 Aareement); and 

(b) the Agreement concerning the Suppression of 

Opium Smoking, 1931 0 
(hereinafter called tho Dangkok Agreement). 

In order to examine the machinery of international control 

of drugs ( i. e. v the manufacture oft and trade and traffic in, 

opinn and narcotic drugs) devised by the League it would be 

advisable to give a consolidated account of the organisational 

structure of such machinery along with-the methods of control and 

supervision by the League. Such an account is necessary ourincg to 

the fact that the provisions of such control and supervision overlap 

at various points. In examining the mechanics of control and super- 

vision, howevor'q only a brief account uill be given of the composi- 

tion of the various organs concernedl as it is intended to lay- 

more emphasis on the working methodp and procedure of enforcement of U 

the regUations in this regard. 

In finop it would be. appropriate to recallwhat President 

Woodrow Wilson said with reference to the League of Nations, in his 

first draft of the League Covenant which he placed before the Paris 

Conference: It A living thing is bom. 11 Unfortunatel-y-, 
. 

the'lliving, 

thing" was bom crippled. Efforts will also be made to determiný 

I 
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the causes of the malady iý,, hich frustrated the avowed objectives 

of the League in health and social mattersp and also whether 

during its short span of life it left any mark of success, or 

at least paved the way to success in this area of international law. 
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Diagram showinir, the Structure of 
the Learn_ie 1-fachiner cZeerned y 

with DEU! L-: ýontrol 

i 

Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations- 

League Council/ASsembly 

Opium Adviso. rr Committee 

permanent Central% Boarcl Health Cornitte 
Tior estimates of-world (for technical questions 

requirements of drugs) concerning addiction - 
producing capacity. of a 
drug or substancel etc, ) 

Assisted by the Assisted by the Office 
Supervisorv-Body- International d1lbrgione 

(also entrusted to publique in Paris 
examine statistical 

records of drugs 
submitted by states 
parties to various 

drug conventions) 
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CITAPTER III 

TUB, ORGAUNISATITIM., AM 11J. "XTIONAT, 

FMIEWORIC AS DEVISED BY TIM LFAGUE 

OF NATIONS FOR TIM, PTU'OSE 

OF CONTROLLUM TTIC 19UNUFACTURE-OP, 

TRADE AND TMUPIC IN DRUGS 

The Assembly. and the Cowicil of 

the Tcaaie of Nations 

(a) The Scope of woric of the, Assembly and the Council 

Article 23P paragraph (C) of the League Covenant 

entrusted the League with the task of general suPervision over 

the traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs. Article 2 of 

the Covenant provided that 11 the action of the League under 

the Covenant shall be effected through the instrumentality of an 

Assembly and of a Councilq with a permanent Secretariat. " Article 3P 

paragraph 3 of the Covenant gave the League Assembly wider powers 

by autborising it to deal at its mectin. "s with any matter within 

the sphere of action of the League or affecting the peace of the 

iforld. Article lip paragraph 4 of the Covenant authorised the 

League Council also to 11 deal at its meetings with any matter within 

the sphere of action of the League or affecting the peace of the 

vorld. 11 The spheresof activities of the Assembly and the Council 

wider Articles 3 and II of the Covenant would appear to be identical, 
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but their activities were not the same in nature. As there was no 

definite line of demarcation between the functions Of the Assembly 

and the Couaci, 13 it ca, ý, Ot, therefore, be said that the Council 

performed executive functions only;. on the contraryg more often 

45 than nott the functions of these two bodies overlapped. It is 

to be borne in mind that 11 the more conspicuous events of the League 

history took place against the backgroimd of a broad and complex 
I 

system df international co-operation in economic, social and hIIMOui- 

tarian activitiesp functioijing under the general authority of the 

Assembly and the Council. " 
6 

(b) Pmetions of the Assembly and the Council 

The Assembly's functions, as far as control of the 

traffic' in opium and other dangorous dru, (,, s was concerned, were 

mostly supervisory, olfing, to the fact tnat the major task concern- 

ing this matter was entrusted to the Advisory Committee on the C2 
Traffic in OPi= and Other Dangerous Drugs ( hereinafter called 

the Opium Advisory Coimaittee)e The purpose Of this Counittee was 

specified in the following resolution of the First Assetably of the 

League of Nations: 11... to-secure the fullest possible co-operation 

between the various countries in regard to the matter, eald to 

assist and advise the Council in dealing with any questions that 0 

may arise.,, 
7 

The League institutions ivere of two kindst viz- (a) Legal 

and political and (b) social and economic. The basic functions of the 

institutions under the second category were to 11 facilitate and 

extend the habit of practical co-operation. in theordinary conduct 
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- of international affairs. " 8 Unlike the United Nations Organi- 

zationg the organisational structure of the League was a cantra- 

Used one; neverthelesst-in order to maintain practical co-opora- 

tion, in the administration of hizaanitarian activitiest the League 

created several subordinate bodiesq moat of which were tec)uiical 

and advisory. The general work, of the League Assembly in rela- 

tion to the work of any such subordinate body was one of supervi- 

sion, and as a means of co-ordinationg those subordinate bodies 

were made responsible to the League Assembly for their respective 

fields of activities. In certain casesq howeverp the Secretariat 

of the subordinate bodies was provided by the Secretary-General, 

as was done in the case of the Drug Supervisory Body, In the case 

of control of the traffic in drugs during the League periodo the 

main responsibility lay with the Opium Advisory Co:; miitt(, -c, 

N-1hic was directly responsible'to the League Assembly /Council. 

Although the execution of decisions depended upon the political 

bodies, the advisory function of the Opium Advisory Committee on 

technical matters influenced the final decisions of those political 

bodies. The Council's function, in this area of international law 

was not limited to executive functions; it could even request 
9 the 

Opium Advisory Coruittee to widertake certain studies and prepare 

conventions. 
10 

The members of the Permanent Central Board were appointed 

by the League Council. 11 Article 24 of the Geneva Convention of 1925 

brought the Board into direct. relationship with the League Councilt 

-whenever an occasion to consider the question of embargo arose. 

The Board was required to submit its annual reports to the League 0 

I 
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Council, and it iras also suppesýd to notify the Cowicil of the 

inblusion of new drugs under the Geneva Convention, 1925, and the 

limitation of the application of the Convention in cases of certain 

narcotic preparations* 
12 The Opium Advisory CormUttee was also 

required to submit reports of its sessions to the League Council. 

Incidentallyt the Limitation Convention of 1931 authorised the 

Secretary-General, instead of the League Council ( as was in the 

case of the Geneva Convention of 1925) to accept new drugs under 

tlic, Convention. 13 

4fraino as allocation of funds to the subordinate bodies 1%, as , 

made by the Lea, (,, ue Assembly, the OPi= Advisory Conuititteo and tile 

Permanent Central Boardv irere in this matter solely dependent upon 

the League Assembly. The Limitation Convention however did riot make 

any provision for any direct relationship between the Supervisory 

Body and the League Assembly or the League Council. 

Corments 

It way be reiterated in this connection that all the 

League Comaittees, whether political or eiconoraic, Social or 

socio-economic, were either advisory or consultative in character. 

The cor=ittee-system of the League was founded directly upon the 

experience gained during the War. 
1) Co=ittees were found to be 

necessary where international decisions through negotiation betiveen 

4 
governments were not only insufficient but inadvisable too. 
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Members of such' co=iftees ivere not representatives of grovernments, 

and consequentlyv national urges were not meant to influence 

committee decisions. Nevertheless, in order to create a co- 

ordinated policy in each of these iechnical fields, it was not 

considered necessary to confer on tuchlodies more than adv-idory 

powers. Such limitations uere, necessary to protect the claims of 
I 

state sovereimity, yet gestures had been made to formulatelpolicics 
I 

based 'on international considerations. It was in this imy that the 

comittees of the League yere gradually transforming national into 

international administratien. 
15 In certain cases tho Leaguo co=itfo- 

ces took a chrect role in formulating indes of international law, 

air did the Opitua Advisory Con=ittee in the case of the Limitation 

Convention of 1931. Nevertheless , it would be trýue to say that the 

decision. -making power lay with the Lea-gruc Assembly or the Coimcil, 

as the case might be, Leg there was a mariced preference for decision- 

makingr by political means. -What was however necessary was to foster 

international co-operation based not on national interests but on 

international interests* 
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. B. TIM ADVISMY MUMMS M. TMP, TPMr,. TC IN opIll, ýt 

I 
ATD OTTE. M. DANGEROUS DRUCTS 

Coniposition 

a resolution adopted by the First Assembly of the 

Lca. gue an Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium and Other 

Dangerous Drugs was appointed by the Council in 1921 in order to LV C> 

secure the fullest possible co-operation among various countries 

in regard to their responsibilities under the Lague Opiwa Conven- 

tion of 1912 and the League Covenant, and also to assist and advice 

the Council in dealing trith any question that might arise concerning CA 
16 the control of trade and traffic in opitm and other dangerous drugs. tj 

The resolution of the A-. --sembly also provided that the Co=ittee sliolli(I 

include representatives of the countries chiefly concerned, in parti- 

cular, Chinag Francet Great Britain, Holland, India, Japan, Portugal 
17 

and Siam. The League Council, however, had been authorised, if and 

vhen they thought it necessary, to add as assessors to the Opium 

Advisory Comaittoe not more than three personsl not representatives 

of governments9 having special 1mowled,, r.; e of tile question. It appears 

that originally the Co=ittee included those states whic1i had interests 

in the trade in opi= only, and not those states with interests in 

manufactured dnigs. Consequentlyt the function of t. 1le Cor. mittee was 

limited to one aspect of the problem. In facts all-states except 

China had direct interest in the opium trade, and consequentlyl finan- 

cial considerations would have kept them from taking, the proper course Lý' 

of action. The membership of the Coanittee Was on the increaae. 18 
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It is further observed that apArt from Italy919'xio drug-conswiino 

. 210 
country was represented on the Coi=ittec until 1930P when seven 

raore stateso viz. Austria, Dalgiual Egyptv Mexico, Poland, Spaill 

and Uruguay were invited to send representatives to the Co=ditteo. 

By 19110t the Connit-bee consisted of 24 membera, and it is intoro3t- 

ing to show the policy of membership by cate-orisinc, them according 

to their participation in this -trade: 

Opium Producing Countries: 13elgi-t=l Grocces Indiap 

Iran, Japan, Turkey and 

Yu, (, r, osla-%-ia. 

Principal drug man-afactur- 

ing and exporting countries: 

Coca Leaf Producing 

Countries: 

Belgiump Czechoslovakia, 

Franceg GerTiianyv India, Italy, 

Japan,. Poland, Switzerland, 

Netherlandsv United 

United States of America and 

Yxi, cros I avi a. 

Bolivial Formosal 

and Peru. 

Opiwn Cons-, raing, Countries: Canada, E*, Ttl Greecev Ilexico, 

21 Spain,, Sweden and Uruguay. 

Og the opim producing countries, Afghanistan and the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Itepublics were not nembers of the Co=ittee. 

The novelty of the CorDnittee lay in its systen of appointing 

assessors. 
22 The primary reason for inviting assessors on to U-1c 

Cormittee was to obtain the uhbiased opinions of experts'in this 
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field, Appointments of the assgssors vas made by the League 

Coimcil for one year initially subject to rencural. The position 

of Chairman ims not open to the assessors, nor had they any right 

to vote, as they were appointed in a personal capacity and they 

were not representatives of any governrient; '-) otherfisel thoy 

enjoyed the same rights as other members of the Conwattee. Since 
0 

the Advisory Counuittee itself was an expert coimittee, the need for 

additional assessors had not been felt, except in those matters 

,, here very specialised Imowledge was necessary. 

The general rules concerning the constitution and functions 

211 
of the Comittee were adopted in 193 Ori-inallyt racribership of 

the Coruaittee was for an unlimited periodg but after 1936, it uas 

decided that the members would be appointed for three years with 

provision for renewal which would be subject to review. Such periodic 

nemborship deserves appreciation because it -avoids setting any pattern, 

or the exercise of particular influence by any member state. The 

expenses of the Co=ittee were borne by the norm, al budget of the 

Lea, (T,, ue of Nations, 
25 

The scope of the Opium Advisory Committee's competence was 

limited by the Hague Opi= Convention of 1912, which made provisions 

for the limitation of production of manufactured drugs only. The 

question of the limitation of raw and prepared opium iras believed to 

be outside t1le competence of the Advisory Comnittee, 26 The Committee 

was not intended to be authorised to 11 collect data--. and deal vith 

disputes", and consequentlyq the C0111luittee had no poier to investigate 

the needs for raw and prepared opiun of various comtries, idiich power 
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ims necessary for setting -Ule limit to the production and manufacture 

of opium. 
27 The competence of the Cormittee was questioned by the 

Tildian delegate when he statedg 11 If the enquiry were to include 
W 

raw opiump the terms of the Convention would be set asidet because 

in the Convention this product iras placed in a different class from 

other drugs* 1128 Ile also mentioned that he had no objection to conlona- 

ing to the procedure of enquiry as laid doQxi by the Secretariat of the 

League 'for the requirement of drugs provided that it 1fas clearly under- 

stood that it only referred to the drugs mentioned in chapter III of 

the Convention. 29 After some discussion between the Indian delegate, 

1-irs, Uamilton Wright and the British dolegatep the Committee adopted 

the proposalp adding the words: 11 specified in chapter II of the 4--1 

Convention"; as suggested by the Indian delegate. This evidently 

proved that the Coagaittee's scope. of function ims determined by 

national interests. Evidence of the influence of national interests 

may also be*found in the statement made by the participants of the 

Committee in connection with the interpretation of krticle 6 30 
Of 

the Hague Opium Convention. , The U. S. delegate emphasised that any 

compliance with the spirit of the 1912 Convention would prevent the 

international traffic in raw opium and coca leaves, as well as their 

derivatives, for non-medical and non-scientific purposes. In order 

to stebstantiate his viqwt he referred to the resolution of the U. S. 

Congress to this effect: ... the effective control of these druggs 

can be obtained only by limiting. the production thereof to the 

quantity required for strictly medicinal and scientific purposes, 

thus eradicating the source or root of the present conditions, which 
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are solely due to production rmny times greater than is necessary 

for such purposes; 
Oalnd in fact, he. submitted a proposal to the 

Opima Advisory Co=ittee maintaining'the salae idea. 32 The U. S. 

delegate did not however fail to mention that chapter III of the 

lla, (=,, ue Opium Conventionbound the Contracting Powersp inter alia, 

it to limit the manufacture, the sale and the use of morphine and its 

salts to medical and legitimate uses only.,, 
33 Interestingly enought 

seven34 out of ten members of the Committee accepted the U. S. proposal 

concerningAxticle 6 of the Convention. 35 As regards-. the question 

of limiting the production of opiump -the Indian delegate fotuid that CD t2 

it j; ras outside the scope of the Co=itteels power to make any 

recommendation. 
36 

These, then, were the prevailing attitudesof the nations at 

the time the Opium Advisory Co=ittee iras formed. At the Second 

Meeting of t1he fifth session of the Co, =itteet Bishop Brent concluded 

his speech by saying, 11 Ile are in the valley of decision. There are 

but two alteniatives. As Lord Grey has said, " The nations must 

learn or perish. 1137 We have not perished as yetq but the nations 

have not learnt even after fifty years. The national interests 

of the participants prevailed so much that seeking compromise seemed 

to be a cry in the wil&ernesso However, the conclusions vhich 

necessarily emerge from the above discussion are: 

(i) that as the states were inclined to guard their 

national interests johlously, they wre not villing, 

to allow the Opium. AtIvisory Committee, ana the League 

of Nations at larges to inquire into their internal 

af f airs; 
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(ii) that the states were still inclined to procluca 

poppy in an unrestricted manner; and 

(iii) that the Opium Advisory Committee tras clenied compe- 

tence to take more effective measures to control 

the opium problem. 

(b) Dinctions of thc_02iir-a A(IrisojX CorarAttoo on the 

Traffic in Opium nnd Other Dan! - cj , erous Dru, 

(i) Introduction 

The title of the Committee sungests that its fwictions 

werc advisory in matters concerning the traffic ill opiwa and other 

- dangorous drugs. The i=cdiate conclU3ion that rlay be draurn is 

that the Counitteots views were not in any sense binding upon other 

bodies concerned with this problem. Compliance with the advice of 

this Comitteo da-panded upon the sense of responsibility and good 

faith of the governments. However, the work of the Committee may 

be considered under two heads: (a) as an aid to the policy- 

making for the League of Nations in dealing with this problem; zzý 

and (b) its role as a supervisory-organ. The functions of the 

opium Advisory Co. mittee were concerned, on the one handt 'With the 

appropriate operation of the licit trade in drugs, and on the other 

with the suppression of the illicit traffic in this connodity. 
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(ii) 21)it,,, -i Advi-sorv Committoo as, an 1111 tio the 

Lengrue of Nations in formil-ating policies of 

drufý- control 

By a resolution of the League Assembly of 15 December, 

1920, the Opium Advisory, Committee was authorised to Wce over the 

functions implied in the 11agrue Gpium. Convention of 1912.38 This 

inevitably implied that the Committee's functions involved contro- 

versial questions concerning both economic and political interests. 39 

By means of resolutionst the League Council or the League Assembly or 

both asked the Cormittee to undertake studies as preparations. f or 

international conventions on dru,, -control. The Committee iras bound 

by the terms of resolutions adopted by the Leagiie Council or the 

League Assembly or. by both, as ihe case might be. Nevertheless, it 

vas free to appoint sub- committees, ii^ necessaryq for vle purpose 

of conducting the required studies. The Comnittee on receipt of 

report(s) of tile sub-committee(s), apprised the League Council/ 

Asserably as the case might btq to whom it vas directly responsible. 

The Co, --mittee was however given a free hand in conducting studies, 

provided they were within the terms of reference, and even to ask 

the national governments concerned to submit their reports on 

certain matters. It iras the function of the Committee to study 

those reports submitted by the national tgovernments concerned) 

and -to report on its observations to the. League Cotuicil / Assembly 

as'the case might be. Such observations were considered by the 

League Cotuicil/ Asscmbly before. actually recorxnendin- the govem- Z:. ) 

ments concernedo on certain matters, by means of resolutions. 
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ýn factt the draft conventions on drugs ivare prepared by this 

Committee. 
40 

The practice of the Co, =iitee of preparing draft 

conventions on the basis of the observations made by various govem- 

ments proved helpful to the League Assembly/Council, aid nerved the 

purpose of giving prior indications as to the attitudes of the govern- 

ments. This Co=ittee vms in a sense a screening committeo for the 

League Assembly/ Council as far as this problem was concerned. The 

procedures followed by the Counittee in studying matters relating to 

drug-control were not uniformt althouggh the purpose of such studies 

in all instances was the samey e. g. the procedure followed by the 

Con=ittee in the preparation of the Conference for tjýc Suppression of 

the Illicit Traffic in Drugag 1936 uras different from that of the Limita- 

tion Conference of 1931. The procedure varied according to ihe nature of 

the subject matter under studyg e. g. in the preparation for thd 1936 

Conforencep the Comittee requested the International Police Co-, aluissioll 

in Vienna to participate in the disciissiong and it ( the Comnission) 

submitted a draft convention to the Opi= Advisory Coomittee. 

This clearly indicates that the Co=ittee, in order to be able 

to study a matter fully and impartially, was given a free 

hand in obtaining information and expert opinions from various 

informed sources. Such freedomv especially in obtaining the views 

of the governments, -was guaranteed by the Lcagu6 in its resolution 

of September 25,1931- 
112 

The Co=ittee was also granted the privi- 

Jerre of obtaining assistance from the League Secretcariatin the 
C; ) w 

preparation of any convention, it necessary. Such assistance was 

obtained by it from the League Secretariat in the preparation of 
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a proposed convention for the limitation of the production of 

raw opium. 
43 

One of the important functions performed by the Opium 

Advisory Committee ims to prepare 11 the way for the perfection 

in application of existing agreements and for agreement upon now %. V 

measures of control. " 
44 

The Model Code for the Administrative 

Control of the Drug Traffic 
45 

in connection with the Limitation 

Convention was prepared by this Cornittee. The acceptance of the 

Code by a great majority of nations clearly demonstrated its effec- 

tiveness as also the acumen of the drqfters ( ie, the members of 

the opium Advisory Committee). The policy ol the League in the 

matter of the limitation of manufacture of drugs and the regulations 

thereofq was translated into this Code by the Opium Advisory Co=ittee. 

(iii) Gnim-AdvisOrv Comnit-bee as a S=orvisory Orgran 

This fmiction of the Conmittee was quite extensive in 

its scope. It not only supervised the general application of the 

drug conventions bat was also responsible for ensuring that the 

progr, imme of drug-controll i. e., the limitation of production and 

yaanufacture of drugs and other related matters, including, the 

licit and illicit trade in themp was. under control. It derived 

its power of supervision from paragraph (a) of Article 23 of the 

League Covenant. This aspect of the Co=ittee's function referred 

to the problem geýerally# and even on a particular basisq if neces- 

saryt i. c. 9 the particular situation ( e. g. requirc=ents of drugs etc. ) 
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In each countrye In order to fulfil this taskq the Co=iittee 

emphasised the necessity of the accountability of the national govern- 

Inents to it, Such accountability was thought to be best achieved 

by devising a system of compulsory submission of annual reports 

by the national governments. The Committeet at its first nession, 

recommended t1aat 11 a report should be made annually to the 

League by each country which is a party to the Convention ( iseep 

the Hague Opium-Convention, 1912)v on the execution in its terri- 

tory of the provisions of the Conventionpwith statistics of produe- 

tion, manufacture and trade. " 46 The first fonu of annual report 

was adopted by it in April, 1922947 but owing to the coming into 4: 1 

force of the Geneva Convention of 1925, a new form of annual report 

had to be adopted. According to this form of annual report, the 
W. 

governments were under an obligation to supply specified statistical 

information to the Perminent Central Board, 
48 

and the reference to 

the statistical infonnation previously required was therefore 

IL9 
removed from the, form of annual reports, Againg idth the coming 

into force of the Limitation Conventiong another now form had to be 

adopted, 
50 In Article 21 of the Limitation Convention the High 

Contracting Parties undertook not only to co=unicate to one another 

through the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, the laws and 

regulations promulgated in order to give effect to this Convention, 

but also to fonfard to the said Secretary-General an annual report 

on thu i. mrlcing of the Convention in their territoriesp in accordance 

with a form-Erawn up by-the Opium Advisory Committee. Renborg 

rightly observed that the effect of this provision iras 4that it fell 
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within the power of the Committýc to decide what information govern- 

ments should have included in the annual roportsl and that the 

Committee might from time to time revise the fom so as to include 

more or other information which the circwustancesl in the opinion 

of the Comitteot might warrant, 
51 This Committee was als 

.o 
entrusted 

-with the task. of examining the reports submitted by various govern- 

ments. It was also authorised to suggest possible remedies to a 

particular cowitry, and to review the procedure of applicntion of the 

provisions of the conventions. Howeverl it ims assisted by the League 

Secretariat in the examination of these reports, 
52 (The analytical 

study was made by the League Secretariatp and the Opium Advisory 

Corunittee exnmined the situation on the basis of that study). The 

Secretariat sent out such annual reports together with the annual 

analytical study to all governments concerned so that the direct effect 

i. e., information regarding drugt-control in other countries 0) of such 

an exercise was felt by national governments. By means of such reports 

the nations were kept apprised of the situation in the production/ 

manufacture of drugs and the trend in the international trade* 

The nature of the vdea of this Co, =ittee was reciprocal, The 

Member countries also helped the Conunittee, in preparing its own obser- 

vations on the basis ol the annual reports submitted to it by them. 

There was also a system of exchanging the texts of national laws and 

regulations between the parties to the c. onventionst through the League 

of Nations. 53 The actual purpose of this communication of drug 

legislationy as has been observed by Renborgj 'Was to make possible a 
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real 11 international control over the extent to which goverrments 
51' implementea the Conventions in their national legislation. " On 

the other hand, access to the Opi= Advisory Cojmnittee facilitated 

national governments in securing its. advice on specýal problems concern- 

ing drug-traffic. The inter-dependence, whether formal or informal, 

betueen. it and the member governments was maintained; it was primarily 

a qu, stion of team work rather than a relationship between a higher 

authority and subordinate(s). It was also for this reason that a 

system of participation of the member states on the Committee was 

adopted. The Col: =ittee selected one of the body of three exports 

constituted for the purpose of deciding whether or not a new drug 

was capable of producing addictiony or should have bcon included in 

; roup (b) of Group I or Il. It is possible that its progress would sub-, o,;, 

have been much slower had it not been manned by independent experts 

only. 
56 Indeedg the League of Nations' success in this area 'was 

largely, due to -Che It penetrating effective influence exercised upon w 

governmental nominees by regular collaboration in the Advisory 

Co;: mittee.,, 
57 An a direct means of combating illicit traffic in drugs, 

the Co=ittee's reports 
58 to the League Council and the ninutes of 

meetings had been made available to the Public. The COL'mittee was 

concerned with both. the maintenance of licit trade in drugs as well 

as the suppression of illicit trade '. and traffic in them. Tile 

philosophy 
I 
of its i,., ork was always the same, although the procedure 

might have varied according to the nature of the problem. 
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Co=. ionts 

The role and functions of tho OpbrA Advisox7 Coamittao 

in the r&atter of administration of the drum industry into tionally ma 

-%, rere too significant to be 6verlooked. All the drug conventions 

during the League period had been prepared by it after studyinJ the 

problems in their raost relevant perspectives. It wils not a rule- 

makin. g body; it haLl always taken the role of a ref ormor. It was 

free from any biaý. 59 It had cUrect contact idth national govern- 

ments, and this gave a fillip to the member governments in their 

efforts to cOTIbat illicit traffic in drugs and to punish the offendors. 
It was nothing less than w"laboratory for the discover7 and testing rp 

out of new measures of international co-operation against the traffic 

in dangrerous. drugrs. " 
6o 

Itii relationship with the Council/tl3sc., Ably 

vas that of a partnership. It ims accountable to the League Council/ 

Assembly but that did not affect its fiuictional character. It was an 

expert body capable of functioning. with the help of other experts, 

-whenever and wherever necessary, It had not been crapoiferod to iraple- 

ment regulations, but its recommendations were usually accepted by the 

L-ca-Ue Council/Assembly. I Aý 
In view of the 'neutral' nature of this 

Coir-mittee . it easily attained co-operation frora thocather org'ans of 

the League involved in this work-9 viz. the Permanent Central Hoard 

and the Supervisory Body. AGaint the relationship between the Connittee 

and the Permanent Central Board or the Supervisory Body -%, ras that of 

a unit of a total body. Incidentallyl t, ",. e* Council of the League invited 

the Opium Advisory CorliLdttee and tho Pcinuanent Central Board to parti- 

cipate in the 1931 Conference ( for the Limitation Convention) in a 
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61 
consultative capacity. The statuz of the COrmlittee ims however 

elevated to such a level that despite its advisory charactert the 

Contracting Parties in Article 21 of the Limitation Convention 

undert6ok to forward to the Secretary-General of the League amiual 

reports on the working of the Convention in their territories in 

accordance with a form dravai up by_ the Co=ittee. This tacant that 

such a form was not to have been approved by the League Councilý2 

In view of its functional relationship with most other rel6irant, 

organs of the League of Nations, from tne administrative and managerial 

point of viewp this Committee was a horizontal committee. IN-mctionally 

again, it ims fortned to advise and guide and not to conmand, except 

in certain situations which have been mentioned. before. 63 

1-1 

e 
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IntrocInction 

In his opening speech at the Second Opi= 

Conference the President of the Conference said, inter alia, 

It in order to make good the omissions in the Convention of 1912, 

the Advisory Committee found that it was necessary to ad6pt a 

policy of limiting the production of raw materials from which 

narcotic drugs are manufactured. 11 
64 

The question of limiting 

the production of raw materials iras closely connected with that 

of estimating requirements. This was the genesis of an interna- 

tional body for the purpose of the'supervision of the trade and 

traffic in narcotic drugs. A suggestion was made by the Opinn 

. il 

Advisory Co=ittee to create a Central Board for this purpose, 
65 

and f inallyp'Article 19 of, the Geneva Convention of 1925 provided 

for the creation of the Pem-ment Central Board. 

It would be interesting however to recall the 

circumstances which led to the creation of the Permanent Central ,, 

Board (hereinafter called the Board). The economic self-interest 

of nations'being dominantýany consensus P-m. ong them as to their 

sub, mission to an international body of estimates of opiun and 

other dru,,., rs was highly improbable, and this was borne out by the 
I 

Preparatory Committeep which was entrusted with the preparation of 

a draft progra=ieý'for the Second Conference ( hereinafter called ilia W 

Preparatory Committee). rais Preparato17 Committee vas formed by 

a resolution of the Lea. (--ue Council in December, 1923.66 In order to 
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enable it to fulfil its taskt the Preparatory Committee not only 

,, gestea that the League Council should extend its terms of refer- 6ug, 

ence but also passed a resolution drawing the attention of the said 

Council to the fact that as it uould be necessary for it to act in 

consultation with the representatives of the chief manufacturing and 

producing countriess the Council should invite the governments, of 

those countries to nominate representatives, vho should be called 

upon to collaborate with it, when necessaryg in the preparation of 
67 

the draft agreement in which they were individually concerned. r2 

This Committee consisted of six members, three of them being nomi- 

nated by the Opium, Advisory Committee and the remaining three by the 

Council of the League* Two out of'six members were assessors, 
68 

Interestingly enought the chief drug producing and manufacturing 

. 11 . 

countries were not represented on the Preparatory Co=itteo. 69 
In 

order to limit the manufacture and production of drugsq the logical 

step -tms to determine the world's legitimate requiremento of such 

drugs. The Council of the League, therefore, on the recomnendation 

of the Opium Advisory Co=itteep requested the Members of the League 

to prepare an estimate. of the total annual requiremento of the 

inhabitants of their territories for medicqll scientific and other 

necessary uses 
1 
070 A )qxed sub-committeewas therefore formed with the 

ausistance of the Health Committee of Vic Leatrue to examine the 

annual legitimate requirements of the drugs in question. The function- 

ing of. the Nixed sub-co=ittee vas necessarily dependent upon the 

information whica the Hember states were required to supply. 
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Consequentlyg the information which Vie Ilember states of the Leagua 

and the IIixc&-sub-co=ittee were required to supply fonica the basis 

of the work of the Preparatory Committee. 71 

Neither the Preparatory Committee nor -the Mixed sub-Oo=aittee 

had been given the power to investigate the problem of drags in any 

stateg and thereforep the powers of such bodies were passive rather 

than active. With regard to linitation of the =anufacturo of mor- * 

phinev heroin and cOcainep the Opium Advisory Co=ittee reached the 

conclusion that It it now seems possible for the governments of the 

producing countries to approach each other with a view to reachintr U 

a general understanding. ii 72 A nmber of gover=, aents submitted their 

annual estimates or internal consU'r-Ttiong but unfortunately at the 

time uhan the cocaine question-was under discussion, irreconcilable 

differences of opinion became so manifest that the Preparatory 

Committee abandoned the discussiono and did not proceed to discuss 

-the opium problem iihich unas considered týbe even more complex. The 

Preparatory Co=littee iras therefore rendered unable to prepare a 

sing-le draft progra=e for the Second Conference. However, sepa- 

rate draft conventiens were prepared by the Britisht Prencht Dutch 

and U. S* governments. The British and U. S. g6vernments advocated 

an agreement between the produ6ing and manufacturing countriesp 

under which the latterwould. themselves restrict their manufacture 

of narcotic drugs in accordance wit. 1i an estimate to be fixed by the 

governments, of their medical requirem? nts. 
73 

This proposal was 

intended to imposd the sole resporsibility concerning restrictions 

., stites. On the of the mnufac-, '. ure of drugs upon the manufacturing 
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other hand, vhile the Dutch proposal haa, as its object, the indirect 

limitation of the manufacture of cocaine, to be effected by a gradual 

decrease in the production of coca leavesp- the French proponal 

provided for the application of nore effective measures with regard 

to reduction of manufactured products both on national and interna. 
74 tional levels. While the Dutch proposal put riore emphasis on the 

control of exportation of the rau materialt than on control of the 

manufacture of dnigs, or the monopoly of trade in drurrs, the French 0 

government advocated limitation by means of restriction of contraband 
75 

as opposed to limitation of manufacture. These irreconcilable 

opinions had a paralysing effect upon the Preparatory Co=aitteets 

efforts to draw up a plan for the Second Conference, This vae however 

obviated by the emergence of a compromise formula betireen the Anglo- 
76 American and the French proposals. The compromise formula - gave 

recognition to both the principles of direct limitation of production, 

and control of trade in opium. In order to fulfil this proposal, the 

Opium Advisory Committee suggested that a Permanent Central Board, 

composed of experts 9 should be constituted by the Leagrue Council. 77 

The compromise formula was therefore the basis of the Pern=ent 

Central Board. 
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(b) Composition 

Chapter VI of the 1925 Convention dealt iqith the orga- 

nisationg powers and functions of the Permanent Central Board. Nembcra 

of the Board vere appointed by the League Council q and were persons 

possessing Imowledge of the drug Situationg both in the producing and 

manufacturing countries on the one handq and in the consuming countries 

on the otherv and connected with such countries78 It may therefore, be 

observed that in the matter of Lippointment. of the merabers of the Doard, 

the policy of 11 eq-aitable proportion! ' was maintained. The members of 

the Board, in performing their functionsg were not dependent upon 

their respective governments, and this helped maintain their indepon- 

dence, and impartiality. The independence of the Board itself had been 

maintained to a great extent by the provision of the necessary funds 

from the budget of the LeagueP As regards the status of the Board, 

opinions differed. According to the sub-counittee to which this matter 

was referred, the Board was not independent of the League. The most 

critical coninient however cpm. e from the Italian delegate ( 11. Cavazzoni), 

when he said, 11 this Board was not an organ of the League. It had its 

separate existence and it was not sufficient to say that t1he Convention 

had been drawn up under the auspices of the League. According to consti- 

tutional lawy an organ raust be entrusted by a general and higher orga- 

nisation to carry out the wishes of the organisation. " 80 This in fact 

was the bone of contention as regards the delegation of powers to the 

Board, According-to the Italian dolegateg although the Board was %. - fa 

created by, the League, in view of the nature of the work the Boakd 

was required to perfom or in order to maintain impartiality, it should 

have full independence in the sphere Of its activities. He was 
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apprehensive that I" the situation was still more seroius in the 

case of states which had not ratified the Convention 81 
and uore 

Ilembers of the Council, which might be obliged to take ordcrs from 

the Centrv4 Board. " 82 In order to substantiate his nrguments , he 

referred to Articles 24 and 25 of the Hague Convention which, 

according to him, gave authorisation to the appoin-Laont of an 

independent committee. - 
83 

It may be useful to recall that the 

functions of the League were to be discharged not only in accordance 

with the existing conventions ( i. e., the Hague Convention in this 

instance) but also according to the provisions of any other conven- 

tion, which would be concluded in the future ( the Genova Convention 

of 1925) . 
04 Article 20 of the Geneva Convention however assured the 

full technical independence of the Board in carrying out its dutiesp 

and Article 24p paragraph 5 of it gave the B. oard the right to send 

reports to the Councilt which were to be forwarded to the govern- 

mento should the government of any importing country have failed to 

act on the recommendations of the Board. Howevers the Italian 

delegate had the support of China, Francet Germany and Portugal. 

The contrary view was hold by Britaing India, Japan and tile Nother- 

lands. The opposition which ims led by the British delegate advocated 

a complete independence of theBoard on the grounds that any ClIrtail- 

ment of independence of the Board would not only dobar it from the 

service of exportsp but also deprive it. of its technical independence. 
85 

I&ile one group was anxious to retain the supremacy of the Board 

by freeing it from the supervision of the League, the other vas 

apprehensive of it' potential autonozV uhich might encruacb- 

upon the sovereigrnty of statese 86 The other conflicting opinion was 
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expressed by the Italian delegate ( 11. Scialoji). According to 

him Vie 11 Secretary-General of the League should be charged with 

the constitution of the Secretariat of the Central Board, which would 

-thus form an integral part of the Social Section of the Secretariat 

of the League. This would permit states to control, through the 

Leaguep the activities of this Board.,, 87, ' This view gained support 

fror, the French delegate especially in View of the fact that this 

would be the most natural way of fulfilling the provision of 
08 

article 00 of the Geneva Convention, 

Despite the divergence of these opinions doncerning the 

status of the Central Board, they recognised the technical charac- 

ter of the Board and therefore each delegate was anxiouz to preserve 

its independence and impartiality. Consequently, a compromise 

between the two divergent views was attainedp and the Board was not 

deprived of its relationship with the Leaguep although it maintained 

its impartiality and technical character within the frainework of its 

constitution. 

The executive power of the Board was to a great extent deter- 

mined by the member states. They held diametrically opposite views 

on this matter* While one view did not favOur any compulsion as 

to the submission of estimates except statistical reports on 

0y submission of narcotic dru-sl the other favoured the compulsor 

both, It may be recalled in this connection thatj while discus- 

sin4; the proposal for establishing a Central Board, the Japanese 

delegate said, 11 it could not ble invested with the power to M&L-0 

estimatess for that would be contrary to the principle of sover- 

eignty of states; it could only act by publicity and by appealing 
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eq 
to public opinion. " Vic U. S. delegatef on the other Land, 

stated, the Central Board should have at least all tho attri- 

butes of the Advisory Committee. If a new body was created, it 

must be given the general control of all measures relating to the to 

traffic in harmful drugs. The executive powers of the Central 

Board must therefore be 
. 

extended. 1190 He also stated that 11 the 
i 

Central Board irould have executive and not advisory powers. It 

would be non-political and uould be entrusted Iýjth controlling 

every aspect of the traffic. 1191 This matter of conferring real 

powers upon the Doard was finally referred to a Comdtteo of 

Fivet 
92 for a deeisiont but the vehement opposition from certain 

powers made the Committee adopt a lenient reconimendation. The 

French delegate said that 11 the Cdntral Doard CO'Uld only exercise 

a general supervision over the tr4ffic. Supervision in matters of 

detail could only be exercised by the country concerned, 11193 The 

phrase, "' general supervision" lacks obligatory force* The Uonrd 

-., ras. th7a. s short of effective power of controll and this may agiin 

be proved by referring to the system of submission of estimates by 

various governments. The draft article 1 of the Convention which 

was ado, -, )ted by I the Sub-Committee A, 
94 

. and which became article 

21 of'the Geneva Convention of 1925, "as not only amended to 

of for medicalp scienti#c or other purposes" from 11 for medical 

and scientific'purposes", but also took away the effedtivo power 

of . 
the Board* 

95 
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(is) Functions of the Permanent Central Board 

Generallyp the functions of the Permnent Central 

Board were to limiý the production and/or manufacture OIL narcotic 

drugs in accordance with the legitimate world requirementst and 

also to take effective measures for the prevention of tile illicit 

traffic in -the said co=odities by controlling their production/ 

manufacture. * Howeverg both the Geneva Convention of 1925 and the 
I 

LimitatPn Convention of 1931 devised certain specific functions 

for the Boardt and those functions may be shown under tuo categories: 

(i) To obtain current information concerniug the act-tial 

32roduction/ manufacture, stocL-n_,, 

consi=tion etc. of driig,. q- 

The basic idea was to Loop the Board informed of the 

current position regarding the actual production/ manufacturet 

Stockag consumption etc. of drugs by means of statistics 
Y6 

undq-Articlc 22 of 
, 

the Geneva Convention, 1925 the Contracting 

parties agreed. to send annually to the Boardq within three months 

( in the case of stockd of subs'tancest five months) after the end 

of each yearl. as complete and accurate statistics as possible 

relative to the preceding yeart showing the exact position of the M 

production of raw opium and*coca lpaveol, manufacture of certain 

specific drugsp stocks of all narcbtic substances ( other than 

Indian'hemp and Indian hemp drugs) consumption of narcotic drugs 

other than Indian hemp and Indian hem' drugs) for non- govern- P 

mental purpo. sest and also accoiuits of narcotic substances covered 
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by the Convention uhich had been- confiscated on account of illicit 

import and export 
ý7 

. 

In order to complete the information of the Doard no to 

the disposal of the world'v supply of raw opium, the govor=ents 

of the countries where the use of prepared opium was temporarily 

authorised shouldt in a manner prescribed by the Boardt in addition 

to the statistics provided for inkrticle . 12p forward annually to 

the Boardt within three months after the end of each yearg as 

complete and accurate statistics as possible relative to the prece- 

ding year showing: 

(1) the manufacture of prepare" opiuml and the raw material 

used for such manufacture; and 

(2) the conswuption of prepared opium. 
98 

Howevert the Board had no effective power to prevent the 
99 

accumulatioa of excessive quantities of the substances covered 

by the Conventiong nor was it within the. competence of the Board to 

question or to express any opinion upon the statistics 
100 

The 

Limitation Convention of 1931 prescribed the same method for the 

parties to the Convention for the supply of statistics. The parties 

wore required, as usual, to send statistics 
101 

to the Board in the 

prescribed frems devised by it. Three points are to be mentioned 

in this connection viz. (a) that under this Conventiont the parties 

were required to send to the Board statistics of imports and/or 

exports annually instead of quarterlyt (b) that the provisions of 

chapter V of the Geneva Convention of 1925 ( i. e., import autho- 

rization ) were applicable to drugs in Group 11 of the Limitation 

Conventionj 
102 

and not to 11 compounds containing any of -IlheEe 
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drugs which are adapted to a nor=al therapeutic use", and 

(c) that returns of statistics were not required to be sent to 

the Board in the case of preparations containing these drumsý03 

Article 24 of the Geneva Convention stated that the Central 

Board should continuously watch the course Of the international 

trade. If the information at its disposal led the Board to 

conclude that excessive quantities of any substance covered by the 

present Convention were accumulating in any country, or that there 

was a danger of that country becefaing a centre of illicit traffic., 

the Board was given the right to askq. throu, " ,h the Socrotary-Genoral 
104 

of the League, for explanations from the country concerned. if 

no explanation was forthcoming witýin a reasonable time or if the. 

explanation was unsatisfactoryl the Boardwas given the right to 

call the attention of the governments of all. the Contracting Parties 

and of the CotLncil of the League of Nations to the mattert and to 

recommend that no further export of the substances covered by the 

present Convention. or any of them. should be made to. the country 

concernedg until the Board reported that it was satisfied as to 

the situation in that country, in regard to the said substances. 

The Board at the same time was required to-notify the government of 

the country concerned of the recommendation made by it. The 

country concerned was entitled to bring the matter before the 

Council of the League. The goverrunent of any exporting country 

which was not prepared to act on the recommendation of the Central 

'Itled to bring the matter before the Council of Board iras also enti 

the League. If it did no. t do so, it was to immediately inform the 
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Board that it was not prepared -to act on the reco=cndation 

explainingg if possiblep why it wap not prepared to do so. Tho 

Central Board- was given the right to publish a report on the 

matter and communicate it to the Council, which vau thereupon to 

forward it to the governments of all the Contracting Parties. 

This meant that it was not obligatory for the country concerned 

to abide by the recommendation of the Boards In factq according 

to Article 25 of the Geneva Convention of 1925, it was tho fricndl*y 

right of any of the Contracting Parties to dra-d the attention of 

the Board to any matter-tirhich appeared to it to require investi- 

gation. Yet, this article specificalAy limited the powers of the 

Boardt and indeed it provided that " this Article shall not be 

construed as in any way extending the powers of the Board. " Howeverp 

in the case of a country which was not a party to the Genova Conven- 

tion of 19251, the Board might take the same measures as wore speci- 

fied-in Article 249 if the information at the disposal of the Board 

led it to conclud3 that there was a danger of the country becoming 

a centre of the illicit traffic; in that case the Board was required 

to noti fy the League Council and the country concerned of the recom- 

mendation made by it. In all cases however the powers of the Board 

were mere recommendatory. Incidentallyt as far as the Board's 

powers on statistical information were. concemed, it appears that 

in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 22 and. Articlo 23 of the 

Geneva Conventiong the Board -was authorised to question or to express 

its opinion on any drug other than prepared, opi=. 
105 
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, (ii) To soervise the eati-vates of dnit,, s 

Ile systems of furnishing statistics and submitting 

estimates of drugs by the Contracting ýarties were complementary w. 

to each other, I&ilc statistics showed the act-ftal position of 

consumption, stockst manufacture etc. of drugs in a yearg estimates 

gave an idea of the requirements of manufactured drugs for Piedical and 

scientific purposes for each country. The Supervisory Body was 

created for the purpose of examining the roquirementst but the 

overall responsibility of supervision lay with the Permanent 

Central Board 
ý06 

In accordance'with Article 21 of the Geneva 

Convention, -the Contracting Parties agreed to send annually to the 

Board estimates of the quantities'of each of the substances covered 

by the Convention to, be. imported into their territory for internal 

conswa, ption during the followinG year for raedicalt scientific and t. 1 LP 

other purposes. These es#mates vere not to be regarded as binding 

on the g6vernment concerned, but were meant for the purpose of 

serving as a taide to the Board in the discharge of its duties, 

Should however circumstances have made it necessary for any country 

in the course of the, year, to modify its estimates, the country in 

question uras supp 
- 
osed to communicate the revised figures to the 

Board. The estimates of, drugs for "medical" and It scientific$, 

purposes themselves posed problemsp because what are regarded as 

"medical" and "scientific" purposes by one country may not be 

so regarded by another. The eiTression other purposes', -Las 

vague, and gave unlimited discretion to the st. 1tes to determine 

those "purposes". On a further analysis, it, appears that although 



the Contracting Parties agreed to send annually to the Doara 

their respective anni'al estimatesp no provision wa mado in the 

Geneva Convention authorising the Board to compel any defaulting 

state to comply with the requirement. 

This situation iras however improved by the Limitation 

Convention of 1931. Article 1119 paragrapit 2 of the Convention 

provided that if it appeared from the import and export returns 

made to the Board or from the notifications made to the Boara in 

pursuance of Article 141 paragraph 1 that the quantity exported or 

authorised to be exported to any country or territory exceeded the 

total of the estimates for that country or territory, as defined in 

Article 5p with the addition of the amounts shoim to have been 

exportedp the Board vas required to notify the fact to all the High 

Contracting Parties, who would nott during the currency of the year 

in question, authorise any new exports to that country except: 

(i) in the event of a anpplementary estimate being 

furnished for that country, in respect both of 

any quantity over-imported and of the additional 

quantity required; or 

(ii) in exceptional cases, uhere thp export in the 

opinion of the govaim--ent of tha exporting couatry C3, 

ivas essential on humanitarian groundsp eeg, for the 

treatment of the sick. 

The Board vas authorised to examine the statistical accounts 

of druggs and also*tllc estimates suinittea by countries, although 

in the latter case mainly through the assistance of the Supervisory 
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Body. Againp howevert should a Contracting Party, in the opinion 

of the Boardq default in carrying out its obligations concerning 

the preparation of an anwial statement, the Board could only give 

judgment in the form of recommendations and that also through the 

Secretary-General of the Leagueý07 In terms of Article 216 of the 

Geneva Convention of 1925 however the Board was authoriced to take 

the same measures as specified in Article 249 in the case of a 

country which uraý not a Party to the Convention. Ia conclusion, it 

may be stated that the Board vas given those powers which involved I 

routine work. It was a supervisory organ with a limited competence. 
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(D) THE SUPI-7,11VISORY BODY 

(a) CoMosition The genesis of the Super7isory Body can be 

found in the Limitation Convention of 1931. Article 5t para- 

graph 6 of this Convention statedt inter alia, that 11 the esti- 

mates will be examined by a Supervisory Body. " In 1929, the 

League Assembly requested the Opium Advisory Committee to prepare 

a si-acme for the Limitati on of the manufacture of narcotic drugs, 

in order that the League Council would thereupon decide to convene 

an international conference with a view to drawing up an interna- 

tional convention to this effect. The scheme for a convention for 

the purpose of limiting the manufacture of narcotic*drugst and for 

creating various organs for its execution, was therefore in the 

contemplation of the League long before the Limitation Convention 

was drafted. Howeverg the Supervisory Body came into acticn. with 

the coming into force of the Limitation Convention in July, 1933. 

In tc=s of Article 59 para,,, r .., raph 6 of the 

Limitation Conventions the Opima. Aavisory Committee of the Leaguel 

the Permanent Central Boardo the Health Committee of the League 

and the Office International d'Hygriene Publique each had the right 

to appoint one member of the Supervisory Body. Provision was also 

made that the Secretariat of the Supervisory Body should be provided 

by the Secretary-Creneral of the League of Nations. The Convention 

did not however prescribe any basic qualifications for the members 

of this I Body. The question of eligibility for membership of this. 
108 

, Body vras discussed at some length at the Second Meeting of the 
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Sixteenth Session of the Opium Advisory Committec! 09 The 

Chairman noted that # was essential that the membership of the 

Supervisory Body should possess first class qualifications and 

a special knowledge of Far-Eastern questions. The phrase "first 

class qualifications" vas vague and controversy centred round two 

basic proposalsp viz. (a) that the Supervisory Body should consist 

primarily of medical men with a knowledge of the varied wedical 

conditions obtaining, especially in the Par East, and (b) that-the 

Supervisory Body'should also include persons who were familiar with 

the administrative aspect of this matter and with the machinery of 

varioiLs drug conventions. The German. delegate ( Dr. Kahler) 'rightly 

emphasised the medical nature of*tfie task entrusted to thin new 

organ, and the Duto h delegate ( If. ran Ifettum) gave a compromise 

view that there should be two doctors and two non-medical members 
110 

representing the administrative side. 
, 

The first members of the 

Supervisory Body wo. re: 

1. Dr. Carriere Swiss delegate to the Comiie Perma- 
mentp Office Inte=ational d' Hygiene 
Publiquer Paris 

2. Sir lialcolm Under Secretary of State, Home Offico, 
Delevingne Great Britain 

11r. Herbert L Vice Chairman of the Permanent Central 
May lJoard ( also Acting, ChairLum of the 

Supervisory Body) 

Professor 11. Professor of, hedicinet University of 
Tiffeneau Paris. 

The eligibility of these members for tile work of the 

Supervisory Body -clan hardly be questioned. Incidentally, Mr. H. L. 1fay 
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was also a member of the Pernanent Central Board and Professor 

Tiffencau was subsequently appointed a member of the Board at the 

retirement of M. L. Angel in Decembor, 1933- Needless to say that 

the overlap of membership between the Board and the Supervisory Body 

was helpful for the, purpose of co-ordination, The Convention did 

nor prescribe any duration for the term of appointment for the members 

of the Supervisory Body. However, at the time of first appointnicn-V 

of the members, the Opium Advisory Co=itteewithout prejudice to 

future practiceg pronounced in favour of a three-year term of 

appointment for members of the Supervisory Body. It wns also to 

be the practice to renew the appointment each time for three years, 

Members of this bodyp like members of the Boardt uero paid oubsis- 

tence allowance only during meetings, plus tmvolling expenses. The 

role of the members was very much like that of. the assessors of the 

Board. The Convention did not make any provision, for the expenses 

of the Supervisory Bodyp presumably because the Supervisory Dody was 

an integral part of the Board. The expenses of the Board were 

borne by the nomal budget of the League. In factt functionallyt 

if not organically, the Supervisory Body- was a committeo of the 

Board 
ý12 

The financial independence of the Supervisory Body was 

therefore planaed to be maintained along, "-with such independence as I 

the Board enjoyed. 

The Limitation Convention did not specify tLe exact status 

of the Supervisory Body presumably because it was an integral part 

of the Board. Lijie the Boardt it vas also a treaty---organ. It acted 

i, 

as an ad-hoc body endowed with a permanent status. Consequently, 
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the question of any legislative or judicial powers for such a body 

did. not arise* Article 59 paragraph 6 of the Limitation Convention 

however conferred administrative powers upon the Supervisory Body 

by enabling it to ask governments for further information with a CP 

view to explainingr the estimatest despite the fact that in accordanco 

0, 
- 113 

with the terms of the Conventionp the estimates, whether regular 

or supplementary, were to be submitted to the Permanent Central 

Board. The Supervisory Body went hand in hand with the Boardq and 

in order to ensure close collaboration with the latter authority, 

the Secretariat of this Body umas provided by the Secretary-General 

of the League* 
114 

I 
The division of powers between the Board and the Supervisory 

Body was based on the policy- of efficiency. In factj not only 

were the functions of the Supervisory Body c6inplementary to the 

woek of the Board but also the structure of limitation and super- 

vision work depended upon the continued fuactioning of the Super- 
115 

visory Body. The Convention however did not make any provision 

for any direct relationship between the Supervisory- Body and the 

League Council /Assembly. 

4 

4 
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(b) Punctions of the Supervisorr Botlr 

The functions of the Supervisory Body had been detailed 

in, parafrraphs 2 and 3 of Article 2 and paragraphs 6,7 and 8 of 

Article 5 of the Limitation Convention. Paragraph 2 of Article 5 

of the MiAtation Convention necessitated the creation of a separate 

body like the Supervisory Bodyt in order to obtain details of statis- 

tical information as required by the Convention in respect of the 

requirements of each country or territory for each year$ not only 

in the form of alkaloids or salts, but also for Vie quantity neces- 

sary for medical and scientific needst including the quantity required 

for the manufacture of preparations for the export of which export 

authorisations uere not requiredg, the quantity necessary for the 

purpose of conversion whether for domestic consumption or for 
I 

export, 

tho-amount maintained as reserve stocks and the amount required 

for the establishment, and maintenance of any governMent stocks* The 

corresponding Article of the 1925 COnVoution merely asked for estimates 

11 of the quantities of each Of the substances coverea by the Convention 

to'be imported into their territory for internal consmnption during the 

following year for medicalo -scientific and other purposes*" 
116 

Whereas undar the 1925 Convention the Board had no 

powers to question the validity of. the requirements submitted by 

a countryt under the Limitation Convention, it was imperative for 

themuntries to submit their estimates for the coming year on the 

basis of some standard of legitimate needs. The Supervisory Body, 

which was a highly technical bodyt was established and empowered to 
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examine the needs of individual countries in terms of the standard 

of legitimate needs as determined by them.. The Supervisory Body was 

also empowered to examine the" supplementary or aniended estimates 

furnished by governments in the same way as the ordinary annual 

estimates* As a further means of obtaining the required information 

for the purpose of examining the legitimate requirements of the 

countriesp second sub-paragraph of paragraph 6 of Article 5' 
1 

of the 

Limitation Convention empowered the Supervisory Body to amend any 

estimate, subject I of course, to the consent of the government concerned. 

This body was given wide powers as far as estimates of drugs wore 

.. 
to its technical nature it had not been given concornea, -but owing 

any direct punitive power which might have been applied against a 

defaulting country. The power of this body was merely passive. 

Before this body was created however, the OnlY control measures in 

respect of the manufacture of drugsp which the Board exercised, woro 

on the, stren,, -. 
th of Article 24 of the Gen-eva Convention of 1925. 

couch powern of the Board were merely reco-unendatory* The creation 

ofIheýSupervisory Body was therefore a functional necessity to 

rectify the defects of the Geneva'Convention of 1925 in so far as 

the estimate systera was concerned. The function of this body was' 

not only to examine the estimates which ifere submitted by various 

governments, but also to determine the world requirement of drugs 

for legitimate purposes* The Convention also empowered this body 

to furnish estimates of drugs in respect of those countries for 

which no estimate had been furnished 
ý17 

The success of the Limitation Convention depended vary much 

upon this subtle task of the Supervisory Body. In the case of an 
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overestimatog the surplus drugs already manufacturcdg would find 

their way into illicit traffict and on the-othor handt an under- 

estimate might have a great bearing upon the legitimate need for 

drugs for medical and scientific purposes* This aspect of the 

problem involved the sense of responsibility and co-operation of 

statest whether or not they joined the League. Althoug 
, ýh 

the 

Supervisory Body ims authorised to determine the oatimates 
! 

taking 

into qccount the needs of the non-Contracting Powers or colonial 

areas for which the imperial states had not accepted tile obliga- 

tions of the Conventiont the absence of any obligatory provision 

in the Convention for -the submission of estimates even for the 

Contracting Powers, lot alone the non-Contracting Powersq posed 

another problem for the Suporvisory Body. This body, in the 

absence of a report from a country wad not in a position to dater- 

mine the stocks already existing in that country# and consequoutlyt 

any estimate based on an assumption of stocksp would either augment 

the stocks or deprive the country of its legitimate needs : UrLthe 

ag year. In factt the former situation uas more dangerous 

than the latter as any unguarded assumption would add to the stock 

already existing and the accumulated stock would find its imy into 

illicit trafficPS 

Neverthelessp the functions of the Supervisory Body enabled 

the Board to exercise more effective supervision ove'r the world 

drug situation. The preparation of the Annual Statement of 

Estimated World Requirements of Drugs, which was devised by the 

Limitation Conventionvas largely carried out by the Supervisory 
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Body. This body not only enlnrred the functions of the Boardt 

but also acted as a "watchdog" in relation to changes in' the irorld 

requirements of drugs9 and gave the Board sigaalsq 'when ncessary, 

in order to enable the Board to take effective preventive measures* 

The Supervisory Body was tberefore an integral part of the Pernanent 

Central Boards 

0 
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TEE HEALTH COMNITITE OF THE 

M, IGUE Or. MMONS 
119 

Cnmposition 

The Health Committee vras one of the constitutent 

parts of the Health Organisation of the League. Ifembers of 

the Health Committee wre medical experts or officials in 

charge of national public health services. They-were selected 

fron various countries in Europe, the Far East and Latin 

Americat depending, upon, the subject matter under discussion at 

a particular time. The members "Ore not representatives of their 

governments. This Co=ittee imts a non-political body, and 

consequentlyp its discussions on technical and scientiffe matters 

wer. e not influenced by political considerations. Membership of 
120 

this Ccmmittee was open to the non-41embers of the League also. * 

It s duty was to lay do-m the programmes of work for the Health 

Section of. '. the League and to give expert advice on technical 

questions submitted to it by the League. Council /Assembly. It 
121 

was assisted by technical, committees or conferences of experts. 

Its 1,, ork -. -as subject to the approval either of the League Council/ 

Assembly as the case might be. It had a separate conmission on 

I opium' 0 
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(b) Aýinctions of the, He: ilth ConimitfA., e 
122 

At its sixth meeting zfie Health Provisional 

Committeep at the instruction of the League Council, passed 

a resolution asking the Health Comaittee of the League or any 

other similar organisation. to 11 undertake an onquiryl to deter- 

mine approximately the average requirements of the drug 
,, s speci- 

fied in chapter III of the International Opium Convention, for 

medicinal and other legitimate purposes in different ccuntries. " 123 

The drugs specified were medicinal opiump morphine and cocaine. 

In order to carry out the request of the League Councilt the 

Committee decided to undertake an enquiry in certain countries in 

, which the use of these drugs vas said to be excessivep as well as 

in certain others in which their use was at that time more probably 

limited to medicinal and other legitimate purposes, with a view to 

obtaining information as accurate'as possible regarding the average 92 

quantities that might be required, and to report to the Council 

as rapidly as the conditions of the enquiry permitted. 

The Committee further decided to authorise the Chaiman 

to appint a sub-committee which would deal with this question and 

co=nunicato, if necessaryp with the Opiun. Co=ission through its 
124 - Secretary'. The Committee found it difficult to arrive at an 

average quantity that might be required f or world consumption 

owing to the absence of a uniform. method of collection of data by 

the drug producing'and manufacturing countries. 
125 The functions 

of the Health Committee were various although none of them involved 

direct actiong Leo I not in the form of direct supervision. One of 
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tho areas where the Health Co=nitteo Was very much involved vras 

in the process of extending the scope of the Geneva Convention 

of 1925 to include manufactured drugs. Article Ii of this 

Convention stated: 

" The provisions of the present chapter apply to the 

follovincr substances: C3 
(a) Medicinal opium; 

(b) Crude Cocaine and Ecgonine; 

(c) Iforphine, diacetylmorphinet cocaine and their 

respective salts; 

(d) All preparations official and non-official ( inclu- 

ding the so-called anti-opium remcdies) containing 

more than 0.2 per cent of morphine or more than 0.1. 

per cent of cocaine; 

(e) Galenical preparations ( extract and tincture) of 

Indian hemp; 

(g) Any other narcotic drag to which the present Conven- 

tion may be applied in accordance ifith Article 10.11 

Article 10 of this Convention gave the Health Committee the 

power to extend the scope of the Convention. According to this 

Articlet in the event of this Counittec after having. submitted 

the question for advice and report to the Permanent Co=ittee of 

the Office International d'Ilygiene Rublique in Paris, finding that 

any narcotic drug to which the present Convention does not apply 

is liable to similar abuse and production of similar ill-effects 

as the substances to which this Chapter of the Convention appliesq 
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the Health Committeo shall infoxm the Council of the League accord- 

ingly and reco=end that the provisions of the present Convention 

shall be applied to such drug. " 

11 The Council of the League shall communicato the said recormen- 

dation to the Contracting Partics. Any Contracting Party uhich is 

prepared to accept the reco=endation shall notify the Secretary- 

General of the League, ivho will infonn the other Contracting Parties. " 

it The provisions of 
ihe present Convention shall thereupon apply 

to the substance in question as between the Contracting Parties who 

have accepted the reco. m-endation referred to above. " 

Thereforep it was for the Health Committee to recommend whather 4r 

not the Convention should be extended to a particular drug, which had not 

been mentioned in Article II of the Convention. Article 10, para[: raph 

suggested that such a recounendation of the lIcalth Conaitice which 

1jas comunicated to the Contracting Parties by the League Council was 

not binding ii-pon the Contracting Parties. Neverthelesag the Convention 

became applicable to the drug in question as between the Contracting 

Parties who had accepted the reco=endation. However# there isp 

perhapsp justification for saying that in the case of sach dis- 

cretionary provinions, acceptance by all the Contracting Parties 

126 
, would be improbable. Yet, what vas noticeable vas that Article 

10 had been applied to a number of drajs which ifere subsequently 

included in Article lt Group I of the Limitation Convention. The 

procedure under Article 10 was also applied to bring under the control 

of the Convention of 1925 all drugs in Group I to which the 

Convention did not apply. Article 10 however lost its importance to 
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a great extent because the Limitation Convention covered all 

knoim narcotic arugs which imra used for medical purposes. 

Neverthelesap the importance of this Article lay in the fact 

that those narcotic substances to which the Limitation Conven- 

tion could not be made a plicable, could be brought under control p 

by the application of Article 10 of the Convention. It was the 

Health Committeo alone with which lay the responoibility for the 

application of Article 10; but the initiative for the application 

of this Article might be taken by a government, or even by the 

Opium Advisory Comraittee or the Council/ Assembly of the Leaguo* 127 

The most important function of this Wanittee however was under 

Article 11 of the Limitation Convention which should be read with 

Article 1 of the said Convention. It appears that efforts were 
I 

made to include in Article 1 all kinds of narcotic drugs which vero 

., 
converted into a habit-forming habit-forming or capable of being 

dru,,,, -. Article 11 was devised as a second line of defencep i. e., 

in the case of any omission of any hind of narc6tic drug in Article 19 

Article 11 would fill the gap. The technique that was devised to 

fulfil this policy Iras tuofold: 

(a) uhere any government doterminea that the now drug was 

not capable of producing addiction or of conversion into 

a product capable of producing adt, ictiont the manufacture 

of such a drug -would be po=itted. 

Accoraing to paragraph 2 of Article 11 nny JUgh Contracting 

Party permitting trade in or manufacture for trade of any i3uch product 

should inmediately send n notification to that effect to the 
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Secretary- Genoral. of the Leagme, who would advise the other High 

Contracting Parties and the Health do=aittee. In terms of para 3 

of the said Article the Health Commiiteo would thercupontafter 

consulting the Permanent Co=ittee of the Office international 

d'Ilygiene publiquop decide whether the product in question was 

capable of producing addiction ( and was in consequciiec assimilable 

to the drugs mentioned in sub-group (a) of Group I), or whether 

it was convertible into such a drug ( and was in consequence 

assimilable to the drugs mentioned in sub-group (b) of Group I or 

in Grojip II). If# however., the Health Committee had decided that 

the product vas not itselfýa drug capable of producing addictiono 

but was convertible into such a druýj the question whother the 

drug in question should fall under sub-group (b) of Group I or 

under Group II had to be referred for decision to a body of three 

experts competent to deal with the scientific and tecluiical aspects 

of the matter, of whom one raember was to be elected by the Covern- 

mcnt concerned, one by the Opim Advisory Committee of the League 

and the third by the two members so elected. Any decision arrived 

at in accordance with the above procedure, had to be notified to 

the Secretary-General of the Leaguet who would communicate it to all 

the Members of the League and to*the non-member states mentioned in 
128 

Axticle 27 of the Convention. 

(b) If any government was of the opinion that the product 

in question wascapable of producing addiction or *0 

iwas convertible into a drug capable of producing addic' 

tionj the High Contracting Varties wouldt upon receipt , 

of the co=unication from tile Secretary-General$ apply 
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to the drug the appropriate regime laid down in the 

Convention according as to whether it fell under 

Group I or Group II. 

The term " appropriate regime" obviously included the 

obligation of the country to observe three conditionsl viz. 

(a) that the quantity of drugs to be mianufactured should not 
lA9 exceed the total of the domestic requirements 4. of the 

country or territory formedical and scientific needs; 

(b) that the country concerned would be permitted to manufac- 

ture only up to that quantity which would be required to 

meet export orders; and 

(c) that the provisions of the Con7ention woald apply* 
W 

and also that it ivas required to send an immediate notification to 

this-effect to the Secretary-General of the League. The matter would 

then be referred to the Health Committee for a decision and the same 

procedure as in the first situationp would follow. According to 

Article Up paragraph 7 any such decision might be revised in the 

light of further experience 0 on 'm application addressed by- any of 

the High Contracting Parties to the Secretary-General. 

The question that necessarily arises is whether or not this 

procedure was equally applicable to synthetic drugs. Article 10 of 
131 

the Geneva Convention of 1925 made an "open" provision in this regard9 

i. e., instead of categorising any specific kind of drugt it mentioned 

any narcotic drug". Although Article 11 apparently limited : Lts 

application by stating that 11 No trade in or manufacture for trade 

of any product obtained froin any of the phenantbrene alkal'Oids of 

I 
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opium or from the ecgonine alkaloids of the coca leaf. not in 

use on this day! s date for medical or scientific purposes shall 

take place in any country or territory 9*119 the question 

, whether Lrticle 11 should be made applicable to synthetic dnigs 

i-, ras submitted to the Opium Advisory Coimnittees This Conmittee at 

its seventeenth session recommended thwL it was 11 undoubtedly the 

intention of the Conference that the Article should apply to such 

synthetic substances, as appears from the records of the Conferenceg 

and the Committee recommends that Governments parties to the Conven- 

tion should be asked to agree to apply the article accordingly. " 132 

Theroforet the Limitation Convention gave the Health Co=nittee the 

power to decide on the 'quality' oi a drug as to whether it vas 

synthetic or non-synthetic. Moreover, under the Limitation Conven- 

tion the verdict of the Health Conmittee carTied considerable 

weight because the decisions of this Coanitteaq communicated through 
133 

the Secretary. -Gencral, vere made compulsory under this Convention. 

Again# in terms of. &,. rticle 8 of the Geneva Convention of 

19259 whether or not a drug should be f exempted, depended upon 

the decision of tho Health Committeel and such decisions, which 

were conu. nuaicated to the Contracting. Partics by the Council of 
, 

the League, had imnediate legal'offect 
ý34 

Interestingly enoughp 

the Health Comiitteels decisions wider Article 10 of the sane 

Convention vere only recommendatory;, neverthelessg the Lea,,.: rue 

Councill in practicep accepted such recommendationsý35 The 

difference between'Article 8 and Axticle 10 was that vhileArticle 

8 was concerned with preparations contained in many of the narcotic 

4 

drugs referred to in chapter II ( International Control of Raw 
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opium and Coca Leaves)p Article 10 was concerned with those narcotic 

drugs to which the Geneva Convention of 1925 did not apply* There- 

foret in the latter situation the Health Committee was only autho- 

rised, to give recommendations# othenfise it would be difficult for 

the League Council / Assembly to secure the co-operation of nations. 

Howevert there was no difference in the quality of decisions ran- 

dared by this Committee under Articles 8 and 10. 

The Health Commit-tee had no direct connection with the Con- 

tracting Parties in the matter of control measures for narcotic 

drugs. Constitutionallyt. the Comittec was meant to be a specia- 

lised body to carry out technical tz-ks, which were referrel to it 

by--the League Council / Assembly. briginally, the Committee's status v 

was very similar to that of the Supervisory Body# but i-., hile the 
136 

Supervisory Body had some executive powers , the Health Committeo 

'was completely devoid of such powers. It, *-as directly responsible 

to the League Council/ Assembly. The benefit of the expert opinions 

which were delivered by the Health Committee was to be foutid only 

in tLe deterrent effects which they had upon the manufacturers* 

In other wordst a manufacturen would be reluctant to manufacture 

drugs unless the final affirmative decision had been pronounced 

by this Committee. rom this point of view this Co=itteo exercised 

supranational power. 1,11 drugs i-mder Article 11 of the Limitation 

Convention were subject, to the approval of the Health Comittee. 

On the other hand, this Col=ittee could, if circum tances appeared 

to warrant, subsequently revise the decisions made by govexmmentsp 

and declare a drug to be habit-forming or capable of being habit- 
0 

0. 

forming, This proves that a wide functional jurisdiction was given 
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to the Health Comittee. These functions of the Health Co; -, mittee 

had a bearing upon a wider aspect of the problem of limitation 

of drugs, and this can be seen from two vieupoints: 

(a) where -aý. l manufacturer had submitted a s=plc of a 

drug for an opinion of the Health Co=ittee through 

the League, such a manufacturer vras not legally bound to 

restrain manufacture of the drug during the interim 

I periodt i. e. t the period between the bringing of this 

matter to the Attention of the League Council/ Assemblyp 

and the pronouncement of a decision by the Health 

Coumittee; and 

(b) when the Health Co=ittee reversed the decision of a 

[; over=ent as to the quality of a drugrp i. c. 9 whether or 

not it was liabit-forraingg or whether or not it could be 

converted to a habit-forming drug. 

No provision was m-de as to what was to be done with the 

amount that had already been manufactured. According to the 

suggestion advanced by Dr. May no manufacturer should be allowed 

to manufacture any drag until the final decision of the Health 

Committee had been pronouncedt and he thought it desirable to 

insert a reco=endation in. the draft Limitation Agreement 

to that effectp which. wouid reverse the procedure provided by 

Article 10 of the Limitation Convention 
ý37 

Such a reco=. iendation 

was also f ound necessary in that the provisions of Article 10 

were inadequate to provide a prompt machinery for the limitation 

of the production of the poppy and coca leaf to medical and 
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and scientific purposes* However, what was also implied in 

Dr. Mayls otatement was that the services of a specialised 

body created for certain special purposesl should be available 

whenever the need arose. Indeed, the uaefulness of any such 

body must be measured by its philosophy of purpose and its 

quality of work. 

t 
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PART TI 

FOOTNOTES 

Introduction 

By the time the League of Nations was established, the world 
of drugs had been so enlarged that it contained not only opium 
and its allied substances but also narcotic drup, i. e., the 
drugs manufactured chemically. It was for this reason that 
Article 23 (c) included " opiunýand other dangerous drugs". 

2. The only other convention existing at that time was the Hague 
Convention which came into force on the date when the Treaty 
of Peace with, Germany became effective. 
See chapter II, p. I 

Chapter 

The Report of the First Committee on the lRelations Between, 
and Respective Competence of, the Council and t, he Assombly, 
as amended and adopted by the Assembly on 7 December, 1920 
also mentioned that 11 Article 2 of the Covenant provides that 
the action of the League shall be effected through the instru- 
mentality of an Assembly and a Council. It follows that the 
League is a single orGanicm ... 11 

It also stated that 11 the Council and the Assembly have 
each their distinctive rights and dutiesl there are matters the 
decision of which is left to the League of Nations, without its 
'being specified, to which organ of the League the right of deci- 
Eion belongs. Articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant; Article 1031 
Article 336, Article 338, Article 376 of the Treaty of Versailles. " 
See League of Nations: The Records of the First Assembly: 
Plenary Meetingsp Annex Ap PP. 318-319. 

4. See further J. F. Williams, Some Aspects of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations, P. 70. 

Under the second paragraph of Article 11 of the League Covenant 
it was declared to be the friendly right of each III mber of the le 
League to "bring to the attention of the Assembly or of the 

__Council 
any circumstance whatever affecting international rela- 

tions which threatens to disturb international peace or the good 
understanding between nations upon which peace depends. " 

P. P. Walterst A History of the League of Nations, Ctýfordp 
1960, p. 177. 
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7- Assembly Resolution dated 15 December, 1920, Twenty-fouxth Plenary 
Meetingp Records of the First Agsemblyt PP- 538-539- 

8. F. P. Walters, op. cit., p. 169.. 

9. Such requests were made by the League Assembly also. 

10. infra. 13 

ii. infra. 9 
ý. J++ 

12., Articles 8 and 10 of the Geneva International Opium Convention 
of 1925, 

13- Article 11 of the Limitation Convention of 1931. 

14- See further H. R. G. Greaves, The League Committees and World Order: 
A StudX of the Permanent Expert Co-rmittees of the League of Nations 
as an Instrument of Interns-tional Governnentg Oxford, 1931. 

15- See further H. R. G. Greaves, op. cit., p. 11 et. seq. p 

16. League of Nationsq Records of the First Assembly, 1920, PP- 538-539. 
It should be noted that the Members of the League considered 

the drug problem as an international problem of Croat magnitude 
since they preferred to constitute a special co=mittee which was 
to be entrusted with the task of securing co-operation between 
nationsq instead of leaving the task to the League Council, which 
would be assisted by the Secretariat. In fact, this was the 
alternative proposal, 

17. League of Nationsq Records of the First Assembly, opo cit*9 
pp. 538-539. 

I in 19219 Switzerland and Bolivia 180 Germany and Yugoslavia joinec 
joined in 1924, and Italy joined in 1926. 

In. 1922, the Council invited the United States to nominate 
a member to serve on the Co=ittee. The U. S. government appointed 
its representative in an advisory and'un-official capacityl since 
U. S. neve'r became a Member. of the League of Fations. 

19. Italy left the Co-. =*ttee because she withdrew from the League of 
Nations in 1937; Germany also withdrew from the League in 1933- 

20. The Tenth Assembly adopted a resolution to the effect that more 
non-manufacturing countries should be represented on the Opium 
Advisory Committee. See Report of the Pifth Committee -to 

the 
Asseriblyq L. Nt Document A 86.1929. XI9 pp. 6-7. 

. 
ýl . 

21, Sweden left the Committee in 1937 because her representative was 
appointed to a diplomatice post and no other person was sent to 
the Committee to replace him. 
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22. The first assessors were: Sir John Jordan who contributed 
significantly to the conclusion of the Indo-Chinese Opium 
Agreement of 1907# M. Henri*Brenier, an experienced adminis- 
trator who served the government in French Indo-China and 
who was very familiar with the opium problem, and Hrs, Hamilton 
Wright, the widow of the late Dr. Hamilton Wrightv who was also 
familiar with the opium problem and who was the nearest, person 
to continue the policy of her husband. 

23. The assessors were paid daily subsistence allowance during 

. meetings and travelling expenses out of the budget of the 
League. 

24- L. N. Doe. C-71-1936 (Extract 11o. 105), Official Jou 
; 
xnal of 

the League of Nations. 

25- Members of the Committee were not paid by the League because 
they were not representatives of governments. 

26* See further L. E. Eisenlohr, International Narcotics Controlt 
Londong 19349 P. 53- 

27- The League Assembly in adopting the resolution to form an 
Advisory Committee found it preferable 11... to undertake the 
duties placed upon the Netherlands Goverment by the Opium 
Convention with regard to the'collection of data and dealing 
with disputes. " 
League of ITations, Records-of the Pirst AssemblX, 19209 
op. cit-9 P. 538- 

28. Minutes of the AdvisoKy-Comnittee on Traffic in Opium, 
lat Session, May 2-59 1921, P- 17, L. N. Doc. C-77.1,1.39.1921. XI. 

29.4 ibid. t 

30. Article 6 of the International Opium Convention signed at 
the Hague on January 23,1912: 
11 The Contracting Powers shall take measures for the gradual 
and effective-suppression of the manufacture ofq internal trade 
int and use of prepared opiump with due regard to the varying 
circumstances of each country concerned, iziless regulations on 
the*subject are already in existence. " 

31. L. N. Doe. C-418. H. 184.1923-XI. P. 15. 

32. The text of the proposal was as followsi 
1,, 11 If the purpose of the Hague Opium Convention is to be 

achieved according to its spirit and true intentp it must 
be recognised that the use of opium products for other than 
medicinal and scientific purposes is an abuse and not 
legitimate. " 
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32.2. " In order to prevent the abuse of these products, it is 
necessary to exercise the control of the production of raw 
opium in such a manner that'there will be no surplu3 avail- 
able for non-medicinal, and non-scientific purposes. " 

Leap_ue of Nations Advisor_y Committee on Traffic in Opium and 
Other Dangerous Drugm, Minutes of the Fifth Sossion, 2nd Meetingp 
P. 15 ( L. N. Doc. C. 418-M- 184-1923. XI). 

33. ibid. 9- 
34. Franceq Germanyq Great Britainp Japang the Netherlandsp 

Portugal and Siam. 

35, The Chairman of the Committeeg however, pointed out that not' 
only in the opinion of doctorsq medical use only was, considered 
legitimate, but that such an inference could also be drawn from 
the text and spirit of the Convention as well as from the discus- 
sions of the Adviosry Committee. 

He also mentioned that the word "legitimate" should be 
understood in a special sense in this instance, which had been 
attributed-to it by the Legal Section of the Secretariat. The 
Legal Section of the Secretariat had given the following inter- 
pretation of Article 6: 

11 The complete and effective suppression of the manufacture 
oft home trade in, and use of prepared opium constitutes one of 
the ultimate obligations undertaken by Governments under the * 
1912 Convention; but it is for each State to decidep according 
to individual circustancesq as to the precise manner in which 

. its suppression may be brought about. " 
Leaý,, ue of ITations Advisor7 Committee on Traffic in Opium and 
Other Dangerous Drurs, Minutes of tho Fifth Session, 3rd Meeting, 
p. 21 ( L. N. Doc. C-418.1-1- 184-1923-XI). 

36. 
', 

This opinion was also held by the Indian delegate. 

37- League of Nations Advisory Committee on Traffic in Onium and 
-Other Dangerous DruP*sq Minutes of the Fifth Session, op. cit. t 

- P- 13 (L. N. Doc. C- 418- 14- 184.1923- XI)- 

38. See Records of the First Assemblvq OP- Cit-v P- 538- 

39. See further, S, H. Bailey, 6p. cit., 
_p. 

108. 

40. The practice followed in the preparation of the Limitation 
Convention is very instructive. 
See further L. H. Doc. C-138-M- 51-1930-XIP pp. 8-9 and 
Appendix 5, pp. 20-24, C. 669. M. 278-1930. XI9 C. 168.14.62-1931-XI; 
see also B. Renborgp International Drug 

.,. 
Control: A Study of 

International Administration by ej th-3 Leaý-, ie of Nations, 
. and throu! h 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington, 1947P 
P. 178 et. seq., 
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41. See further B. Renborg, op. cit., p. 180. 

42. L. N. Doc. A. 80-1931, V- 

43- L. N. Doc. C. 285. M. 186-1937. Xlt Section IX, pp. 19-22. 

44. See further S. H. Bailey, op. cit. # p. 110. 

45- A Model Code was devised to serve as a "guide" to the national 
legislatures in drafting laws and regulations for the applica- 
tion of a drug convention. Such a Code was prepared in connec- 
tion with the . International Opium Convention of 1925- 
This Code consisted of provisions which had stood the test of 
practice and was based. on a selection of the most important rules 
of those countries which had a cbmplete system of control. When 
the Limitation Convention-was prepared, the sub-committee of the 
Advisory Committee. on the Model Committee decided to draft a 
separate and temporary code, for this Convention instead of amending, 
the previous Code which was drafted at ths instance of the 1925 
Convention. The new code supplemented the old code. This Code 
was circulated to the Members and non-members of the League 
and the Signatories to the Limitation Convention. 

See further L. N. Doe. C-774. N-365.1932. XI and 
S. H. Bailey, op. cit., pp.. 110-111. 

46. See Rerort of the Advisory Comniittee on the Traffic in Opium. 
end Other Dan-erous Rrurrs ( First Session), L. N. Doc. A-38.1921. XI. 

The system of government replies hadt in fact, been devised 
in the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 ( Article 21). 

47. L. N. Doe. A. 15.1922. Annex It PP- 14-17. 

48-' Articles 22 and 23 of the International Opium Conventiong 19ý5- 

49- See further Renborg, op. cit., p. 182. 

50. L. N. Doe. C- 530- M. 241- 1934. XI-t P. 10 and Annex 39 pp. 25-30- 

51. Renborgt OP- cit-P P- 183- 
1 

52, The Opium Advisory Committee entrusted the Secretariat of the 
League with most of-the preparatory studies for the 1936 
Conference and similar studies for its subsequent sessions. 
See further L. N. Doe. C. 285.11.166-1937-XIt SQC-lX-t 
C. 221. M. 123-1938. XIl and C-175-1-1.104- 1939. XI- 

53- Article 21, paragraph (a) of the Hague Opium Convention, 1912, 
Article 30 of the International Opium Convention, 1925, -- Article 21 of the Limitation Convention, 1931, and 
Article 16 of the Convention for the Suppression of the 
Illi6it Traffic in D=-, -erous Drug--, 1936., 
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54. B. A. Renborg, op. cit., p. 1P6. 

55. Article Ilt paragraph 4 of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 

56. See the Section oil the W. H. O. Expert Committee on Drug 
Dependencep infra., Part II- I P* 

57. S. H. Bailey, op, cit., p,, log, 

58. This report was based on the Progress lieport which was prepared 
by the Secretariat of the League. This Progress Report contained 
important inform tion from the member governments, and also the 
replies of the gove rnm ent3 which received circular letters issued 
by the Secretariat conveying the decision taken by the Opium 
Advisory Committee and approved by the League Councilq on matters 
conzerning administration of the drug-trade. Such Progress Reports 
were submitted by the Secretariat to the Opium Advisory Committee 
at each session. 

59- It was Or this reason that the Committee in its reports was able 
to criticise many governments on their unsatisfactory progress in 
combating the illicit traffic in drugs. 

6o. S. H. Bailey, -op. cit., p. 116. 

The main task of documentation for this. Conference was however 
done by the Secretariat. 
See L. N. Doc. C-587.14.228.1930-XI-, Parts IJI and III. 

62. Article 21 of the Limitation Conventiont 
The High Contracting Parties shall communicate to one another 

through the Secretary-General of the League of Nations the laws 
and regulations promulgated in order to give effect to the present 
Conventiong and shall forward to the Secretary-General an annual 
report on the working of the Convention in their territoriesq in 
accordance with a form drawn up by the Advisory Committee on 
Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. " 

The other matters for which the Committee was authorised: 
to work independently were: the appointment of a member of the 
Supervisory Body and the selection of one of a body of three 
experts, to whom p in the event of the Health Committee deciding 
that a product was not itself a drug capable of producing addic- 
tion, but was convertible into such a drug, the question whether 
the drug in question should fall under sub-group (b) of Group I 
or under Group II should be referred a decision in so far as the 
scientific and technical aspects of the matter was concerned, 
Article 5t ýaragraph (6) and Article 11, paragraph (4) 

respectively of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 

63. infra., footnote 2. 
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64. Records cif the Second Orium ConfArence ( November 17t 1924- 
February 19,1925, Geneva)p. vol. It P. 13. 
L. N. Doc. C-760. M. 260.1924-XI. 

65, L. N. Doc, A 32(a). 1924-XI-t P, ' 5* 

66. See Annex to the Records of the Sncond Opixun Conference, vol. I, 
P. 371, L, li. Doc. C-415-14-149-1925-XI-t P- 1- 

67. ibid. q 

68* M. van Wettum the Netherlands) Chairman-I Nominated by 
M. Bourgois Prance) the 

Opium Advisory -Sir Malcolm Delevingne (Great Britain) 
Co=ittee 

Mr, Neville (U. S. A 0) Nominated by 
M. Brenier -Assessor the Council of 
Sir John Jordan- Asse ssor the League 

69. At that time, the , chiefý drug producing and manufacturing 
countries were the following: 
(a) Morphine and Heroin Germanyq Japan and Switzerland. 
(b) Cocaine Germany, Japan and Switzerland* 
(c) Raw Opium Greecet India, Kingdom of the 

Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 
Russia and Turkey. 

(d) Coca Leaf Bolivia and Peru. 

See Annex 1, - op. cit-9 P- 371. L. N. Doe. C-415-M- 149,1925-XI- 

. 70. op. cit-9 P. 372. 

71. ibid. t 

72. ibid. p 

73. Records of the Second Opium Conference, vol. 1-9 OP. cit-9 P. 14- 

74- ibid., see also Reports of the respective delegatesp 
Records of the Second Opium Conference, vol. i., op. cit. 9 
PP. 373-381. 

750 Op. Cit-t P- 380- 

76. Records of the Second Opium Conference, voL 1.9 OP. Cit-9 P. 14. 
The efforts. made by Sir John Campbell ( India) and Dr. Anselmino 
(Germany) contribted to a great extent to the determination of 
a compromise formilla. 
See Annex 2 to the Records of the Second Opium Conferenceg 
vol. I. L. N. Doe. A 32(a) 24-XI-t O. C. 216(ýT. 
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77. L. N. Doe. A-32(a) 1924.9 

78. Article 19,1,1 1. " 1. 
79. In discussing the relationship between the Central Board 

and the Opium Advisory Committeeg the Sub-Committeep in its 
reportt maintained that the Board was not an independent body. 
See further O. C. 669, and L. N. Doe. C-557-M-199.1927-XI-9 
pp. 43-45* 

so, Opium Advisory Committeev Minutes of 10th (Extraordinary) 
Session, P. 44. L. N. Doc. C. 557-11.199.1927-XI. 

81. -The International Opium Convention, 1925- 

82., Opium Advisory Committee, Minutes of 10th (Extraordinary) 
Sessiont OP- Cit-9 P- 44- 

83. op. cit-9 P. 45. 

84., Article 23 of the League Covenant. 

85. L. N. Doe. O. C. 6690 1927. 

86. It remains to be seen whether this, conflict of opinions and 
interests was overcome subsequently, nnd even under the United- 
Wations system. 

Opium Advisory Committee, Minutes of Ilth Session, 18th Neetingt 
p. 98. L. N. Doe. C-328. M. 88.1928. XI. 

88, Op. cit. t P. 99. 
According to Article 20 of the Geneva Convention of 1925, 
11... The Secretary-General shall appoint the Secretary and 
staff of the Board on the nomination of the Board and subject 
to the approval of the Council. " 

89. Records of the Second Opium Conference- vol. IIt op. cit*9 po 98* 
L. D. Do - C-76o. l. l. 260.1924. XI). 

go. OP* Citop P* 990 

91. op. cit. 9 p. 102. 

92. France, Groat Britain, Japantthe Netherlands and the United States. 

93. Recordn of the Second Opium Conference, vol. Jjq op. cit. 9 p. 102. 

94- op. cit-9 ý- 104- 
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95. The draft Article provided that"' the Contracting Powexs 
should send to the Permanent. Central Board... estimates of 
+. he quantities of substances covered by the Convention to be 
imported for internal consumption during the following year 
into their territory for medical and scientific purposes. " 

op. cit-9 P. 104. 

Article 21 of the International Opium Convention of 1925 
reads as follows: 

11 The Contracting Parties agree to send in annually 
before December 31stp to the Permanent Central Board set up 
under Article 19, estimates of the quantities of each of the 
substances covered by the Convention to be imported into 
their territory for internal consumption during the following 
year for medical, scientific and other purposes, 

These estimates are not to be regarded as binding on. 
the g6ve=ent concernedg but will be for the purpose of 
serving as a guide to the Central Board in the discharge of 
its duties. 

Should circumstances make it necessary for any couintryt 
in the course of the year, to modify its estimatesq the country 
in question shall communicate the revised figures to the 
Central Board. 

96. Articles 22 and 23 of the International Opium Conventiong 1925- 

97- Article 22 of the International Opium Convention, 1925: 

111. The Contracting Parties agree to send annually 
to the Central Board, in a manner to be indicated 
by the Boardq within three ( in the case of para- 
graph (c), five) months after the end of the year, 
as complete and accurate statistics as possible 
relative to the preceding yearg showing: 

(a) Production of raw opium and coca leaves; 
(b) Manufacture oA f the substances covered by 

Chapter 1119 Article 4(b)t (c) and (g) of the 
present Convention and the raw material used 
for such manufacture. The amount of such subs- 
tances used for the manufacture of other deri- 
vatives not covered by the Convention shall be 
separately stated; 

(c) Stocks of the substances covered by Chapters II 
and III of the present Convention in the hands 
of wholesalers or held by the gove rnm ent for 
consumption in the country for other than govern- 
ment purposes; 
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'97. (d) Consumptiontother than for goverment purposesq of 
the substances covered'by Chapters II and III of the 
present Convention;. 

(e) Amounts of each of the substances covered by the 
present Convention which have been confiscated on 
account of illicit import or export; the manner in 
which the confiscated substances have been disposed 
6f shall be stated, together with such other infor- 
mation as may be useful in regard to such confiscation 
and disposal. 

The statistics referred to in paragraphs (a) to (e) above 
shall be communicated by the Central Board to the Contracting 
Parties. " 

"3. In furnishing the statistics in pursuance of this Article 
the governments shall state separately the amounts imported. 
or purchased for goverment purposes, in order to enable 
the amounts required in the country for general medical and 
scientific purposes to be ascertained. It shall not be 

,,,. within the competence of the Central Board to question or 
to express any opinion on the amounts imported or purchased 
for goverment purposes or the use thereof. " 

"4- For the purposes of this Articlep substances which are heldt 
imported, or purchased by the gove = ent for eventual sale 
are not regarded as heldp imported or purchased for govern- 
ment purposes. " 

98. Article 23 of the International Opium Convention, 1925- 

99. Raw opiumt coca leavesq Indian hemp and the ru3xcotic drugs as 
enumerated in Article 4 of the International Opium Conventionv 
1925'- 

100. The Board received no statistics of internal seizures or 
confiscations; such statistics were to be submitted to the 
Opium Advisory Committee. 

101. Article 13 of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 

102. Article 13, paragraph 2. 

103- Article 13# paragraph 2f sub-paragraph (c), clause (ii). 

104. In fact, the system of acquiring statistical info=ation as 
xegards trade in raw opiump prepared opiumq morphineg. cocaine 
and their respective saltsp as well as in the other drugs or 
their salts or preparations was prescribed in the Hague Opium 
Convention of 1912; see Article 219 paragraph (b). 
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-. 105. See further B. Renborg, OP- cit-9 P- 195- 

106. infra. 9 Section on Supervisory Bodyq pp. 

107. Article 24 of the International Opi= Conventiong 1925- 

108. May 16,1933. 

log. L. N. Doe. C-480. M. 244.1933-XI-9 P. 10. 

N 

110, The Dutch delegate pointed out that there would be no 
deadlock between the two doctors and the other two members 
of the Advisory Body, who would presumably represent the 
administrative side. He thought that it would be advisable 
to appoint a member of the Opium Advisory Committee on the 
understanding that the person selected would never be respon- 
sible to the Committee. 

See Opium Advisory Committee, Minutes of 16th Sessiong p. 11. 
L. N. Doc. C-480. M. 244-1931. XI. 

13.1. op. cit. p p. 12. 

112. L. E. Eisenlohr, op. cit., p. 199. 

113- Article 51 paragraphs 4 and 5 of the Limitation Conventiong 1931- 

114- Article 59 paragraph 6 of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 

0 

115. B. A. Renborg, op. cit-9 P. 38. 

116. Article 21 of the International Opium Convention, 1925- 

117- Article 2t paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Limitation Conventiong 1931- 

118. -Such a situation arose in 1933P when some of the countries failed 
to furnish the required info=ation on reserve stocks. 
L. N. Doc. C. 610.14.2M. 1933-XI-i, P- 7- 

119. See L. H. Doe. C. 400. M. 280.1921. III. 
The other constituent parts of the Health Org-anization were: 

(a) the Advisory Council, and (b) the Health Section forming part 
of the Secretariat of the League of Nations. 'The Health Section 
was primarily an executive organ. In factq a chain of events led 
to the formation of the Health Co=ittee: tlheýun-official confer- 
ence held in London in July 1919 followed by the official confer- 
encev also held in London in April, 1920, which drew up the plan 
of a helath organisation, and the meetings of the Council at 
San Sebastiant in the course of which the plan was adopted with 
certain modifications. This plan provided for the establishment 



119. of an organisation entrusted with the duty of advising the 
Council on technical matters concerning healthp organised 
on the same line as the Transitt Economic and Financial 
Organisations previously established by the League of Nations. 
Its duty was to convene international conferences, to exchange 
information and to take all necessary steps to ensure an effec- 
tive international co-operation in all matters of health. 

The Council of the Leaguewas unable to establish this 
organisation since it vas based on the collaboration of the 
Office International dllýypdene Publique, such collaboration 
being essential for all work undertaken in matters of healtli.. 
This Office was unwilling to make the Rome Convention of 1907 
(which was the. basis of its existence) conform to the plan of 
the League of Nations, 

The Council hadt thereforeq been unable to establish the 
Technical Committee laid down in the Assembly Resolutiong but 
it had decided to create a health committee. 

OP- cit-t PP. 3-4- 

120. The Head of the Pederal Health Service of the United States 
was a member. 

121, See further Health Organisationt published under the auspices 
of the League of Nationav 1931; see also N. M. Goodmang 
International Health OrMnizations and Their Work, Londong 1971- 

122. Held on 29th Augustq 1921. 

123. L. N. Doe. C-400.14.200.1921. IIIt pp. 25-26. 

124- Provisional Health Cormittee of the League of Vations, 
Minutes of the First Session of the Comnittee ( held in 
Geneva) August 25-29,19219 pp, 25-26. 
L. N. Doc. C-400. M. 280.1921.111. 

125. See L. N. Doe. C-588. M. 202.1924 III especially Annex 35, 
(C, H. 

-251)9 P- 56. 

126. See further B. A. Renborg, op. cit., p. 64- 
Alsop the procedure of work adopted by the Health Committee 
appeared to be slow. In order to perform the function under 
I-rticle 10 of the Convention, a Committee of Experts was 
appointed by the Office International d'Hyf: iene Publique in 
Paris to determine whether a drug was dangerous or not. The 
Report of the Experts went first to the Permanent Committee of 
the Office, and then on to the Health Committee. 11berafterv 
the Healtht Committee transmitted the report to the League 
Council. The procedure therefore proved to be time-consumingv 
and in fact, it mieht take several years to complete the cycle. 
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127- See B. A. Renborg-j op. cit., p. 65. 
Such an initiative was taken by the Limitation Conference 
in an effort to ensure that the Hague Opium Convention and 
the International Opium Convention should be applied to all 
the drugs included in Group I of Article 1 of the Limitation 
Convention. 

128. Article 27 of the Limitation Convention: 
11 The present Conventiong of which the French and English 
texts shall both be authoritativeg shall bear this day's dateg 
and shallq until December 313tv 1931, be open for signature on 
behalf of any Member of the League of Nations, or of any non- 
member State which was represented at the Conference which drew 

. up this Convention, or to which the Council of the League of 
Nations shall be communicated a copy. of the Convention for this 
purpose. " 

129. In terms of the provisions of Article 6 of the Limitation 
Cornrention 11 domestic requirements" seems to have included 
11 reserve stocks" and 11 govenaent stocks". 

130- The implication was that an estimate should have been submitted 
to the Supervisory Body before the issue of any permit 11 autho- 
rising the trade in or manufacture for trade of the drug in 
question. " 
L. N. Doe. C. 642, M- 305-1933-XI-P P- 5. 

131- Article 10 of the International Opium Convention, 1925 
provided, inter alia, that : 

11 In the event of the Health Committee of the League of 

. 
11ationst after having submitted the question for advice and 
report to the Permanent Committeo of the Office international 
dlHvgjýne T)ublique in Parisp finding that any narcotic druC to 
which the present Convention does not apply is liable-to similar 
abuse and productive of similar ill-effects as the substances 
to which this. Chapter of the Convention applies, the Health 
Committee shall inform the Council of the League accordingly 
and recommend that the provisions of the present Convention 
shall be applied to such drug. " 

132. See Report to the Council on the Workof the Seventeenth 

. 
Session, P. 41 L. N. Doe. C. 642-1-1-305-1933-XI-, 

133. This was not so under the International Opium Conventiono 1925P 
Article 10. 
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134. Article. 8 of the International Opi-ma Convention, 1925: 
11 In the event of the Health Committee of the League 

of Nations, after having submitted the question for advice 
and report to the Permanent Committee of the Office interna- 
tional d'Hygibne publique in Paris, finding that any prepara- 
tion containing any of the narcotic drugs referred to in the 
present Chapter cannot give rise to the drug habit on account 
of the medicaments with which the said drugs are compounded 
and which in practice preclude the recovery of tho said drugs, 
the Health Committee shall com mun icate this finding to the 
Council of the League of Nations. The Council will communicate 
the finding to the Contracting Partieep and thereupon the 
provisions of the present Convention will not be applicable to 
the preparation concerned. " 

135. infra. gpp4ý-oi-P4 for the relationship between the World Health 
Organization and'the U. N. Narcotics Commission concerning this 
matter. 

136. Article 59 paragraph 6 of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 

137- The following was the text of the recommendation put forward 
by Dr. May: 
11 Notwithstanding anything contained in Article 10 of the 
Second Geneva Conventiont the provisions of that Convention 
shall amply to all alkaloids 6f opium and coca leaves and their 
derivatives, and all derivatives of all substances mentioned in 
Article 4 of the caid Convention, unless and until the Health 
Committee of the League of Nations, after having submitted the 
question for advice and report to the Permanent Committee of 
the Office international dtHyGiene publique in Parisq finds 
that any such alkaloid or derivative cannot give rise to the 
drug habiti and unless and until the Health Committee communi- 
cates thid finding to the Council of the League of Nationst 
and unless and until. the Council communicates the finding-to 
the Parties to this Agreement. " 

, L. N. Doe. C-191-11-136-1937 
' -XI- PP- 300-301 ( O-C- 1347P 

pp. 2-3 dated 13 January, 1931ý- 
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1 
A, TBE PIMT GENEVA AGXEQMT OIN OPIUM. 1225 

(a) A Critical Exr-mination of the JAgroo-ment 

The purpose of this Agreement was indicated in its 

Prearable which expressed a determination 11 to bring about the 

gradual and effective suppression of the manufacture ofq internal 

trade in and use of prepared opium, as provided for in chapter II 

of the International Opiun Convention of January 23rd, 1912, in 

their rar Lastem Possessions and Territoriesp including leased 

I' 
or protected territoriesq in which the use of prepared opiun 

uas temporarily authorised The Parties to this Agreement were 

also desirous 11 on the grounds of humanity and for the purpose of 

promoting the social and moral welfare of their peoples, of taking 

all possible steps for acheiving the suppression of the use of 

opium for smoking with the least possike delay". and thereforeq 

they decided to conclude an agreement supplementary to the-Interna- 

tional Opium Convention of 1912. 

In the Preamble to the Agreement the Signatories also 

took note of the fact that the increase of the smuggling of opium 

in the greater part of the territories in the Far East since the 
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. ratification of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912) 1. ms obstrue- 

tive to the accomplishment of the gradual and effective suppress- 

ion of the manufacture oft internal trade ing and use of prepared 

opiumt as provided for in the Convention, and was even rendering 

less effective some of the measures already taken to that end. 

This Conference iras attanded by the representatives of 

cipht states 
2. but China subsequently withdrew her delegation. 

The application of this Agreement was limited to the Far 

Eastern possessions of territories of the Contracting Powers, t> 

including leased or protected territories, in which the use of 

prepared opium was temporarily authorisede On an an lysis of 

this Agreement it appears that t he Contracting Powers declared 

that the importatio, no sale and distribution of opium should be 

a monopoly of the governments and the right to import, sell or 

distribute opium vas not to be leasedg acceded or delegated to 

3 
any persons whatever. They also undertook that the making of 

prepared opium for sale should be made a monopoly of the govern- 

ment as soon as circumstances permitted. 
4 

The s'ystem of employ- 

ing persons paid by fixed salary and not by, a commission on sales 

f or the retail sale and distribution vas to be applied experimen- 

tally in those districts where'an effective supervision could be 

exercised by the a&-iinistrative authorities, and elsewhere the 

retail sale and distribution of opium was to be conducted only by 

6 

5 
persons licensed by &wrnments. They also agreed to limit'as 

far. as possible thenunber of-retail shops andt there smoking 
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6 divans ( i. o. pdens) vere pemitted, the n=bcr'of divans. One 

of the important Articles of this Agreemant Nm3 Article VI in 

which the Contracting Powers agreed that the export ok opium, 

whether raw or prepared, from any Possession or Territory into 

which opium iras imported for the purpose of smoking ,, shoald be 

prollibitedl. The transit through or transit-shipment in any such 

rossession or Territory of prepared opit= vas to be prohiýited, 

They also undertook that the transit through 6r transit-shipment 

inpany such Possession or Territory of raw opi= consigned to a 

destination outside the Possession or Territory should also be 

prohibited unless an import cartificate issued by the government 

of the importing country, which could be accepted as sufficient 

guarantee against the poseibilitk of illegitimate usepwas produced 

to the government of the Possession or Territory. A provision was 

7 
also made prohibiting the entry of minors into any smoking divan, 

and for the giving of suitable instruction in schools with a view 

to-discouraging the use of prepared opium within their respective 

territoriest except where a government considered such measures 

to be undesirable under the conditions existing in its territory. 8 

They agreed-to assist one another in their efforts to swppress the 

illicit traffic by the direct exchange of information and views 

among the heads of tho services concerned99 and also to take legis- 

lative measures to render punishable illegitimate transactions vh: Lch 

would be carried out in another country by a person residing within 

their territories* Their sensp of obligation vas also made explicit 

in Artiele-X of the Agreement in which they agreed to furnish all 
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'information which they could obtain with regard to the number of 

opium smokersp such information to be transmitted to the Secretary- 

General of the League for publication. The Contracting Powers also 

agreed that they would jointly review from time to time at such 

dates as might be mutually agreedt the position in regard to the 

application of chapter II of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912l 

and of the present Agreementp and the first meeting was to take 

place at the latest in 1929. According to Article XIV the Agree- 

ment was to have come Dito force-when ratified by two Powers. 

(b) Commts 

The Agreement evidenced the concern of the Contracting 

Powers to take more positive steps toimrds effective suppression 

of opium-smoking, manufacture. oft trade in and smuggling of pre- 

pared opium in the Far East. The striking feature of this Agreement 

was the effort of the Contracting Powers to establish goverment 

monopoly in respect of cultivationt manufacture of and trade in 

opiun, In factv the Portuguese representative, on signing the 

Final Act of the Agreement, made a declaration that his govdrnrlent 

while accepting the principle of a monopoly as formulated in 

Axticle I, does sog as regards the moment at which the measures 

provided for in tile first paragraph thereof shall come into force, 

subject to the limitation conta: ined in the second paragraph of the 
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Articles* 1110 Such a reservation presmably was meant to protect the 

interest of the country concerned. t and in factr Portugal Lad an intorest 

in Macaop and a government monopoly -o-as established in Macao in 1927- 

It zippears that the obligations under this Agreement were not taken 

seriously by the Contracting Powers, and this was evidenced in Article XV 

of the Agreementt according to which if one of them wished to denounce this 

Agreementq the denunciation should be notified in writing .. 
to the Secretary- 

General of the League who would immediately communicate a copy of the. noti-ý,. 

fication to all the Contracting Powers. In the Protocoly the Contracting 

Powers also agreed that as soon as the poppy-growing countries ensured the 

effective execution of the necessary measures to prevent the exportation 

of raw opium from their territories fr,. a constituting a scrio-as obstacle to 

the reduction of consumption ih'the countries where the use of prepared 

opium was temporarily authorised, they would strengthen the measures already 

taken in accordance wit h Article VI of the Hague Convention of 19129 and 

that they 'v,, ould take further measures which might be necessary for the 

reduction of consumption of prepared opium in the territories under their 

authority* In order to fulfil this taskg by a stipulated time (a period 

of not more than fiftenn years)f the Contracting Powers also made provi--ý 

sions for the appointment of a Commission by the League Council, empowering 

it to decide when the effective execution of the measures concerning the 

above matter should be taken* 12 Uafortunat'elyt such a Commission it-as not 

appointed. During the discussion on the work of the Bangkok. Conference, 

the reasons which had prevented the Council from nominating the Co=iission 
I 

( provided by Article III of the Protocol to the Geneva Agreement of 1925) 

had also been referred, to, and 'according to the Directbr of the Opi= 
0 

Sectiont- the Co=ission had not been nominated because"none of the 

Parties concerned had invited the Council to put this provision into force 
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and because the Councill on its . sideq had not taken the initiativeoJ3 

The Secretary of the Advisory Co=-aittee raised the questionp If unts 

the fact that all opium-producing countries had not signed the Pro- 

tocol drawn up at the first or at the second opium conference or haý 

not ratified the Geneva Convention, an obstacle to the nppointment 

by the Council of the Commission mentioned in Article III of the 

Protocol to the Geneva Agreement ? Were the Commissions mentioned 

in Article II of the Protocol to the Geneva Convention and Article 

III of the Protocol to the Geneva Agreement one and the same? " 

Indeedv the Legal Section, in giving its interpretation of Article 

III of the Protocol to the Geneva-Agreementt stated that it Jfaa 

clear from the Preamble to the Protocols, and from the records of 

the bvo conferences that the two Protocols were closely i' nterconnected. 

In the opinion of the Legal Sectionp the obligations of the 

Protocol of February 19,1925 came into force for each signatory 

state at the sý=c time as the Geneva Convention ando under the 

Protocol)had to be executed within a five-year period ending, C. 

February 19p 1930- "The Council was legally able to appoint the 

Commission as soon as t he five years had expiredv because both 

Protocols were in force and there was no provision m. -dcing such 

appointment conditional on the-acceptance of either Protocol by any 

particular state or group of states. It did not follow, however, 

that at the end of this five-year period the Council was bound to 

appoint the contemplated Commission. " 14 

is 
Although the Indian de egate pointed out the necessity of 

appointing a commissiont he realised that in view of the 
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prev, ailing attitudes of the countriest appointment of a couuuission 

1vould not have found an answer to the existing opium problem, 
16 

Indded, he pointed out that even if tile Comission were appointed, 

and 11 it decided that the time-was opportune to proceed with 

measures to reduce the consumption of prepared opiumq what guarantee 

would there be that this state of affairs would continue? Persia 

had made it clear that she was not prepared to ratify the Mgue 
I 

Convention. Turkey had not yet ratified any opium Convention. 

The Committee knew what the posiAon ias; in China. " 17 He also 

referred to Sir Malcolm Delevingnets statement concerning, the 

enormous consig=ents of opium from Persia to Vladivostok. 

Thereforeq the concern of certain of the Powers for the suppres- 

sion of opiun-smoking, manufacture of, trade in and smuggling of 

prepared opi= in the Far East was outweighed'by the selfish 

interest of certain others, and this must have contributed to the 

unsatisfactory achievement of this Agreement. 

8 

S 



Bo TIM, ME TEVA INITEMIATIONAL OPIUM 

CONVENTION OP 1925 18 

Introduction 

The Geneva International Opium Convention of 

1925 was the first convention concluded during the League period 11 

in an attempt to suppress the drug, menace. This Convention which, 

was adopted at the Second Opium Conference held at Geneva from 

November 1924 to February 1925, vas found necessary because of the 

failure of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 to control contraband 

trade ing and abuse of, narcotic fAubgtances. The Contracting Parties 

felt convinced that the contraband trade in and abuse of these 

substanOes could not be effectively suppressed except by bringing 

about a more effective limitation of the production and manufacture 

of the substancesq and by exercising a'closer control and supervi- 

sion of the international trade, than were provided for in the 

Hague Opiun Convention of 1912. Therefore, the object of this 

Convention was to bring about a more effective limitation of the 

production or manufacture of narcotic substances by exercisinm a 4=0 

19 closer control raid supervision of the international trade. This 

Convention consisted of seven chaptersg viz. 

Chapter I Definitions 

Chapter II Internal Control of Raw Opium 

a and Coca Leaves 
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Chapter III 
. 

Internal Control of Ifonidadtured 

Drugs 

Chapter IV Indian Hemp 

Chapter V Control of International Trade 

Chapter VI The PermaneAt Central Board* 

Chapter VII General Provisions. 

Article 36 of the Convention provided that the Convention 

would not come into force until it had been ratified by ten Powerst 

including seven of the states by which the Central Board was to be 

appointed in pursuance of Lrticle 199 of which at least two must be 

permanent members of the Council of the Leaguq. This Convention 

came into force on September A0.5,1928. 

(b) Am Analysis of the Convention 

(i) The Scope of the Convention 

On analysis, it appears that it made special provisions for 

domestic control of raw opiumt coca leaves and manufactured drqgs, ' 

'and control of international trade in same. Such provisions-were 

obviously necessary for controlling 
.. 

surplus and illegitimate produc- 

tion of drugsp whether raw or manufactured. In other wordsl I this 

Convention indicated that the control-structure had two aspects: 

(a) domestic and (b) international. The importance of domestic 

control of drugs it-as recognised by the Hague OpiUM Convention of 
4 

1912 in Lrticles 1,29 99 10 and 11, 'but the present Convention 
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fts an improvement upon the Hague Convention in. that it devised 

more definite measures of control ( Articles 2,30,6 and 7)- 

In Article 2 of this Convention tile Parties undertook to review 

periodically and to strengthen as required the laws and regulations 

on the subject uhich they had enacted in virtue of Article 1 of 

the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 or of the present Couvention. 

This Convention also made provision for the internal contrýl of 

coca leaves by limiting the number of toums, ports or other locali- 

ties through which the export or *import of coca leaves was to be 
20 

permitte o such provision for internal control -was made in 

the 1ýhgue Opium Convention of. 1912. 

A special chapter uras devoted to Indian Hemp. This iýras the 

first convention to recognise Indian Ilempt as an internationally 

recognised drtt. This was done primarily on'the report of the 

sub-commiitee 'F'. 21 The ghvernment of India ims in full sympathy 

with the proposal to bring Indian Romp under international 

control. 
22 In fact, the government of India had taken steps to 

control the traffic in Indian Hemp before this matter was discussed 

at the Second Geneva Opium Conference. Mention should also be made 

that the delegates of Egypt and Turkey took considerable initiative 

to bring this drug under international control. JUso# although the 

i1ague Opium Convention recognised that all dangerous drurrs should be 

brought under control79 it failed to establish any international 

agency entrusted with the task of examining the properties of new 

drugsp and giving expert opinion as to whether or not a now drug 

should be hrour..,, ht under control. This Ccnvention*v in Articles 
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8 and 10p devised a procedure by. which the quality of a drugt i. e., 

whether or not it should be categorised as a dangerous drug for 

the purpose of international control, would be determined by the 

Health Committee in consultation with the Pemanent Committee of the 

Office international d'Hygiene publique in Paris. In the event of 

the Health Committee finding, that any narcotic substance, to which 

this Convention did not-apply, was liable to abuse and productive of 

ill-effects, comparably with the substances to which chapter III of 

this Convention applied, the said Committdo was to inform the Council 

of the League accordinglyp and reco=end that the provisions of the 

Convention be applied to any such drut The League Council would then 

communicate the recommendation to the Contracting Parties. Any Contract- 

inty Party uhich was prepared to xcept the recommendation -%.: as required W 

to notify the Secretary-General of the League, who would inform the 

other Contracting Parti es. 
23 As stated earlier, 

24 
although the 

responsibility for the application of Article 10 apparently rested 

upon the IxIalth Cormiittee, an initiative in this matter could be 

taken by a government, or even by the Opium Advisory Co=ittee or 

the Council/ Assembly of the League. Iforeoverv. until the Opium 

Advisory Co=iittee gave its recommendation, 
25 it was not quite clear 

vIlether or not. the procedure as devised by Axticle 10 of the Conven- 

tion was equally applicable to 'synthetic drugs'. 
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(ii) Tll, 3 Creation of the Jýormanent Central Board 

Chapter VI of the Convention was devoted to the Permanent 

Central Boardq which was created for the purpose of international super- 

vision of the drug industry, In accordance with Article 24 of the 

Conventi on, this Board was created to watch continuously the course of 

international trade. It was authorised to do so by obtaining from 

various countries statistical infonnation on production, manufacture, ' 

stocks etc. and also bý ascertaining estimates of world requirements 

of drugs from the Sup I arvisory Body. 26 In the case of .. any unsatisfac- 

,P 

tory situation in any country concerning accuinulation of, mid -traffic 

in, druggtthe Board iras given the right to call the attention of the 

governments of all the Contracting Parties, and of the Council of 

the Lcagueq to the matterv and to recor, =cnd that no further exports 

of the substances covered by the present Convention, or any of them, 

should be made to the country concerned until the Board reported that 

it was satisfied with the situation in that country in regard to the 

said substances. In accordance with Article 25 of this Convention, 

it was the friendly right of any of the Contracting Parties to draw t: ) 
i the attention of the Board to any matter which appeared to require 

investigation provided that this article was not construed as in any 

way extending -6he powers of the Doard. 

(iii) The Creation and Implementation of fbe System of 

Import Certificates and Export Authorisation 

This vas one of the strikinrr innovations of the 6 
I= 

Geneva Convention of 1925- Each Contracting Party vas required to 
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obtain a separate import certificate for each importation of any 

of the substanccs covered by the present Convention. Thisp iA 

fact, was the new direct method of controlling international trade 

in drugs. An import certificate stated the qutuatity of drugs to 

be imported and the names and addresses of the importer and exporter. 

Such a qertificate specified the period within uhich the importation 

would be effected. 
27 

On the other handl each Contracting , Party 
I 

required a separate export authorisation for each exportation of 

any of the substances to which this Convention applied. Such an 

authorisation stated the quantity to be exported and also -,,, -he names 

and addresses of the exporter and importer. 28 Li terms of, A. rticle 13P 

paragraph 2, lb.:! Contracting Partyt before issuing such an export 

authorisation required an import certificat, 6--ig issued by the 

government of the importing country ceTiifying that the importation 

was approved, and such evidence was to be produced by the person or 

establishment applying for the export authorisation. The export tý 

authorisation specified the period within idifeli the exportation 
d 

-viras required t6 be effected, and also stated the number and date of 

the import certificate and the authority by %ýhom it had been issued. 29 

As a proof of the authenticity of the transaction, a copy of the 

export authorisation accompanied the consignmentl and the govern- 

ment issuing the export authorisation vas required to send a copy of 

it to the government-of the importing country. The governmont of the 

importing country was required to return the export authorisation 

to the government of the exporting country vith an, endorsement dec- U, 

laring when the importation had been effected. or iihen the period 
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fixed for the importation had expired. Such endorsements also 

specified the amount actually imported. 30 Sould, however, a 

quantity less than that specified ba the export authorisation have 

actually been exportedg the competent authorities in the country 

concerned were required to note the quantity actually exported on 

, 31 the export authorisation and on any official copy thereof. In 

order to prevent unauthorised or excessive accumulation of drugsp 

Arti6le 13P paragraph 7 provided that if a Covornment wish ed to 

export a consignment to any country for the purpose of preserving 

that quantity in a bonded warehouse in that country, a special certi- 

ficate from the government of that country approving the introduction 

of the consignemnt for the purpose of warehousing might be accepted 

by the government of the exporting country in the place of the import 

3ý 
0 certificato. In such a casep it was required to specify on the 

export authorisation that the quantity was to be exported for the 

purpose of being placed in a bonded warehouse 033 

The system of import certificates and export authoriuations, 
I 

as described aboveg was novel. The application of this system was 

not however made compulsory for the Contracting Parties t nor had it 

any universal application. According to Article 18 of the Convcntiont 

if any Contracting Party found it impossible to apply any provision of 

this Chapter to trade with another country by reason of the fact that 

such country was not a yarty to this Convention, such Contracting, Party 12 

would nnly be bound to apply the 'provisions of this Chapter so far Ls 

the circumstances permitted* Sol the door to unrestricted trade in drags 

0 

4,; �. 
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remained open for the non-Contracting Parties to this Convention. 

This Convention also failed to make any provision for taking vaiy 

non-contracting party to task if it deliberately indulged in 

illicit traffic in drugs, Thus, 
. 

tic system of import certifi- 

cates and export authorisations was not applicable between non- 

contracting partiesp and in the case of trade between a Contracting 

Party and a non-contracting party, the former was bound to apply r3 I 
the provisions of this chapter (chapter V) only in so far as the 

circunstances permitted. 
34 Foriunately however most of the countries 

that produced, manufactured and consumed drugs became parties to 1.2 
this Convention almost iL. =ediately. 

35 The countries i..,, hich did not 

become parties to the Convention iDmediatcly wereq Afghanistan, 

Albaniaq Chinap Ethiopia, Guatemala, Iceland, Iran# Liberiag Mexico, 

Nicaragua, Panamay Perut Saudi Arabia and the United Statos of 

Americap36 and the reasons for their refusal to accept this Conven- 

tion promptly were obvious- they jealouzly guarded their economic 

inýerest. On the other hand, it may be reiterated that this Coliven- 

tion ims not meant to be a truly universal convention. 

(iv) The Control of Imternational Trade 

Chapter V of this Conyention dealt with the programme 

for the control of i; lternational*trade in drugs. Apart from the 

provisions contained in this chapter, Lrticles 5 and 7 of the 

Convention also referred to the control of international trade in 

drugs. In terms of Article 5p the Contractino- Parties were asked 
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to enact effective laws or regulations to limit exclusively to 

medical and scientific purposes, the manufacturaq importf sale, 

distributionj export and-use of the substances vhich had been 

referred to in Article-4 of this Convention. The Contracting 

Parties were merely required to co-operate with one cýnothcr to 

prevent the use of these substances for any other purpose. Theyl 

in accordance with Article 7 of the Conve ntionp wore also ri equired 

to take measures to prohibit as regards their internal trade, the 

delivery to or possession by any 'anouthorisod person of the substan- 

ces to which this chapter'applied. In factq these were mere repoti- 

tions of the provisions of taticle 9 of the Hague Opiun Convention 

of 1912* 

Since a compulsory control-programae was necessaryl the inno- 

vation of import certificates and export authorisations was a land- 

mark in the technique of controlling international trade in drugs. 0 

The wider aspect of the control-progra=e was devised in Articles 

14,15,16 and 17 of the Convention. In order to ensure the full 

applIcation'and. enforcement of the provisions of this Conventiong 

the Contractkag Parties undertook to apply the same laws and 
'regula- 

tions in-free ports and free zones situated within their territoriesp 

and to exerei'se therein the sa=e supervision mid control in respect 

of the substances covered by the Conventiong ds in other parts of 

their territories. 37 The Contracting Parties were not prevented 

from applying more drastic measures in respect of the substances 

covered by the Convention, in their free ports and free zones# -than 

in other parts of their territories. In accordance with Article 15* 
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no consignment of any of the substances covered bv th*s Convention, 

which was to be exported from one country to another, should have 

been permitted to pass throu,, -:, h a third countryt whether or not it 

was rem6hred from the ship or conveyance in which it was being transported, 

unless the copy of the expbrt authorisation ( or the diversion certi- 

ficate)38 wlAch accompanied the consigmuent had been produced: to the 

competent authorities'of that country. The provisions of this 

Article were not however applicable to transportation of the subs- 

tances by post. No consigment of*aliy of the substances covered by 

this Conventiont which had been placed in a bonded warehousev could 

be withdraim from the warehouse unless the required im., port certificate 

issued by the government of the country of destination had been produced 

to the authorities having, jurisdiction over such a warchouse. Any uch : 31 s 

consignment while passing in transit thrýoucrh tbe territories of any 

Contracting Party or whilst being stored there in a bonded marehouse 4ý 

should not be subject to any process which would alter the nature of 

the substances in question or without the pemission of the com, )etent 
39 

authorities, the packing. However, the provisions of control of 

international-trade in drugs under this Convention were not obligatory. 

According to Article 18 of the Conventionp should a. -Contracting Party Cý U 

have found it impossible to apply any provision of this cbapter 

chapter V) to trade ifith a-non-contractinct partyv the Contracting 

Partyt under such a si-Cuationg would be bound only -to apply the provi- 

sions of the chapter in so far as the circumstances permitted. Conse- 

quentlyq such a provision iras destined to fail in controlling international 
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trade in drugs on a univorsal basis, In its report of January 290 19259 

Sub-Co=ittee IEI also pointed out that it was recognised t1lat the 

requirement -of an import certificate can be applied only 

in the case of export to countries which are parties to the Conven- 

tion or, at leastp accept the import certificate system.. The 

Government of an exporting country will not be compelled to require t2 

the production of an import certificate in respect of expor 
i 
ts to a 

country which is outside the Convention and does not agree Jo 

furnish such certificates. It ib to be understood that in these 

cases the principle above mentioned will not apply, but at the same 

time a moral obligation will rest on the Government of the exporting 

country not to allow the export of the substances in excessive 

quantities to countries which decline to furninh import certi- 

ficatca and to co-operate In the systerl of international control 

and which in some cases are known to be centres of the illicit 

traf f ic, 11 40 In fact, in, his Scheme and Expos6 , the British dele- 

gate proposed that all countries would be invited to become parties 
d 

to the agreementt whether or not manufacturing the drtig or producing 

the raw material at that time. 
41 

The French and U. S. delegates 

also proposed that the import and export certificate system and the 

Convention must be universally applied* Opposition arose for 

three reasonst viz. (a) that it would entail employment of a large 

number of officials; (b) that a stricter system of control would not 

force the producing countries to limt, their production to a great 

extents On the contraryv a worse situation might result from itj 

because if restriction would really be the resultt prices would rise 
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and the clandestine trade would consequently show more activity, 

and (c) that a great deal of illicit trade arises from the invisible 

traffic uhich would not be hit by this stricter measure of control 

and would actually be stimulated by, it, 
43 

However, despite all oppositionp the Convention moved a long 

way in its mission to control the illicit traffic in drugs. As a 

deterrent to the illicit traffic, the Contracting Parties in article 

28 ogreed that the breaches of the laws or regulations by which the 

provisions of the present Convention were enforced, would be punish- 

able by adequate penalties includingp in appropriate cases, the 

confiscation of Vae substances concerned. 

The Problems Dicountered in Forriulcatinrr 
. 6, 

this Convention 

The Geneva Canvention, was a landmark in the history of 

control of the traffic in narcotic d3L-ur,, rs, However, it seems 

necessary to consider the problems which *. were faced or raised 

by different nations in formulatinIg this Convention. A consider- 

ation of these problems will-enable a more ligical evaluation of 

the functional effectiveness of the Convention. 

Problems of Definition of Drugs 
a. _ 

Sub-Committee IV vas entrusted with the task of 

examining a niuziber of points, e. g. the definitions contained in 
U 

chapters I and 1119 and also the justification of application of 
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the provisions of the Convention to various toxic substances. 

This Sub-Coimnittee took as a basis of its invostigation the text 

of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912. As for examplej whereas the 

U, S, proposal supported that ccgoninel which is a secondary raw 

material in the manufacture of cocainey-shoul(I have been included 

in Id-rugs', all other delegates found it adpropriate to bring such 

substances under the provisions adopted for the manufacturelof and 1 
44 

traffie in in 'noxious drugs. ' Howeverg discussion on this point 

was confined to the use of terms. No alteration was made which would 

have weakened the definitions given in the 11ague Opium Convention 

45 (chapter III) . Againt the U. S. delegate used the word 'derivatives' 

in most of'the articles. Sub-Committee IF' decided to reject this 

Iford since, in its opinion, if the expression was not limited 

exclusively to the dan. -arous derivatives aimed at by the Conventiong 

which were already linown or might be discoveredt this expression 0 

would constitute in the case of some of those derivatives a serious 
It6 

technical error. The Sub-Conuaittee (lid, howevers find justification 

in t1je. statement made by the Germin delegate th: at the word 'heroin' 

could not stand by itself in the text of the Convention, since "it 

vras the property of the commercial firm and had not come into public 

use; it was theref6re found desirable to refer to this product by its 

chemical name of diacetylmorphine. 11 47 

With this may be'considered the question of exemption of certain 

substancest which was raised by different members. The Spanish 

delegatet particularlyv wished to introduce. a libt of preparations 

by namev shoving the products which would or imuld not be affected by 

this Convention. Tlieý, Sub-Co=itteet however, found that it would. be 

ve, ry dif f. icult to establish I liraitative listst. The Belgian delegate 
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propoved exemPtion of narcotic alkaloids on the grounds that, 

because of their medicinal and 
ýOmplex 

composition, they could not 

lead to the formation of dangerous'habits. 48 
On the other hands 

the Minority Report of Sub-Committeo IF' pointed out that the 

deletion of the word I derivatives' would make accurate accounting 

impossible with regard to the disposition of consignments of opium. 

According to this Report, 11 If derivatives of the raw material are 

not accounted forp the effectiveness of any convention which may 

be concluded would . be seriously impaiked. 11 49 

(ii) Absence of consensus in brinaing aýont a nore 

effective ji-, jitation of the-production or 

manufacture of rnrcotic substances 

The Contracting Partiesp in the Preamble to the 

Conventiong not only mentioned that they ifere convinced that the 

trade in abuse of these substances could not be effectively suppres- 

sedl except by bringing about a more effective limitation of the 

production and/or manufacture of the substances, but alsorealised 

that such limitation and control required the close co-operation of 

all the Contractin,, r Parties. It was only in Article 5' 50 
of this 

.7 
Convention ( i. c. t the 1925 Convention) that the Contracting Parties 

undertook to enact effective laws or regulations to limit production 

and/or manufacture of drugs exclusively to medical and scientific 

purposes. Sincelno criterion could be devised to determine the 
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amount of drugs necessary for a Contracting Party for medical and 

scientific purposesl such a provision van vague and ineffective on 

its own, Moreoverl according to the provision of this articlep the 

Contracting Parties were to co-operate with one another to prevent 

-the use of those substances for any other purposes. but no machihei7 

for international supervision concerning this matter was establisile(l. 

The question of limiting the manufacture and/or production 

of dxWs was not discussed at this Conference, and this in fact, led 

to the vithdraii-al of China 51 
and the United States of knerica, 

The U. S. delegate presented two proposals concerning limitation of 

production and/or manufacture of drugs, viz. 

III* If the purpose of the ITRgue, Opi= Convention is to be 

achieved to its spirit and true intent, it must be 

recognised that the use of opium products for other than 

medicinal and scientific purposes is an abuse and not 

legitimate. " 
k 

112. In ortler to prevent the abuse of these drugsq it is 

necessary to c3ýercisc -the con-l, rol of the production ol 

raw opi-am-in such a manner that there will be no surplus 

available for non-medicinal and nonfscien-tific purpoces 
52 

In order to give effect to"the proposals submitted by the 

U. S. delegate the Op I ium Advisox7 Committee reco=c. nde d 53 to the 

Council of the League. the advisability of inviting the gover=ents tu Cý 

of the various drug producing countriesq including the governments 

having territories in which the use of prepared opium was tempora- 
54 

rily continued in accordmice i,. rith the provisions of chapter II 
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of the Hague Opium Convention of 1910", and the gover=ent of the 

Republic of China to enter into negotiations with a view to reaching 

an agreement on the questions of limitation of production and/or 

manufacture of drugs. Unfortunatelyq no compromise or agreement 

could be reached and the proposal was dropped altogether. It may 

be interesting to point out the divergence of opinions which stood 

in týi way of reaching an agreement on this matter. The Lidian 

representative made a reservation to the U. S. proposal by saying 

that 11 the use of raw opiump according to the established practice 

in Indiat and its production for such use, are not illegitimate k. ý 

under the Conventiono,, 55 The delegates of Australia, Austria and 

Cuba were of the opinion that in order to avoid the incidence of 

drug-abuselthe production or the growth of raw materials in all 

countries which (lid not at that time produce poppy or coca leaf 

should be prohibited. Indeed Sub-Co=Littce ID1 had passed the 

following resolution: 

The Coi=ittee realised that this proposition imposed'a , 

very heavy ohligation on non-drug-producing countriesp butj 

as restriction of production was the only practical method 

of combating the evilq agreed to the Australian proposal in 

principle but on the following conditions: 

111. that the producing countries agreed to reduce 

their production; 

112. that the interests of the consuming countries 

vere fully prbtected in the matter of their 

obtaining adequate supplies to meet their 



. reasonable requirements ýor medical and scientific 

purposes., 156 

Although this resolution was accepted by the producing a 

countriesq the conditions laid down by Sub-Committec IDI 

were not acc6ptable to them. Meanwhilej problems were posed by 

the coca leaf producing countries. To take one examplej Sub- 

Committee ICI after having considered the information supplied by 

the Bolivian delegate regarding the innocuous use of coca leaves 

by the Bolivians came to the concludioa that It the limitation 

of the production of coca leaves to the amount necessary for medical 

and scientific purposes cannot be realised, as it would imply the 

absolute prohibition of the harmless consumption of coca leaves 

in several South American states. 'In Java -this limitation oi the 

production of coca leaves would also be inadvisable as it would 

imply the extirpation of all coca thrubs used byltho natives as 

living hedgesp the leaves of which . are never consumed nor exported. 
07 

In such'a situatfion, the possibility of any consensus concerning 

limitation of the, production or manufacture of narcotic substances 

was very distant. 58 

(iii) Problems in Beciirirffr, -the Universal Lplication 

of this Convention 

The universality of the opiun and narcotic problems had 

been recognised by both the Shanghai Commission of 1909 ana the 

Hague Opium Convention of 1912. Unfortunately, the attempts made 

on both occassions for international action in this field. met with 
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limited success. Although the Preamble to the Geneva Convention of 

1925 confidwitly reiterated that It thin humanitarian effort irill 

meet with unanimous adhesion of the nations concerned, " the diver- 

sity of opinions was soon' revealed at the Conference. The British 
ýq 

delegate, in his Scheme and Expose submitted to the Opium Preparatory 

Committee proposed that all countries would be invited to become 

parties to the agreemento whether manufacturing the drug or producing 
60 

? 
the raw material'at that time or not. This proposal was made with 

a view to limiting the manufacture of drugs and also to estimating 
I the werage annual consumption for medical and scientific purposesl 

with a sufficient margin for contingeriies. In an attempt to imple- 

ment the plang the British delegate even went on to suggest that 

in the case of states which "-supplied no figures as an estimate 

of their requirem-entsl, the amount would be assessed by the League of 

. 11 
61 

0 Ihis objective, with Nations The League's efforts to attain 

the assistance of the Permment Central Board and the Supervisory 

Body had not been totally successful. In terms of article 21ýof the 

Conventiong the estimates were not to be regarded as binding on the 

government concernedq but would be for the purpose of serving as 

a guide to the Board in the discharge of its duties. Again, Article 

18 of the Convention stipulated that in thý case of any Contracting 

Patty finding it impossible to 1; apply any provision of this Chapter 

to trade with another. country by reason of the fact that such coUntgry 

is not a party to the present Convention, such Contracting, Party 

vill, only be bound to apply the provisions of this Chapter so far as 
62 

the circumstances pemit. " 
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One 6f the reasons for having a Convention with such favourable 

conditions was expressed in tho Scheme-and Expose' of tho French 

delegate in which he-stated, inter aliat that the 11 Convention must 

be easily acceptable by all the countrieng for othervise the induztry 

would merely be transferred to the non-signatory states and would 

thus escape international control .,, 
61 

At the time the Convention 

was drafted it was not only deemed impossible to control the export 

of 1. Aw material fron moirt, of the exporting countriesq but also there 

was little hope for its implementation in those countries within a 

short time. To this must be added the fear of the manufacturing 

and exporting countries that they would be cxl)osed to discuBsion of 

the limitation of their rights of. manufactureýand exportotion and 

also to unwelcome conditions of business. 
65 

Moreover, the countries 

were not prepared to respect the authority of the Leaguo in the matter 

of supervision of the control of drugs, 
66 

nor was it possible for the 

League to imposo awf penal sanctions upon a recalcitrant country. 

The other aspect of the problem was concerned with the question 

of alternative source of income and employment particularly in those 

countries for which manufacture and/or production of drugs was 

vital to their economy. Sub-Committee IBI took this point into 

accountp and suggested the appointment of a Co=ission for further 

study conceminLcr this matterg but unfortunately no unanimous approval 

to this proposal couljI be obtained. 
67 

Howevert the question of substi- 

tuting for the production of druggs and the development of other 

natural resources has received the serious attention of the U. N. 

Narcotics Comission. 
68 

In faci, the lack of initiative by the 
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states to enact effective laws or regulations for the control of 

the production and distribution of raw opium and the suppression 

of its abusive use, may be largely attributed to this factor. The 

proposal for stringent regulations was suggested by the Indian 

delegate to Sub-Comitteo tBI but unfortunately did not attain 
69 

unconditional acceptance by most of the countries and in view of 

the fact that vome of the participating countries maintainod 

their o-wn ideas as to regulations and control, tho Conmittee jras 

unable to arrive at'any agreement. 
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C, TIM, AGRE-UNT CONICERNMG THE 

SUPPRESSION OF CPMl SMOKING. 193,70 

(a) Tntroduction 

Under Article XII of the Geneva Agreement on 

Opir-40 1925 the Signatory states had undertaken to review from time 

to time the position with regard to the application of chapter II 

of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 and also of the Geneva Agree- 

ment. This Conference-on the Suppression of Opium Smoking was 

therefore convened in fulfilment of the promises of the parties 

concerned. 

It is perhaps necessary to reiterate that this 

Agreement was concerned with the suppression only of opium smoking 

in the Far Eastern countries, especially because of the intensity 

of the problem in that part of the world. Howeverg such a Conference 

wa3 helpful in many -trays, viz. 9 

(i) it uas important that public opinion should be 

based on accurate lmowledqe of what was happening 

in each country and of the difficulties which each 

country faced; 

(ii) 1moitledge of one another's experience would be 

helpful to the participants; and 

a new conference would enable a review of the, 

situation. I 
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I 
In order to review the situation, the participating coutitries 

wdre given opportunity to make short stitments emphasising certain 

aspects of the situation in their respective territories. State- 

ments were also made by coimtries which had some interests or. 

some role in the suppression of opium smoking in the Par Eastern 

epwitries. These statements did not, hoveverp show much improvement 

in the situation in Burma and Siam. The Siamese government signed 

the 1925 Agreement with a reservation to paragraph 3P sub-division 

of Article I which provided- that " the system of employing 

persons paid by a fixed salary and not by a commission on sales for 

-the retail sale apd distribution of onium shall be applied experi- 
I 

mentally in those districts where cai effective supervision can be 

71 
exercised by the administrative authorities. ' The Siamese govern- 

ment also made a reservation to Irticle V of of the Geneva Agreement 

of 1925 which prohibited the sale of dross excepting to a goveni- 

raent monopoly. One of the reasons. for such a reservation was that at 

the time the 1925 Agreement had been preparedt this government was 

contemplating the introduction of the system of registrationt licen- 

sing and rationing. All smokers were supposed to be registered by 

a certain datet and the government conteraplated a complete abolition 

of opim smoking provided of course it had bffective control over the 

supplies. At the Conference, & Siamese delegate expressed the 

intention of his crovernment to implement this contemplated control 

system 19289 and consequentlyt it did not deem it necessary or 

desirable to accept provisions in the 1925 Agreement which would 

6 72 
bring about a drastic change in the method of distribution. 
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Unfortunately, the situation with regard to poppy cultivation 

had not improved by 1927; on the contraryt_ large quantitie. 9 of 

opium were available for smuggling into Siam, and the nature of 

its land and sea frontiers rendered impossible an effective control 

of smuggling. The Siamese governmentj thereforet instead of making 

any further attempt to implement the registration and rationing 

I system, decided to postpone the bringing into force of its 
i 

regis- 

tration laws. It also notified the League of its decision to withdraw 

the reservations which had been made to Articles I and V of the 

'73 Geneva Agreement of 1925, 

The failure of the Si=cse government to gain effective 

control over opium smoking may be attributed to economic factors, 

namelyp shortage of government shops owing to paucity of funds. The 

geographical condition and the lack of reliable persons to take 

responsibility for such shops were also contributory to such failure., 

What however was noticeable was the desire of the govemuent to 

su, )press the evil. It seems necessary to give a brief account of 

the opium smoking situation in the countries concerned, 

'A Brief Account of the Opium-Smoking, Situation 

in Vie Countries ln -the Par East 

(i) Burma 

The case of Burma was. presented, by the Indian delegate. Burma 

followed a closed register system, ioa. p prohibiting the consumption 
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Of opium by any Burmese not on the regiater. It was 'thought that 

at the death of all smokers total prohibition Of opi= smoking 

would come into effect. Tho. scheme however did not ricet with 

success, mainly for three reasonst namely, (a) failure of a largo 

number of addicts to got themselves registered; (b) belief in the 

efficacy of opium as a cure for various diseases and hence procure- 

ment of same even by illicit means; and (c) non-applicability of 

the'scheraie to the non-Burmese population so that there was a. hi I gh 

demand for opium from them, 

The Commission of tnquiry which was set up to study-'the opium 
75 

situation in the Far East recoumiended a complete registration, 

licensing and rationing of consumers and also a reduction in retail, 

prices in order to compete with smugglers. The register i-ns'to be 

kept open, and'in all aspects of sale and distribution a government 

monopoly unas to be eatiblishcd*76 The Indian delegate however 

pointed out that the sitiiation in Burma uas di. fferent from that of 

in other parts of the Par Eastern territories. The retail prices 

in Burma were already considerably below those in force in other 

parts of that region. As there was a market in Burma for smur,, rglcrs 

for selling opium to those who were not on the register or those who 

wanted more than the amount they were allowed to buy at government 

shopst the price of such smuggled opium had tended to be higher 

than that of government opium. Consequentlyt the pricing policy 

which had been in exivtence in Burma made excessive cons=ption of 

opium "a very expensive luxury'll and therefore, the Indian delegate 

eriphasised that the g0vernment of Burma could not altogether subscribe 

to the observation macle by the Colamission of Enquiry that 
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" the policy of attempting to limit the demn, 3d for opium 

and suppress the illicit traffic by high prices for Government opi= 

has had the effect of making smuggling very profitable and 4as proved 

a failure.. 77 Nevertheless, the policy suggested by the Co=ission 

of Enquiry combined with strict control over cultivdtion and distri- 

bution and an efficient custo= administration produced. significant 

results in other parts of the Far Eastern territories, As regards 

smoking establishmentsg the government of Buma did not co6ider the 

recommendation that the governmont retail shops should be merGed 

into government-oimed amcking establishments to be a practical one 

primarily because the smokers were scattered all over the province 

and a considerable number of them lived at a distance from the shops. 

Owing to the intensity of the problemp the government of Burma 

emphasised that no general formula of suppression of opium-smoking 

would be applicable to that area. It wis for this reason that that 

government did not consider useful tLe proposal of educational propa- 

ganda in schools against prevention of opium-smoking . on the 

coArarypit strofigly opposed the cancellation of the exception to' 

Article VII of the Geneva Agreement of'1925. A great majority of 

the opium consumers who were immigrants in Burma ( mostly Chinese and 

Indians) ace'ording to the Burmese government would not'have the benefit 

of that propaganda in schools, while a considerable number of the 

indigenous populationwho were op ium consumers did not have formal 

education at recognised. educational insii'tutions. 78 As a remedy, the 

government of"Burma recommended re-opening of the rogisters for addictst 

and also lowering the govermment price'of opium even furthar in order 
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to bring the government opitm into direct competition with saw. gglea 

opium. The government of Bu=a starte'd implementing this in Bnma 

alonel on an experimental basia. 

It appeared from the report. of the Indian delegate that the 

problem of opium-smoking was very serious in Durmaq and had taken a 

different pattern from that prevalent in other parts of the Far East, 

Thereforeq regulatory and control measures which were applicable to 

the Par East in general, would not have been so applicable to Burma. 

The government of Burma bowever recognised the gravity of the situ- 

ation and supported both national and international action for the 

suppression of the evil. 

(ii) 

Upon ratification of the Geneya Agreement of 1925 the Japanese 

goveriruent adopted more stringent measures of control not only over 

indiv-idual omokers but also over the distribution of opium in general 

in Formosa. BY adOPting the system of licence, the nuaber of smokers, 

was greatly reducedt79 and all secret SmOkers who had their supplies 

from illicit sources had been detected* The system of compulsory 

treatmentl. of the opium smokers was found to be an offective. mensurep 

and a [; reat ni=ber of such addicts had been treated within the expori- 

mental periOdt which 'Was one year. 
80 

The Formosan government had 

also adopted a chemical test for the purpose of detection of unlicensed 

opi= smolcerso On the administrative sidet the government had revised 

numerous administrative measuresp especially those related to the 

system of distribution of prepared opi=. Every s-moker was allotted 
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to designated retailersp and any liccusik smoker desirous of 

obtaining opium outside the area of his habitual residence was 

required to produce his licence together with a police certificate 

specially authorising him to do so. The gover=ent had also increaedd 

the police forces both in the customs and other such areas where 

smuggling had been a regular feature. 

Kwantuna-Leased Territory 

The government of the above territory had also made 

efforts to suppress the evil. This government had adopted regis- 

tration and rationinr;,, systems for controllintfr, the habit of opium 

smokinge It also made arraugements for the treatment of habitual 

and curable smokers at goverment hospitalsc However, one of the 

remarkable steps taken by this government was the anti-opium 

propaganda through-various social organisations which aimed, inter 

aliav at instruction in schools to counter the habit of opiun smoking. 

Howevert the geographical situation of Kwanituig posed., 

special. difficulties for its government in solving this problem, 

r1rantung was one of the gateways into Manchuria and, thereforeq 

left the door open to the coolies who were habitual opium smokers. 

Sometimes these coolies outnumbered the permanent pobulation of 

Nvantung. 
81 

0 
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The British p088ossions in -the Par Eant 

The British delegate contended that th6 government of 

the United Kingdom had effectively applied the provisions of the 

Geneva Agrecment of 190-5 concerning this aspect of the problem. He 

also confirmed that his government was prepared to gi've most careful 

and sympathetic consideration to any proposals for securing more 

effective control that might be made , at the Conference. 82 T110 two 
i 

most important British Possessions affected vere Halaya anýl Hong KoriLf,,, t I L* 

and: a brief su=vtry of the existing situation in those two areas is 

given below. 

f 

As a follov-up of the 1925 Conference, the system of 

registration of addicts and rationing of supply had been adopted. 

The incidence of drug-traffiching in Malaya could at one time be 

largely attributed to the immigration of Chinese population. By 

1931 the immigrant population had declined sharply owing mainly to 

the aepression in trade. The intensity of illicit traffic in drugs 

varied considerablY in different areas of Malayaq and this matter was 

left to the Conference for consideration. Rovever, the measures taken 

by the authorities in Malaya for securinc, information ( tabulation W 

and analysis of sales) paved the way for furth6r improvement. Since 

the problem was a deejý-rooted oneq the authorities, despite their 

desire -to eradicate it, had been considering only gradual and 

effective measures of suppressing drug-abuse. 
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Hong Konf, 

According to the statement of the British delegate, the 

situation in Hong, Kong vas not encouraging at all. Tho reasons for 
tp 

such a situation were largely attributed to the geographical position 

of the Possession. As the incidence of the illicit traffic ia 

opiums both by land and by sea, was so high in Hon., Kongp any control 

measure appliedt would be boimd to meet with soma degree of failure. 

The authorities of the Possession estimated the quantity of smuggled 

opium at ten times, and. perhaps more, the quantity of government 

opiun sold. 
83 Chinese rajr opi= was available in large quantitiesp 

and it was made available through illicit traffic. 

The position in Malaya however was ralher encouraging. 

Efforts were made by the Straits Settlement authorities to dislodge 

the smugglers' organisationst and seizures of opium since 1924 showed 

remarkable progress. Most of the raw opium seized in Hong Kong and 

Malaya came from China and Persia* One of the reasons for such 

successt as pointed out by the British delegatet was the co-opera- 

tion between governments 11 in the interchange of infonuation as to 

the traffickers and their methodso sources of supply and so out" 
81, 

in pursuance of the recom-endation of the Opium Advisory-Committee and 

the Geneva Agreement of 1925- 

It appears that considerable improvement concerning, prohi- 

bition of traffic in opium 'was made in 11alaya after the conclusion 

of the Geneva Agreement. Howevert the British delegatet exemplifying 0 

the case of Malayal drew tho attention of the Conference to certain 

a 
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points: 

(a) tha-t efforts should not only be made to detect the illicit 

traffickers but also to punish them severely. The British 

delegate, as an example of such a policy, stated that. the 

Strait authorities in 11alpLya had not only sentenced such 

traffickers to imprisonment but also expelled them from 

the Colony; 

(b) that since it was found difficult to advance a definite 

proof to convince a court that an offence had been 

committed by a certain individualq in cases uliere illicit 

opi= was found in his porqession or under his control, it 

might be advisable to place the onus of proof on the party 

in the dock; 

(c) that smuggling iras concomitant With the high rate of 

production of oplum; 
85 

(d) that little attention had been paid to the problem of 

addiction and that this problem was to be solved by 

seeking to remove the factors whicý produced it, and also C: P 

by taking. measures to prevent the addict from returning 

to smokilIF 0,3i=. Ile also emphasised the need to educate 

public opinion on this subject, especially because in 

many cases Via habii of smoking opi= had been developed 

under the belief that opium cured diseases. The British 

delegate found support for this opinion in the report of 

the Malayan Conmittee; and 

6 
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(e) that it van necessary to concentrate on specific and 

practical =ensures, and he emphanisdd that purchases 

of raw opium were to be made under government arrange- 

mentat and that this would have a bearing upon produc- 

tion of opium, -on the illicit traffic and price fluc- 

tuations. Further, so far as possible, this trade 

was to pass through the hands of responsible firms not 

connected with the illicit traffic 086 

The French Possession!, 

French Indo-China 

The French delegate drew the attention of the Conference 

to the fact that except for its northern frontier, Indo-China was not a 

centre for the propagdtion of the opiu-A traffic nor vras it characterised 

by opi= smoking- -Tho native popidation accouated for onlY 30 per cent 

of the total number of smokers. He also pointed out that tharo would 

tL-erefore be "I practically no consumption in our territory were it 

not for certain foreign immigrants. " 87 The position on the northern 
I 

frontier however was different owinrr to the fact that in many areas of 

that part of Inao-Chinat opium was produced. It was only in those 

areas that government efforts towards provention of this evil failed. 

In order to demonstrate, their concern about the opi= problem 

the French delegate drow the attention of the Conference to 

the fact that long before the Shanghai Commission of 1909t Franco 

-ý 0, t, 
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-launched an anti-opi= cvmpaign, the main featuren of which were, 

inter aliat "a monopoly of purchasesl manufacture and sales in 

the hands of the administration y prohibition of the sale of dross, 

pro, gressive closing, of smoking establishmentsq reduction of sales IC 

in retail establishmentsp increase of prices, moral propaganda by t2 

postersy lectures and instruction in schools. " 88 The reasons for 

failure in the ; 2orthern frontier despite detailed regulations 

and strict measures of control of traffic ija opium ware attributed 

to Indo-Chinals. geographical position. It was mainly for this reason 

that the French delegate emphasised that the remedy was to be found 

in prokibition or at least in restriction, of, tke growth of the poppy, 

and not in the policy of restricting consumption. The most drastic 

prohibitionsp" ke said, n the most Draconian laws will be of no 

avail. Their only result will be to put a premium-on smuggled opium, 

which will take tile place of the lawful article. " 89 Any increase in 

the sale price of gover=ent opium would only aggravate the situation, 

because the customers in that case would resort to smuggled opium 

would would be available at a lower price* Therefore, the regio t uhich 

was powerless to stamp out smuggling by force had been coDipelledg 

as a last resort, to reduce the sale price of government opium to the 

level of sm: ugglers' opium with a view to avoiding competitiont and 

to make it a pon-profit-ible venture for tiýe amugglers. Despite all 
90 these policies and preventive measures, the flow of smuggled opium 

in the northern frontier of the Indo-China remained unabated. The 

prices charged by the regie for. opiun in Tonkin and Upper Annam were 

higher than those charged by smuggrlers, The Prench delegatep thereforep 
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emphasised that the evil should be destroyed at the root, ise., by 

prohibiting or at least by restricting -the cultivation of the poppy. 

(vi) The 
-Porttir-niese 

Possession., 

Ijacao 

The Portuguese delegate pointed out that it was 

principally the Chinese population in Macao amongst whcm opium 

smoking was prevalent. Ile also eniphasised -that the implementation 

of the provisions of the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 in Macao 

limited not only the importation of raw opiumq but also the re- 

exportation and consiinption of sarie. This system of control brought 

a substantial decrease in the importation of raw opium. Although 

Vic provisions of thc*Geneva Agreement of 1925 could not be imple- 

mented in Macao iLviediately after its conclusion owin. - to ta h 

currency of the existing contracts with the opiwn farmors, a govern- 

ment monopoly iras finally established in Macao in 1927.91 In 

accordance with the stipulation contained'in the 1925 Agreemehtp 

all imports were, to be supported by import certificatesp and raw 

opium had to be imported exclusively for local consumption. Raw 

opium and pro pared opium could'no longer beexported. A system of 

licence was introduced for retail shops and smo: cing- dens, but owing 

to the difficulties in the rationing and registration of opiiun, limi- 

tation of sale to consumers had to be achie ved by fixing a quota for 

each shop. 
92 

0 
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Despite all these efforts# the illicit traffic in opium iras 

still prevalent in Macao. Apart from the clanaestine importation 

of raw and prepared opiumt the falsification and adulteration of 

government opium had greatly hampered the work of the competent 

authorities. 
93 The Macao'government however made efforts to solve 

the problem to a certain extent by resorting to remedial measures 

such as inducing addicts to undergo treatment in hospitals ýLnd 

propaganda against opium smoking in schools. 

The Portuguese delegate emp4asised that Hacao was the only 

Portuguese colony where thý problem was foundq owing to its geo- 

graphical situation and the nature of its population, 
91, 

and that the 

suppression of this evil depended very much upon the co-operation 

of China. He also asserted that the cultivation of poppy should. not 

be allowed without restriction. Nevert4eless, he pointed out that 

the Portuguese government had giveA support to the measures and 

prov"ions of the Geneva Agreement of 1925- 

4 

The Netherltinds Indies 

The Dutch delegate pointed out that since the institution of 

the opium regle system in the latter part of the 19th century, the 

government of the Netherlands maintained as far as possible the 

prohibition area"l i.. d., the areas where the use of opium was 

totally forbidden, As a necessary condition of the regie system, 

government monopoly had been maintained, Again, as a necessary 

condition of the success of the government monopoly, a licensing and 
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rationing system had been established. Ile euphasised that the 

opium. regie in the Notherlanda Indies had been operating in the 

manner prescribed by Article VI of the Uague Opi= Conventiont io. $ 

tho It ineasures adopted in order to combat the use, of prepared opi= 

aim at total prohibition as their ultimate objective.. So long as 

total prohibition is not a matter of pradtical politicsv the mcasuresp 

including those with regard to the retail selling prices of, prepared 

opiun are intended to bring about the restriction of the ligit use 

of prepared opium, in so far as such restriction is consistent with 

the effective checking of ýllicit 'Consumption. "" The govor=cnt 

of the Netherlands not only preferred tile government monopoly scheme 

but also emphasised the need for an informed national opinion as the 

vehicle of a successful anti-opium movement. 
96 Yetp it encountered 

difficulties in implementing the government monopoly selleme success- 

fully owing to apparent contradictions in it3 policyg i. e. 9 while on 

the one hand it endeavoured to establish a perfect government mono- 

polkt on the other, it -was subsidising the private societies for 

Makin, gy the anti-opiý= movement successful. The opiuri, regic in the 

Netherlands Indiesp despite its best efforts to suppress the evil 

did not meet with success. The percentage of dross bought by the 

regie had always been low as compared with sales of opi=1.97 It was 

pointed out by the Dutch delegate that the reduction of prices to a 

low level was not the only ýay to suppress contraband tradep 98 
and 

that the possible sources of iliicl't supply from other parts of the 

world might have accounted for the failure of their domestic plem. 
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Interestingly, the Dutch delegate also pointed out that since the 

rationing and licensing system produced an enormous increase in 

smugglingg it was ultimately rcp&alCd, and he suggested that in 

view of the differing circumstances in different cowitriesl the 

decision as to when. a system of licensing and rationing of opiun 

would be introduced should be left to each government, and that 

the government of the Neiherlands did not. consider it an appropriato 

time to introduce such a system in any area under its jurisdiction. 

This, thent vas the actual-situation regarding the control of 

opiun smoking in the Far Eastern territories. At this point it. may 

be worthwhile to consider the recounendations of the Co=ission of 

Enquiry inot the Control of Opium-Smoking in the Far East, Such 11 

an effort wiould also help assess the practical difficulties encoun- 

tered by the governments concerned in enacting laws or taking other 

appropriate administrative measures. 
I 

(c) The Commission of EnquirrJnto the Control of, 

Opium-Spoking, in the Par East 

This Commission of Enquiry was set up' in accordance with the 

proposal made, by the British government to the League C6uncil, for 

the purpose of investigating on the spot the problems concerning C. I., UO 

opium-smoking and of reportind fully on the'situation. 99 The 9 

Commissiong after studying the opium-smzking situation in the countries 
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of the Far Eastp made reco=endAions on twenty different items, 

as shown below, including its suggestions as to the principal changes 

which the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 and the Geneva Opium 

Agreement of 1925 would require. 

Recommendation-1 Necessity for Concurrent Measures 

The Commission found it essential that 

all measures aiming at the gradual 

suppression of opium emoking should be 

taken concurrently and applied as progres- 

sively as circumstancea permitted. 

Recommendation-2 Scientific Research on the Opium-Smoking 

Problem. 

Recommendation-3 : Limitation aud*Control of Poppy-Culti- 

vation by Intermational Action. 

Reconmendation-4 : 

Recommendation -5 

Recommendation-6 

Heasures to Combat the Demand for Opium 

for Smokin; Purposes. 

Ileasures to Prevent Illicit Traffic* 

lleas. ures to Identify Govd=Tnent-Prepared 

Opium. 

Recomendation-7 : Control of International Trade. 

Reco=endation-8 : Reduction of Retail Price on Government 

Opium. 

Reco=endation-9 Complete Opium Monopoly for Retail 

Distribution. 

I Recommendation-10 Retailing of Opium for Cash only. 
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Recommendation -11 : Ikdsures to Control Individual 

Consumption. 

Recori-aendation-12 : Prohibition of Minors from Smoking Opi= 

Recommendation-13 
.: 

Smoking Ustablisbments. 

Recommendation-14 : Control and Disinfection of Opi= Pipes* 

Itecomeridation-15 : Control of Dross. 

Reconimendation-16 : Cire of Opi=-Smokers. 

Recormendatiorl-17 : opium Revenuo. 

Recommendation-18 : League of Nations Control Bureau in the 

Far East for Opium-Smoking Affairs. 

lleco=cndation-19 Annual Reports to the League. 

Reconmendation-20 Revision of the Hague International Opium 

Convention and the Geneva Opium Agreement. 

on an analysis it appears thatall the recommendations of the 

Comission were of a practical nature. lleco=endation No. 1 clearly 

indicated that in view of the complexity of the"problem a multi- 

remedial approach instead of a'rlono-romedial measure would be 

necessary. These recommendations aimed not only at'tlie'control of 

demand for and consumption of opiumf but also the' control of produe- 

tion, manufacture and distribution. of opium. Tlýey also aimed at 

combining the-curative aspect of opium-addiction with its preventive 

aspect. Although rccom-aendation No- 3 apparently seems to be very 

usefull. the feasiblility of replacing the cultivation of poppy by 

I. 101 
an appropriate alternative is still a vexed question. Neverthelesso 

'the recommendation that Vais problem may be solved by international 

action deserves connnendation. The Commission believed that only 
I 
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governmental control would help ascertain tile total demand for opi= 
102 

and stabilise its price. Recoamendation No- 5 suggestea certain 

measures to combat illicit traffic in opium with a view to making 

access to opium more difficult for the smokers also, Although the 

Commission recommended certain traditional measuresp viz., provision 

of additional equipment ( motor launchoo and coast guard steamers)q 

an increase in special preventive " flying squada'19 in creaýe of 

personnel etci. 9 it also emphasised the importance of close co-opera- 

tion in the preventive work, which is of utmost practical importance. 

In order to ensure close co-operation in preventive workj it recommen- 

ded that a single central intelligence bureau in every territory vhould 
103 be given auth3ri-L7 in this matterp - and that exchange of information 

concerning illicit traffic in opium would be necessary botween tLe 

countries in the Par East. It also recormended severe punishment of 
104 

opium-offenders. What however the Cozmission failed to suggest 

was the method as to how the governments concerned should have orga- 

nisea the existin-a national preventive services in'pursuance of a 

common plan. Vi practical termst the varying factors and circ=s- 

tances in each part of the Far Eastern territoriesq impeded'their 

adoption of a co=on plan in this regard. The existence of varying 

circumstances and factors, which were not comparable with'another 

countryq was appropriately pointed out by, the Portuguese delegate in 

105 his statement before the Conference. The Commission's recommendation 

on reduction of retail prices of government opium to a level suffici- 

ently low to make smuggling unprofitable ( recommendation No. 8) did not 

appear to be an effective remedial measuret unless smuggling in opiim 
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could be stopped in all parts of the world, and indeed tho Dutch 

delegate rightly observed that " the retail price to be fixed in 0 

a matter of expediency and must be considerea solely in the li, (Tht 

of local conclitions.,, 
106, Howeverp the Cournission's reconzaendation 

on registration and licensing of opiura smokers ( recommendation t2 

No. 11) deserved-unreserved supporto All the countries affected 

had unanimously supported this policyp and implemented it too,, 

wit'l-in their respective territories. Its other recom-ýendations 

which were directly concerned with the abolition of opium smoking 

viz. p prohibition of minors from smoking opiun ( recormendation No. 12), 

and the introduction of the system of compulsory smoking in public 

smoking establishments ( reconimendation No. 13) received full 

support, from all the countries concerned. Vteco=endation No. 13 

vat; however an entailment of recommendations Nos. 9 and 11. In 

order to adopt more stringent racasuresq t'A! C Co=issilon. in its 

recommendation No. 13 ( Smoking Establishments) very appropriately 

mentioned th at 11 the policy of limiting as much as possibie the 

n=abor of snioking establishments mentioned in Article IV of the 

Geneva Opium Agreement should be abandoned*" According to it, 

unless a sufficient nirber of smoking establishments had been 

openedt the authorised smokers uould be driven to illicit means to 

obtain opium for smoking purpose-st and in order to ensure effective 

control of public smqhing establsihments, it also suggested that 

such establishments should be owned and managed by the governments 

concerned. Smoking outside the government smoking establishments 

would be allowed only under very special circumstances and that alo 
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under special authorisation. Equally stringent plans had bdon 

a uggested for the control of dross including provisions for Preveyk-lo. 

ing adulteration. 
107 The Commission-however did not fail to recog- 

nise the financial implications of such a policy, and therefore 

pointed out that with the abolition of the smoking, establishments 

would no longer be required. They should therefore be planned in 

such a way that they might later b. o used for other public and social 

purpc-ýes* 
108 The revenue earnedd on opium and its dross,, as suggested 

by the Co=i. -sionj should have been appropriated against the expenses, 

and the balance if anyt allocated to preventive measures, according 

to priorities, The revenue earned on theso substances would normally 

counter-balance the expenses. 
109 

That the evil of opiwa smoking should be fought by organised 

poilic opinion and systematic propagpnda by educationt sports ana ev 

physical training was supported by all governments, and the Commission 
tv 

noted the necessity of training for prospective teachers in accord- 

unce with the local conditions. 
110 

JUthough most of the goveninientc 

concerned recognised the usefulness of such a prograz=c, and some of 

them implemented it to a certain extent, it was only the government 

of the Netherlands Indies which took active measures to create what 

may be. -called an effective public opinion and -to organise syste--atic 

propaganda concerning this matter. In, order to recognise the 

gravity of the situation in the Far Ear; t,, the Co=ission su- ested 

that the League, of Nations should have established ih the Par East 

a central bureau for the opium-smoking problem as a part of the Opium 

Section of its Secretariatj which would deal, inter alia, with questions 

or educationt propagandat scientific research , co-operation botveen 



g6vernmentst monopolies and other. issues having a direct bearing 

upon opium smoking. 
112 

The co-operation betueen the governments 

concerned and the League i,. ms to be maintained by means of annual 

reports. 
113 

(d) An Evaluation of the Agreement 

The Bangkok Conference of 1931 set another mile-stone in 

the history of international action for the suppression of smoking of, 

and illicit traffic inp opiuu. The tit"e of the Agreement indicates 

that it was concerned with a limited area of action. -Although this 

Conference was convened in fulfilment of. tbe promise of the govern- 

ments concerned as embodied in the First Hague Opium Conference and 

the Geneva Agreement of 1925, the situation in the Par Last itself 

in the 1930B warranted the convening of yet another conference. The 

gravity of the --situation led the government of the United States to 

send an observer, although this conference ifas convenedunder a. treaty 

to whic. h the United States was not a party. 
ill., 

The Commission of 

Enquiry observcdg inter alia,, that It the gradual and effective suppres- 

sion of opiua smoking requires concerted aciion on nimilar and concur- 
115 

rent lines by all governments concerned. " IýOveverq it would be 

pertinent to observe, that the areas affected by the proble-. 1 of opi= 

smoking in the Far East were all coloniesp and thereforep the adminis- 

t, ration and control of opium smoking vere in the hands of the Imperial 

Powers. Bailey suggested that the 11 European Powers had taken a lighter 
6 

view of their responsibilities to the peoples subject to their a1uinis- 

tration in Eastern Asia than to their nations in their home countries., 1116 
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Although some kind of measures f or the prevention of opium smoking 

had been. taken by most governments', it cannot be disputed that no 

measures for total prohibition of opium smoking had been tail-zcn by any 

of them. This was also pointed out by-the representative of the 

United States' g6vernraeut which had no political or economic interest 

in the opium trade and /or opium smoking in the Far Dist, when he 

stated that 11 while prepared to lend all practicable aid to measures 

directed toward suppression of the destructive vicet the Government of, 

the United States is n6t prepared to follow a line similar to, and 

concurrent witht that followed by other Governments so long as those 

other Governments elect to retain the monopoly system and are not 

willing to attempt prohibition. 11117 Me licensing and rationýing 

system proved to be effective only to a limited extent, as the pent- 

up demand-for opium consequent upon restriction of the leffitimite supply 

came to be satisfied by the illegitimate supply. 
118 Indeed, it was 

: Ecarcd that unless govemmcnts were-prepared b sell opium at a loss, 

it would be difficult to compete with the prices offered by the 

traffickerse 
119 

1-fliat however should also have been done was to enforce 

more stringent measures for the cure of the suokers, and also to apply U 

effective methods for the detection of imlicensed opiura-smoker s as 
120 

I, ras done by the goveniment of Japan. DoJ4 the British delevato aud 

the Commission of Enquiry 121 
rightly suggosted that much emphasis 

needed to be laid upon attacking the causes of addiction by means of 

propagandat cducation etc. A better cooperation bet-wreen the govern- 

ments in, exchanging accurate information concerning illicit traffic 

was also needed. Injactq in the draft prograrmaue submitted by the 
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President of the Conference it wao noted that " were the Confer-* 

ýnce to refrain from acquainting the world in this uray with the facts 

of the illicit trafficq it was to ba feared that it would be accused 

of trying to evade the obligations entered . 
into under Cie Hague 

Convention. That charge had been put forward explicitly in 19211-1925, 

and the Conference must justify to thuvvrld the attitude it was 

recommendin, g the Governments to adopt in this matter. " At this point 

the ruestion that may be posed is whether the 11ague Opi= Convention 

of 19'12 ( particularly chapter II) and the Geneva Opium Agreement of 

1925 did impose any obligation upon the governments as far as trade 

and traffic in oplura was concerned. In article 6 of the Hague Opium 

Convention the governments pledged themselves to take measures for the 

gradual and effective suppression of the manufacture of-9 and internal 

trade in and uLe of, prepared opi=. It imposed no obligation upon 

the governments and it was left to the governments to take measures 

according to the varying circutastances of each country. Articles 7 

and 8 of the Hague Opii= Convention had been superseded by articles 

I and VI of the GonevaAgreement of'1925 
122 

and yet, the anomaly 

remained because not all the signatories of the Rague Opiun Conven- 

tion. adhered to the Geneva Agreement of 1925. The principal defects 

of the Geneva Agreement of 1925 had been imported from tLe Rague 

opium Convention of 1912. It is presumably for this reason that tke 

Com-aission of Enquiry left wide the question of the additional contract- 

ual obligations ( i. e., obligations concerning stricter and more 

effective control of trade and traffic in opium and also limitation 

of the production of opium, which uoiild have a direct bearing upon 
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the opium smoking problem also) to be included in a future agreement 

concerning the suppression of opium smoking, The Commission of 

Enquiry therefore suggested that the gaps left in the Hague Opium 

Convention of 1912 and the Geneva,. Agrceraent of 1925 should have been 

filled in to attain better results in this regard. 
123 As no suitable 

basis for the limitation of production could be determined at this 

Conferencet the efforts of the governments were only succesl3ful to 

the extý-nt that it brought about some minor changes. 

a 

-: 
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D, THE CONVENTION FOR MITING THE WINUFACTIME - 

AND MMULATING TfIrs DISMBUTION Or, NARCOTIC 

DRUGS. 1231 121L 

(a) Introduction 
I 

It vas already too late for the nations to conclude 

a convention in an effort to limit the manufacture of narcotic drugs. 

The Geneva Opium Conference of 1924-1925 did not pursue the proposalt 

although the reasons for including certain provisions concerning this 

matter were existent. In factj during the interval between the 

signing of the Geneva Convention of 1925 and its ratification in 

1928p it became apparent that the smuggling of drugs was so extensiveg 

that legislation more drastic than that provided for by this Conven- 

tion would be necessary. It was also felt that the coming into force 

of the Geneva Convention of 1925 alone would be inadequate to meet 

the situation of cver-growing smuggling of drugs, because although it 

imposed a general obligation to limit the manufacture, it did not 

devise any method of achieving such limitation, 125 The Bangkok 

Coaference of 1931, although limited in scopep re-emphasised the 

necessity' Of limitation and control of poppy cultivation by interna- 

tional actiong and the Comission of Enquiry adopted a reco=endation 
126 

to this effect. The reasons for the absence of a consensus at the 

Geneva Opim Conference of 1925 on bringing about an effective limi- 

tation of the production or manufacture of narcotic suhstances have 

already been ex-plainede 
127 It should once again be emphasised that 0 

the conflict of economic interests over drugs had the following 
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characteristicap viz. (a) for some, it was a question of keeping 

the source of some extra income alive, while (b) for othersq non- 

availability of an alternative source of income necessitated their keep- 

ing the source of income alive. However, necessitas publica major 

2. st gwam privata. The Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and 

Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, 1961 ( hereinatter 

called the Limitation Convention) i-ras finally concluded in 19319 and 

came into force on July 9p 1933- 

(b) The Anatonkv of the Convention 

In the Preamble to the Convention the Contracting Parties 

declared that this Convention was concluded not only to supplement 

the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 and the Geneva Opium Convention 

, of 1925, but also to render effective 11 by international agreement 

the limitation of the manufacturo of narcotic drags to the iforld's 

legitimate requirements for medical and scientific purposes and to 

regulate. their distributionell In order to achieve these pur- 

poscst a detailed procedure was devisedv which was enumerated in 

the folloidng chapters: 

Chapter I Definitions 

Chapter II Estimates 

Chapter III Limitation of Manufacture 

Chapter IV Prohibitions and Restrictions 

Chapter V Control 
. 

Chapter VI Adainistrative Provisions 

Chapter VII General Provisions. 
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It should be mentioned that in this Convention the term 

drugs" was meant to denote not only "completely refined" but 

also 11 partly manufactured" drugs, Since the Convention was 

designed to limit the manufacture of narcotic drugsq the measures 

of limitation wore not applicable to the production of raw opiumt 

coca leavesp Indian hemp or prepared opium. This Convention did 

not prescribe for any new body, whether administrative or technical 

as such bodies had already been created by the previous drug conven- 

tions, 128 
and also because this Conventiong among other thingsq was 

designed to supplement the previous conventions. As far as the 

division of the chapters in this Convention is concernedl it may be 

observed that since the measures of control are connected with the 

procedure of prohibition, the prohibitions prescribed in chapters 

IV and V could have been combined in one chapter. A similar obser- 

vation may also be made in respect of chapters VI and VII; in many 

cases the provisions overlap. Nevertheless, this Convention very 

appropriately maintained the difference between It prohibitions" and 

"restrictions" since they are complementary. As regards settle- 

ment of disputes between the High Contracting Parties concerning 

interpretation or, application*of this Conventiong 129 the same procedureq 

as enumerated in Article 32 of the Geneva Convention of 1925 was 

maintainud. It is notewortlay that in both Conventions, provisions 

had been mde for a dispute to be referred to the Permanent Court of 

International Justice at the request of one of the Partiesq when such 

a dispute could not be settled by diplomacy, or in accordance with any 

applicable agreement in force between the Parties providing for the 
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settloment of international disputesp or ih its absenceg by 

arbitration or judicial settlement, or even where no agreement 

could be attained as to the choice of another tribunal. 130 The 

objectives of this Convention# as its title indicatest were very 

precise and indeed, this -%, as the first international conventiont 

the avowed purposes of which were to I'limitt, the manufacture and 

to 11 regulate" the distribution of narcotic drugs. Ifliether or not 

any genuine effort was made by nations to fulfil these purposes has 

been discussed in tile subsequent Sections*131 It will suffice to say 

that the Limitation Convention vas intended to be more elaborate and 

comprehensive than it appeared to be. As this Convention primarily 

supplemented the First Hague Opýum Convention of 1912 and the Geneva- 

Convention of 1925, ityas; restrictive in its aim. Whatever might 

have been the effectiveness of this Conventiong it put the nations 

to test as to whether or not they had real understanding of the 

problem of control of manufacture of an traffic in narcotic drugs, 

and as to their willingness to adopt effective measures to suppress 

drug-abusee 

(c) An Analysis of the Convention 

In order to discuss the limitative aspect of this 

Conventiong it would be advisable to refer to the interpretations 

of some of the relevant non-technical terms: 

It Manufacture" included any process of refining; 
132 
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"Conversion"' denoted the transformation of a drug 

by a chemical process, with the exception 

of the transformation of alkaloids into 

their salts; 

"Estimates" denoted not only the estimates required 

to be fiýrnished in accordance With Articles 

2 to 5 of this Convention but also the 

"supplementary" estimates; 

"Reserve Stocks" denoted the stocks of drugrrs required for: 

the normal domestic consumption of the 

-country in which they were maintained; 

conversion in that area; and 

export; 

Government denoted stocks kept under 'government 

Stocks" control' for the use of the governments 

and 'to meet exceptional circimstances. 1 

These two terms, it is obsereved# 

were misleading. All stocksj whether they 

vere, for the use of the country as a wholep 

or for the use of governments were supposed 

to be under government control. Also, the 

amount meant for export had to be deter- 

mined by a process where govemnents ifere 

directly involved; in other wordsp all 

authorised stocks were 'govcn=ent stocks't 

and any special terminology to mean I for 

the use of the goverrunent' was misleading, 
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"Export" included re-exporto except whore. the 

context otherwise required. 

From the functional point of view, this Convention may 

be analysed in five sectionst viz. (i) E stimates; (ii) Limitation 

of Manufacture; (iii) Prohibitien, Restriction and Control; 

(iv) Suppression of the Illicit Traffic in Drags.; and (v) Adminis- 

trative Provisions. 

(i) Estimates 

Each High Contracting Party undertook to furnish annually to 

the Per - manent Central Board estimates for each of the drugs to which 

this Convention was made applicable. 
133 Such estimates were required to 

reach the Board not later than lst August in the year-preceding that 

in respect of which the estimate was made. 
134 Should however any 

Iligh Contracting Party have failed to furnish an estimate by the 

specified date, an estimate wouldq so far as possibleg be furnished by 

the Supervisory Body* In terms of Article 3 of this Conventiong in the 

event of any High Contracting Party submitting supplementary estimates 

for a yearp an accompanying explanation ofýhe circumstances which 

necessitated such supplementary estimates should have been provided. 

The non-contracting parties were to be requested by the Board to provide 

estimates in accordance with the provisions of this Convention. If for 

any such country an estimate had not been furnishedp the Supervisory 

Body wAs itselft'so far as possible-, to have made the estimate. 
135 

In every case however all estimates relating to any of the drugs 
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required for domestic consumption ifere to be based solely on the 

medical and scientific requirements of that country. The High 

Contracting Parties mighi however, in addition to such stocks, create 
136 

and maintain government stocks. All estimates were to be furnished 

using the-form prescribed by the Board. Each country was required to 

show in its estimate for each drug its alkaloids or salts or of 

preparations of the alkaloids or salts: 

(a) the quantity necessary for medical and scientific needs, 

including the qu4ntity required for the manufacture of 

preparations for the export of which export authorisations 

were not requiredg whether such preparations were intended 

for domestic consumption or for export; 

(b) the quantity necessary forthe purpose of conversion, 

vhether for domestic consumption or for export ; 

(c)- the amount of the reserve stocks which it vras desired 

to maintain ; and 

(d) the quantity required for the establishment and mainte- 

nan. ce of any government stocka. 
137 

The method of arriving at the total estimate for each country, 

was the following: 

the total of the amounts specified under (a) and (b) above 

plus the amount vhich, might be necessary to bring the reserve. 

stocks and the government stocks up to the desired level or 

minus any amount by which those stocks might exceed -that 

level. These-additions and deductions were not required 

to be taken into account if the High Contracting Parties 
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estimate to the Board. Every estimate was to be accompanied 

by a statement explaining how the amounts had been calculated, 

and whether any margin for possible fluctuations in demands 

had'been taken-into account. 
138 

The. estimatest after submissiong were to be examined by the 

Supervisory-Body*139 This Bodyp in order to make the estimates 

completep was authorised to obtain further information from the 

governments concerned or to ask for an explanation in connection 

with a statement made by a government, except as regards requirements 

for. government purposes. In the case of apy amendment of the estimates 

however the consent of the government concerned was to be obtained by the 

140 
Supervisory Body. Thi. s Body, after examination of the estimatesp 

and af ter preparation of estimates for those countries which had 

failed to furnish them was to forward a statement containing the 

estimates for each country, together with the explanations and 

statementsp as referred to aboveg by the lst November each yeary to 

the countriesp whether or not Members of the League of Nationst through 

the intermediary of the Secretary- General. *- The same procedure applied 

in respect of supplementary estimates also. 

This was the machinery for determining, estimates of drugs as 

set out by the Limitation Convention. It may be mentioned at -this 

point that. in framing this machinery two assumptions were madev viz. 

(a) that the countries not parties to this Convention would 

abide by the directives Of the League ( initiated by-the 

Supervisory, Body) ; and 
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(ii) that the estimate system was a perfect system and that 

there would be no addiction producing drugs which would 

not come under the purview of theLeagua. 

Neverthelesst the estimates under the Limitation Convention 

were meant to be binding upon governments. Paragraph 1 of Article 2 

enunciated that It Each High Contracting Party shall furnish annually 

to the Permanent Central Board ... estimates in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 5 of this Convention. " Againp 

according to paragraph 2 of the said Article, 11 in the event of any 

nigh Contracting Party failing to furnish ... an estimate willf 

so far as possibleg be furnished by the Supervisory Body specified 

in paragraph 6 of Article 5.11 T&e binding nature of these esti- 

mates can be found in Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention in that 

they were devised to limit the manufacture and import of. drugs-in 

conformity with the estimates examined and/or determined by the 

-Supervisory Body. The attempt made by the Convention to make ita 

provisions equally applicable to non-parties to the Convention 

deserves appreciation. 
141 Although this Convention was supplementary 

to -the previous drug convcntionsv in view of the fact that almost all 

states Parties to the Geneva Convention of 19.25 were also Parties to 

this Convention, the estimates under the Geneva Convention for manu- 

factured druffs lost their practical importance and even the subse- 

quent statistical forms used by the Permanent Central Board fbr 

142 
. obtaining estimates no longer contained columns for manufactured 0 

drugs* 143 One of the main differences between the Geneva Convention 

and thb Limitation Convention concerning estimates was that, while the 
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estimates under the Geneva Convention related only to the drugs 

iihich were to be importedp estimates under the Limitation Conven- 

tion related to drugsp whether imported or manufactured. Neverthe- 

less, while the Geneva Convention in establishing the requirer4ants of 

drugs not-only covered the manufactured drugs, but also the raw 

materials from which drugs would be manufacturedp the Limitation 

Convention covered manufactured drugs-only. The Limitation Conven- 

tion also devised two expressions, viz. the 'limits of the estimates' 

and the 'total of the estimates' forIndicating the requirements for 

each country and for each drug. These were to be shoun by the Super- 

visory Body on t he Estimated Iforld'Requirements of Dangerous Drugs. 

Control over the estimates was exercised by the. Board, and estimates 

could be altered by submitting supplementary estimates. The system 

of submission of quarterly statements on imports and exports served 

the purpose of a co ntinuous check upon the movement of drugs over a 

. 
year. The mechanism which. the Convention devised concerning this 

matter may be shoun in the form-of a formula: 

Total estimates = Manufacture + imports - the qu-mitity 

exported during a year. 

One of the bold steps which the Convention took was its belief 

that it would receive near-universal ratification. In fact, the idea 

of limitation becomes meaningless if it is not applied to all parts 

of'the world. Paragraph 3 ofkrticle 2 and Lrticle 26 of the Conven- 

tion made provisions so as to make the application of the Convention 

universal to the extent of including the protectoratesq colonial 

territ. pries and the non-signatories. Although the non-parties were 
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not legally bound to undertake any obligation under this Conventiongit 

introduced a novelty in this regard in that such non-parties were 

requested to perfom cerf, ýLin -acts in acco. rdance with the provisions 

of this Chnventione 

(ii) Limitation of Hanufacture 

By Article 6 of the Convention no country tras authorised 

to manufacture, in any one year, a quantity of any of the drugs 

greater than the total of the proscribed quantitiesp viz. 

(a) the quantity required Within thp limits of the 

estimates for that year for medical and scientific 

necds; this =ount would also includc the quantity 

which would be required for the manufacture of prepa- 

rationst whether for domestic consumption, or for 

export for which no export authorisation would be 

necessary; 

(b) the quantity required within the limits of the 

estimates for that year for conversion 9 whether for 

domestic consmption or for export; 

(c) the quantity required for the execution of the order-- 

for export in accordance vith the provisions of this 

Convention; 

(d) the quantity required to maintain the reserve stocks 

at the level specific4. in the estimates for that year; 

and 
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(e) the quantity required 'to maintain the Govern- 

ment stocks at the level specifiea in'the-esti- 

mates for that year. 

For a proper determination of the estimatest the provisions 

of Articlb 7 were also to be taken into account. According to this 

article it was necessary to deduct the following amount(s) from the 

total quantity of each drug permitted to be manufactured under- 

Article 6: 
(a) any amount of that drug imported minus the 

quantity re-exported ( imported amount included 

-11 returned deliveries of the drug"); 

(b) any amount seized and utilised for domestic 

consumption or for conversion. 

Where it was impossible to make necessary deductions during 

the eikrrency of a year, t4e excess amount, if anyg was to be deducted 

from the estimates of the following year. The same procedure ivas 

applicable to drugs that had been manufactured, if the amount so manu- 

factured had exceeded the total amount, as authorised byArticle 6, 

less any deductions made under Article 7.144 According to-hrticle 8 

the full amount of any of the. drugs imported into 6r manufactured in 

any cduntry for the purpose of conversion in accordance uith the 

estimates should, if possiblep have been utilised for that purpose 

-within tile period for which the estimates applied, Where however it 

was impossible to utilise the full amount for that purpose within 

the specified timcq the residue was appropriated to the following 0 

year's estimates for that country by means of deduction of the amount 
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in question. This Article was therefore devised as a safeguard 

against excessive accumulation in respect of a particular drugt 

which could be utilisedq on conversionp in execution of future 

large orders, In order that the Convention should be efficacious 

from the moment of its coming into force, it provided that it the 

exis ting stocks of any of the drugs in any country exceeded the 

amount of the reserve stocks of that drugg which a country, according 

to its estimates, desired to maintain, such excess amount vas. to 

be. deducted from the amount which during the year could ordinarily 

be imported into and/or manufactured in that country. 
145 Alterna- 

tivelyp the existing stocks were taken possession of by the govern- 

ment and-released from time to time in such-quantities as would be 

in conformity with the provisions of the Convention. Any quantity, 

howeverg so released during any year was deducted from the total 

amount of that drug to be imported into or manufactured in a country 

during that year. 

The Limitation Convention was not in itself sufficient to 

fulfil its purposes* It was designed to work in conjunction with 

chapter V of the Geneva Convention of 1925, i. e., the regulations 

concerning import certificates. and export authorisations. In this 

Convention the limitations of =nufacturo aimed at quantitative 

limitation only* According to this Convention the drug manufac- 

turing countries were given a Iree hand in determining their 

quotasg although final authorisation was to be given by the Board. 

Thereforep no attempt was made to adopt any measure to determine the 

quantity of drugs required for the world as a whole. The system 

of limiting the manufacture of drugs in accordance with the estimates 
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submitteaby the countries, which in turn vere dependent upon the 

medical and scientific needs of the countries concernedp deserves 

appreciation* This was implied in the expressionp 11 quantity 

required within the limits of the estimates. " In other wordsp if 

a country's medical and scientific needs appeared to be less than 

its total estimates of drugs, then that country wpuld not be allowed 

to manufacture in excess of the lesser amount. 
14.6 

The application of the system ol limitation of manufacture 

of dru, (Ts under this Convention re4uired effective supervision on 
14-T 

both national and international levels, Howeverg it may be 

mentioned that the Convention over-simplified the problem and 

worked on the basis of the following assumptions: 

(a) that the estimates which were submitted by the manufac- 

turing countries could be taken as genuine estimates in 

total disregard of the fact that such countries in order 

to fulfil their economic interests might not submit 

Ilgenuinell estimates; 

(b) that a directive from a universal body would be equally 

effective upon the non-contracting partiest even though 

the Convention itself lacked sanctions; 

(c) that the limitation of the mnufacture of drugs only 

would help solve the problem ('the Convention did not 

mention anything regarding the production of other kinds 

of drugs, despite certain flaws in the control measures 

as adopted in Lhe Geneva Convention of 1925) ; and 

(d) that the calculation of estimates did not admit of 
148 

any complications. 
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Also, the system of limitation of manufacture did not make 

any provision for meeting certain contingencies such as shortage 

of supply of drugs in generall or perhaps shortage of supply of a 

specific Igind of drug. 14L9 
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(iii) Prohibition, Restriction- and Control 

Chapters IV and V of the Convention dealt with the 0 

above aspects of the problem. Article 10 of the Convention 

prohibited export of a particular kind of drug ( diacetylmorplilne) 

including'its salts, and preparations containing that drugr. Never- 

thelesst such prohibition would not be effective 11 it its Importa- 

tion and exportation vere found necessary for medical and scienti- 

fie needs'19 and ih such a situation a request was to be made to the 
/ 

maaufacturin,,:,,, country by the non-manu*facturing country concernedp 

along with an import certificate and proof that the drug in question 

had been consigned to the government department indicated in the 

import certificate. Any-quantity so imported i-ras to be distributed 

bygand on the responsibility of, the goverment of #e importing 

country. Trade in or manufacture for trade of arty- product obtained 

from any of the phenanthrene alkaloids of opium or from the ecgonine 

. alkaloids of the coca leaf were brought under the same restrictionsp 

i. e., exclusively for medical and scientific purposes and that also 

by confirmation of the importing government concerned. 
150 if 01 

however, any High Contracting Party had been allowed to trade in, or 

manufacture for trade any such product, it was obligatory for that 

country to nitify this to the Secretary-General of the League in 

order to enable him to advise the other High Contracting Parties 

and the Health Committee of the League* The Health Committee, 

thercupong after consulting the Permanent Cc. '-! Attee of the Office 

International d'Ilygione puLliqual decided whether the product in 

questi-on it-as capable of producing addiction, or whether it was 



convertible into such a drug* 151 The Secretary-General was to be 

informed of all decisions in order to enable him to notify accord- 

ingly the Members and the non-members mentioned in Article 27, 

i. e. 9 a non-member state which was represented at the Conference). 

In, the event of an affirmative decision ( i. e. t the product in 

question was addiction-producing or convertible into a drug capable 

of producing addiction) the Righ'Contracting Parties wouldq upon 

receipt of the comminication from the Secretary-Generalp apply to the 

drug appropriate regime laid down in the Convention according to 

whether it fell under Group I or Group 11.152 The decisions were 

however subject to revision on an application made by the High 

Contracting . Party to the Secretary-General on the strength of 

further experience, Howeverg the imports in any ojýe year into one 

country of-any of the drugs were not to be allowed to exceed the 

total of ihe estimates as defined in Article 5, and the total of 

the amount exported from that country during the yeart less the 

amount manufactured in that country in that year. 
153 

Chapter V of the Convention dealt with the procedure of 

control. The Board was entrusted with this task. 154 Article 14 

provided that if any government issued an export authorisation. in 

respect of any of the drugs which were or might be included in 

Group Ij to any country which was not a Party to this Convention 

nor to the Geneva Convention of 1925, it should immediately notify 

the Board to that effecto In the event of the amount of export being 

5 kilogrammes or moret authorisation was not to be issued until the 

government concerned has ascertained-from the Board that the export 



irould not cauac the estimates for the importing country to 

be exceeded. U the Board notified that such an excess might be 

caused 9 the government was not to authorise the export of any amount 

which would have that effect. In the case of the export quota of any 
155 

country being exceededg it was the duty of the Board to notify the 

fact to all the High Contracting Parties in an effort to prohibit any 

new export to that country during the currency of that year, except: 

(a) in the event of a supplementary estimate being 

furnished for that country in respect of the quantity 

over-imported and the additional quantity required; 
156 

or 

(b) where the exportý in the opinion of the governrient of 

the exporting countryp'was essential on humanitarian 

157 
grounds or for the treatment of the sick. 

For further controlp the Board was authorised to prepare a 

statement each year in respect of each countryt showing the position 

of estimates# consumptiong manufacture, conversiont importation and 

exportation in the previous year. This had certainly a preventive 

effect upon the country, and helped the Board-to determine how far 

a country was*responding to. tlie control procedure. If it were found 

that a High Contracting Party had failed to carry out its obligations 

under thia Conventiont the Board had the right to ask for explanationst 

through the Secretary -General of the League, from that High Contract- 

ing Partyland the procedure specified in paragraphs 2 to 7 of Irticle 

24 of the Geneva Convention of 1925 trould be applicable in such a case. 

The Board was also authorised to publish i-. ', s statemont tog ether with 
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its observations, in most cases, on the explanations given by the 

High Contracting Parties of their failure to observe the obligations. 

The Board was required to take the necessaey measures to ensure that 

statistics and other relevant information were not made public in 

such a maimer as would facilitate the operation of speculators, or 

cause injuxy to the legitimate commerce of any High Contracting Party. 

On an examination of the above provisions, it appears that 

the greater part of the responsibility for prohibitionp restriction 

and control had been given to the Ifigh Contracting Partiesp and hence 

it was intended that the medical and scientific requirements for 

drugs of a country 'should be determined by the government concerned. 

The-difficulties involved in such a system'are discussed in a 
158 

subsequent sub-sectiong The functions of the Board however were 

in most cases administrative and nowhere legislative and /or judicial. 

In this connection it may also be observed that the provisions of 

Article 119 paragraph 4 that 11 in the event of the Health Committee 

deciding'that the product van convertible into a drug capable of 

producing addiction, the question whether such a drug would fall under 

sub-group (b) of Group I or under'Group II was to be referred tor a 

decision to a-body of three experts, one of whom should be celected 

by- the g:, overrLment concerned, " were not oatisfactory. For obvious 

reasonsq the expert selected by the government concerned, niGht 

feel obliged to find in favour of itp which might have directly 

influenced'the decision of the other two experts. It would have 

been advisable to constitute the body of experts without any repre- 

sentative from the governnent concerned, and in the event of that 
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body finding, difficulties in arriving at a decisiong because of 

interpretative problems regarding larL&-imge or social conditions 

it should have been assi. sted by a representative of the goverrment 

concerned only to that extent. 

As stated aboveg the control provisions may be taken as part 

of the provisions concerning Prohibition and Restrictions. The 

responsibility for control IW primarily with the Contracting Partiesp 

and the Board was authorised to intervene where there was a violation 

of the obligations on the part of a state. The only activo, move 

by the Boardp so far as control was concernedt was the preparation of a 

statement showing for the preceding yearl the amounts of drugs which 

each country or territory had handled and required. The sanctions 

which t1fe Board was authorised to impose upon a Contracting Party 

might not have been equally effective upon a non-contracting party. 

(iv)The ýuppression of -the Illicit Traffic in DMas 

The Preamble to the Limitation Convention did not make any 

direct reference to the suppression of the illicit traffic in 

drugs, Neverthelessp this Conventions as a part of its purpose, 

directly made attacks oil the illicit traffic in drugs. To put it 

in another way* if the supply of the drugs became limited, the 

supply of drugs for the illicit traffic would also be limited* 

In this connectionp a reference should be made to the List for which 

the Contracting Parties undertook the obligations to supply namest 
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addresses and other relevant infomation concerning the persons 

authorised to mmufacture or convert drugs within a national 

territory. This obviously facilitated the work of the police autho- 

rities in tracing the sources of illicit traf f ic. 159 The Axticles 

making references to the suppression of the illicit traffic in 

drugs in the Convention were Articles 15, paragraph 2 and 23- 

Paragraph 2 of Article 15 provided that the 11 High Contracting 

parties shallp if they have not already done sog create a, special 

administration for the purpose of., (c) org., anizing the campaign 

agai nst drug addictiong by taking all useful steps to prevent its 

development and to suppress the illicit traffic. " In accordance 

with Article 23t the High Contracting Parties' 11 would communicate 

to each otherp through the Secretary-General of the League of 

Nationsq as soon as possibleg particulars of each case of illicit 

traffic iliscovered by them uhich might be of importance either 

because of the quýaitities involved or' because of the light thrown 

on the sources from which drugs were obtained for the illicit traffic 

or the methods employed by illicit traffickers. " As a means of co- 

operation between the League and the High Contracting Parties 

themselves 9 AxtiCle 23 provided that each High Contracting Party, 

in the case of its detecting illicit traffic, must furnish the 

following infomation: 

(a) amount and hind of the drugs involved; 

(b) origin of the drugs, their marks and labels; 

(C) points at uhich the drugs were diverted*. to illicit 

traf f ic; 
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(d) points of despatch, and the names of the shipping or 

forwarding agents or consignors, the methods of . 

packing and the names and addresses of the consignees, 

if Imown; 

(e). methods and routes used by the illicit traffickers and 

name of the ship; 

(f) adtion taken by the government concerned on detection 

ýof such crime; and 
I 

(g) any other relevant information which would assist in 

the suppression of the illicit traffic in drugs. 

The expected effect of these provisions was the limitation of 

the sources of illicit traffic in drugs and ofthe methods employed 

by the illicit traffickers. Unfortunatelyp all these provisions were 

applicable only to the Parties to the Convention. Needless to say, 

the incidence of the illicit traffic was more prevalent amonm the 

non-signatories to the Convention. Howeverv there were two basic 

inherent difficulties in the total suppression'of the illicit traffic: 

the f irst difficulty related to the nature and importance of the 

commodity itself. To expect a uniform standard of administration 

all. over the vorld for this purpose would be a cry in the wildernesst 

and secondly, if the nations showed a lack of responsibility by not 

contributing to the strength of global interestsq possibilities of 

over-production and/or manufacture of drugsp*even in the name of le gi- 

timate requirementsp thus making way for the illicit traffict could 

not totally be ruled out. The Limitation Convention did not make any 

attempt to control the production of raw materials. However, the 
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basic purpose of this Convention was to limit the manufacture and 

to regulate the distribution of drugs, and further attempts'to fill 

in the gaps left by this Convention in respect of the suppression 

of the illicit traffic in drugs were made by means of the Conven- 

tion for the Suppression of the Illicit Traffic in Dangerous Drags, 

1936.160 

(v) Adm-in-is'trative Provisions 

The High Contracting Partiesvere required to take all 

necessary legislative and/or other measures in order to give effect 

to the provisions of this Convention in their respective territories. 

They were also required to create a special adainistration, if they 

had not already done so, for the following purposes: 

(a) to apply the provisions of this Convention; 

(b) -to regulatep to supervise and to control the trade 

in the drucrr 
., s; and 

(c) to organise the campaign against drug addiction, by 

takingy all useful steps to prevent its development and 

to suppress the illicit traffic. 161 

In terms of Article 16, each High Contracting Party was C, 

required to exercise a strict supervision over: 

(a) the amounts. - of raw material and manufactured drugs 

which each manufacturer would possess for the purpose 

Of manufacture, conversion or othenirise; 



(b) the quantities Of the drugs or preparations containing 

the drugs produced; and 

(c) the quantities of the drugs and preparationsýso producedo 

disposed of in the form of deliveries from the fact6ries. 

One of the directives upon the High Contracting Parties 

was that they should not allow any manufacturer to accumulato 

any quantity of raw materialu in excess of those. rcquired for the 

economic conduct of businessp having Fegard to the prevailing market 

conditions. NO manufacturer would be allowed to possess raw material4 

in excess of tho. amount which would be required by him for manufacture 

during the ensuing six months, and relaxation of these regulations would 

be permitted only in exceptional cases, and that also on investigation 

of the circumstances by the government concerned, Each manufacturer 

ims required to submit to his government a quarterly rcp'ort statin,. It,: 
(a) the amounts of raw materials and each of the drugs or any 

otlier products whateverg received into his factoryt and 

produced from each of these substances. The report was 

to state 11 the proportion of morphinef cocaine or ecgonine 

contained in or producible therefromO in accordance with 

the method prescribed by the government and under conditions 

considered satisfactory by the government; 

(b) the quantities of either the raw material or the products 

manufactured therefrom disposed of during that period; and 

(c) the residue of the quantities in stock at the end of that 

quarter. 

Each wholesaler was also required to submit an vainual 

report to the governament concerned# statin,,, r, in respedt of each drugm. 
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the amount exported or imported, the quantity of the drug- and also 

giving infomation on those drugs for the export or import of which 
162 

no authorisation was required. In Article 18, each High Contract, - 

ing Party undertook the obligation that in the event of the seizure 

of any of, the drugs in Group I in illicit traffiel that drug 

would be destroyed or converted into non-narcotic substances, or 

appropriated for medical or scientific use f when it was no longer 

required for judicial proceedings or other action by the authorities 

of the state. 
163 It was also provided that the labels under which 

any of the drugs, or prepa: Fations containing thise drugsq were 

offered for sale, must show the percentage of the drugst and that 

the names of'the drugs appearing on those labels must correspond t 

with the names as provided for in international legislation. 164 

With regard to the administrative provisions it may be 

observed that all of them were directed towards the High Contract- 

. 
ing Parties. The basic. idea of making the High Contracting Parties 

responsible was maintained here'also. No specific provision was 

however made in respect of the non-contracting parties who were 

manufacturers or users of drugs. It may also be observed that certain 

administrative provisions were made in a rather loose manner, e. g. 

in accordance with Axticle 169 no High Contracting Party was to 

allow any manufacturer to accumulate any quantity of raw materials 

in'excess of theose 11 required for the economic conduct of business 

having regard to the prevailing market conditions. " The phrase 

" economic conduct of business" is vague* Its effective application 

presupposes cons tant supervision of the factories by the competent 

authorities. Again, in terms of Article 17p each wholesaler uras 
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required to submit an annual report to its goverment detailing the 

amounts of drugs imported or exported or in preparation during'a 

year. The provisions concerning preparations were, unquestionably 

difficult to understandq and they required a considerable eff . ort on 

the part of the government officials entrusted with the task of 

administering the Convention. 165 The success of the Limitation 

Convention depended upon the f6lloifing: 

1 (1) domestic supervision of the drug manufacturerst 

importersq exporters and wholesalers; 

(2) a very efficient system of calculation of estimates; 

(3) a very efficient system of communica tion between the 

High Contracting, Parties themselves on the one hand, 

and the High Contrapting Parties and the League of 

Nations on the other; 

universality of application of the Convention; and 

(5) seýise of responsibility of the governmentsp whether 

or not a Party to the Convention. 166 
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- (d) Ptittin, - the Convention to Test 

(i) When is an estirinte not an estimate 

The Limitation Convention did not provide any defini- 

tion of 'estimate'. Paragraph ý of Axticle 1 only stated that 

11 estimates shall denote estimates furnished in accordance with 

Articles 2. tO 5 of this Convention and unless the context other- 

wise requiresp shall include supplementary estimates-" Howeverg 

in terms of this Conventionp an estimate for each drug was to be 

based essentially on the medical and'scientific needs of the Contract- 

ing Party concernedl i. ihich was subsequently to be examined by the 
i 

Supervisory Body. In the case of a non-contractinig, party failing to 

submit estimatesp the Supervisory'Body ivas authorised to determine 

the requirements for that. country 0 so far as 
161t 

might consider 

necessary. The same system of approximate estimates was to be 

applied in the case of a Contracting Party which had failed to submit 

its-estimates. Assuming that the Contracting Parties had submitted 0 

their estima'test in accordance 'with the terms of the Conventiont 

there was still the possibility of having an incorrect estimate 

primarily because the non-contracting parties were not legally bound 

to submit -such estimates. Any- determination by the Supervisory 

13ody of an estimate in such a situationp would have produced either 

an 'approximate estimate' or an 'over-estimate', and either of these 

situationsp the second in particulart would have a disturbing effect 

upon the position of supply* 

It appears that the Opium-Advisory Committee of the 

League of Nations uhich contributed to a great extent to the 
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drafting of this Convention assumed that each state had not only 

an effective system of estimates but also possessed highly dove- 

lopeamedical institutions. As this assumption haa a weak founda- 

tion, it was fraught with dangerst and this was rightly pointed 

out by DrI Knaffl-Lenz 16a 
vhen he said that it was of importance 

to state that, the figures obtained in this way had a relative value 

onlyq and thatp owing to the differences in medical practice among 

different countriesp they could not be used in calculating the 

169 
requirements of each of them in opium and in opium derivatives. 

Moreoverg. the e-Stimates were subject to variations relating 

to the availability of substitutesp and. the purposes for which the 

drugs were consumedo It is for this reason that accurate estimates of 

drugs become virtually impossible. The Health Section of the 

Secretariat of the League published separate figures for each 

narcotic drugg but no satisfactory conclusions as to the aggregate 

consumption of the countries in a. particular year could be arrived at, 

although consumption in a given country appeared to be constant from 

year to year*170 The Boardp in order to have a special report on 

this matterg requested Dr. Anselmino to conduct an enquiry. 

Dr. Anselmino's report was examined by the He alth Committee. His 

main proposition was that ýn. estimate of the total consumption of 

drugs jeaich might be arrived at if the quantities of medical opiump 

morphine and heroin respecti-v: ely consumed in different countries 

were expressed in te rms of 11 average therapeutic doses. " 171 Such 

propositiong it may be observedg was very faulty. It 

f 
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not only assuned that all the three narcotic drugs were inter-r 

changeablet but also attempted to arrive at an average weight of 

the doses of different drugs. His method also did not sug ., gest 

as to how to make an effective comparison between the consumption- 

figures of various countries. Althoggh his'theory was greatly 

appreciated by many and particularly by Professor Greenwood, a 
I i 

very severe criticism came from Professor Kaaffl4enz. In relation 

/ to 11 therapeutic doses" he pointed out that the question would inevi- 

tably arise as to whether such a conversion-system would be possible 

and if sop whether it would be appropriate too# especially from the 

medical point of view. He therefore concluded that the customary 

therapeutic doses as a means of calculating the proposed units would 

be justifiedq if opiump morphine and discetylmorphine produced the 

same effectst and if the principles governing their employment were 

same. Such however was by no means the case, Dr, Anselmino's 

theory was also criticised by Professors Lepine and Lelieu. They 

were of the opinion that the total estimate of requirements should 

not be arrived at by 11 mathematical equivalent. "* 172 It also 

required the doctors in all countries to be trained in the*same 

kind of therapeutic trainingo Moreoverp Dro Anselmino's theoryt if 

implementedo necessitated the. replacement of weight units ( the 

system in practice) by therapeutic units* This would have a repercus- 

sion upon the manufacturers since the now system, in unequal condi, 

tionsp would necessarily make the figures extremely obscure and the 

result would be the opposite of what was intended. The inherent 
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dlifficulties of tho estimates system can be shown in the following 

vay: 

173 Consumptiol Production-i Imports 
Exports 

Axtual Potential 

Accurate figures of Accurate estimateý of 
actual consumption wre, potential consumptions 
to be supplied by govern- ma be made if: 
ments. Is it possible to (a5 accurate information 
supply such figures? on various aspects of 

consumption are avial- 
able; 

(b) all the substances are 
included in the conven- 
tions; and 

(c) co-operation of govern- 
ments is available. 

From. the above discussion it may be established that the 

validity of the estimates system as envisaged in the LizUta- 

tion Conventiont was questionable. 
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Limits of Limitation 

The question of limitation is tied up with the 

system of estimates. In'othdr words, the success or failure of 

the former is dependent upon the degree of success or failure of the 

latter. Th6 Health Organization of the League also indicated that 

it would be impossible to come to an-average figure for the consump- 

tion of opiatesp from the particulars of consumption availabI6 from 

different countrieso although the actual consumption of a particular 

country could be made availablee It also indicated the difficulties 

involved in improving the existing situatioa when it reported that 

11 at the momentg it seems. inappropriatep perhaps even impossibleg to' 

lay doim binding principles in the shape of definite quantities of 

opiates in relation to the individual inhabitants of a countryg as 

provided in the International Convention for Limiting the Manufacture 

of Narcotics. " 174 

Any scheme for the control of the manufacture and 

distribution of drugs should fulfil certain conditionss viz, 

(a) the arrangements must be precise so that as little 

room as possible is left for doubts or questions 

as to their meaning; 

(b) the arrangemerýts must be simple in-order to help 

governments to derive the benefits without much 

inconvenience; 

the arrangements must provide some elasticity for 

adjustments in accordance with the demand in 

epergencies ; and 
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(d) the arrangements must be open for reconsidera- 

tion so as to take advantage of new experi- 
175 

ence gained in this regard* 

The first two conditions 9 i. e. f precision and simplicity 

of the arrangements for limiting the manufacture of drugs were not 

fulfilled under the existing circumstances. There was insufficient 

information on these questions for a formula to be evolvedg and 

there were still too many variations in the use of narcotic drugs 

by doctors. It was specially on this ground that Dr. Anselmino's 

suggestion of a mathematical formula for the determination of 

estimatesp and consequently for the limitation of, could not be 

accepted. Alsol it may not be possible to maintain the limit of 

manufacture of drugs every year especially because manufacture of 
176 drugs has to be kept aligned with economic and business factors. 

The provision of paragraph 2 of Article 12 that It the imports 

in any one year into any country or territory of any of the drugs 

shall not exceed the total of the estimates"t should be read with 

Article 6 which"used the expressiong It within the limits of the 

estimates for that country or territory. " The latter expression 

means that the maximim quantity a country or territory may produce 

may not coincide with the ijuantity which is required for its only 

purposep i. e. 9 medical and scientific needs and for the reserve 

of government stocksp and alsq for export orders authenticated by 

governments. In other wordsp the scope of Article 6 was wider than 

that of paragraph 2 of Article 12. In fact, the expression# "total 

of the estimates" is more accurate because the estimate of the world 

I 
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requirement may be determined by adding together the estimates 
177 for each drug for each country. This implies that if a country 

had shown on its statement "nil" as the total estimate for a drugp 

and if this uas endorsed by the Supervisory Body 9 the country might 

neither manufactiLre nor import that drug for that yeart and this the 

country would do on taking into account the It reserve" and "govern- 

meatO, stocks. The anomally between the provisions of Articles 6 and 

12 might have come as an advantage to many countriesq and the sane, 

tions provisionsg i. e. p Article 14 which virtually referred to the 

provisions of Article 24 of the Geneva Convention of 19259 were only 

recommendatory. 

Againp the absence of any criterion for the determination of 

reserve stocks" and " government stocks" also made the prospect 

of limitation of drugs ua certain. 11 Reserve stocks" were composed of 

the stocks available with the wholesalers bnd retailersp and "govern- 

ment stocks" meant the stocks which the governments found necessary 

to reserve for meeting emergency situations. Clause 4 of Article 1 

providedl inter alia, that 11 the term reserve stocks in relation to 

any of the drugs shall denote the stocks required for ... 11 This 

indicated that there would-be several 11 reserve stocks" for differ- 

ent kinds of drugs. Unfortunatelyt there was no criterion by which 

the government could determine such stocks. Thereforep the "reserve 

stocks" had to be determined on the hasis of the wholesalers' and 

retailers' idea of requirements t and this system was fraught 

with the danger of over-estimation for obvious reasons*178 Since the 

I 
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determination of reserve stocks was very much tied up with the process 

of estimatesq the-inaccuracy of one would make the other one also 
179 Although the countries did not have a free hand to inaccurate. 

add subsequently to their existing reserve stocks, 
180 

and alihough 

the Supervisory Body was given the authority to determine the total 

estimates# the fact remained that the countries in determining their 

"reserve stocks" were free initially to determine such stocks. accord- 

I ing to their own ideas and prospectsý of business. This being so, the 

obvious consequences, viz. illicit supply etc. ifere bound to occur. 

Regarding 11 government stocks" the situation was not satisfactory, 

although not as unsatisfactory as that of "reserve stocks"* Government 

stocks were required for two kinds of contingenciest vize 

(a) for naval-and military requirements ; and 

(b) for emergency situationsp eog. natural catastroPhies. 

In terms of Article 5, paragraph 2f sub-paragraph (d)q it was 

obligatory for each state'to show 11... the quantity required for 

the establishment and maintenance of any government stocks, t' 

Interestinglyt in giving an account of the "reserve stocks'll the 

governments were not required to reveal the quantity of 11 government 

stocks". The Supervisory'Body had not been given any power to obtain 
181 

any information on ". requirements for government purposesIlp nor had 

it the authority to compile any estimate in this kind of situation. 

The Limitation Conference however attempted to imply that the 

Supervisory Body would have the competence to request further infor- 

182 
mation. This gap created in the case of "goveimment stocks" was not 
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thought to be a menace on the grounds that a government could 

never or should never be suspect. Moreoverp the question of a 

government monopoly in drugs was much talke ,d about. Neverthelesst 

the experience under the Geneva Convention It showed that there 

were no drounds for assuming that stocks were safe because they 

183 
were in the warehouse of a government drug-monopoly*" Alsop 

it may be mentioned that non-performance of certain acts by a 

govermient in certain cases amounts to It abuse of rights" and this 

should be attended to especially when a concerted action concerning 

certain matters is being taken on an international level; a govern- 

ment in such a situation should not fail to perform its obligations 

as a party to an international-convention. In addition to reflecting 

governmental irresponsibilityg such a lapse would have a bearing 

upon the accounting systemt the functioning of which is dependent 

upon the co-operation of the goverrments. Accumulation of drugs, 

without revealing the quantity of stocksv should be a punish- 

able offence both for an individual and a government. 

When 11 Con-troll' means 11 Relative Restriction" 

The connection between "limitation 11 and 11 control" is 

that while limitation of manufacture is not possible without contrplt 

control is possible without limitation. The latter co-efficient of 

this relationshipp'i. e. t the control is possible without limitationg 
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undermines in the whole systems This may be explained with 

reference to four thingst viz. ( a) the extent of application of 

the Conventio n; (b) allocation of quotas; -(c) determination of 

derivatives; and (d) variation in the countries concerned in t4e 

use and production/manufacture of the commodity. 

(a) The Extent of Application of the Convention, 

The drugs to which this CoiLvention was made applicable 

were divided into- two groups. Group I was again divided into 

two sub-groups, (a) and (b). The drugs included in sub-group (a) 

were broadly 11 all the knoim natural and artificial alkaloidsq with 

their respective saltsp which constitute narcotics giving rise to 

addiction or which are transformable into such narcotics", 
181A 

while 

sub-group (b) included such kinds of drugs which, while not consti- 

tuting narcotics giving rise to addictiong might be converted to 

such drugs'. Group II included those kinds of drugs whicht though 

not in themselves narcotics capable of producing addiction, 

might be transformed into such substances. 
185 

The drugs included in Group II were not included in sub-group (b) 

of Group Ip primarily because of their use in the medical world. 

Incidentallyp what is to be noticed is that codeine ivas included in 

Group II. Although a system of absoliite control was prescribed for 

ihe drugs included in . Group 1,186 no such regime was applicable to 

the drugs included-, in Group II. This was made evident in the 

provisions of Clause 3 of Axticle 5( which statedv regarding 

estimatesp It it is understood that in the case of any 'of the drugs 

which. are are or may be included in Group. II, a wider margin may 

be ne 
. 
cessary that in the case of the other drugs")q Clause 6 of 
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of Article 5( which was concerned with the submission of stateý- 

ments justifying estimates to the Supervis. Ory Body and which 

statedp 11 it is understood that in the case of any of the drums 

which are ?r may be included in Group Ut a summary statement shall 

be sufficient")o Clause 2(a) of Article 13P ( re: restrictions 

regarding salep import and exportp which stated, 11 the High Contract- 

ing Parties shall apply to the dzugý which are or may be included 

/ in Group II the following provisions of the Geneva Convention 

( or provisions in conformity therewith): 

(a) theyrovisions of Articles 6 and 7 in so far as they relate 

th. the manufacture, importo export and wholesale trade in 

those drugs"), 

Clause 2(b) of Article 13 ( i. e. p regarding control of international 

trader 11 the provisions of dhapter Vp except as regards compounds 

containing any of these drugs which are adapted to a normal thera- 

peutic usea) and Clause 2(c) of Article 13 ( i. e. 9 regarding sub- 

mission-of statisticst 11 the provisions of paragraph l(b)187, (C ) 188 

and paragraph 2 189 
of Article 22 provided: 

(i) 11 that the statistics of import and export may be sent 

annually tnstead of quarterly" and 

It that paragraph l(b) and paragraph 2 of Lrticle 22 

shall not apply to preparations containing any of these 

drugs". ). 

The system of control as envisaged in chapter V of the Con- 

vention was not applicable to the retail trade in respect of the 

drugs coming under Group II. In'this connection it may also be 
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observed that the Convention did not devise any such regime of 

control for the drugs coming under Group II. It also appears that, 

although each High Contracting Party iras required to submit annual 

statistics in respect of 11 each of the dxugsg whether in the form of 

the alkaloid or salt or of preparations of the alkaloids or saltog 

and irrespective of their uses ", there were certain kinds of pre- 

parations for the export of which no export authorization was 

necessary. " see Articles 5, paragraph 2p. sub-paragraph (a)v 

Article 6, sub-paragraph (i), clause (a) and Article 22). Again, 

it appears that a liberal regime was established not only regard ng 

it government stocks" but also for the 11 requirements for government 

purposesllp so much-so that the Supervisory Bodyl for the purposes of 

completion of an estimate which had been submitted to it by a country, 

or for explanation of any statement made thereing was empowered to ask 

only the country concerned for further information or details in 

respect of its estimatest and no such power was given to the Super- 

visory Body as regards requirements for government purposes. 
190 

Thereforep controlt as far as these situations were concerned, meant 

restriction in a relative sense. 

Allocation of. Quotas_ 

The question of allocation of quotas becomes more rele- 

vant when the demands and requirements of the countries have been 

determined. For this purposeg the countries could be divided into 
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four categoriesp V3*LZ*t 

(a) the countries. engaged in the manufacture of drugs on 

a considerable scale both for; their own needs and for 

the export trade ( e. g. Francet Germanyq th e Ngtherlandsp 

Switzerland and U. K. ); 

(b) countries engageý ih the manufacture of drugs for their 

own noeds but which did not export an appreciable 

quantity ( e. g. Japanj U. S. A., and U. S. S. R. ) 

(C) countries which manufactured a small part only of*their 

oun needs ( e. g. Italy) ; and 

(d) countries which manufactured and exported a consider- 

able amount of crude morphineg but which depended upon 

imports for most of their medical requirements ( e. g. 

India)* 191 

From the above classification it may be established that 

except for the countries in the third categoryp all other countries 

kept: up their demands for drugs and their derivatives for the 

purpose of business, The countries in the fourth category 

occupied a special position in view of the fact that they were 

the source of the production of opium and similar other products, 

althouggh they depended upon imports for most of their medical require- 

ments. In allocating quotas the factors-that had been taken into - 

account were, for some countriesp prospects for earning revenue, 

while for othera, necessitys for both medical and scientific 

reasons. As no satisfactory cirteria for'determining the medical 

and scientific needs could be devisea, any allocation of quotas would 
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192 
necessarily be approximate*and not precise. This problem would 

have a farther bee! ring upon those countries where the uqe'oý drugs 

was accepted as a part of so cial and religious life. 

The question of allocation of quotas had also to be considered 

from the point of view of distribution. The consuming countries 

did not necessarily get their supplies of drugs direct from the 

manufacturing countries* Supplies might take the form of prepara- 

tions made by a country, and consequentlyt such countries would 

receive the manufactured drugs from some other sources. For the 

control of distribution it was therefore found necessary to make 

provisions for re-export trade. But owing'to the absence of any 

standardisea definition of drugs and their preparations, the re-e2ýport 

system would appear. to be fraught with difficulties. It is to be 

presumed that in all cases of re-exportationt the amount of drags 

imported for re-export, would be counted against the estimate of that 

countryts domestic requirements. Article 7 of the Limitation Conven- 

ti. on made provisions to this effect by referring to 11 any amount of 

that drug imported including any returned deliveries of the drugg less 

quantities re-exported. 11 Since however each contracting party was the 

final estimator of the estimatesq gaps in these areas were bound to 

occurg and this would give rise to illicit traffic. 193 A country 

may find it necessary to import drugs for three distinct purposes, 

vizo f 

(a) to meet its medical and scienti-fic needs; 

(b) to convert into some other druggs whether for its oivn use 

or for export ; and 



(c) to re-exportq ioeot actintprp as a distributing centre. 
194 

No system could be applied to achieve an accurate allocation 

of quotasp nor could any restraint upon the illicit traffic be 

imposedv unless suitable yardsticks of "requirements", 11 conversion"I 195 

and 11 re-6xport" had been devised. 

Againg in allocating quotas consideration should be given 

to the principles followed by the manufacturing countries. The esti- 

mates of. manufactarers might be based on the sales'of the individual 

manufacturing firmst and thereforet a firm with branches in two differ- 

ent countriest might have credited a part of its production to the 

other branch in another country, and thus avoided the total ceiling 

of allocation. In fact, a Swiss manufacturer having factories in 

Germany and Switzerland, managed to credit a part of his production 

to the Swiss quota. On enquiry, it was revealed that the basis on 

which the manufaturers proceeded to estimate their requirements, was 

different from that on which the plan of limitation was woriced out 
196 by the Opium Advisory CoLmittee. The other possible way in which 

the allocation of quota could become imperfect was through there being 

no practice of taking into account the amount already diverted into 

+, he'illicit traffic, If any amount were diverted into illicit traffict 

this would mean that either the quota allocated was too largep or 

the control system was not effective enough to prevený the manufac-. 

turers from producing an amount in excess o4their limits. The 

amount 
. 
so abso6ed into illicit traffic would not only multiply the 

incide nce of illicit*trafficq but 'would also generate a vigorous 

criminal sub-culture. 
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When Battery is more Effective than Assault 

There were some countrieswhich were in a BPOCial 

position as manufacturers or producers of drugs. Into this 

category came such countries as Japan and Turkey. Although 

Japan . ýn the contemporary period, did not export drugs in an 

appreciable quantityp she manufactured and supplied the whole 

amount required for her oim territory and possessions. In such 

a situationg a very effective system of allocation. of quota was 

warranted. The Japanese delegatep at the Limitation Conferencep 

expressed his desire to find a basis for quota- allocation on 

which equitable' distribution might be made to all the manufac- 

turing countriesl and indeed, until a clear-cut basis was agreed 

upong he made a formal reservation with reference to all the 

1 197 decisions reached by the Conference. He however expressed 

the view that his government would undertake the export of drugs 

when a demand was made for them in accordance with the stipulation 

of the Geneva Convention of 1925, At the subsequent Conference 

on this mattert which was held in London in October and November, 

1930P and which was attended by the representatives of ten countries, 

including Japanp Turkeyj U. S. and the U. S. S. Re' despite a general 

approval of the principle of limitat*on by a quota systemv no 

agreement as to the allocation of quotas among the manufacturing 

countries was reached. At the time the Limitation Convention was 

being consideredp Turkey stood in a position entirely different 
tv 

from that of any other country. The druggs which Turkey had started 

. 198 
1 to manufacturep had not been used for legitimate medical and 
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scientific purposes. The total quantity of drugs manufactured crossed 

the boundaries of-the countries either by export or by illicit 

traffic. Under Turkish law, no export licence was required to 

be obtained from the government# nor did the Turkish authorities 

require the production of a valid certificate of import from the 

government of the importing. country. AtAhe Limitation Conference 

the Turkish delegate expressed the desire of his government to have 

a share ih the world production of drugs for medical and scientific 

purposesp if a satisfactory quota were to be assigned to them. The 

quota that he asked for was tor one'third of the whole production. 
199 

The Conference did not accept this proposalg and consequentlyp the 

Turkish'government could not agree to the basis upon which the quotas 

had been allocated. Inciaentallyg it was assumed that the existence 

of the European cartel would remove the difficulties in determining 

the quota system at least for those countries which came under it. 

Interestingly enoa, -, hg Turkey being one of the largest suppliers of 

the European marketq advanced strong objections, viz. (a) as Turkey 

possessed the raw materialEr, she considered herself as fully entitled 

to manufacture drugs from opium as any other manufacturing country; 

(D) she would-consider as arbitrary an attempt*to exclude Turkey 

from the allocation of quotas for the manufacture of drugs t on 

the grounds that certain factories established in her territory 

might have 'engaged in illicii'transactions; and (c) as a producing 

countryt Turkey thought that she had the right to demand the allocation 

of quotas an the same grounds as other countries. 
200 T', '-. a Turkish 

delegate also made it clear that his government was prepared to 
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accede to the Geneva Convention of 1925 and to limit the manu- 

facture of narcoti. c drugs provided it were given faft quotas; 

The rally wav joined by Yugo slavia. The - Yugoslav delegate was 

anxious not only to. see the extension of the Geneva Convention of 

1925 to ail civilised nations, but also the acceptance of the limi- 

tation scheme by both manufacturing and producing countries ( other- 

wise the producing countries would become manufacturers). Never- 

thelessp he very cautiously mentioped three, points as conditions 

of his government's acceptance of the limitation scheme, viz. 

(a) that the Yugoslav government desired to protect the 

economic and social interests of the Yugoslav poppy- 

growers and also those of consumers in general; 

(b) that in view of the special position occupied by 

Turkey and Yugoslavia, vhO supplied the greater part 

of opium for the purpose of manufacturep the Yugoslav 

government considered that if Turkey were authorised-to 

manufacturep an, '. equitable quota should be allocated 

to Yugoslavia also; and 

that Yugoslavia was determined to co-operate with the 

Lea,,. -, ue of Nations in its struggle against drug-abuseq but 

could not do so unless she received satisfactory. treat- 

ment on those points. 
201 

. 
That it would be difficult to*determine a satisfactory system 

of allocation of quotasand hence the limitation of manufactured 

drugsv was made abundantly c1dar at the first reading of the draft 
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at the Confcrence. In fact# various objections on this matter 

were raisedg viz.. 

(a) that there was already a de iacto monopoly of the 

manufacturers within the European cartelp and thereforel 

any allocation of quotas. only for those countries 

manufacturing for export in good quantitits would convert 

this monopoly to a de jure one; consequently, no now 

manufacturer would be admitted to that system ahd this 

would go against the principles of freedom of comnerce 

and of equal opportunities in economic development. 202 

Two proposals aimed at avoiding this contingency were put 

forward by the Japanese delegate: (1) that the world's total re- 

quirements should be allocated to all drug-manufacturing countries 

in equal quotat or (2) that the manufacturing countries should be 

allowed not only to manufacture the amounts coming in the fom of 

legitimate orders but also an extra amountt in. a limited wayl to 

meet their domestic needs. According to the Japanese proposalp the 

countries usually manufacturing and exporting drugs should have 

continued manufacturing up to a certain limit even before receiving 

leg itimate orders from abroadp and in the case of a surplus being 

revealed later on, that should be carried forward to the next yearp 

and deducted from the next year's quantities. to be manufactured. The 

obvious implications of this proposal were not only . avoidance of 

the quota systemt but also release of the countries, from the 

bondage of limitation. 
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(b) That the quota system could be interpreted as self- 

defeating. In determining tho quota# each country 

in the name of its requirements for scientific and 

medical purposes would include a marging and the s6- 

total of these margins would produce an extra largo 

quantitý of drugs which miI; hL be diverted - into illicit 

traf f ic; 

(c) that the quota system would destroy the qualitative 

aspect of the manufacture of drugst since the Conven- 

tion. assumed that the quality of manufactured drugs was 

uniform in all countries, and that in eonsequence, the 

consuming countries might not be able to obtain drugs 

from the countries of their choice; 

(d) that the quota system would jeopardise the economies of 

those countries which were the major suppliers of 

raw materials for the manufacture of drugs. In factp 

this point was very clearly made by Persiap Turk-ey and 

Yugoslavia. Fixation of a quota for the manufacture 

of drugs would necessarily have a bearing upon the demand 

for raw materialsp and therefore, before any such action 

was taken, measures assuring a stable demand for raw 

materials were necessary; and 

(e) the idea that the scheme of periodic revision of the quota 

system and thereby adjustment of the quota# on the 

basip of actual. trade over a definite periodt would 

bar newcomers from joining, the' trade was vehemently 
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opposed by the opponents of the quota system on the* 

grounds that any authorisation to the new manufacturing 

countries to manufacture drugs on the basis of legitimate 

ordbrs would help many new countries to join the manu- 

facturing and export tradeq and that the result would 

be liberalisation instead of limitation of the drug 

trade. 

In accordance with the plan of the Opium Advisory Commit- 

teep each country was at liberty to buy drugs from any country of 

its choice, just ai it was allowed to manufacture drugs so long 

as it did not exceed : Lts limit. Yugoslavia took advantage of this 

plan, and being a drug producing country, immediately established 

a large factory for the manufacture of drugs. N Io agreement on 

allocation of quotas had been reached at the Limitation Conferencep 

an in view of the strong objections raised by. the opponents of 

the quota systemp the method which was ultimately adopted had to be 

elastic and lenient. 
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E. TIM, CONWNTION POlt TIT; -3 SUPPRCSSION OF 

TIE ILLICIT TRUTIC IN DANGIMOUS DIIUGS 

1936., ol 

(0) Introduction 

Despite the fact that the League tried to establish m 

distinction between 11 licit" and "illicit" trade in narcotic 

drugs, and thereby take preventive measures against the latter 

type of trade, this ivras the first direct attempt which ims Made 

by it to suppress the illicit traffic in dangerous drugs, and to 

make the offence punishable. Efforts to this effect, although 

in a less concrete wayl were also made by ilia League throu, (, Th the 

Gbneva Convention of 1925 and the Limitation Convention of 1931- 204 

In mither of these Conventions however was illicit traffic in 

drugs directly recognised as a criminal offence and therefore 

punishable. The Signatories to the Conventions were supposed only 

to co-operate with one another in the limitation and control of the 

manufacture of drugs, and to regulate the distribution of same in 

accordance with the provisions of the Convention. Regulations 

promoting the licit trade in a commodity donot necessarily entail 

the non-existence of the illicit trade in same. In fact, the League 

did apprehend the eAstence of the illicit traffic in narcotic drugust 

and the failure of the Limitation Convention to litaitthe manufacture 

of drugs within the prescribed limit, 'which encouraged the illicit 

traffic, made the League more aware of its existence. Ix-y creative 

effort in this respect should strike a balance between the two aspects, 
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viz. "promotive" and "preventive". The preventive aspect should 

again be orientated in tyro directionsp viz. (a) curative and 

(b) prohibitive. The drug conventions concluded (luring the Leaguo 

era were basically 11 promotive" to licit trade. 

aspect of the illicit trade had not been dealt w. 

conventions relating to this matter, 
206 

although 

aspect of theillicit trade was mentioned in the 

In lactp the curativv 

Lth in any of the 

the 11 proldbitivoll 
I 

conventioýs pre- 

vious to the present one. Neverthelesat the difficulties involved 

in effedting a unified penal law concerning this matter, which were 

prevalent during the League erap should not be ignored . The attain- 

ment, of an adequate standard of penal laws in this regard throughout 

the world was deemed essential. But in the contemporary international 

conventions uhich dealt with criminal offeucesq e. g. the Convention 

on the Suppression of the Traffic. in Women and Children , 19219 

the Convention on the Suppression of the Traffic in Obscene Publicationsp 

1923, the Slavery Convention of 1926, the Convention on the Suppres- 

siorf of Counterfeiting Currencyp 1929 ;. and the Convention on the 

Traffic in Women of Full Aget 1933 etc. the Contracting States 

abstained from incurring obligations which went beyond the necessities 

of the situation. 
207 To achieve any result, in such a 'situationg 

11 some relaxation by States of their cherished principles as to 

extradition and territoriality was-indispensab1c, and this was only 

208 
possible by international agreement., ' The present Convention 

made a frontal attack on those cherished principles of the states, 

The object of the Conventiong as stated in its Preamble wasq 11 to 

strengthen the measures intended to penalize offences contrary to 
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-the provisions of the International Opium Convention signed at 

the Hague on January 23rd, 1912, the Geneva Convention of Feb- 

ruary 19th, 1925 and the Convention for Limiting the Manufacturo 

and Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Dnigs at Geneva on 

JulY 13th, 1931, and on the other handt to combat by the methods 

most effective in the present circumstances the illicit traffic 

in the drugs and substances covered by the above Convention&" 

The other important reason for the conclusion of a convention of 

such naturep as had been observed by the Sub-Committee appointed 

to study the draft convention submitted by the International Crimi- 

nal Police Comissiong 'was that it would 6nable the lomical con- 

ulusion to be drawn from the distinction made in the three interna- 

tional opium conventions ( 1912p 1925 and 1931) between licit and 

illicit traffic in narcotic drugs. The three conventions estab- 

lished an iiiternational regime for the operation of licit traffic 

Tnanufadture and_trade) in narco'tic drugs, and stated that any 

other traffic would be illicit, Their object was not to establish 

an international regime to secure the effective suppression of 

illicit traffic; that aim could be achieved only by means of a 

special international agreement which, as experience had sho-%m, 

waa necessary if the proper value was to 'Ce given to the above- 

menti, one. d distinction between licit and illicit traffic. 209 The 

1936 Convention vas f)ramed witli these objectives in mind. 

In order to make an objective analysis of this Convention, 

it is necessary to refer to some of the important background factors 
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which produced an enormous effect upon this Convention. It was long 

bý, fore the conclusion of this Convention that the necessity had been 

felt of establishing a single authority in each country with the sole 

responsibility of supervising the drug trade. At its 13th session in 

1930P the Opium. Advisory Committee of the League adopted a recommen- 

dation not only to this. effect but also for the ratification of police 

control# with a view to establishing closer co-operation in respect of 

drug offences between the police authorities of differen. 

The usefulness of such a convention in the matter of suppression of 

drag offences connected with illicit traffic could easily be demonstra- 

te d by the Convention for the Suppression of Counterfeiting Currency 

which was concluded in 1929. in factj the initiative to conclude such 

a convention in the area of drug control came from the International 

Criminal Police Commission. It was primarily for this reason that in 

examining the recommendations of the Opium Advisory Committeeq the views 

were taken of tile delegates of the said Commission, who precented them 

in the form of a draft convention which was very much modelled an the 

Conlention for. the Suppression of Counterfeiting Currency, 1929. It 

agreedo in principle# irith the recommendations of the League empha- 

sising the necessity of co-operation between the League and different 

countries. It also emphasised the necessity of very- severe punish- 

ment for offenders connected with drug trafficking. The Opima 

Adviso4 Committee felt the necessity of having the opinions of 

different countries on this latter point. Ifeanwhilev the Limitation 

Conference %-as in progress and although the proposal for the estab- 

lishment, of a single authority 
210 

responsible for drug, controlwas 



made to this Conference, it failed to attain the blessing of the 

majority. Insteadt the ConvQntiont as a Und of compromise, (levised 

article 159 prescribing the creation of a special administration in 

consonance with the international progra=me of control of trade 

in druggs and suppression of illicit traffic in same. 
211 Howevor, 

at its 16th. session in 1933, the Opium Advisory Committee adopted 

a reconnendation emphasising to the governments the importance of 

establishing in each country a central official organisation " with 

the task of watching the application of laws and regulations proiaul- C: 5 

gated in pursuance of the Conventions and of co=unicating directly 

to the central official organisations in other countrien All informa- 

tion I regarding the illicit traffic. " 212 From the replies to the 

questionnaires received by the Sub-Cor-amitteo on the question of 

punishment of offenders it appeared that the majority of the govern- 

ments found it necessary to impose severe penalties on the offemdors, 

as sugggested by the International Criminal Police Commission. The 

Sub. -Committee however found it difficult to devise a measuro for 

the, unificatioir of the penal laws relating to drug offencest owing 

to the great diversities in penal laws of different nationsp defini- 

tions of crimesq philosophy of punisluaent and the rigour of punish- 

meat etc. In, December 1935 a revised ' draft incorporating the najor 

provisions for the suppression of the illicit traffic in dangerous 

drugs was prepared by. ihe Committee of Expartsp taking into account 

the observations made by various governments concerning this matter, 

and this draft was transmitted to the League Council and to govern- 

ments. At the invitation of th4 League Council, the Conference for 
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the. adoption of a convention for the Suppression of the Micit 

Traffic in Dangerous Drugs 'was held at Geneva from June 8th to 

26thp 1936. This Convention came into force on October 26,1939- 

(b) The Anatomy of the Convention 

This Convention did not ccomprise any "sections" or 

"chapters" presumably because the purpoue for which it was concluded 

was one onlyt viz. the mippression of the illicit traffic in dangerous 

drugs, so that all the provisionsin the Cunvention were inter-related. 

Iloweverv Article 1 of the Convention indicated the denotation of the 

term " narcotic drugs" in tho'context of this Convention. In fact, 

this Article declared that this t3rm should be deemed to mean the 

drugs and substances to which the provisions of the Hague Convention 

of 19129-the Geneva Convention of 1925 and the Limitation Convention 

of 1931 vere then applicable. A new term, viz. 11 extraction" was 

coined in this Convention, and it was indicated that for the purpose 

of this Convention this term would " connote an operation whereby a 

narcotic drug, is separated from the substance or compound'of*Nihich it 

forms a partj without involving any actual manufacture or conversion 

properly so called. " This definition of the term " extraction"vas 

not intended to n include the processes whereby raw opium ia obtained' 

from the opiua poppyt these being covered by the termg 11 production". 
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Anatomically, howevers this Ccnvention may be'divided into fivo 

Bectiollsp Tizer 

(i) Provisions aimed at improving domestic legislation 

to suppress the illicit traffic in drugs. 

(Articles 2-6) 

(ii) Provisions designed to prevent offenders from ascap-- 

ing'Punishment an technical grounds, and to coxifiscate 

the materials intended to be put into illicit traffic 

(Articles 7-10) 

(iii) Provisions concerning administration and international 

co-operation 

(Articles 11-16) 

(iv) Provisions concerning settlement of disputen 

(Article 17) 

(v) Other provisions 

(Articles 18-25) 

(c) An tinnlysis of the Convention 

(i) Provisions aimed at improv-inK-eomentie_legislation 

to sUpress the illicit traffic in drugs 

In Article 2 of the Convention each *of the High Contracting 
1-1 

Parties agreed to make the necessary legislative provisions for severely 

punishing. drug traffickersq particularly by impriso=ent or other 

penalties of deprivation of liberty, The following were the acts 
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f or -tý4ich provisions f or severe 'punishment were madc: 
(i) the manufacturet conversiong extractiont preparation, 

possessiong offeringg offering for saleg distribution, 

purchase, sale9delivery on any terms uhatsoever, brokeraget 

despatcho despatch in transit, transportp importation 

and exportation of narcotic drugs, which were contrary to 

the provisions of the Conventions. of 1912,1925 and 1931; - 

(ii) intentional participation in the above-mentioued offenaesp 

(iii) conspiracy to commit any of the above-mentioned offences; 

and 

(iv) attemptspand subject to. the conditions prescribed by 

international lawo preporatory acts. 

On a further analysis of clause (a) ofArticle 2 it appears 

that any other offences whether of minor or major naturel which had 

not been included in the above paragrapht were excluded tý from the 

purview of this Conventiong and that for such ofýences the High 

Contracting Parties ifere left free to punish the olfenders. The 

quality of this articlot however, lay in its attempt to devise a 

comprehensive provision from a denotative point of view. The ter=s 

It intentional participation in the offences",, " conspiracy to 

commit" any offence and " attempts and preparatory acts" for any of 

the listed offences demonstrated this, One observation that may be 

made at this stage is'that any negligent, unintentional or innocent tý 

but negligent acts were excluded from the penal provisions of this 

Convention. 
213 Yoreover, the expressionst viz* 11 offering", I'distri- 

4 
bution", tl despatch", "transport" admit of elasticity in interpretation* 
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The incorporation of such termsp e. g. 11 international participa- 

tion"q 11 conspiracy to commit any offence" widened the acope of 

application of this Convention. Both the expressions touch upon 

mens rea which carries a special significance in criminal law. 

Clause (d) of Lrticle 2 spoke for the good intention of the Parties 

to the Convention. Yetq the vagueness of the Clause ( especially 

expressionslike 11 preparatory acts") eliminated its apparent value. 

Iforciverp this Clause gave the national governments a wider discre- 

tion to deal with each individual case within their respective juris- 

diction in the -%my they found most appropriate.. In other wordzg %.., 

standards of justice would vary according to the nature and philo- m 

sophy- of the legal system in question* ,, 11ý, 1, 

Article 3 however was o= of the fmidamontal articles. In 

this article the Iligh Contracting Parties 'who possessed extm- 

territorial jurisdiction in the territory of another Uigh Contract- 

ing Party, undertook to enact the necessary legislation for punish- 

ing their nationals who were found guilty within that territory of 

any offence specified in Article 2. at least as severely as if the 

offence had been co=itted in their own territory. This provision 

-was devised with particular regard to the conditions then prevailing 

in China and Egyptv in relation to the punishment of dru'g-trafficliers 

Ifho were nationals of the Capitulation Powers. The Egyptian delegate 

pointed'out that 11 as there are fourteen consular courts in 
6 

Egyptian torritozyt and as they do not always apply the general 

principles in force in the capitalp varied and often ineffective 

penalties may be imposed in Egyýt for the offences mentioned in the 
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214 Conventýonq according to the competent court. " The EMrptinn 

government thereforelfollowing the precedent set in the. Convention 

for the Suppression of the International Trade in Axms, emphasisca 

that the insertion of such words as would enable 11 offenders who 

are nationals of the Capitulation Powerci to be dealt Nvith in 

Egyptian territory on the same footing as nationals of the country 

and foreigners amenable to the national 0 courts" was absolutely 

necessary. 
215 

Article 4 was devised with a view to deterring potential 

offenders. According to this article each of the acts specified Lý 

in Article 2 should, if committed in dif f erent* countries 9 be consi- 

dered as a distinct offence, instead of an accessory to the principal 

offence. In terms of this article, the offender would be liable to 

punishment for each distinct offencef irrespective of how he had been 

treated on account of his previous offence even if such an offence 

had been committed in a different territory., 

In terms of Article 5. the High Contracting Farties whose 

national laws regulated cultivation, gathering and production aimed 

at obtaining narcotic drugsq undertook the obligation to punish the 

offender in equal severityp equal pr-esumnblýrto the severity of punish- 

. 
216- 

ment imposed for the offences mentioned : LU Article 2 The provi- 

sions of this article. were limited in scope because they were made 

applicable only to those YAph Contracting Parties whose national laws 

regulated cultivation, gathering and production ( of --raw materials) C2 
0 

with a view to obtaining ntircotic drugs. 
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Article 6 aimed& establishing the habitual criminality ul an 

of fendert and prescribed thaat the countries where 11 tho principle 

of the international recognition of'previous convictions is rocog- 

nised, foreign convictions for the offences referred to in article 2 

bhall, subject to the conditions prescribed by the domestic lawllp be 

recognised for the above, purpose. These provisions in this 4rticle 

were however qualified by two limitations, viz. (a) subject to the 

conditions prescribed by the domestic law, i. e. 9 the conditions 

would vary according to the standard and philosophy of. law of a 

country's legal system, and (b) it would operate only in those 

countries whore the principle of the international recognition of 

previous convictions was recognised., The provi. sious of this Article 

were however very much in conformity with the philosophy of crimep 

criminal law and punishment of criminal offenders. 

(ii) Provisions desimi6d to-prevent offenders'from 

escal! inr, punishment on -tealmical grounds, and 

to confiscate the materials intended to'be put 

into illicit traffic 

Article 29 217 
of the Geneva Convention of 1925 made certain 

provisions concerning this probiem. - The provisions of the Geneva 

Convention were not very artidulate and their operation depended 

upon the sense of responsibility of the Parties to the Convention. 

The non-contracting parties were under no obligation to take 

0 
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any measures in this respect* The 193G Convention however made 

certain direct references to the punishment of offenders involved 

in the illicit traffic in dangeroua drugs, and these may be found 

in Articles 718 and 9,, Both Articles 7 and 89 in principlet 

aimed at punishing the nationals and foreigners aliko*in those 

cases where the offenders escaped puaisILnent on technical grounds. 

According to Article 7p 11 in, countries where the principle, of the 

extradition of nationals. is not recognised, nationals "who 4ave 

returned to the lerritory of- their ourn comitryv after the commis- 

sion abroad of any of the-offences. 
. referred to in Lrticle 2t 

shall be prosecuted in the same manner as if the offences had been 

I committed in the said territory. " This principle would equally 

apply oven in those cases where the offender had acquired his 

nationality after the commission of the offences The provisions 

of Article 7 would not however apply if, in a similar case, the 

extradition of a foreigner could not be granted. In terms of 

Article 8,11 Foreigners who are in the territory of a High Contract- 

ing ? arty. and who have committed abroad any of the offences set 

out in Article 2 shall be prosecuted as though the offence had 

been committed in that territory, " but this provision iras subject 

to, two conditionst viz. 9 

(a) that extradition had been requested and could not 

be granted for a reason independent of the offence 

itself; and 

that the law of the country of sojourn considered 

I 
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prosecution for offences committed abroad by 

foreigners adnuissible as a general rule. 

The net results of thse provisions were that a dolinquentp 

whether a national or a foreignerp irrespective of the place of 

commission of the offencet was generally made subject to punish- 

ment by the law either of the country of refuge or of the country 

where he would be surrendered. Also under Article 7 the obligation 

to , rosecute nationals was made to apply only to other statesg and 

cTen those states were -under no obligation if they found it noces- 

sary to refuse to surrender the offender on grounds directly connected 

with the charge ( e. g. period of limitition), 218 

Article 9 represented an innovation., It wasq in reality#, 

a covaring Article in that it made offencas relating to illicit 

traffic in drugs extradition crimes, even though such offences 

were neither previously treated sot nor -Yere nentioned in the 

existing extradition treaties. Paragraph 2 of Article 9 provided 

that the 11 High Contracting,, Parties who did not make extradition 

conditional on the existence of a treaty or on reciprocity shall 
219 

as between themselves recogniso the offences referred to above 

as extradition crimes. " Since according to treaty practicel only. 

offences of a seriou3 nature admit. of extradition, the participants 

of the 1936 Conference were not inclined to accept all offences falling 

xmder Article 2 as extradition crimes. Paragraph 3 of Article 99 

therefore, provided that " extradition shall be granted in confor- 

mity, with the law of the country to which application is made. " and 
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it was al3o for the scune reason that paragraph 4 of ýrticje 9 g, ýva 

the Confractiiig Partics the ri, tht to rnfuse to ar .1 rest ox to 

grant extradition of an offender should their compeimt wathoritics 

have not found the oftence in question to be sufficijiltiy serious, 

The Convention however did not specify the of flencee, urbich would 

qualify for extradition. Cliaracteristically, Articlcs 7 arid 8 imre 
220 

'prosecution' articlest while Article 9 was am 'extradition' article. 

Article 10 was devised to nake the punisiment more rigorous. Dy 

this Lvticle any narcotic drug as woll as any substance and instrumerit 

intended for the commission of any ofjL the offencea raferred to in 

Article 2 woul(I be liable to seizure and confiscation. 
, 

The 1ýordin, - 

of this article 'was to a great extent contributed by the delegation k: ), U 

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republicst vho sugCosted that it 

voidd be desirable 11 to place no restriction on -the confiscation 

of narcotic drikgs, but to base it in all, cases on illeg; Al ac_LE. j, 
221 

(iii) Provisions concerning a0mministration nnd inte. rna- 

tionni. co-oReration. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties, according to 

the terms, of the Convention was required to set up within the 

framework of its domestic law, a central office for the supervision 

and co-ordimition of all operations necessary to prevent the offences 

spc! cified in, A. rticle 2, and for Onsuringthat steps were tahen to 
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gmlty of such offenceG. ' ', Chin ceiitnrl ofRi. rýa prosecute -porsons 

vas required not only to keep closo'contact witb other official 

institutions or bmlics dealing with narcotic drtigs, but also to 

centralise all information which would facilitate the investi tio ga a 

and prevention of the offences specified inliýrticle 2. This office 

was also required to be in close contact with the central offices 

of other countrie3t and was given the authority, where necessaryp to' 

correspond directly with them. 223 Li comitrics u. 'aare powers were 

distributed bebreen the central and local governmentst or whero the 

14 constitution vas federal in character, the supervisiont co-ordination 

and tile execution of the functions were to be carried out in confor- 

mity uith the constitutional or administrative system thereato In 

the case of the manadated territories, protectorates, colonies etc., 

the requirements of Article 11 could be tarried out by incans of a 

central office set up in or for that territory acting in conjunction, 

if necessaryp -with the central office in the metropolitan territory 

concemed, 'if the metropolitan authorities undertook the obligations 

in respect of such areas, 
2211 

The Convention also required the central office in the 

cowitries of each of the High Contracting Parties to co-operate 

with the central officee of foreign countries to the areatest 

possible extentg ih order to facilitate the prevention cuid punish-ý 

meat of the offences specified in Axticle 2. In performance of a 

very important part of its functions, this office, where . it 

I 

thought expedicntp-could comrmicate with the central office of 
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any country in connection urith ah: ý of the folloirlLng: 

(a) particulars wliich would make jý possjýbje to ct,, -IT 

out any investigations or operations relating to 

any transactions in progress or proposed; 

, 
(b) arky particulars which it had been able to secure 

regarding the identity and tlie description of 

traffickers with a View to supervising their 

movements; and 

(c) discoveries of secret factories of narcotic dri. '121 
, gs. " 

The Convention also preferred the system of direct coar-nuni- 

, cnt authorities of each country or through cation botmmen the compot 

tile central offices, and even throtigh the diplomatic channelp if 

necessaryt to effect the transmicsion of letters of request regard- 

in, g, the offences referred to in 1.1rticle 2.226 lor all practical 

purl)osesq the system of direct cor. u=ication g as devised by the 

Conventiong was laudable. The provision for establishing Odirect 

correspondence between the Ministers of Justice of the two countries, 1227 

was suggested by the delqgate of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

228 
Republics. This proposal was opposed by the Indian delegate, 

ilho prof erred the sYstem oi corwanication. throuq,,, h the diplomatic 

or consular representative. 
221 9. Article l5v howeverg maintained the 

usual " escape provision" of a convention, that is, in this article, 

the liberty of the High Contracting Parties had been maintained in 

the matter of definition of the offences referrcd to in Articles 2 

and 5, and as regards prosecution and punishment of offenders in 
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conf oraity witla the general., mlps of domestic law. Oae of the most 

important Articles Nn, s Article 169 accortuai.,, to -whica the. augh 

Contracting Parties were required to co,,, wuunicate to one anot! ier 

through the Secretary-General of Vae League the law. 3 and regulations 

prom, algated in ord-or to Give effect to this Convention, and also an 

annual report on the working of the ConvenLion in thýir torritorios. 

This provision did not meet with oppositiout and in fact, this 

Article was one of the fOM31 Articles usually devised in this kind 

of conventibn for the purpose of co-ordinaltion bet-w-ven the world 

organisation and the Parties to the Convention. 

I 

(iv) Other Provisions 

The remaining provisions vere incorp or4tod in Articles 

18-25- Such prov-isions primarily included the usual methorl of 

ratification, accession and revision of a multilateral treaty. 

The notable Article in this Section, howevert was Article 24, 

According to Article 249 paragraph 1, after the expiration of five 

years from the date of the coming into force of this Conventiong it 

might be denounced. The denunciation wa6 to have taken effect one 

year after the date of its receipt by the Secretary- General of the 

League, and should operate only as regards tho Members of the 

League, or ndn-cember stateg on whose behalf it had been deposited. 

In terms of paragraph 3 of Article 24, if, as a result of simulta- 

neous or successive denunciations, the number of Members of the 
I 
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Leagrue and the non-menber of-ates bound by this Convantion jx,.; 3 

reauced to less than ten, the Co. nWatiou Ivas to cL, ýIse -to ")e, j. 11 

force as from the date on which the last of sucli don=ciatloas 

iras to have tiaken effect. The implications of this type of pro-vi- 

sion can easily be follouTd. Any attempt to produce a conotructive 

effe, ct by mewis of a raultilateral convention, as was done in the 

present casop proves to be abortive in the event of inclusion of 

such provisions in the Convention. Matit iras given by onp. hrAnd, i. e, 

the method of suppression of illicit traffic in drugs, was taken 

away by the other. Presumably, the nations who had most econolaic 

interest would take advantage of thi., type of provisions for obvious 

reasonse The prohibitory rules uhich are thus created by thene 

conven-tionsp owing to their failure to stand upto the requirements 

-of international jijis_ cofyens, or to qualify potentially as rules of 
2TO 

international ýJns cogenst are prohibitory-in n=e only. 

/ 
0 

a 
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SiZh of Rilief? 

M-tor tlie Limitation COuventica, Ithe I(M) 

was taken to be the "LlItimate" Convention. Apparently, all uspects 

of the control of illicit traffic in drugs, Noiz. limitation of 

manufacture and production of dru, (,; s., control of trade in drugst and 

suppression of illicit traffic in drugs had been embodied in interna- 

tional conventions* To render this effective, two other factors vere 

al. --) emin j.. hasisedp viz. international co-operation and domestic adminis- 
0 

tration. The Convention for the Suppression of the Illicit Traffic 

in Dangerous Drugs assumed great importance in -that looking at it 

obliquelyq the effectiveness of this Conveation in fulfilling its 

avowed intentions would contribute greatly-t3 the success ofthe 

other drug conventions, in that it woulil at least prevent the drugrs 

from crosaing Vae national boundaries illicitly. Accumulation of 

druggs in one territory 9' becaus e of the failure of the limitation 

policy of the governnent concerned is, no doubts a problem; but, to 

allow even legitimately produced drugs to cross national bom-, daries 

illicitlyp owing to the failure of the auppression policyp is certainly 

a problem of grater magnitude. It is for this reason that an attempt 

should be made to see whether or not the 1935 Convention justified a 

sigh of relief in this regardt wid a discussion of the following Lp 

should bring out an answer to this question. 

(i) Suppression of the illicit traffic in dangerous A 

dru. r, p- League style; QN 
When " punishment" means only a "caution" ; and 

(iii) Co-operation f6r non-co-operation ? 
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So L 2, reptsion o' the Illicit traffic in di-n-ernra 

irl - Tjý-, a rac 

The tem 11 Suppression" meana, the act of puttir,,., f tul .j 

end to the activity or existence of something. Sluch an act way be 

perfoxmc-d in two ways, viz. (a) positive ; and (b) Aeg'ative. The 

positive methods are those methods which directly aim at putting an 

end to an activity. The negative methods. on tile other hcndv ara 

those indirect methods by which the activity urill not be ttncouraged 

to flourish any further. la the context of the ouppression of the 

illicit traffic in drugs; positive methods would be direct methods 

-t,; hich help suppress the illicit traffic viz. legislation, co-opera- 

tI ion, co-ordination and efficient managementv while the negative 

methods would consist of punisiment and control. 

In order to make effective. legislation, what is 

necessary is to set out the purp6se of Vae legislation, It would 

appear that the aims as enunciated in the Preamble to the Convention 

became difficult to achieve owing to the absence of adequate descrip- 

ti; n of the system of international agreements bearing on the sixbject. 

A simplified procedure would, doubtless, have been more effective 

in attaining the avowed objectives. As the Czechoslovak delogato 

pointed out that it would, above all be 11 desirable to consider 

whether the projected Convention should not bribody a consolidated 

toxt. of all the regulhtions in connection with the illicit traffic 

in opiim, and dan, -; erous drugs. This would avoid all possible dispute 

as to whether any particular clause has been superseded or amended, 

or remains unaffected by the' new Convention. ', '. 231 The po'int 
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of adcquatt-, clescription of the sys-tem of international a,,,. rcrn-. cnts 

relating to týjo matter in question bccomea more relowait in relation Cy 

_ 
to those states which were not Parties to the 1912,1925 aud 1931 

2 Con'r, enti on, s. 2-32 

Secondly,, the manifest disproportion botween the ea3c - 

vith Vaich an offence connected witli illicit traffic n, 4, y be prepare(l, 

organised and co=ittedp and the difficulty of takinp. - proccedinge 

against and punishing -the traffickers, leads to tlie conclu. Aon that 

the growing into mational isation of criminal activities ia that C: > 

field nrast, be ract by internationalisation, of tile racans of s 
23 

-up, pressioln, 

and in order to fulfil this objective, the Convention aimedt inter 

aliao at unifying, the punishable acts in tiie variouo national laws 

on narcotic drLT-, s, In Axticle 2t the iligh Contracting Parties, there- 

forev agreed to riake the necessary iegis. Latlive provisions for sonVore 

punish-nentsv particularly by imprisonment or other penalties of depri- 

vation of liberty in case of co; xAssion of or attempt to coruAt certain 

acts. In the event of couraission of or attempt to cou=it these acts, 

the Convention proscribed for judicial and administrative penalties. 

The Convention-failed to recognise the inability of many states to 

inflict judicial penalties in respect of all the acts mentioned in 
234 

Article 2p although administrativo penalties might be provided for acts Lý 

towhich judicial penalties were not applicable. 
235 It also did not nmko 

any provision f or prosecution f or f iscal olf ences in cases of viola- 

tion of the custorý, s laws and regulations, and this had a direct bearing 0n 

particularly upon. the nature of the offence co, =itted. Not all 
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, 111-%-L oil env offences were pun. 1-Ishable by imprisolimelitg a3 t,, 
_Ic 

C, ut-j. 

saged, and in fact, such a SWOePiD9 provision uouhl come into conflict 

"rith -LI10 11911 PhilOsOP-11Y 01 PunisIment maintauled by differwit states. 

This wus emphasised by the Czechoslovak delegate when ho f3aid that 

it would 11 certainly not be just to iuhict r1gorous or long impri- 

I sonment on a perso. n who had, without official pormission or a doetor's 

prescription, obtained small quantities of ftugerous (InIgs, f or such 

purposes as scientif ic cxl)criment or his own treatment without Ond, -al- 

gering the health and well-beinIY' 11236 . of others. In other words, the 

degree of gravity of the offence, i. e., the qwintity of harmful 

druggs, their effect upon heal-ch taid the casual, repilar or even profes- 

sional nature of the of. Cence should have been tah"en into accolult. 

Although it is valid to say that 'in cases of offences relating to this 

kind ol commodity, all COMPlicity. Shoulil be punished in the sr, -ac 

degree, nevertllelcssp extenuating circumstances of a personal nature 

may make the principal or raiy of his accomplices or associates exemapt 

from severe or any punishment. 
237 

In view of the stringent provi'sions 

of the Convention in this regard, it colild hardly be expected that t= 

the countries whose criminal laws were based on a philosoPhy different 

from that which found expression in the Convention, would be agreeable 

to introdiacin. - a completely new law in this areat and it was apprehended I 

that such a provision plight have kept a large number of states from 

acceding to the Convention, 233 One of the principal reasonsq according 

to Professor Starke, for the reluctance of states to ratify or accede 

to the Convention was that it 11, uras based predominantly upon the 
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p. -inciples of penal law and criminal jurisdiction fol lowed by 

Continental cotuitries, and uns less adapto-bie -to systc! -, 15 I'ý"Ji. cl, 'ji(I 

,.,, 
239 not follow the principles of Continental penal, co(Ic 

Yoreover, the Convention., in its atfr. Ml)t tlD unify I)mirllal)lc .1 

acts in the various national laws on narootic drug 
,, 
69 should have 

taken into account the attitudes of the national groverrunents tow. irds 

sovereignty. The expression " preparatory acts" in cbauseý (ti) of 

, &, rticle 2 begs comment. Dreptiratory acts are different fiona It attenpts 

,e of to commit an offence". An latter-MV is a stag co=enceinent of 

executiong and this is punishable in almost all countries, but not 

all 11 preparatory acts" may ariount to an offence ( i. e. t lead- 

ing to an attempt) since it depends upon the circumstances of cach 

individual casey 
2110 

and therefore, it seems undesirable that'any 

chan, r,,, e should be nade in the domestic-laws of any country on this 

point, and in facip opposition in-this regard iras raisea by the 

delegates of France, Sudan and Switzerland. 2111 It was therefore 

sug, gested by them that the expression 11 preparatory actsil should 

Mve been qualified by'dding the words in so far as the lm' t2 f n1lown", 

and perhaps in the event of sudh a modifimation, it would have been 

easier to obtain accession to the Convention. Incidelitallyg sucl, a 

fom of words ( i. e., ": Ln so far as the Iaw allows) had been ado'Pted 

in Article 3 of the Convention f or the Suppression of the Traf f ic 
242 

in Ifori'mt 1921o On the other'. hand, in terms of clause (d) of 

Article 29 the High Contracting, Parties agreed to make the necessary 

legislative provisions for severely punishingr a person for rmking 
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atter-pts to co=it an offence among thoue ea=erated in Article 2. 

It is dif f icult to accept tLat a person- should be prosecutecL aad 

punished for the mere intention of comaitting an offence even though 

13 uch an intention has not been translated into action. 
243 

Also# the mention of the different kinds o 
41 

cts in relation 

p, in clause (a) of Article 2 appears to be -to traf f ic in drug 

unnecessary. Me term 11 illicit trade" would have covered all kinds 

of Eý, tqq and it would have been advisable to leave it to the dozestic 

courts to determine whether or not an act was an act of-illicit traffic. 

This becomes more relevant in view of the fact Viat, the concepb of 

crimes change in a--cordance with, the eacial and noral fiorms of a 

society. The Conventiont however# failelto, make any provision in - 

, ligent acts of illicit traffic, cases of innocent and innocent but nel" 

as it equally excluded the possibility of a gift or loan of dangerous 

2411 
drugs. It is suggested tliat the Convention should not only have 

graded the offences in Article 2. nccording to, gravity of the acts 

( as otherwise 11 attempts" or 11 preparatory acts" might not in 

I=ny comtries be recognised as ptudshable offencea )q but 

should also have deelared 11 co-culpability" and 11 punishable compli- 

city" as distinct Offences, in order to avoid the consequences 

rightly predicted by the Czechoslovak delegate., when he said that 

11 the propoised agreement will lose a considerable part of its value 

and the'campaign a-ainst the smuggling of dangerous drugs will suffer, 47D C* C, 

and will-become ineffnetive at its iaost vulnerable point. " 245 The 

Convention also failed to make provision for legislation to be made 
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by each country f or pnnishing a person who was not a comon carrjejr 

but 11 -taking or carrying or cau3inc, to b-, % taken or carried", Y, 7. - ,I 11 0,; a ay 

place to another place any narcotic dný, 11.246 It r . 011 ly 11 I'ver be 

observed that many of the difficulties in prosecuting offendera could tv 

have been avoided if an attempt had been mide to formulate certain 

uniform definitions of crimas related -to dru., --traffick-inrr on the C) 

basis of (, -jjjs(jcm freneris rulet as had been done in the case, of breaches 

of obligations of the regulations contained in the Conventions of tho 
2 -7 Universal Postal Union. -4t 

This Convention however made attempts to suppress the illivit 

I traffic in darlgertýas drugs, by incorporating provisioný i4iich'ivould 

have a deterrent effect in that the offender6ýcould be described as 

habitual criminals. This the Convention did inAxticles 3,11 and 

Unfortmiately, all these articles had Iimited application and effect 

also. The provisions of Article -; w'( re: punisIment of rin offender 

idio hns comiatted an offence in a territory where a govomment, possessed 

territorial jurisdiction) had limited or no application. Accordin, -,, -to 

this article only those High Contracting Parties who possessed extra- 1ý 

territorial jurisdiction in the territory of another High Contracting' 

Party undertook to enact tllc necel-Sary legislative provisions for 

punishing such of their nationals as were gruiltywithin that territory 

of any offence specified iii. Article 21 at least as severely as if the 

offence-had been co-umitted in their own. territory. 248 Articles 4 and 6 

should be read togetheT. According to Article 4, each of the acts in 

Article 2 was, if cormitted in different countriesp to be considered 

as a distinct offence* As stated before, doubts persisted as to the 
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=iversai reco, 7uition o-L those offences 'which 1--ad been ex=eraj., -. d 

in Article 101. of the Convention, finci, in Cie course o: e tL-.: o# 

tiOll Of all act Of iliicit t. raffic is bound to change. ý, Iitji Uxe*se 

doubbs in the bacIcground, Article 6 made an attempt to establish the 

habitual criminality of a person by referring to foreigrn corivic- 

tions ot the offences enumerated iri JLrticle 2t provided of course tho 

principle of recgonitior- of previous convictions uuiversally,, -, ras 

accepted by the country subsequently inflicting punishmento It may 

be noted that since the principle of recognition of previous convic- 

tiou3 intemationally vras not recogmised in many countriest this 

provision did not attain a wiiversal application. Moicover, it 

could-not encourage those couatkies, which did not recognise the 

principlc)to change their attitude since the recognitjon of forcil. "n 

convictions for the purpose-of establiphing habitual criminality 
4 

would be a cumbrous and costly veiiture in x.,,, Iiich many countries would 

not be justified in participating. 
249 Starke again observed that the U 

difficulty that some States Would experience in framing the rele- 

vani dorrestic le, "I'slation to tgive effect to certain 
. 
provisions of the 

250 
Convention" iýras one of the principal reasons for the reluctance of 

States to ratify or accede to the Convention. 

From the above d! 3=83iOll it m. qy, be concluded that, the 1936 

Convention because of its vague and cqntraversial drafting failed 

to attain the support 6f a good ni=ber of countries and consequently, 

became unsuccessful in its attempt to unify punishable acts in the 

various naiional laws ou narcotic drugs. 
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Cne Of the nims of this cowrcutioll in copA'j, -It7. r,! the 

illicit I-pra-Affic, in draga was to jounish those criminals who organised 

from one country illicit acts relating to illicit traffic in another. 

Cn cor=ssion of the crime, -the trafficker -took ahalter iti the 

jurisdiction of another country. In order to solve this problem, 

tile Convention made certain provisions uhich -wrere em: bodied in 

I. rticles 7v 8 and go Article 7 made a general provisio-n that 

the national, on return to -Che territoxy of his own, cotuitry after 

Conuission of the offence in the territory of another cotuitryg would 

I 
be prosecuted and picaiished in Vie ca=e mauner as if the Ofience had 

been comitted in the territory of his own muArye This. provision 

Ijan however qualified by the exclusion of those countries uhere the 

principle of the extraditioia of nationals was not recognised, The 

provision of Article 7 was made wide ir; scope by being applicable 

evcri in a case vhere the offender had acquired his nationality 

after the co=ission of the offencep i. e. t change of nationality M 

after co=, aission of the crime, and even statelessness would not 

be an * excuse in 13uch a situation. PaFagraph 2 of Article 7 

provided that the provisions ( i. e. the provision as embodied in 

paragraph 1 does not apply if, in a similar caset the extradition 

of a foreigner cannot be granted, " 
4ý 

In t1le circ=stancest neitber a 

foreigner nor a national might be c.,: tradited, i. e. 9 when it uas thought 

that request for a return had a collateral motive and vas therefore 
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outside t. he scope of this Convention* T-% -faett although =-aiiy- 

co II. -I tri do not reccgRise the principlo of the extrnoi-JIion 

of naticn. alsl, it is believed that all. Ptates ifill howover on tlie 

gnmuds of protection of individual liberty lie hesitnnt to grant 

the extradition of a foreignert and cqm; cquently, cases of e=+, ra- 

dition in the natter of drug-traf fteking 
, cri, "on will aloo b, - 

rather uncommon, 

I Axticle 8 prescrilaed provisions for extradition in rcepect 

of foreigmers exclusively. Accordling to this tirticle, Toreigners 

on their roturn to the territory of a High Contractingy Party after 

? comais,, ican- ol offences abroad, were subject to proeecution -, ud 

punishracutq if the following cond, itions hatl been fulfilleds 

(a) that ciAradit4on had been requested and could not 

be granted for a reasor. independent of the offcnce 

itself ) and 

(b) that the law of the country of refugc considered 

prosecution for offences co-mitted abroad by foreign- 

erz admicsible an a general rule. 

As regards. clause (r) above, it may be pointed out that 

phraze 11 for a re. )son independent of the offonce itsellm is the -T 

uasatisfactor. y. Tho question necessarily arises as to ,. hat may 

be the reason independent of the offence itself- lapse of time, 

or political groundO ? 111 -90 1" ý2'3 " 'ý-P" Of "'Gle" 6, s a* 

ground of non-extradition is concerned, the V-io-w3'af the requis-I 

ticning and the requisitioned states are different. Nevertheless, 

the writers on extradition are generally of the opinion that the 
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requisitioned state should have the right to apply i ts olm 

law ol li-mitation, and t. his-inay be sup)ported by trc-,, -ýy 1xii, 

If however extradition were av-ailable for all hinds ol crime 9 the 

concept of political asylum would be racaningless. In the present 

ca., 3ep it appears that if extradition uns, not practicable on the 

2" 
growids of political offence and if the principle of extXradi- 

tion was not admitted either# then it would not be poesiblcý to 

prosecute and punish the foreign offender who had talken refuge in 

that country. It therefore appears that clause (a) i-,., as devised to 

observe a mere fonnality especially by provieting that extradition 

had to be requested which is a legal fon-aality), viien it -was imolm 

that it couI4ý'Aot be granted for the usual reasons. 

Clause (b) of Lrticle 8 appe. ars to be more controversial. 

It is arguable how many coiuitries, as a general rulep recognise the 

prosecution and punishment of offenders for extra-territorial crimes. 

This clause, thereforet did no-t have a wniversal application. 

110reovert even in a counttry to uhich this clause was applicableg it 

-Ii-ould be difficult to a&minister justice for practical reasons, for 

example , if a citizen of country A- after committing a drug of f ence 

in country A had escaped and , as found in a(Duntry 'with which country 

A had no extradition arrangements in drug, matt6rs, it -would be very 

difficult to prosecute the-offendor at the request of the goveniment 

of country A, and also to prove the case arrainst hiri. 'The rcc6, ynl- 
251A 

tion of extra-territorial crime is rare. It was primarily for 
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this reason that the provisions of Article 9 of tdc Convention seemed 

-e(l use. -ir I -, t;. * - to Ix, oY limilt uiclý. e 9, pal ", ra ph 42 in particul., x, im(l (ut 

overriding effect irpon all other provisions as it main-taiwid. the 

basic trend of non-recognition of extra-territorial crimes by differ- 

ent countries. -: )ý) HenrielLs, with reference to the term 11 abroad" W 

the Convention ( Article 8t paragraph (b)) observod that this tei'm 

did not mean any foreigrn country but only those foreign states %, rho 

were not parties to the Convention.,, Ile went on to say tIL-it " against 

this interpretation it might; however, be objected that the protec- 

tion of the country of cwtody and of its population a. "ainst rxrco- 

tic drug offenderst which is tlio purPOse Of the 13. rOsCcuý-iOus is Of 

such importance as to justify the instituti. on of criminal proceedings 

not only on behalf of other states parties, Imt also on behalf of nny 

sUtte -Which coiabats tlic illicit traffic in narco-tic drufrs by the onact- 

mcnt of suitable regulationst vhether wiihin the fraucuork, of the 
256 

Convention or not. " However idealistic Henrich's idea migr ., 
ht appear 

to beg it would be true to say that unless there is effective co-opera- 

tion from tlic states for co. -abatin,,,,, illicit traffic in narcotic drugs, 

through the relinquishment of their sovereignty to the extent to which 

would be necessary for this purpose, all efforts in this regard will 

be in vain. 

(iii) Co-operation for non-co-oLoration-? 

The provision of co-operation can be found in Articles 

119 12p 13 and 16 of the Convention, According to the Concise Oxford 

Dietionaryt the terdleo-operatell means " 'to work together 
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perpon in a woiýzt to an end); (of things) concur in'prodneing, Lai effect"t 

and "co-operation" m-n-ans"working, toeretiier to the szue cnd. ý' it zteans 

a positive action for achieving something. In law, this tnrm 

imposes obligations upon both the parties to a contract In both the 

aftimative and probibitive or preventive sense , Affirmative obli- 

gations demand voluntary co-opr., ration ; preventive or prohibitive' 

co-operation can also take the foxm of voluntary co-operation. In 

certain fields h3wever as in International Relations and Lawt another 

kind of co-operation can be found, which rnay be called 11 involuntary" 

p 
co-operation, ioe., where states are not actively co-operating to 

achieve the desired goal, whether by positive or preventive or prohi- 

bitive means but are n1staining from stanling iu-thi vay*of other 

nations nchicving the desired goal* Involuntnry co-operation produces 

poBitive results only in the sense that. it does not contribute to ibe 

damage or deterioration of Bomething. Involuntary co-operation, ill CY 

tilis contextf will mean the oppoýite of voluntary- co-operation, though 

not complete absence of co-operation. 

In Article 11 the High Contracting 
, 

Parties undertook to set up 

within the framevvkh. bf their domestic laws central officesfor suýer- 

vision and co-ordination of all operations necessary to prevent the 

offences specified in Article 2t and also for'ensuring that steps were 

taken to prosecute persons grUilty of such oftences. This provision 

ignored the fact that some countries would be unable to fulfil this 

requirementf for financial or technical reasons. The government of 

India pleaded its inability to establish such an office i=ediatelyp 
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for financial reasons. 
25'17 On the olther h,, ma, the otbar kin(l of 

difficulty v-VIS exproosed by t1le Dutch delegato -viaon he oaj(l. 1, lat 

in the case of the Not-herl, -mds, 11 whose territory in sitint. ed in 

three different, parts of the world, it would be impracticalile to 

entrust a central office in Europe with the execution of 17jeasures 

designed to prevent illicit traffic in Netlierlailds Intlies. The 

parties should be allowed to set ur, a central office in each of the 

territories vrhich belong to them and may be nituated at a great 

distauce from each ot-her. " 253 In rost countries r4itters relating to 
0 

excise are directly dealt with by the Rovenue/ Pinalice (3-lepartarent, and 

in týiat case At would be difficult to displace the function of all 

established department bk a ne-w department for one -pjirpoýgc only. Also, 

it would not be practicable for tile central office to be in clone 

contact with the police authorities throughout the countryp nor would 

the local authorities be agreeable t6 this. Where it ums not possible 

to establish a central office, the 6-epartment of Revenue/ Finance or 

any such department would not be entrusted with tile task of an intelli- 

gence, bureau. The Convention also assimed that the standard ol the 

legal system in all 'countries was the same; the phrase, 11 within the tD 

framework of its domestic law" necessarily implies that there may be as 

many kinds of legal systems as there are members, and presx=ably, the 

functions which such central offices would perform would-be different. 

Yoreoverp the grounds for prosecution of a person may be interpreted 

differently by differint legal systems. The Convention also failed to 

specify the procedure by which the central office would centralise all 
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infonnation likely to facilitate the investi8ation and prevention 

of the offences in Article 2.259 Tho atront--Ith of tile SlYfftf-M Of 

co-operation by means of transmission of letters relating to the 
260 specified offences is eliminated in paragraph 8 of Article 13 " 

lihich stated that " nothing, in the present Article -shall be conotrued 

as an undertaking on the part of the Higgh Contracting to adolit, 

in criminal mat-tors any form or nethod of proof contrary to their 

laws or to execute letters of request othendse than withiA the limits 

of their laws. " Presumably, the requirements of oblif,, alion to the 

Convention ifere optionali and such a provision finds-ju3tification 

in the necessity of naintaining the novereiga authority of each 

Contracting Party* In such a situationp any provision for international 

co-operation was bound to meet vith failure. It appears that the provi- 

-0 aions of the Convention were very theoretical and the Convention itsbl,, 

was premature, although the necessity of suppressinew, the illicit traffic 

in drugs was urgent. Itwan premature in that there vas still lacj-, of 0 

un 
. 
ity of policy and action among the states. This was ri,,,;, htly pointed 

ouV by the Col9mbian delegate 'when he said'that " Ulen real unity of 

policy and action has been established among the Contracting Countries 

in the campaign against dangerous drugs, it will be desirable from 

every aspect to convene periodical conferences of the representatives 

of these countries for the objects laid down-in the Convention. " 261 

Successful international action very much depends on the degree 

, nations. Where economic and political motives of co-operation among 

are involvedl success for obvious reasons will not s]low any siM of . 

developing. Predictably# participation in the economic 
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nd f 
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,, -, nt of the "Iracorraitted" was not, -tile tre, 0t developne 

is inly since the end of the Second Worlil War that international 

economic development has become the predouinant conceiv of publ 
06", international relations. " Although internationalisation of economic C* 

interests has been rather a fashion since the Second World lilar, It it 

has established important rival clairus that at timer, comes into conflict 

with State loyalties, as the organisation of economic intorests s'preads 

ecross national borders. " . 
63 

Prom this standpoint, there is no basic 

difference in the behaviour of the nations eym today. Uluit however 

r is noticeable is the ctifference in the wethod of co-operation between 

the League and, the post-Leaguo periods illýýtlie, irLternatioiialisation of 

any- aspect of life* Cd-operation durillr,,, the Leag 
.., 
ue period vas negntiv-e 

in character rather than. positive. Ito nay be called a kind of co-opcra- 

tion toot since it at least did not jeopardise the prospects for deve- 

lopment by positively acting against it. As Friedmana observed, 

11 This move of international societyq from an essentially negative code 

of'rules of ab. stehtion to positive rules of co-operation, hovever frag- 

mentary in the present state of world politics, is an evolution ofý 

immcnse significance for the principles and structure of international 

, 1261 law. In oilier wordsi a co-operative international law representing LP 

the comuunity aspirations has been developing* This Professor Schwar- 

zenberger described a3 the Lav of Reciprocity, -which according to hija 

constitutes 11 a compromise betweriýn the Laws of Power and Co-ordinationg 

between the extreme of brutal domination and saintly self-negation*" 
265 
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rositive co-operatioa I hoimver, takes t, Lle foxia of 'Wictional interna- 

tional co-operation. 
2f-)O 

The nature of the co-opýeration - envisatged in the 1936 

Convention may be described as a negative co-operation. Thirs jas 
0 -67 characteristic of the Lcag7ae of Nations era. AS 

Schiý-arzcnberger observed, It On the levels of the League of jN. -jt3. on.. j or 

. 
tretching, a point to iliterpret -the poli- United Nations, it would be at, 

cies of the Powers in terms of functional co-operation. As of old, 

their policies in any of the central spheres of those comprehensive 

international institutions are guided by more of less narrow views of 

tiieir oim sectional interests. Iz-, x otiier iiords, u'l-ate'ver phrascoloý7 

States may employl, they still deal"with thc,, moat vital, issues of 

international relations in a typical. socict, mentality. Thus, to 

single out international economicy social an(I cultural co-operation 

as fluxictional is justified only as a convenient and vell-understood 

abbreviation* 11268 The High . Contracting, Parties to the 1936 Conven- 

269 
tion, were not required to curtail their, sovereig, ty; ,n on the 

contrary, in Jrticle III it was assured that 11 the participation of a 

Ifigh Contracting Party in the present Convention shall not be inter- 

that Party's attitude on the general question of preted as affectili- 

criminal jurisdiction as a question of international law, " and this 

was reinforced by Ax-ticle 15P which, provided tl,,, It it the present 

Convention does not affect the principle that the offences referred to 

in Articles2 and 5 sIjall in each country be definedl prosecuted'and 

furnished in conformity with the general rules of its domestic law. " 

Professor Frankel rightly observed that state interaction is based 

upon a basic contradiction between the demands of sovereignty and State 
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nced., j vhich c= be satisfied only by interaction limiting this 

sovereigruty, r. 9--otimes to the point of f -ir , ae t I ,CL, 

efficiencT some fo= of supra--national organisation witich wouict take 

'decinions binding the state. Traditicnally, tho dile=al wheno-v'cr 

acutep iras solved in favoxx of state sovereignty. &. 70 To depart from 

this tradition, what in necessary is to develop wid ctItivate jjje 

habit of co-operationg no riatter however limited -,, ", Le overspill off cc.,,, 
I 

woiý-d initially be, by meaus of joint efforts throul, 
L., h international 

instrirments and organi sation. 
271 Also, in order to help develop and 

cultivate such a habit, not only has a prpctical concept to be formed, 

P but also the objectives and plans hare to be based up6rt practical emisi- 

derations. As far as the 1936 Convention i's ; emicernei1q, this point wao 

very clearly nade by the Canadian delogate by means of a hypothetical 

eXamplev vhen he saidg 11-Doubtless, the Comittee= had in mind the 

problem of coping with the man highear up xfho, from a point outside the 

danger zonet directs and controls the operations. It is difficult to 

see how his operations can be elfectively coped with unlesst for example, 

Cana(la makes it criminal for a person in Montreal -to planp organise 

and'direct the shipment of narcotics into the United-States of America 

or to planp organise and direct distribution of narcotics within 

that or some other country. It would not appear thatj in its present 

form, the Convention achieves that objective. " 273 The apparent gaps 

in the =tter of international co-operation are very often left deli- 

berately. Yet$ whetlor such gaps'are left deliberately 'or not, the 

result they produce is the sane. The main purpose is to create appor- 

tunities for reaching the goal; where opportunities do not exist, 
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Conversely, no . 1isintegrating or non-co-operative factor ahould be 

devised where no such faeltor existu. Profesnor Se4varzeaborger 

rightly pointed out that if states 11 desire to behave 

even on matters they treat as political, the principle of reciprocity 

provides a sensible common denorainator. 11 2711 Me question of any 

effective international co-operation becomes remote and mr-ceritaill 

when a multilateral treaty itself offers opportutUties toztýites to 

denounce the treaty obligations* Article 24 of Vue 1936 6nveation 

provided that 11 After the expiration of five years from the date of 

tile coming into force of-the present Conventiont it may be denounced 

by an instrument in writing... The denunciation shall -take effect one 

year after the date of-its receipt by the Secretary-General of tlie 

League of Nations and shall operate only as regards the Hember of 

the League or non-member state on vhose behalf it has been deposited. " 

Itliere such an'oppor-Lunity to dono-unce the treaty obligations is 

offered, deliliquencyg i. e. t non-co-operation or pseudo co-operation 

rat-her than real co-operation f will be the usual practice. This 

si*ation bec. omes further ag),, g,, ravated not only by the optional 

character of the Convention itself i. e. t applicability of the 

provisions only anong the Member States but also by the 

non-participation of a large number of states to protect their own 

interests. It, is only the immense intensification and gro-v. -ing 

amplification of the-conceras fo; r security and welfareq that 

produces the constanýly growing type of international law, uhich 

develops principles and methods of co-operation. The implementation 

of many of these concerns vas too much to expee. t. during the League of 
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Natious period. 
275 Pwictional co-operatioll is dependent upon 

C C)" .1 e r, -Vi. tj. j.. polities,. a; id consequeutly, ai, i 

factor of international co-on I aratiolly the expectation of 

internationnI order will never be fxtlf illL, (A.. An ef c ive f 1, etioll, 1 fC t : 21 

co-operation is the necessary pro-coudition of an international 

order rather than the other way around. 
276 

0 
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F. OA 
't'IS 

(a) In-trnfinct--oti. 

A iwiter Should be on guard t'j:,, at the pleasure of 

criticising does not rob the reader of-the pleasure of being moved 

by some very interostirag and instructive aspects of a topic. it isq 

thereforc, 'thought advisable to re-visit the Conventions in order to 

draw z*. 3 the final balance sheet of -the Leagnets work ih this area of 

international law. The purpose of preparing this balance shoeto 

unlike othersy will not be to show how the amount3 on both sides 

balance each other outj but to show the apparently utinequal resilits. 

Such unequal results occur because of flie frar-pentation of Mc-Mage- 

inent, as opposed to a -wiffied central. administration, and, all other 

related consequences villi, 
_ipso 

facio, cnsuo, In preparinfr this 

balance sheet it is observed that the League's work in -this area 

should be evaluated from two viewpoints, viz. positive and 

negjative. The positive achievements- were those achievements which 

produced direct and indirect effects; negative effects are 

the converse of positive effects. The importance of negative effects 

lies in showing the failure of the League in this area of interna- 

tional lawp and the cau-ses thereof, and any recall of this failure 

should only be helpful to'the success of the future international 

movement in this area, and thereforet in this way negative effects 

become positive effects- It is also to be borne in mind that the 

difference between the conception of international order before 

1914 and the conception of international order after the creation 
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of the League was very rerrarl, -.., ble since the 11 Covena. rit want 

furtlier in censtructive planuing than even the rost 

advocittes of internationalisn had dared to caiticipate. This could 

be done because, as the result of the wr, the ch-ange ir, public 

opinion was a natter not so much of intellectual percruision as of 

passionate sentiment. In the long run,, fact was a source of 

weakness as well as of strength. At the same timet it ums a source U 

of life, ensuring to the new erganisation a vitality and resilience 

that no mere d-iPlomatic contrivance could ever possess.,, 
277 

The Hague Opium Convention of 1* 278 
tý- 

91's despite its many failuxeso 

was a good eye-opener to the Leatua as far as tiie control of mana- 

facture and traffic in opium w-as. concerned. It guve the League a 

pre-view of the areas of agrecaent and disagreement among nations in 

the mntter of the suppression of tho il. licit traffic in dnigs. The 

basic technique of the suppression of the illicit traffic in drugs, 

as prescribed in the Hague Opium Convention, ran throt%li all the 

drug-convention concluded during the. League period, Yet, what 

rem-tins to be re-emphnsised is that it was not only the non-co-opera- 

tive attitude of some mationsl and the inherent defects in the 

conventionsp but also the degree of intensity of drug-addictic; iAs 

a vocial problemp which largely eclipsed the 'efforts of the League 

in this area of international law. Hearing this point in mindl it 
I 

may be worthwhile to draw up the balance sheet. 
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(b) T-ýe Gena-va Internationp. 0- Opium Convo -. oil 115. 'n of 1.22 
Vais Convention u-ar, bcorn týirwigh r. Fwrevor, 

it paved the vmy to success in the control- measures required 

for na-tcotic &-u,, r; ap not only by adoptin,,; constructive procedures t: P 

like import authorisationa and export cartificatest but also by 

revcaling the differences of opinions amongst nations, which sorved 

to indicate whicla course of action should be iAilzen in the future 

tb deal with the drug problem. This Convention also strengtiloned ilie 

provisions of the Hague Opix= Convention of 1912 an(I pArescribcd 

stricter measures of control of the traffic in drugs. It widenea 

the scope of control of drngs internationally, 0.9. itelaborated 

the definitions of drags, as contained in the. Rague Opium Conven- 

tion, and also placed a number of arugs under controlq e. g. Indian 

liciap, cc, -, oniney cocaine etc. The insItitutions created by this 

Convention were very functionalf altlýough_they were short of 

legislative poifer# limitea in scope and vertical in charactero The 

functional independence of these ins-11-Atutions were , bowevers maintained. 

n2e reason that they were othenvise made dependent nay be traced in 

the general structure of the League, The atructure of the League itself 

was that of a centralised institution, the Assembly and the Cowicil 

being the ultimateauthorities, not only tor matters concerning peace 

and security but also for thosd related to health, social development 
i 

etc. 
279 Questions relating to the control of the traffic in drugs 

came under the jurisdiction of the League Assemblyt althou %. 
v2 -h many 

of its directives wore occasioned by the Opi= Advisory ConnIttoo. 

6 
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Convention , kovirever , failed to fulfil one of its timsp 

which uas stated in its Preamble, nainely, to devise special inter, -ij-j- 

tional methods of 11 bringing about a more effective Iii),, itation of 

the production or manufacture 11 of narcotic substances. The 

Contracting Parties undertook only to enact effective laws and 

regulations to limit Vic m=ufacturc of driii,, s ex-clusivelY to -medical 

and scientific purposest 
280 

but no mention vias made in the Convený- 

tion as to the limitation of production of raw opium. In factt the 

participants did not agree to discuss the natter of limitation of 
81 

manufacture of drugs and substances at the Conference. 1he Con- 

-rention should have provided for more, effective, means to strengthen the 

preventive measures available in national administrations. It also 

failed to prescribe measures for controlling and prohibiting the 

manufacture of and traffic in drugs amoligst the non-contracting 

parties. 

Despite its defects, the Convention warked a significant 

begirming. It testified to the aurareness of the international 

conununity in respect of international control of traffic in and 

manufacture of drugso wkich was further evidenced, b Cý y the fact that it, 

on attaining the required ratifications, came into forec shortly after 
282 

it -was signed by the states. - The success of this Convention should 

be judged in the context of the eircumstauces in which it evolved; 

its failure to whatever degree one may like to think, should bo attri- 

buted in some cases to the unpreparedness of the nations to be bound 

by treaty obligationsg while in othersq to economic factors. 
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(c) The Conymn-tion for Limitin, ý tit P--Mam-ulfac JULre 

aan (I Pm 

Dru.,,.., 
-12 1 

This Convention was drafted at a time when -the Lc,, a, -,, ue of 

Nations had already establiched a pattern of suppression of the 

illicit traffic in dru-, -s. The merit of the Limitation Convention 

lay in the fact that it was the first Convention to ri-ake a frontal 

attack on the limit-ation of the manufacture of druces, antl thereby' t-- 

control the incidence of the illicit traffic in same. This Conven- 

tion, in many respect-sp supplemented the two previous drug conventions 

and emphasised the importance Of tho rigid control of import and 

export of -drugs. It-vfas an improvement upon the International Conven- 

tion of 1925 in that it ex-tanded. the scope of its operation by including 

more drugs under its control regime. Authorisation of exports of 

amounts of 5 kilogrammes or more of any of the substances in Group I 

to countries or territories which had ratified neither the Interna- 

tional Convention of 1925 nor the praseut Conventiong were subject -IV -o 

previous consultation with the Permanent Central Board in order to 

ascertain whether or not such, export would cause estimates for the 

283 territory to have been exceeded* In an attempt to strengthen its 

position, the Convention'also empowered the Board to impose sanctions. 
284 

The Convention also attempted to extend its application even to those 

iiho were not parties to it. 285 This Convention represented a very inter- 

esting attempt at international legislation in the sense given this 

term in national societiesp a sense which wasl as a rule, alien to 

286 international Inir. Uompared with other commodity agreenents, this 

Convention succeeded in achievIng, a higber degreo of 

international co-operation because its authors 
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as has been observed by Dr. I'lan applied two trethods Vaich underlie 

, rfý. f all or-anised attempts at inf lunnciw, i)o 1-.. iavJ. IDUr-. r ock%- , 

consent of those whose co-operation will enable the execution of 

the rule of social behaviour to be effective; and putting pressure 

on possible dissenters. 287 The effectiveness of a convention should 

Dts -10 _lb,, Olutely p 3i ive resIllf's; L not be juO-, ged in terus of 4Aýa t 
. 
1. 

made by the Parties to achieve something on an international basisq 

no LarAtter ho-w keen the opposition iss pave the I'My to Success. Tl,,, 

nationsp through this Convention, made it manifest that limitation, #j 

both of maaufacture and consuxption of narcotic drugs, was an urgent 

problem for coils i ele ration. It vras for this reason thzýt an attempt, 

however ambitious it might appear to be , was made to extend the 

scope of application of the Convention among the comitries who urere 

non-signatories. 

The supcess in limitation of the nanufacturc of druL,. rs under 

this Convention depended upon tho following conditions: 

(a) the universal application of the estimate system; 

co-operation ofvarious governmentsf whether Parties or 

not to the Convention; 

(c) careful calculation of estimates by national governments; 

(d) observance of the regulations concerning international 

trade in drugs ( ioe., import certificates and export 

authorisations) by the national governments; and 

(e) effectivelomestic administration and suppression as 

complementary to an effedtive international administra- 

tion and supervision' in this area of international law. 288 
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Equmllys the , -ys+. cA-, i of distribution of dnigs under this 

Conventinn dependetlq miltatis yjqjfp,, ncjjS, urr,. -, tile E,,, Imo kina of conei- 

tionse The question of distribution was fraaght witli difficUlties 

because in many cases the consuming, countries did not have their 

supplies of drugs from the manufacturing countries. To this munt be 

added the other contingency that supplies might have taken the form 

of preparations made by a country u4nich did not itself minufacture the 

I drugag and the fact that countries remote frori the manufacturing- - 

centres obtained, as a matter of practicel their supplies from distri- 

buting-centres which'were nearer to theri. 
289 

This aspect of the problew 

was closely connectekl with the question of re-export trade. Since 

re-export trade could not be dune away with entirelyp fmd since the 

distributing centres were foixnd necessary, at least to facilitate trade 

in medical specialities prepared from the drugs in countries which did 

not theiaselves manufacture, it .,., *as cssc-ntial that the amount imported 

for re-export counted against the estimate of the country's domestic 

requirements , -. mtil it was proved that the amount had. been rO-exPorted. 
290 

It tf,., r suggested at tho Preliminary 'Heeting of the Off icial Ropressen- fV 

.. 291 
tatives of the Hanulacturing Countries, - that this problem could 

have been solved"by*"'esia'blishing a'cýntral office for the'organisation 

292 
of distribution undet the supervision of the League. But this 

su, (,,, gestion ebuld not be furtheyed for two reasons, viz. (a) that it 

would be mostly the manufacturers ifho manufacture for the export trade 

who would deal with the central ofiicc, 
293 

and (b) that there was no 

consensus as to the site of the contral office. Iforeovert the estab- 

lishment of such. an office uould have all the defects that are usuallv. 

associated with centrally administered states. Ifith this must also 
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be taken into account the regional differences both in requiroments 

of drugs, ana as regards tae econmAc depea(I. enco oX a couatxy on tho U, 

production and manixfactuxe of (Iru,!. vs. It was tbarefore suggested that 

regional officesp instead of a central office, might h. ave qcrvccl as 

a remedy to the problem of =, -L-Lnufacture and di. stribution. The regional J 

offices would have been directly responsible to the League. 

Again, ýhis Convention, thougrh very ambitious in its plan, 

deserves criticism for maintaining a dojible stnndard with regard to 

It reserve stock: "and 11 government stocks", 
294 

and for lintiting the 

scope of its application by not cbverinm certain other hinds of 

295 drugs and production of drugs. TLs Convention concerned itself 

with the quantitative aspect of drugs and not with the qualitative 

aspect. 

Yet, it opened an avenue to the anti-drug campaign Uf tilo 

Leaguep and it has to be emj-. )hasise. d that, apart from lack of 

"ouled, ge of the extent and nature of the problem, the limited 

success of this Convention ivas pro-destined in view of the fact 

that iehen the League first began its i.. OrIc in this field, it was not C. "o 

possible for it to go further than governments and public opinion 
296 

were ready to follow* 

4 
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""-e Cormentio-i for ll. -bo , 5u2prossinn ol t'io T', "Acit 

T, -, ),,. Aic in Drim, IP-16. 

The purpose of this Conveation was one only, viz* to 

suppress the illicit traffic in dangeroua drugsj 297 
and to make 

the offence of illicit traffic in these commodities punishable. 

It appearz that the provisions in this Conveiition for the prosecu- 

-tra-territorial crimes Ivero tion and pua: ishiuent of offenders for ex 

not novel. On the contraryt they followed the usual pattern of the, 

time. The principal reason for making such vague provisions maylbe 

traced to the difficulties in providing stringent measures with 

re, gard to extra-iorritorial crimes. There is no universal rule of 

customary international law w1ach imposes the (juty of extradition. 

It is the municipal law uhich offers the basis for the conclusion of 

ex-tradition treaties* In the event of a state possessing no extradi- 0 

ir relforcrce tion laws, and whose written constitution does not make an. - 

to itt the matter has to be left to the gove=ment which may conclude 

"93 J. extraditien treaties accordintm,, to its discretion, n 
although a govc=- 

ment is quite competent to extradite an individualt even though no 

extradition treaty exists. Iforeoverv surrender of fugritivCS is th,, 

exception, rathen than the rule, and a matter of grace rather than of 

obligationp299 and even. the executive cannot exercise any general power 

300 
of arrest of a fugitive criminal. The underlying philosophy of 

extradition treaties is that extradition will be allowed only in cases 

of grave offences. The power to determine grave offences however 

is left. to the government concerned. Alsov* the plea of protection 

of individual libqrty, an opposed to the principle of co=unity 
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of interesta, is vex-f Often ado-1)'todt i--. i cascs of extradition. It 

is against this backgrotmd that the question of punis)-mant of 

offenders for extra. -territorial eirmes has to be counidered. It ist 

howeverl surprising how the authors of the 1936 Convention incorpo- 

rated certain unrealistic provisions in this mitter, despite the 

fact that the prevailina attitudes of nations relatin,, to extra- 

territorial crimes had remained unchanged. The 19315' Convention 

ignored the problem relating to double criminality, i. a. 9 the 

slim chances of recognition of a crime by both the countries- ihe 

requisitioning and tLe requisitioned catuitriest even thotk! ý11 the 
tý 

criminality of offences in whatever term that might bo, 
_is 

recog- 

nised by botli the cotuitries. 
301 The chances of recotgnition of a crime 

by both countries iTere slim even within the British Commonwealth. The 

alteration of treaties by separate meml; ers of the Commonwealth, treaty 

interpretation, and vnriations in the domestic laws of Co. =. aonvealth 

countries, as in the case olf doable nationality, have all created 

divergencies in praetice. Thus, the goverament of the United 

Kingdom might extradite a criminal on the grounds for ulAch another 
302 

Commonvealth country night refuse extradition, With this should be 

taken into account the established practice of the countries both 

within and without the Commonwealth, At tho. 1936 Conferenceg'a 

considerable n=ber of countries-opposed the provisions of Article 

The Indian delegate said that the 11 Indian Legislature has no power 0 

to provide for the punishment of offences committed outside India 

by foreiF-ners.,, 303 The Canadýan delegatep however, comnented that 
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the provisiona of Article 8 cxpjYeared to be inadequate . and he 

To-and the justification o. 4 A'Ais statement in tlwir cxperieni. e of 

extradition arrangements with the U. S. A. 3011 It may be obserred that 

not all the offences as en=erated ill Article 2 were extraditable 

offencesp and the observation of the Simdish delegate mzy be quoted as 

representative of the opinion of the majority. No said tj'.;. at in a 

It great many countriest among., tliemv Sweden, it would seem to be a rule 

of law that offences against special criminal laws do not give rise to 

extradition* Under the law of many cotuitries, one requisite for 

extradition is that the offence for uhich extradition is demanded 

must be punishable with a heavier sentence th. ýn that ybich is normally 

inflicted for offences of the kind covered by the present draft. " 

Ile went on to sat that "... it is hardly likely Viat any 

country would be prepared, in ord-s-r to pecede to a convention such as 

thisp to abandon the general principles of its lair. If, would there- 

fore be highly desirable to auend these clausea. t, 305 Ualess all the 

acts relating to the illicit traffic in dangerous drugs had been 

11 included as extraditable offences in every extradition treaty 

-s-. 1ich has beent or may be concluded between that party and any other 

party which allows extradition'for the same acts. " 306 the provisions 

of Articles 7 and 8 would have. no effect, In this connection, the 

provisions of Article 9 for automatic incorporation of narcotic 

offences as extradition crimes in extradition treaties concluded or 

to be concludedt may be referred to, This Article, as has been rightly 

observed by Starkep " imposed far too general an obligation opening 

np possibilities of conflict with fundamental notions of a state's 
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e=tradition law and. practices* and creating some difficulty or 

e, -., ibarrass-mmnt4 in reg ýOtiation oý new or ai, enJid extra- , ard to Vie nc,., 

dition', treatics. 007 Sclaia-arzenberger olbscrvod t1iat 

extradition, is a matter eminently. suited for arrangements by neans 

of bilateralltreatibs between states which, on -a 
basis of 

effective 
'reciprocit-j, 

, re., a'ble w"VI villing to 
-Isýint eacl, other in 

the adninisiration PT their criminal j-uaýtice 
. -, I. 

Treaties of this kind 

follidw long eutablished patternsp, in, accordance with whiell controver- 

sial, issues are settled by a(Lainistrative or judicial or-tans of tile 

parties-to such treaties., If, Contractftýg, Parties to such troaties 

effect of U 'keep in iaind the self -re,,; Wýatiiig -to principle of recip7ro- 

city, such issues as arise have alondency to-settl-a thomselve. q. 

Relatively, little needt therefnrc, exists for international liti- 

gation. in this : field. 

It ma-yp therefore-i be observed that the 1936 Convention made 

too cnthuziastic an attempt to bring the drug-traffickers to task. 

Some of its provisions relating to punishment of the drug-traffich- 

ers were vague, while some other wore too narrow for the reasons 

explainad above. Alsol the most formidable obstacle in extradition 

proceedings being , the condition of reciprocityt which is very strictly 

interpreted by many countriess the tendency would evidently be to 

discourage the making of an extradition order even though an offence 

had been comitted, in any case where the utatutor y definition of the 

offence and the conditions governing, its prosecution did not correspond 

in every detail. 309 Lastly, like many other international conventions, 
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this Convention also conformed to the basic pattern of the 

existing international legislationt i. e. 9 instead of affecting 

the individual drug-trafficker directly, it attempted. to bind 

certain states only to make provisions for the punisluient of 

drug-traffickers. This problem has been discussed in detail 

with teference to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugsp 1961.310 

The provisions for punishment in this Convention were not so 

practical as to cause any apprehension to the individual drug- 

traffickersp and the effect they might have producedq if it might 

be called any effectj was to warn traffickers to move in certain 

directions rather cuatiously. 



FOOTNOTES 

C*. qAPTPi?. - TV' 

1* Signed at Genevaq llthýrlobanxary# *19251y C-62-11-41.1925-XI- 
The provisions of ý this ACreatent wero- riot to bo applied to opium 
solely meant for. medical. 6nd-scientifid purpoces, 

2. China, Francep Great RAtain, India, J; apý, n, Uiv Netherlands, 
Portugal and Siam. 

3. Article It paragraph 1. 

4** Article 1, paragýaph 2. 

5- Article It paragraphs 3, (a) and (b) 

6. Article IV. 

7- Article III. 

. 8. Article VII 

9. Article VIII 

10. See Final Act of the Conference on t-be Application in the 
--iorial Opium Convention Par Fast of Chapter II of thp InterMat 

'of 
Jannaly 23rd, 191P convened at Ge. -ýeva on 5rd Povemborp 

1924; L. N. Doe. C. 82-M- 41- 1925-Y. I. 9 p. 12. 

'11. See further S. H. Bailey, op. citot P* 31* 

12. See Articles II and III of the Protocol. 

13- Opium'Advlsory Committee, 11inutes of 1, %o- Fifteenth Session, 
L. N. Doe. C- 575- 11.282,1932. XI., p. 88. 

14- L. N. Doc. C- 575- 11.282.1932. XI. 9 p. 89. 

15- Sir John C=pbell 

16. L-N- Doe. C- 575- 11.282.1932. XI. v 1,, p, 89-90. 

17- OP- cit-9 p- 90- 

18. Signed at Geneva on February, 19th, 
. 
1925; 

L. N. Doe- C- 88(l)- 11- 44(l)- 1925-XI- 

19. see Preamble to the Convention. 

20. Article'3- 



21, By Indian Hemp is understtod the dried flowering or 
fruitinp s of the distillate plant cannabis sativa L. p. from 

vhich.. the. resin has not beep extracted, under whatever 
0 
name 

they, Fay be, dcsitýpated in commerce. " 
The Sub-, Committee considered that it vras,, impossible to 

_,. 
designate thcL all by reason of the numerous and varied. names -q 
by which they'%rere lmoim in the differe-.. t countries anCl decided 
nerely to designate the-vi as a whole, mentioning somo of the best 
kmovm amonEý them; 'hashich ( Arabian and E87ptian), esrar (Turkich)v 
Chira ( Tunivitan) and diamba ( Brazilian). 
See Records of the Second Onium Conferenceg vol. I, 
L. N. Doe. C. 760. M, 260,1924-XI, Annex 289 P- 498- 

22* See Note by the Indian Delegate in the Records of the Second 
O_tvra Confere"Oet 

ýop-, 
Pit-p P- 49.9- 

Article 10. 
On the, other, handl if, the Health Committee had found that a 
certain. drug,, would not give rise to the drug habit on account 
of the iýedicbLmenits with which the said drugs was compounded# the 
Council of the League was to be com=unicated the findinr., of the 

-., said Committee to the Contracting Parties, and consequentlyt the 
"'ýrovisions of the Convention would not be apýlicablo to that 
particular drug. 

24. See the Section on the Health Committee of the League, 
-pupra. 

25- ibid. 9 

26. supra. p P. 151 

27. Article 12. 

28o Article 13, -para, -! ýraph 1. 

29, Article 13t paragraph 3. 

30- Article 139 paragraphs 4 and 5- 

31- Article 13, paragraph 6. 

32. It may be ob-cerved that ouch a practice would give rise to a 
variety of authorisationsl whereas a uniform import-export 
piactice was aimed at. 

33- Article-13i paragraph 7. 

34- Article 18* 
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35- Argentina,, Australiat Bulgariap Chile Costa Ricaq Cubat 
Czechoslovakiaq Banzig ( Free City ofý, Denmark, Dominican 
Republic, Ecuadort EMt, El Salvadort Estoniap Finlandq 

, 
Qrmanyq ITondurasp Iftingaryp Iraq, Irelandt Italyp Japant 

, 
Latvial Liechtensteinp Luxeejuro# Monacop the Netherlandst 
liew Zealandj Nox-wi; iyjý Paraguay, Polandt Portugalq South Africaq 
Spairit Sii6dent 8ýwit-Jorlandj Siam, Turkey, Urug-aayt United 
Kingdom and Vcnezuil-a. 

36* Cb-bvi" and' th'9' United' States of America withdroxi from the 
Conference; see also footnote 52. 

37- Article i4- 

38- A, diversion certificate iras to be issued only after the 
. re, ceipt of_IP. n, impoTt co#ificate, in accordance with Article 13P 
from the 'government of the country to which it was proposed to 
divert the consigrnment, and was required to fulfil all the 
conditi6na4"as-, laid doini by Article 13 of the Convention. The 
country anthorising the divercion of the consignment was pormit- 
ted to detain the copy of the original export authorisation 

or diversion'certificate) accompanying, the consignment, would 
then r&turn it to the country which issued it, notifying there- 
with the name of the country to which the diversion had been 
authorised. 

39- Article 17- 

40- Rocords of the Second Opium Conference, vol. I, op. cit-., 
Annex 24 tP- 484 - rTa. r jub- Committee - "E", i, . 3, entrusted with the task of examining 
a number of proposals with a view to strengthening the provi- 
niono of mational and international control over the drugs to 
which this Convention applied. 

41- Revort of the Opium Advisory Committee, Annex 1, P- 375- 
L. N. Doe. C- 760.1-1.260.1924. XI. 

42. op. cit-P PP- 377-378. 

43- ope citep Pe 380. 

44- Rep Ort of Snb- Committee "IF119 Annex 26 vol- I)v P. 492* 
''L. N., Doe, C*"" 760* 11.260.1924- XL 

45. ibid. q 

469 -op. cit-9 P. ' 493. J 
Sub- Committee F also opined that 11 By allowing this, word to standq 
ve should end by inoluding within the scope of those provisions 
of the Convention products which have a totally different 

* medici- 
nal effect or shich are in any case not dangerous in the sense of 
thoso drugs we are considering. " ( P- 493)* 



47. op. cit*$ P. 4949 

48- ibid. 9 see also the First Reacling, of_t-le Braft Convontiont 
Article 10 p. 252, et. seq, q L. N. Doc,, C-760,11,260.3.924. XI. 
Vol* I* 

49* op. cit. # Annex 27t P- 496. 

50- Li-ticle 5: 
11 The Contracting Parties shall enaet effective laws or recula- 
tions to limit exclusively to medical and scientific purposes 
the manufactureq importt salet distribution, export and use of 
the substances to which this Chapter applies. They shall co- 
operate with one another to prevent the use of those nubstancos 
for any other purposes. " 

51- The Chinese, delegate withdreý. r because t4ore was no consons-us on 
tho prohibition of opium-amok-ing'and smug-aling by the Covern- 
monts in the possessions and, torritories in, China. 
L. N. Doe. C. 760.11.26o. 1924- It P- 497- 

52. "Vrteco rds of 
---- 

the Second 2ýium Conference, vol. 1, op. cit., 

- A=cx ga5g P- 437. 

53. ibid* v 

54. 'ibid. 

OP- cit-P P. 438. 

56. OP* Citop (Ixnex-21)0 P. 47ý- 

57. OP- cit-, P. 460. 

1 58. infTa,, see the discussion. on the Limitation Convcntiont 1931, 
PC 2: ýO - 11-4 

59- Sir Malcolm Dolevangne 

60., Records of the Second Opium Conference, vol. 1, OP. Oit-t P- 375. 

61. ibid. 9 
62. This Chapter related to Control of International Trade. 

63- ]Rpcor&i of tho Second Opium Conforpnce, vol, It OP- Cit-P P- 378. 

64- op. cit-9 P- 379- 

qI 

65. Sea further the note of M. Brenier on a system of control with 
indirect limitative effectsq op. citel Appendix 5P P. 396. 
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66* op. - cit. I' P. 398- 

67. op. cit., Anpox 219 PP. 478-480. 

60. "infra. 

69* Tile proposal. was however accepted unconditionally by GrOGOOp 
India, the Klxýgdom of the Serbs, Groats and Slovenes. 

'Persia 'and Thark-'Oy made rose , rvations, while E(, ý, pt 3,2: 6po: ýed 
an =-endment to insert 11 for other thsan medical aaidl , scientific 
purposes". 
op.. cit., Annex 219 P- 479. 

70- Hereinafter called the Bangkok Agreement. 
Hold at Bangkok from November 9th to 20th, 1931- 
L. N., Doe. C- 577 U. - 234- 1932-X. T.. (Kinutes of tho-Meatingl 

71-. L. N. 
1 
Doe. C-577. ji. 

1284- 
1932. X1. j p. 9. 

722'- ibid. p 
73* The Siamese`aoýcrment however reserved its riGht to sell dross 

to persons medically certified as dross-addicts. 
ibid. t 

No. of -persons 
74- Year registered Amount of dross cold 

,. 1927- 28 
first Year of operation 
of the systma 2P 581 429 437 t=lungs 

1920-29,2t 581 24P 424 

1929-30 1,631 17# 063 

1930-31 966 9P 504 
L. N. Doc. C. 577. H. 284.1932. XLJ P. 10. 

75- The Com=ission was not allowed to visit China, and hence no 
recommendation could be made on the Chinese situation. 

76. L. N. Doc. C. 577- M. 284- 1932. XLf p. 21. 

77- ibid. t 

78- 'Op. cit. P, pp. 
: 21-22. 

79- The new regulations concerning licensing of addicts came into 
force in Formosa in 1929. The addicts were classified into 
three, categories: W opium smokers of incurable type; 

b those smokers who could be cured on compulsorY 
treatment; and (c) those who were not confirmed opium smokers 
and -from whom opium should have been withheld. 

91 



-801, 19309 

81, L. N. Doc. C.. -577.114,284.1932. XI. p p. 13. - 
82. OP* cit., P. 3-4. ' 

83. OP* cit-9 P. 140 
ibid. , 

05. op., dt., p. 15. 

o6. op. cit., p. 16. ' 

87. OP* cit., P. 17. 

Abid. 9 

89. ibid. 9 

go. A mobile briGaao was'set up in 1927 in an effort to suppross 
the"illicit trziffic by land. In 19309 an armed coa6tguard vessel 
had been brought fro= the government of the. Notherlands Indies 
with a view to strcngthening prevention of smuggling by sea. 

91. L. N, *Doc. C- 577--M. 284.1932. XI., p. 22. 

92. op. cit. p pp. 22-23- 

93* ibid. p 

94- ibid. 9 

-95- OPO Citot Pq 11* 

96. ibid. 9 

97- ibid., 

98. This point was rightly raised by the Dutch delegate. It implied 
that a lowering of price for retail sale would not give any 
guarantee as to reduction of illicit sale. It would increase the 
total sale, both licit and illicit. 

99. op. cit., p. 6. (L. B. Doc. C- 577. M. 284'- 1932. XI) 

100. op*- cit. 9 PP- 137-ý146. 

101. See Chapter'VIII. 
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102. See further the statement made by the Butch delegate on 
-Chia point; see also the practice followed in the case of 
other commodity agreements., ' 
L. N. Doc--577- 11.284.1932. XI., pp. 10-12. 

103- op. cit. p. 123. 

. 104. It "re cammended "that both fines and imprisonment should be the 
Aho punishment It for offences having the character of illicit 
traffic". ki attempt to induce a minor to emoke opium should 
be made an offence punishable with a haavy., penalty.. 
ibid. 9 

105- op. cit., p. 23- 

See further the General Statement made by the Dutch delegate. 
op., cit. I ý, Pp. 10-12. 

, 107. Rocommendation No. 15- 

'108. L. IT. Doe. C- 577- 14.284- 1932. XI. 'Annex 6p p. 124. 

. 109. Reco=, endation No. 17- 

110. 
-Reco=endation 

No. 4. 

See the opinion of the Dutch delegatev L. N. Doc. 0-577.14.283- 
1932. XI. t P, 100 

112. Recommendation No. 18. 

113- ý-, Reoommendation No. 19. 

114. The United States'however justified its presence on the 
strength of the Hague Coilvention of 1912. 

115.1. N. Doc* C. 635.11,254.1930. XI-P P- 137. 

'116. S "H. Bailey, ' op. cit., P. 34. 

117. L.. N. Doc. C. 577. M. 284.1932. XI. p p. 24- 

118. See also the statements made by the Dutch and U. S. delegates. 
The U. S. delegate said: 

It willq I thinkq be admitted that the habit of opium- 
smoking is injurioust and that thin holds true no matter where 
the addict resides, For that reasong my Gove = ent has felt that 
there is no moral justification for a double standýxd in this 
matterg and that it would be entirely inconsistent to permit 'the 
use of smoking opium by a rationing system or otherwise in the 
Philippine Islandst while recognising the fundamental evil of the 
habit by absolutely proscribing the drug in the home country. " 

op. cit., p. 12 and p. 24 respectively. 
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119* -See the proposal made by th6 British delegate 
op. cit. 15.26. 

120. cit., p.,, 16; -this view was also supported by the 
Indian doldgatet p. 21. 

3-21. See Recommendations of'the Commission of Enquiry, 
L. N. "Doc. C-577. M*'284-! 932. X1. q*p. 125. 

122. For the text of this Agreement see 51 League of 
Nations Treaty Seriesq P- 337. 
See also generallyt W. W. Willoughby, Opium-as an Tnterna- 
tional Problen- The Genova Conferencest John Hopkins Pressp 

req- 1925- 

123- L. N. Doc. C-577. M. 284,, 1932. XI (Annex 7)9 P. 126. 
See also L. N. Doe. C. "635- M. 254- 1930-XI- 

124- L. N. Doc. C-455.1-4193- 1931-XI (26 August, 1931). 

125- In-Cdniational Administration of Narcotic D=. gs, 1928-1934t 

- Goneva-Special, Studiesp vol. VI, No. 1. Geneva Research 
Centre, p. 6. 

126* supra. 9 P. 34 

127* supra., pP. 2vS--; L)1 Although the Bangkok Conference recommended 
limitation -: md control of poppy cultivationt instead of limi- 
tation of the manufacture of drugs, the underlying policy in 
both, inýtancej would be the mrie, i. e. t a restrictive supply 

-'ýai the source. 

128. The Opium Convention of 1912 an4 the International Opium 
Convention of 1925- 

129. Article 25- 

130- infra. q 49 -7 SA 

131* inf; a. 9 248- 29-0 

132. Article 19 paragraph 4 of the Convention, 

333- Article 2. 
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134. Article 5. paragraph 4- 

135*' Article 2, paragraph 3. 

136. 'infra. 2. -" 

137. Article 5 

138- Article 5P Paragrafa 3- 

139. cupra. 

140- In the case ' 
of any drugr which was or might be included in 

Group II a summary statement wras sufficient. 

141- infra . 

. 142. Article 21 of the International Opium Conventionp 1925. 

3-4-3- See further: B. Renb6rj; t op, cit.,, po_100; see also Statistical 
Form B(G). 

-144- Article 69 paragraph 2. 

3-45- Article 9 

146. See also B. Renborg, op. cit-P P- 137. 

'147- Articles 16 and 17- 

148- infra., 

149- It is understood that in a dertain year world manufacture fell 
below the world requirements and as a result, the world stock 

I had to be depleted. It was hzorevor re-constituted in the 
following year by increased manufacture within the limits of 
the estimates. 
See further B. Renborg, op. cit-9 P- 139- 

150- Article ll. - 

151- supra., 

152. Article Ilp paragraph 6. 

153- Article 12p paragraph 2. 

154- cupra. I S*3 

155- For the determination of which account would have to be takcn 
of the- provisions of Articles 5 and 14 of this Convention. 

I 



156. Article 14, paragraph 2t sub-paragraph (i). 

157. cupra. 9 IS-3 

150- Infra. '2 W6 

159- ý'H. ý'Iiiileyj op. cit-P P- 79- 

'160* 'iýýra. 2&1 

161. Article 15- 

'162. Article 17- 

163- A spocif ic provision vmzs made regarding diacetylraorphine that' 
in all cases, it, _was to be either destroyed or converted. 

164* Article 19. 

165- See farthei'g. HO'Bailey, op. cit. 9 89-90. 

'166. See further D. Rchborg, op- cit-9 P- 139. 

167- Article 59 paragraph 7- 

l6e. Dr, Knaffl-Lonz was a member of the Health Section of the 
Health Committee in 1923. The Opium Section entrusted him 
with the task of considering the problem concerning prohibi- 
tion of the Tnanufacture of heroin. The report which he pre- 

.. pared, on th-e basis of the information supplied by sixteen 
Turopepn States representing a population of 250 millionog 
establishod an estimate of 400 millieTammes of raw opium per 
lic-ad under tho existinG conditions and information of the time. 

169. Report on, the Work of the O-Pium Committee, 1924. 
L. N. Doc. C-58,9- 14.202.19249 Annex 35t P- 57. 

170. L. N. Doc. O. C. 13-12. 

171. L. N. Doo. -C. C. P. 89. 

172. L. N. Doc. C. H. 1090t p. 16. 

173. See the Memorandum submitted by Dr. Wasserburg to, the Sub-, 
Committee for the limitation of manufacture of narcotics drugs. 
L. N. Doc. C. H. 849- 

174. L. N. Doc. C. H. 109(a), p. 10. 

I 
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175. Reports of the Plen2Mý Meeting of Official Ropresentatives 'of 
the Manufadt-uring Cauntries; L'. N. Doc. C. 669.11.278- 1930-XI-ppe2o 

176. See further B. Renborgt op. cit-9 P. 136. 

177. OP- cit-I pp- 114-115- 

178. Some countries made excessive eýtlmatas of the"Ireserve stocks" 
required and this was pointed out by the Sjupervisory Body. 
L. N. Doc. 610. M. 286.1933-XI-P PP-. 6-7- 

179. , See also S. H. Bailey, op. cit., pp. 92 et. seq. v 

180. - See Articles 12 and . 14- 

181- . 
txticle 51 paragraph 6. 

182. Records of the Conferencel vol.,. T, p. 221. 

183. S. H. Bailey, OP. cit-t P. 95* 

184- OP. Cit-t P. 73- 

185. OP. Cit-t PP- 73-74- 

186* Article 13 of the Convention, 

187- --Relevant parts of Article 22 of the International Opium 
Conventiong 1925: 
ParzagrMh I 
11 The Contracting Parties agree to send annually to the 
Central Board ... as complete and accurate statistics as 
possible relative to the preceding yeax, showing: 

suh=paragra hr ! ap - 
(b) 

Hanufacture of the substances covered, by Chapter 1110 Article 
4(b)p (o) and (g) of the present Convention and the raw material 
used for such manufacture. The amount of such substances used for 
the manufacture of other derivatives not covered, by the Convention 
shall be separately stated". 

`188. Article 22(l)(c) and (e) of the International Opium Convention, 1925 
sub-paraFrra-ph ýq) 
11 Stocks of the substances covered by Chapters II and III of the 
present Convention in'the hands of wholesalers or'held by the 
goverment for consumption in the country for other than Governý- 
ment purposes". 
sub-p graph (P) 
" Amounts of each of the substances coveied by the present 
Convention which have been confiscated on account of illicit 
import ar export; the manner in which the confiscated substances 
-have bden disposed of shall be stated, together with such other 
information as may be useful in regard to such confiscation and 
disposal". 

41 
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Article 22, paxapraph 2 of the Intemational Opium Convention, 
1925: 1 '! The Contracting Parties agree to forward to the Central 
Board, in a manner to be prescribcd by the Boardt within 
Sour weeks after the end of, cach period-of three monthsp the 
statistics of their importa from and exports to each country 
of each of the substances covered by the present Convention 
during the preceding three months. Therse statistior; willv in 
such cases as may be proocribed by tNo Board, be sont by tole- 
gr-am, except iehen the quantities fall below a minimum, amount 

. vhich shall be fixed in the case Of eaoh substance by the Board. " 

190. Article 5, paragraph 6. 

191. Rerorts of the P1 tin g of Off5cial. Rerresentatives 
of tYie Manufact-ariala' Countries- OP- cLt-t P- 3- 

192. oupra. uL 2 t. ) 

193- See further Rer, )orts of the P16n, --rilleptinS of Official 
Re32resentatives of the Ijannufftturin7, Countrie_s_, op. cLt-t *P- 4- 

194 - ibid. p 

195- 1he manufacturerst in the case of conversion of morphine into 
Codeinet treated the question in a manner quite different from 
that followed by the Opium Advisory Committee. 
OP. Cit-P P- 5- 

196. ibid., 

197- op. cit*9 p. 6, 

198, Until about three years before the Limitation Conforencet 
Turkey did not manufacture any drug at 

_allt 
ibid,, t 

199. ibid. 9 

200. L. N. Doc. C. 168.1-1.62.1931. - XI-P P- 5- 

201. ibid. t 

202. Records of the Limitation Conference, vol. It PP- 105-106 

203. L. N. Doc. C. 286(l). 11-174(l). 1936. XI ( January 1,1937). 

204- oupra. Ca. ýf-s u,. t I; v'-- 



'205. In many parts of the world illicit factories and laboratories 
had been discovered. The Opium Advisory Committee had reported 
innumerable cases of clandestine traffic in druos between 1929 
and-1936. 
See Reports of the Adviso Connittee on Traffic in ium and 
Other DanRviour, DruQsý tR +. h6. Conncil on the work of ý lhrentiethf 
'Nenty-first and Twenty-second sessions,, L. N. Doc. 0.253.1,1.125- 
1935 XI# C. 278.11.168.1936. XI and C. 285. IT. 186.1937. XI- 
respectively. 

206. -. '--ee Preamble to the Geneva Agreoment on Opium, 1925p and the 
recommendations made in the Agreement for the prevention of 
traffic in drags and punishmont of traffickersl Articles IIIv 
VII and VIII; see also the Bangkok A&=eement of. 19319 especially 
Recommendation Nov- 4P 5,69 7 and 16. 

207-ý J. G. Starkel"The Convention of 1936 for, the Suppress'-on of the 
Illicit Traffic in Da, ngerous Drugs". ý1. American . 7mirnal of 

_International 
Law, 1931, P. 3 

208. ibid. p 

209. See-further L. H. Doe. C-341.14.216.1936. XI. Annex lt PP- 177-1799 
at P. 179. 

210. See further L. II. Doc. O. C. 16369 1936. 

211. Article 15 of the Limitation Convention, 1931- 
"-The High Contracting Parties shall take all necess,, u7 
legislative or other measures in order to give effect within 
their, territories to the provisions of this Convention. 

The High Contracting Parties shallp if they have not 
already done sog create a special administration for the 
purpose of: 

ýaý Applying the provis ions of the present Convention; 
b Regalating, supervising and controlling the trade in 

the drugs; 
(0) Organising the campaign against drug addictionp by 

taking all usefAl steps to prevent its development 
and to suppress the illicit traffic. " 

212. Advisory ConmittPe on Traffic in Opium and Other Dan, -, erous 
2MIM, Minutes 

-of 
the Sixteonth scssionoL. N. Doc. C-460. M. 244, 

1933. XI-9 P. 85. 

213. S--o further J. G. Starket OP-dt-p P- 3 ots, rjeqog 

214. Records of the Conference for the %rpression of thb Illicit 
Traffic in DanMrous Druc!; 3, L. N. Doe. C-341.1,1.216.1936. Xl. p p. 185- 

215. ibid. f. 



'2164 This Article did notq howeverv indicate whether these offences 
would be punishable in equal severity to those imposed for 
offences 6numerated inIrticle 2. 

217- Article 29 Of the Intemitionel. Opium Conventions 1925: 
", The Contracting Parties will-examine in,,,. the most favourablo 
spirit the possibility of, -talcing legislative measures to render 
punishable acts-cor. mitted within their jurisdiction for the 
purpose of procuring or assi. 19ting the cormaission in any place 
outside their jurisdiction of any ex-t which constitutes an 

-offence against the laws of that place relating to the matters 
dealt with in the present Convention. " 

218. See further J. G. Starkel OP- cit-9 P- 3 ot seq. p 

219. Offences which have been, detailed in Article 2 of this 
Convention. 

220. See further J. G. Starke, ibid., 

22le L. N. Doe. C-341.11.216.1936. x., P- 194- 

222. Article 11. 

223- Article 11(2) (a)j (b). and (c). 

224. Article 11(4)o 

225 Article 12(2) (a)t (b) and (c). 

226. Article 13- 

227- Article 13(l) (b). 

228. See further L. N. Doe. 0,341- 14.216.1936. XI., p. l9a. 

229*' OP. cit. 9 P. 199. 
The Sudanese government also preferred the sYstem of co=. uni- 
I cation through the diplornatic channels, since that was the 
existing practice of that government. op. cit., p. 198. 

2300 See further G. SchwarzenberCer, Economic World Order? A Basj. c 
Problem of International Economic Laws Kanchester University 
Pressr 1970t p. 25- 

231- L. N. Doe. C-341. M. 216.1936. xi., p. no. 

232. See the opinion of the delegate of the U. S. S. R., 
11. Doe. C-341.1,19 216.1936. XI., p., 180. 
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233,, See Reportof the SUb-Committee Appointed to StuclZ the Draft 
Convention Submitted by the International Criminal Police 

'"Commission$' as presented to. the Opium Advisory Co=ittee 
during*its-sixteenth cession, (Annpx 1), L. N. Doo. C-341- M. 2160ý 
1936. XI., PP- 178-179. 

234. Tho'Convention'also presumed 11 crimes by analogy", ' which is a 
`very'impra6tical presumption because many countries do not 
"recognise this principle, e. g W. Germany; see Dr. 14. Henrichs, 

Problems of Competence in International Law with regard. to the 
Punishment of Narcotic Drug Offences and the Extradition of 
Narcotic Offenders", Bulletin on Varcotiesq vol. XIIp No. 1# 
1960# PP. 1-7p at P. 3- 

235. This view was expressed by the Austrian delegate at the 
Conference; see L. 

, 
N-DOO, C-341.1,1,216-1936. XI. t p. 181 

(Annex 2), 

236. L. N. Doc. C-341- 11.216-1936. xi., P- 184 (Amex 2). 

237. ibid. 9 

238* Such an apprehension was also expressed by the Swedish doleeate 
at the-Cbnference; L. N. Doc. OP- cit-P P. 183 ( Amiex 2). 
Revertbelessp the provisions of Article 15 that 11 the present 
Convention does not affect the principle that the offenceo 
referred to in Articles 2 and 5 shall in each country be defined, 
prosecuted and punished in conformity with the'general rules of 
its domestic law" was reassuringt although it appears to be. 
contradictory to the basic purpose of the Convention. 

239. J. G., Starl-, el OP- cit-v P. 45. 

240- -See the opinion of the Eozrptian'delegatet L. N. Doe. C-341. M. 216. 
1936. XI., p. 186 (Annex 2). 

241- L. N. Doc. op. cit., 'pp. 182-184- 
The Swiss delegate also pointed out that the 11 Pederal and 

. 
Cantonal Criminal laws draws a distinctionp as regards the 
various forms of offencesl between the punishable forms of the 
perpetrated offence and attempts and preparatory acts, which are 
not, punishable. Some preparatory actog as in the case of coun- 
terfeiting currencyq may be punishable. To be sog howeverv these 
acts must be specifically declared to be punishable by law. 
L. N. Doc. op. cit-t P- 183- 

The Spanish delegate however commented on the draft Convention 
that the draft 11 departs to a certain extent from this distinc- 
tion ( i. e., distinction between preparatory act and an attempt)t 

Itsinceg although it appears to maintain itt it recoeýises a greater 
possibility than has hitherto been admitted as regards the punish- 
ment of preparatory acts. It might be preferablep if it is 



241- desired to punish these acts. in certain cases, to abandon the 
criterion 6f a" co=ence-ment of execution'19 because this already 
constitutes an attemptp and in the enumeration of those'acts to 
adopt, owing. to their exceptional nature, the 11 numerus, clausus" 
criterion. It would even be better to leave the determination 
of preparatory acts and attempts to the lej; islation of each 
countryeee"* 
L. P. Doc. op. cit. 9 P. 188. 

242. The vague expressiong " preparatory act" was however avoided 
in the Convention for the Suppression of Counterfeiting 
Currency which 11 deals with offences involving more serious 
and moro precise preparatory acts". 

243- Co=ento of come of the delegates at the Conference; 
see L. N. Moc. op. cit., 

244- The question of a drug changing hands by means of a gift or 
loan was montioned by the Spanish delegate I L. N. Doc. op. cit., 
P. 187. 

245- L. N. Doo, op, cit. t pe 189- 

246, The Canadian delegate found justification for such a provision 
on the strength of a similar provision contained in Canadian 
logiolationt L. D. Doe. op. cit. 9 P. 182. 

247. Soo also Dr. Henrichap op., cit., p. 6. 

240- Starke observed that 11 this Article has not entirely lost its 
cit: nificancos A new dimension has been added to it as a result 
of tho post-war practice of concluding peace-time status of 
forces agroamantsp whore Jurisdiction may be exercisable by, the 

rq sondine State in the territory of the receiving State over menbers 
of the visiting forcog and' over accessory civilian or depot 
personnel*" op* citst P. 46. 

249- Such an opinion was expressed by the Sudanese delegate at the 
Conforonco. Colombia and India also objected. 
L. N. Doc, op. cit. 9 pp. 189-190. 

250, J, G. Starkot op. cit-t P- 45- 

25le prancet Gorm3ny and Great Britain. 

252, Goo It v. Governor of Ifoll(n42Z Prinon, ex j2arte Buddenborg 
[1896 T. L. H. 252; it. v. Governor of Brixton Prison, ex-parte 
CalbarlaL190712K. B. 861; and R. v. Governor of Brixton Prison, 

, 2x J! artn van do Auwern D907] 96 T. L. R. 821. 

r 
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253. The term "Political offence" is usually associated with 
I'dipolomatic asylum". The definition of the term poli- 
iical offence" is enmesh'ed with controversy. According to 

ýJudge Alvarez, any act 11 which pur3orts to overthrow the 
domestic political order of a country must be regarded as 
a political offence". Týe Asylum casep. I. C. J. Reportsp 
19509 p. 298. According to one auth:, rityj the definition 
of a "political offender" may even be extended to mean a 
person who is 11 persecuted for political, reasons'19 as 

. explained in a purely declaratory manner in Article 2 of 
the Montevideo Conventionv 1939, see the DissentinT Opinion 
of Judge Azevedo in the Asylum case, op. cit., at P. 334; 
for a very instructive discussion of the various aspects of 
extradition, see Francis (Sir) PiGgott, Extradition: A 
Treatise on the Law Relatinp, - t6 Pagitivq-Offenders, Londonj 
1910 

According to Schwarzenberger, 11 In international law, 
the concept of political crime is entirely a creation of 
treaties. Thusp parties to treaties on extradition or dip- 
lomatic. asylum are free agents in defining this term'by objec- 
tive or subjective criteria or restricting its meaning by the 

exclusion of certain crimes from the category of political 
crimes". G. Schwarzenbergerg International Lawl vol. I 

(International Law as Applied by International Courts and 
Tribunals)9 London, -1957p at p. 262. * 

He also pointed out that, if 11 as in the Havana 
Convention of 1928, the parties have failed to express their 
intentiont the question resolve itself into one of treaty 
interpretation. " ibid. 

254. Thif; point was emphasised by the delegates of Canadaq Spaing 
Sudan and the U. S. S. R. at the Conferencep L. U. Doc. op. cit. t 
p. 191 (Annex 2). 

255-- Article 90 paragraph 4 of the Convention for the Suppression 
of the Illicit Traffic in Dangerous Drugsq 1936: 

The High Contracting Party to whom application for extra-. 
dition is made shall, in all casesq have he ri! ýht to refuse 
to effect the arrest or to grant the extradition of a fugitive 
offender if his competent authorities consider that the offence 
of which the fugitive offender is accused or convicted is not 
sufficiently serious". 

italics added. 

2560ý Dr. Henrichsl op. cit., p. 6. 

257. L. 11. Doe. op, cit., p. 196. (Annex 2). 

258. ibid. 

259. Article 11, paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (b). 
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260. This-Article primarily dealt. with the provision concerning 
transmissidn of letters or request relating to the pffences 
referred to in Articles 2 and 5 of the Convention. 

26-1. L. N. Doo. op. cite', P. 197 (Annex 2), 

262. See further W. Friedmann, Illie 
- 
Cham, -, ing Structure of Intorna- 

tional iaii, London, 19649 P. ll. et. seq., 

263- W. FTiedmarmg op. cit., p. 21. 

. 264. W. Friedmann, op. cit. t p. 62; see also P. Jessup, Transnational 
law., Y-tt J-ý 1956, pp. 15-16. 

265 G. Schwarzenberger, The, Frontiers of Intermational Law, 
London, i9ý29 pp. 169 29 and 34. 

0 

266. AccordinS to SchWarzonberger, 11 Functional international 
co-operation is an ambiguous term. It, may stand for a cupecific 
approach to the solution of any international problemp but it 
has come to"mean more particularly international co-operation 
in economic, socialt cultural and education6.1 matters. This 
restrictive use of the term is not accidental. In principle, 
any social question can be treated from a functional point of 
view. Then, ends and means are considered with sole reference 
to circumstances-which are intrinsically relevant to the construe- 
tive solution of the problem in hand. Conversely extraneous. 
factors are ignored. 

Thus, to any extent to which international functional 
co-operation requires a curtailment of sovereigntyt it is assumed 
that, in the interest of the task in hand, States are willing to 
acquiesce in a corresponding restriction of their freedom of 
action. Punctional co-operation in this sense is a typical 
community attitude. An international community would be expec- 
ted to approach any cital'problem in this spirit, whether it 
were that of peace-makingrg peaceful changep collective security, 
disarmament or economic co-operation. " 
G. Schwarzenbergerp Power Politics: A Stud, %7 of World Society, 
London, 1964t P. 420. 

267. infýca. q pt. 3K. 2_9ý 

268. G. Schwarzenbergerl Power Politicsv OP- cit-i P. 420. 

269. supra., P. IX) 

270. J. Yzankelt Tnternational Politics: Conflict and Hýý-jnony, 
London, 19739 p. 236. 

271- J. Rcankel, op. cit., p. 237- 



272. the Opium Advisory Committee 

273-. - L. N. Doc. C-341- 14.216.19ý6. XI. j p. 200 (Annex 2). 

274* , G. '. Schwarzonbergerg The 11rontiers of Tntern., ). tional Law, op. cit., 
P. 31. 

275. See further W. 'Priedmann, op. cit. 9 P. 90. 

276. See further J. Franklin, op. cit., p. 233 et. ceq. p 
277. P. P. Walters, op, cit., pp. 2-3- 
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CONCLUSIONS 

(Reflections on the Problem of 
an International Legal Order 

vith Reference to 
DEM ý- Abuse) 

The experiences of the years preceding the League of Nations 

had created an enomous impact upoii the policies of the League 

itself, Those vere the days of chaosp confusion and "might#' as 

opposed to "right". Competition of naked vital interests 311 
rather 

than co-operation for the global interest was prevalent. The idea of 

the nation statep which reigned'supremet came to be recognised as the 

cornerstone of a stable political structure* This, in factt was an 

expression of self-protection or self-interestj both politically and 

economically. Interests are the embodiments of diversities. in any 

political system. Since political situations arise out of disagree- 

mentg any equilibrium that will be produced through the inter-action 

of such interestsav will be an unstable one* Primarily,, politics is 

about policyp and policy is a matter of either the desire for change 

or the desire to protect something against change. 
312 Needless to 

say that the nations who. have the upper hand in the shaping of the 

balance of power# both economic and-politicalp will resist change 

in the existing policy. Similarlyt the smaller nations, who are the 

underdogst in order to register their protests as to their statusp 

though not to participate actively in the shaping of the policy and 

the balance of powerv make noise about a presumed general interest. 

The stronger powerst owing to the urge to protect their oim interestsp 

I 

instead of aggravating tha situationg endeavour to equate their own 

interests with the presumed general interest. In such a situationg 
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tke possibility of establishing law and order becomes remotet and 

the pseudo ordert i. e. p'an order in the interests of particular 

groups or sections, which makes room for itselfp suppresses those 

activities of the governments which need to be promoted but are not# 

because they-appear to be too troubiesome for them. -According to 

rrofessor Schwarzenbergerl'the 11 Pontributions made to the problem 

of international economic order by the unorganised or at the inostt 

partly organised international society of the pre-1914 era lie 

to 313 
primarily in the fields of de facto and pseudo orders. 

The First World War represented in certain respectop the end 

of an era, -while in other respectsp it was a mere incident in a 

continuing processq the process which fostered self-interestp I 
national monopolies in production and manufacture Of commodities 

and above all# the rule of armed force. The League was born as 

a maladjusted childq and upon birtht its growth, if it might be 

called a growtht was in an incongenial environment. Zimmernt in 

examining the state of international law, in the pre-1914 period, 

rightly observedt 11 the rules of international law, as they existed 

previous to 1914, weret with a few exceptions, not the outcome of 

the experience of the working of a world-society. They were simply 

the result of the contracts between a number of self-regarding poli- 

f 

tical units- stars whose courses, as they moved majestically through 

a neutral firmament# crossed one another from time to time. The 

multiplication of these external impacts or collisions rendered it 

mutually convenient to bring their occasions under review and to 
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314 
frame rules for dealing with them. " One of the reasons for the 

failure of international law during the 19th century was its inability 

to create truly universal international organisations. The few inter- 

national economic organisations that had been created during this 

period could not fulfil their purposes owing to the lack of proper 

administrative machinery. Alsog their 11 alliance'With national 

states made internationýl anarchy a far graver danger than it had 

ever been before. it 315 Unfortunatelyt the same basic trend of the 

pre-1914 periodq and even the factors that produced the Wary prevailed 

during the lif e-time of, the* League, Bertrand Russell p in his attempt 

to trace the principal causes of political change during the hundred 

years from 1814 to 19149 pointed out the need for the belief in 

freedom and also the necessity for organisationt and he concluded by 

saying that 11 It is not by-pacifist sentimentl but by the world-wide 

economic organizationg that civilized mankind is to be saved from 

collective suicide. " 316 The elements of a world-wide international 

organisation are manyt and the existence of such elements pre-supposes 

a*number of conditions. 
317 

Howevert, in order to save mankind from collective 

suicideq the League was'brought into existence. 
318 Adminis- 

tration of international matters through an international organi- 

sation of this kind was a totally new experiment, and whatever 

the League tried -initiallyt it had not enjoyed any benefit from 

previous experiencet primarily because there was no experience, to 



its credit in certain areas. 

In order to determine the effectiveness of the League 

machinery, in the administration of narcotics ort for that 

matter, in the administration of any other apkere of interna- 

tional life, it is necessary to establisk the position Of the 

League in relation U the theory of international organisation. 

An international Organisation isp in realityq a union of two or 

more states for the service of one or more common needs. To 

be real and Talid the union must be in essence a community of 
319 

naterial conditionsg productive of common interests and policies. " 

Suck common interests and policies must 'be genuineg otherwiset if 

states 1* moved by ideal or sentimental influenceag pretend to 

create a union without having in fact the false character of the 

union and. its effectiveness will soon make itself felt,. " 320 
Any 

conflict of divergent interests and irreconcilable policies will 

act as a disintegrating influence on the creation of a truly 

universal organisation* 

Unfortunatelyq the League was not intended to be at once a 

whole machinery of organisea international co-operation. -, 
3. gl 

The 

framers*of the League Covenant did not intend nor did they find it 

desirable to replace the'pre-League system of international co- 

operation , if it might be called suchp by a completely new system. 

It may be-worthwhile to recall that in the Peace Conferencep at a 

certain stage, states were classified according to the extent of 

their interestat i. e. t general or'limited. It is against this 

ýI 

background that any question 
ýf international order during this 
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period has to be examined. 

The Agreements and Conventions concerning the control of 

traffic in drugs concluded during the League period bad been 

influenced by the ideas and interests of the contemporary interna- 

--- tional society. ' The League's attempt to suppress the illicit 

-traffic 
in drugs was laudable especially in that its messagewas 

transmitted through the-International Opium Convention of 1925 and 

the Limitation Convention of 1931- It made. the first attempt to 

administer and control the problem through a universal I organisation. 

The question still remains as to how far such an organisation was a 

. truly universal organisationt whether the attempts were genuine and 

also whether the participation of'nations was total.. Since the 

pre..; League concept of universality was still alive in the minds of 

the framers of the League Covenantt the concept of universality that 

prevailed during the pre-League era may be described as Imperial 

Universality, 322 There was no real universal participation of the 

states. The assumptions about participation were twov viz. that the 

universal organisation would be constituted of all civilised nations and 

that there would be no participation from any other kind of state, In 

other words, the problem of non-participation was over-simplified and 

ignored. Participation in such an organisation was indirectly made 

possible only for those states which fulfilled the artificial 

criterion of civilisation, and also those. who found it advantagejous 

to join such an organisation with a view to protecting their ovn 

interests. The willingness of those states whose participation and 

co-operation in the universal organisation were truly essential went 



unkeededl and consequently, the result that could kave been 

ackieved from the participation of such states was lost. 323. 

The kind of universality the Leaguq attempted to achieve was 

relative universality. Its failure to achieve absolute or near- 

absolute universality was Ua great extent self-induced or deli- 

beratel. in as muck as it ignored the question of the participation 

of non-membersp or of states with reservations laid down by them- 

selvest because it wante&-to facilitate relative universality by 

direct meanst in whick it also failed. 

Participation of states in the drug-treaties was not universal. 

It would be true to say that no machinery was provided to make parti- 

cipation universal, nor was there any machinery to make participation 

of states near- universalp at least on a conditional or restrictive 

basis. -324 It appears that in relation to drugs there were two other 

factors whick contributed to the non participation of statest viz. ' 

(a) consciousness of self-interestp i. e. j the fear of 

restrictions over economic lifev or more importantt 

of loss of control over the drug trade resulting in 

loss of revenue and 

(b) failure to provide any, alternative opportunity, i. e. p 

the countries which depended primarily upon the revenue 

from the production of Opium poppy or manufacture of 

drugag as the case might beg could have been members# 
325 if alternative sources of revenue had been provided for-. *- 

. Consequentlyt the non-participation of a country-9 in 

certain circunstancest turned out to be a way of protecting its 
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ovit interests# even at the cost of traffic in drugs. Participa- 

tion of the states in the drug conventions under the auspices of 

the League may be divided into the foliowing categories: 

(a) Obligato= Obligatory 

In this situationg some states recognised their 

obligation to bq bound by the provisions of*the 

conventions. In other words, this was a self-imposed 

obligationg and because it was a self-imposed obliga- 

tiont all provisions of the conventions were treated 

in tile same spiritl e. ge Australiat Francep India and 

U. K.. ( Parties to the 1912t 1925 and 1931 Conventions 

without any reservation) 

(b) Voluntary- Obligatory 

Tke effect this would ultimately produce is the same 

as under the first situation. The difference is in the 

nature of the willingness which prompts states to be 

bound.. In this situation the willingness is to a great 

extent caused by the opportunities which are offered.. 

In other wordsp they are not self-induced obligationst 

neverthelessp once they have accepted the membershipq 

they intend to be bound by the instrumentt e. g. Colombia 

accepted the 1912 Convention under reservationsp whereab 

she accepted the 1936 Convention without any reservationg 

and the same was done by Switzerland; 
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(c) Obligatory- Voluntary 

In this situation, the obligation is conditionalv i. e. 9 

neither self-induced nor genuine. Membership will be 

accepted owing to over-estimation of the opportunities 

whick would help fulfil self-interestat with the right 

reserved to withdraw in the case of a conflict of interests. 

In other wordsp in such a situationy obligation takes the 

form of pseudo -obligatiýnf e. g. the Netherlands accepted 

the 1912 Convention without any reservationt but she 

denounced the-1936 Convention; and 

Tji this situationg states will accept or denounce 

membership as they like. The question of obligation in 

such a situation becomes irrelevantq e. g. Sweden t Thailand 

and the United Kingdom accepted the 1912 Convention with 

reservations p but did not -accept the 1936 Convention. 326 

Thisq theng was the nature of the membership of and partici- 

pation in the so-called universal organisation as far as this area of 

international law was concerned. 

It may also be worthwhile to examine how far the objective 

itselfi i. e. # the question pi suppressing the illicit traffic in dxugs, 

was a truly collective objective. For a truly collective objective, 

the pro-requisite is quite cle6r- a collective interest. Statest for 

this purpose, will be willing to renounce their vital interests. The 

absence of renunciation of vital-interests was very pronounced in 
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all the drug conventions concluded during ike League eraq and the 

reasons for this were tifog v-Iz. (a) abFence of faith in a collective 

systemp and (b) over-consciousness of vital interestst as had been 

emphasised in (i) their unwillingness to bring the profit-earning 

druffs within the purview of the conventions, i hence (ii) their and 

desire to apply the limitaiion and control system in a relatiTe as 

opposed to an absolute form. - 

The abstention of a considerable number of drug-producing 

and/or manufacturing countries from becoming signatories to the 

conventions also evidenced their unpreparedness to identify their 

own interests with the collective interest. It was primarily for 

this reason that the anti-opium movementp which was pioneered by 

the people with no sinister interestsy was directed towards subordi- 

nation of the forces of vital interests. There was no recognition I 

of the common necessitiesp and hence the common willt which is a 

sine qua non of a truly universal organisationt was not born. 

From the above synoptic'accountg the conclusions that may 

be drawn are the following: 

(i) that although the League period was a significant 

period in the development of international law, it over- 

whelmingly followed the characteristics of the pre-League 

erat in the matter of political change* The primary 

causes of political change in the pre-League eraq parti- 

cularly from 1814 to 1914p were of three kinds, viz. 

political thLeoryl economic technique and important 

individuals. 
327. 

T. 6 political theory found expression 
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in the conviction of nations in their respective 

nationalitiesp and in the inevitable competition among 

larger powers to become the largest ones For the application 

of their accepted political theory laissez faire was recog- 

nised to be the-economic technique. Individualsp generally 

speakingg affect politics in two wayst viz. (a) as compo- 

jaents of interests and (U) as persons of strategic importance. 

As explained aboveg the significance of theýe three 

causes of political change during the League era was also 

demonstrated in the area of the control of traffic in 

narcotic drugs. 

(ii) that international institutions are so important in 

international politics because they embody power. The I 

embodiment of power in such-institutions is, concomitant 

with the relinquishment of power by the individual states. 

Such relinquishment of power is again concomitant with the 

sacrifice of self-interest which is made to make room for 

the community interest* Unless there is the realisation, 

that Jura publica anteferenda privatisp the probability of 

suck a community interest is a cry in the wilderness. 

In so far as the control of trade and traffic in 

narcotic. drugs during the League era was concerned there 

vas a pronounced lack of co . mmlinity interest. International 

institutions obtain justification from their capacity to 

keep order. Ia a situation of multitudinous diversities 

to seek an order will be a Tain attempt. 
I 
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(iii) that international co-operation in its early stage 

of development is not to 'be understood or appre- 

ciated in terms of present-day law-making or adminis- 

tration. International co-operation in those days 

should be taken as pre-legal international co-operation. 

One of the requirements of transforming pre-legal 

international co-operation into legal co-opdration is 

sanction. Yetv whýther there is the strength of 

sanction or notj voluntary respect for the law makes 

the international administrative system work. The 

importation of sanction becomes a folly especially' 

wken the tug-of-war between nations prevailop as to 

their protection of interests and hence material 

prosperity. In such a situationg strong nations are 

able to enforce their own rightsp weak states need 

international-protection; yet under any system of 

sanctions the stronger states would control the situ- 

ation and the weakervould be at their mercy- tempered 

by law ý28- In suck a situation, any attempt to estab- 

lish an orderg whether legal or moraiv would be 

prema e.. This had been rightly described by 

Zi=e= when he said that " by the force of circums- 

tances which were not foreseen and could not in any 

case have been arrestedq the Leagueq in so far as it 

was destined to be a centre of international politics 

at allp was bound to developl not into the quiet and 
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efficient Secretariat of a group of co-operating govern- 

mentst with a Whitehall Gardens atmospheret but into some- 

thing between a market-placet a public meeting and a reviva- 

list place of worship. Since nationalism is the prevalent 

religion or superstition of the agev it was inevitable thatt 

when allowed to run riot in foreign affairs, it should 

produce creeds and dogmas admitting of ready application 

in that f ield"; 329 

(iv) that when the forces of law are absent or have been removed# 

the question arises as to'whether moral forces tend to estab- 

lish any ordero, 
330 To put it another way, when law as a 

restraint on power. failsp do the forces of morality also 

automatically surrender to power instead of at least making 

some protest . If struggle for power were the only force 

kehind inte=ational politicsq the study of'such a subject 

would be insipid and monotonous. In factq the seekers of 

powert at a certain pointp take shelter under ideologies 

to conceal their aims, Thusq the game of power politicsp 

knowingly or imIcnowinglyp inteutionally or unintentionally# 

gives recogniti6a to ideologiesp and'starts working in 

harmony with the demands of normative order of reasong 

morality and justice. Therefores " Power is subject to 

limitationst in the interest of society as a whole and in 

the interest of its individual membersl which are not the 

result of the mechanics of the struggle for power but are 

superimposed upon. that struggle in the form of norms or 

rules of conduct by the will of the members of society 

themselves. ii 331 The more united a society ist and the 
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more important it considers that its interests should 

be protected by rules of conductr the more-effective are 

its sanctions. Society exerts its greatest pressures# 

and therefore has the best chance of enforcing its rules 

of conduct against its recalcitrant members when it brings 

all the different kinds of sanctions at its disposal simul- 
-Mý2- taneously to bear upon tke infractor of its rules* 

The same mechanism applies in the case of theInternational 

community. Should 9 howeverg there be conflicts between 

different rules of conduct, which is highly probable in 

the case of the international communityO these can be 

decided by a process of eliminationg i. e. 9 the states(s) 

against wkich such rules are invoked will respond to some 

of themp and violate the others. 
3ý3 Thust the normative 

order of the international community tends to keep the 

power aspiration of the state(s) within the tolerable bounds 

detennined by the international connnunity. Neverthelesog 

the effectiveness of pressure directed agaihst the tyrant, 

depends on the degree to which the agencies that assume the 

task of directing pressure upon him, are organised. The 

functions which such agencies are required to perform are 

of two distinct kindsl viz. positive and negativeg although 

they produce identical effects. In other wordst one is 

mandatory, while the other is prohibitory. The positive 

character of their functions will compel the tyrant 
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state(s) to surrender to the normative rules of the 

international communityp and thus to contribute positively 

to the ideals of those agencies. By means of a negative 

processp these agencies will impose restraints upon the 

free exercise of power by these tyrantsp irrespective of 

whether or not the tyrant is immediately agreeable to 

surrender to the normative rules of the community. 

In so far as the control of illicit traffic, in 

narcotic drugs during the League era was concernedo such a 

task was asswed by the agencies that launched the anti- 

opium movement. This. movement was not as organised as it 

should have been, The feebleness of this movement can be 

accounted for by the conflicts in its objectivesp adminis- 

trative inabilityt and above allq the lack of an effective 

machinery of do-operation. Nevertheless, by a negative 

process of functiont it put some restraint upon the free 

exercise of power pf the tyrantst and positivelyp it caused 

a surrendert at least on terms less favourable to the 

tyrants than beforep and led to the conclusion of some 

international conventions in this area of international law. 

(v) that the-concept of law and order becomes relevant in 

relation to the protection of the interests of a 

society* In municipal systemag governments tend to 

establish law and order first where troubles exist or 

are anticipated. This does not however mean. that 

governments in ther municiapl systems establish law 
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governments tend to establish law and order first where 

troubles exist or are anticipated. This does notq however, 

mean that governments in the municipal systems establish 

. law and order to allow fair play among competing interests. 

On the contraryp governments themselves are "coalitions of 

interests"t and the identification of governments with 

certain interests in society is essential. In the case of 

the international communityq international law and insti- 

tutions are developed*, to fulfil its interests. The vehicle 

for fulfilling those interests are determined mostly by 

the Super Powers. Although such Poweraq to a certain 

extent # identify themselves with the interests of the 

community for the protection of their- -own. interestsp 

they willt in the absence of strong oppositiong establish 

their own law and order, Schwarzenberger observed that 

the "organization oi a collective system aiming at univer- 

sality must be such as to preclude any danger of abuse in 
333(a) 

the interests of one Power or group of States. "-ifý also 

rightly observed g in relation to the state of de jMe eco- 

nomie order of the POst-1§19 eraq that during this period the 

League made attempts to Itcreate, potential economic Aus eogens 
333(b) I 

through multilateral treaties. " The cardinal provisions were 

made in Article 23 of the League Covenantq which set out 

rules concerning, inter alia, supervision by itself of the 
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execution of agreements relating to the traffic in opium 

and otker dangerous drugs. 334 Althougk these rules 

mig ht have become the nucleus of a substantial interna- 

tional economic order on a universalist treaty basis, n 335 

the force of these rules vas lost because the Members of 

the League undertook to fulfil these ends 11 subject to and 

in accordance with the provisions of international conven- 

tions existing or hereafter to be agreed upon " by them. 

In support of his argument as to the character of the'obli- 

gations entered under Article 23 of the League Covenantp 

Profes. sor Schwarzenberger referred to the Advisory Opinion 

of the Permanent Court of International Justice in the 

Case concerning the-Railway Traffic between Lithuania and 

Poland , 
336 in whicithe Court observed: -___ý 11 it is 

impossible to deduce from the general rule contained in 

Article 23 (e) of the Covenant an obligation for Lithuania 

to-open the Landwarow- Kaisiadorys railway section for 

international trafficp or for part of such traffic; such 

obligation could only result from a special agreement. " 

In this connection it would also be wartkwkile to 

examine if thý League of Nations made any attempt to create 

any consensual jus cogens in the field of control of the 

traffic in dangepous drugs and'other similar areas of 

international economic law. The League made dtempts to 

create potential international juE cogens in various 



fieldst viz.. slave-tradingg traffic in women and ckildren 

for imaoral. purposest the illicit manufacture of and traffic 

in dangerous drugst the circulation of obscene publications 

and the suppression of counterfeiting currency. 

As far as the suppression of the illicit manufacture 

of and traffic, in-dangerous drugs was concernedt attempts 

vere made by the League to create such jus cogens on a 

universalist treaty basis" . But the intrinsic value 

of such attempts become depreciatedg since all these 

Conventions were subject to denunciation either immediately 

ortin some cases after the expiry of five yearsp with effect 

one year after denunciation. However short-livedthese 

Conventions werel they created prohibitory rulesp but the 

creation of prohibitory rules alone does not justify the ' 

description-of internationdl jus cogens. True international 

jus cogens 9 according to Professor Schwarzenbergerp must 

satisfy certain criteriap viz. 
(a) whether it is sufficiently important to form part 

of a reasonably stable international legal order; 

(b) -in support of the aboveg evidence should be given 

(i) as to the nwiber of parties to the conventions 

embodying such rules; and (ii) the length of the 0 

commitment in tems of time; ana 

(c) whether or not individual parties to such a multi- 

lateral treaty are allowed to-make subsequent inter 

. Ee arrangementsv modifying or abrogating their 

multilateral obl . igatigns. 
337 
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If tke international drag conventions are put to this 

test, it will be found that not only did the conventions 

lose thier universalist characterv but also in certain 

casest tkeir application was limited to narrow areas* In 

support of this argument it may be stated that 

(i) the parties to the conventions were not obliged 

to apply these rules to all parts of their terri- 

torLes; 

(ii) the parties rema-ined free to qualify their rati- 

fications and accessions by reservations favourable. 

to themt and where the reservations were not accep- 

table to somep the Contracting Party which made 

reservations remained a party in relation to those 

who did not object to those reservations; and 

(iii) the parties were free to denounce the Conventions 

either inmediately orgin some casesp after the 

expiry-of five years and with effect one yea r after 
338 denunciation. 

The other important criterion in this regard is whether 

any consensual rules discussed at the time of -, a-i convention 

was being considered had. been declaratory of the existing 

international customary law. The other element that has to 

be taken into account here is whether the rule of interna- 

tional customary law in question was one of Jus ei3gensg and 

and thereforet unalterable on a consensual basis* 
339 What 

is-to be noticed is whether any binding law has been 

4 
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created irrespective of the will of individual parties. 

The obligatory part of the law may find expression either 

in the international customary law ori in the alternative 

test# perkaps not of the same standard, in the general 

principles -of law recognised by civilised nations. -340 

Tke prohibitory rules whick had been created in all 

the drug conventions during the League eraq were further 

strengthened by criminal, sanctions under municipal law, 

and thereforep 11 the'reletant rules of international. 

customary law or general principles of law recognised by 

civilised nations would consist of prohibitions... of the 
34X 

illicit manufacture ofq and traffic ing dangerous drugs 

Despite the aboveg it may be observed that the sanction 
A4? 

provisions of-these conventions were loose, and that 

compliance wijth the provisions of these conventions was not 

obligatory for all states members of the international 

community. With this must be taken into account the low 

degree of integration which was attainable in a loose confe- 

deration such as 'the Leagiie of Nat-ions. No basic differ- 

ences existed'between the "states reached in unorganised 

international society and international society organised 

in the League of Nations.: v 343 

The validity of the maxim, ubi societas ibi just is questionable 
I 

in the sphere of international law. Dr. Jenks found it necessary to 

seek the ultimate basis of obligation outside the law. He emphasised 
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that " only by accepting the will of the world cOmminity as the basis 

of civilised conduct can man continue to exist as a social being. " 344 

Dr. Jenks certainly deserves commendation for his attempt to justify 

the ultimate basis of obligation from the philosophical qtandpointt 

but this is too optimistic an idea even about the present-day interna- 

tional communityp let alone the international community organised in 

the League of Nations. Thý truth is-that 11 No State is prepared to 

abandon the principle that agreements must be performed pac'ta aunt 

servanda) any more than, in domestiý terms, it is willing to abandon 

the idea that laws must be obeyed* Yett at the same time, it is 

abundantly clear that whenever the "bargain" concept is projected too 

far in the futureq whenever an-agreement is felt to have been unfairly 

imposed or coerced ( as at Versailles)q or whenever one of the parties 

strongly feels that there is no longer any reasonable relationship 

between benefits and burdens, it runs into difficulty- doctrine to the 

contrary notwithstanding. " -345 The international co=unýty in the 

League of Nations era was too interest-knit a community to give way 

to jus cogens 0 consensual or otherwise. Professor Schwarzenberger 
: 
Z, 

rightly observed that 11 Such little consensual jus cogens ast in the 

pre-1914 and 1919-1939 pe. riodst was superimposed on international 

economic customary law was too limited and too fragmentary to cons- 

titute an international economic order in any meaningful use of the 

term. In any caset this consensual law fell so far short of univer- 

sality as hardly to qualify as a world order. to 346 
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